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ABSTRACT
The sources are first discussed, with emphasis on Near Eastern written material,
archaeological data and numismatics.

After a brief historical summary, the essential

problem of the early Seleukid kings is presented: how to convert a commodity-based
economy into a monetary one.
The underlying economy of the empire is next described. An assessment by region points
to a peak population of some 20 million, occupied mainly in agriculture and local trade,
which the new city foundations and royal land-grants stimulated.
Ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika forms the basis of the main section. It is argued that the work
belongs to the early 3rd century B.C. and describes the conditions of the Seleukid empire.
Every form of satrapal revenue listed is analysed and rates of tribute, taxation and rent
derived, where possible, and shown to be generally high. Coinage is found to have been
increasingly used for payments by the administration, mostly for a large standing army.
Similarly, taxation receipts were also required in coin and surplus commodity production
on royal land was disposed of for silver, where possible.

The tetradrachm served as the

primary medium and fiduciary bronze tended to be used in place of small silver, but the
Seleukids sought only to maintain appropriate currency levels in each region and their
many mints essentially coined to replace what was lost through wear, apart from bursts of
production for military needs. Foreign currencies circulated freely, including sometimes
those on different standards.
A quantitative model links population, production, royal revenue and expenses and
coinage. Annual revenue may have reached 20,000 talents, but expenses were high and
any surplus small.
Finally, the financial administration of the empire owed much to Achaemenid prototypes.
A picture emerges of regional and district officials, responsible both for satrapal finances
and royal land and reporting directly to the king.
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PREFACE
This Dissertation has what may be two novel features.
Firstly, it is an attempt by a Greek to view the Seleukid empire from a distinctly nonHellenocentric point of view. This is more difficult than it sounds, given the conditioning
that I have been exposed to about the superiority of ancient Greek civilization over those
of the ancient Near East. Since I am dealing with financial administration of an empire, it
requires that close attention be paid to the methods used by other Near-Eastern empires,
particularly the Achaemenid. It also means that I must centre myself more in the affairs
of the Seleukid heartland: Mesopotamia, northern Syria and western Iran, and less in the
peripheral Greek world of Asia Minor.
Secondly, the Dissertation relies quite heavily on the analysis of numerical data in the
sources. But this I have tried to present at all times as clearly and as simply as I can,
recognizing the pitfalls of source reliability and cross-checking as much as possible. I am
satisfied that the overall picture that emerges hangs together reasonably well.
To a considerable extent, my approach has been influenced by my two supervisors, to
whom I owe a great deal. Amelie Kuhrt’s books first interested me in the Seleukid
empire. But it was, more importantly, her teaching of the history of the ancient Near
East, and particularly that of the Persian empire, that decided me to embark upon this
study of the Seleukid royal economy as a continuation, in many ways, of that of its
Achaemenid predecessors. Amelie painstakingly read and corrected my work and
continuously reinforced my knowledge of the ancient Near East as we progressed.
Michael Crawford encouraged me to break away from the trodden path and develop
theories of my own (of which this Dissertation is perhaps too frill). But he also controlled
my excesses in the many areas of his expertise, whether an incorrect translation of a
Greek text or a shaky interpretation of a source or a dubious calculation. To my surprise
and pleasure I found that many of my so-called theories he had already thought of or
immediately accepted.

I concede many good points of my work to both my supervisors

and take responsibility for all errors.
Finally, this Dissertation would not have been possible without the consideration and
support of my wife, Myrto. I dedicate it to her.

The Hellenistic Near East

INTRODUCTION
The finances and financial administration of the Seleukid empire are usually discussed only
in passing in general historical surveys of the Seleukids or the Hellenistic world1.

Some

effort has, however, been devoted to the subject as part of more specialized works dealing
with Seleukid institutions, society and economy2.
There is still a great deal that is unclear.

For example, how did the Seleukid kings derive

their revenue? What forms did taxation take and was the system generalized or was it
adapted to the specific conditions of each region? On what sizes of population were
tribute and taxes assessed? What was the resulting income for the kings? What other
incomes accrued to them? How did the king exploit royal land? What role was played by
the new city foundations and the temples? What expenses were incurred by the king
directly and what at the level of his provincial administrations? What was the purpose of
coinage in the economy and what considerations determined the denominations minted
and levels of production at different mints? What was the organization that managed the
finances of the empire and of the king personally? And finally, what was the bottom line?
Was this a wealthy empire or did it live a hand-to-mouth existence, which developed into
an acute financial crisis following the 15,000 talent indemnity imposed by the Romans
after Magnesia (190)?3
This Dissertation is an attempt to put together a picture of the finances and the financial
administration of the Seleukid empire. In time it deals with mainly that period when one
can speak of an empire, i.e. up to the loss of Mesopotamia ca.129, but it also discusses
briefly the situation down to the final extinction in 64. In geographic range it covers all
the territories that at one time or another, if not concurrently, were ruled by the Seleukids,
from the Aegean and the border with Egypt to Bactria/Sogdiane and the north-west
frontier of India.
In Part I the different sources used are presented briefly. The existing classical literary
and epigraphic material has been extended by much valuable cuneiform documentation,
1 For example Tam(1927), Rostovtzeff(1941), Preaux(1978), Will( 1979; 1982), Walbank(1981),
Grant(1982), Gruen(1984:Ch.l7), Musti in CAH VII/12 (1984), Green(1990) and SherwinWhite/Kuhrt(1993).
2 For example, the monographs by Bikerman(1938), Bengtson(1944), Musti(1965) and Kreissig(1978).
3 All dates are BC unless otherwise stated.

which throws new light on the Seleukid empire. A number of studies have already pointed
to continuity between Seleukid administrative practice and that of the Achaemenids.4
This is looked into more closely, with the result that some older evidence can be
confidently applied to the Seleukid period.
To these sources are added the results of on-going archaeological excavation and,
particularly, settlement surveys. Die studies of Seleukid coin issues and hoard analyses
provide useful information on the output of mints and circulation of coinage.
Part I continues with a brief historical summary, which concentrates on the extent of the
empire at different times and the problems it faced. This is essential so that its finances
and financial administration can be seen from the proper perspective.
Finally, the cardinal problem faced by the early Seleukid kings is presented and the
measures which they took to solve it are outlined. The remainder of the Dissertation
addresses these in detail.
Part II is an overview of the underlying economy of the empire. To understand the
system of taxation, one needs to know what forms economic activity took and the
possibilities open to a governing power to extract a surplus for its own needs.

The

physical characteristics of different regions are presented along with the results of
settlement surveys, which give some idea of population levels and trends. A rough
estimate of population by wider region is also attempted.

Agriculture and animal

husbandry, natural resources, trade and industry are all considered in order to establish
their potential for generating taxation revenue for the administration. Of particular interest
is the establishment of prices for different commodities, which are useful in linking
production estimates to taxation revenue levels.
The exploitation of royal land comes up in this Part in connection with the founding of
new cities and land-grants to individuals and temples.
Part III deals with the surplus that was extracted from the economy as tribute and
taxation by the king and his administration and its expenditure.

Here I follow ps-

Aristotle’s Oikonomika and each aspect of the royal and satrapal economies described
there. This turns out to be very useful as the basis for a discussion dealing with the
4 The chief proponents of continuity have been Briant (e.g. 1979; 1982c; 1990), Kuhrt and Sherwin-White
(e.g. 1994a)

different sources of revenue for the empire, ‘incomings’ and ‘outgoings’ to and from royal
lands and treasuries and the major expenses of army, provincial administration and court.
The purpose and use of coinage is also examined at some length. The information derived
is put together in a rough quantitative model of the Seleukid royal economy, linking the
main parameters: population, production, revenue, expenditure and coinage.
Finally, a study of the system of financial administration is undertaken, based mainly on
epigraphic evidence, and is found to owe much to Achaemenid prototypes.
Any discussion of economic matters cannot really be useful unless it is quantified. It is no
good talking about taxation revenue, for example, unless one can say what the total
amount may have been. With regard to the Seleukid empire, here is a labour historians
tend to shy away from, because they consider that ‘the information is miserably
inadequate’5. Despite the uncertainty associated with numbers derived from the scanty
evidence, I make an attempt to quantify at every stage. To begin with, some figures, e.g.
a population estimate, may appear very shaky indeed, but in the course of the discussion
these are tested against new estimates made from different data. The more the results
converge, the more confidence there is that the numbers are roughly correct. When the
final model is presented, it will be seen that its various parameters fit together reasonably
well, which, I hope, will provide support to the ideas and conclusions of this Dissertation.
The theme that is developed throughout is that the early Seleukid kings paid particular
attention to developing the economic resources of their empire.

They and their

successors tapped these in an efficient manner so as to generate the funds required to
maintain themselves in power, which they were successfully able to achieve for more than
two centuries.

5 Rostovtzeff(1941:422).
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PARTI. PRELIMINARIES
1. SOURCES AND METHODS
1.1 Classical literature

A full list of the classical writers used as sources is not given here as this has been
adequately covered by others.1 One major difference is that more attention has been paid
to reports concerning the Achaemenid empire (e.g. in Herodotos, Xenophon, the
Alexander historians, Athenaios) because of the considerable degree of administrative
continuity that, as I hope to demonstrate, existed between this and

its Seleukid

successors.

1.2 Ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika, Book II

This economic treatise has been attributed to the school of Aristotle and is fundamental in
any study of the economy of the Hellenistic world, despite its brevity and difficulty of
detailed comprehension. A short theoretical section deals with the four types of financial
administrations (‘economies’) that could be observed at the time, in decreasing order of
importance, those of a kingdom, satrapy, city and household.

This is followed by a

presentation of stratagems by which rulers or administrators solved specific financial
problems.
In Chapter 7 the theoretical section is translated and discussed at some length, including
the question of its date. In subsequent chapters (8-11) the evidence from the Seleukid
period for the different aspects of the royal and satrapal economies, as outlined by psAristotle, will be presented and analysed in some detail.

1.3 Greek inscriptions, papyri, parchment and ostraka.

Much of the evidence concerning the different forms of taxation and methods o f financial
administration in the Seleukid empire comes from the inscriptions of Greek cities.
Nowhere is the information direct, of course, as the intention of an inscription was not to
provide a manual of current administrative practice, but to record something of particular
1 Rostovtzefl(1941); Preaux(1978); Will( 1979,1982); Davies(1984); Shewin-White/Kuhrt(1993).

interest to the city, e.g. a royal order or concession affecting it, the correspondence of
officials called upon to implement the order, a decree honouring a citizen or Seleukid
official etc.
The epigraphical evidence is heavily weighted towards the cities of Asia Minor, because
these have been on the whole more thoroughly excavated than elsewhere and also simply
because of the ‘epigraphic habit’ of the Greeks. However, one does have sufficient data
from other areas, e.g. the important Ptolemaios dossier from Skythopolis in Palestine, the
Baitokaike land-grant from northern Syria, the Ikadion letter from Failaka in the Persian
Gulf, the royal order for the appointment of a high-priestess from Laodikeia-Nehavend in
Media etc., which will all be referred to, to be able to perceive similarities between the
methods of administration in different parts of the empire.
Papyri are an extremely rare source for the Seleukid economy, the most important being
one from Doura-Europos.2

However, papyri relating to Ptolemaic Palestine and

Phoenicia or Ptolemaic possessions in Asia Minor can help to indicate financial structures
which were left in place by the later Seleukid administration in these regions.
Parchment is also rare. Of most interest is the early 2nd-century administrative text on
leather from Baktria with details of a transaction probably involving tax.3
A neglected ostrakon from Babylon may provide the key to military pay in the Seleukid
army.4 A few from Baktria perhaps show tax-collection in operation.5
One problem with all Greek documents is that translations can vary considerably. The
Greek language possesses considerable variety in the use of many words, whose meaning
ultimately depends on the context.

This may be quite unclear to the translator, often a

philologist called upon to deal with a military or economic text. For this reason, all Greek
texts used have been translated by me afresh. As objective a translation has been given as
1 could manage, without imputing preconceived ideas as to its meaning.

Sometimes a

less specific expression has been adopted than that used by other translators, which gives
the text an impression of somewhat imperfect English, but serves the purpose of leaving
2 Welles(1959:no.l5); Saliou(1992).
3 Rea/Senior/Hollis(1994); Bemard/Rapin(1994); Rapin(1996). Also Minns(1915) for a parchment from
Avroman in Kurdistan.
4 Sherwin-White( 1982).
5 Rapin(1983).

open the precise meaning until the analysis has been completed. A cardinal point, for
example, is the use of the terms ie^a'yayyifLa'>and ieia-ayayyi^KL in the Oikonomika, which
have been crudely, but more generally, rendered as ‘goods that may be sent out’ or
‘goods that may be brought in’ rather than the more elegant, and, in my view, incorrect,
‘exports’ and ‘imports’ that have typically been used in translations of this text.

1.4 Local language sources

Previous studies of the administration and economy of the Seleukid empire have relied
almost exclusively on classical sources, both literary and epigraphic.6

Increasingly,

however, cuneiform texts in Akkadian from the Mesopotamian core of the empire are
being transcribed and translated and help to throw light on administrative practices in this
region in the Seleukid period.7
Of these texts, particularly important are the Babylonian Astronomical Diaries for a study
of commodity prices.

Of equal interest are the two collections of tablets known as the

Persepolis texts. Other cuneiform documents from Mesopotamia parallel the Greek
inscriptions found elsewhere or provide what is almost totally lacking in classical sources,
i.e. details of specific legal and administrative transactions.

The Persepolis Texts
During the excavations of Persepolis in the 1930’s, two archives of cuneiform tablets,
written in the Elamite language, were discovered. They are a product of Achaemenid
administration in the Persian homeland, the later Hellenistic satrapy of Persis.
The larger of the two archives, the Persepolis Fortification Tablets (PFT), consists of
2120 published texts8 and at least as many unpublished ones and deals mostly with the
collection, storage and distribution as rations of various commodities at storehouses in an
administrative area centred on Persepolis between years 13 and 28 of Darius I, i.e. 509494. The recipients of the rations were the king, members of the royal family, officials,
6 Rostovtzefl( 1941); Bengtson(1944); Musti(1965;1966;1984); Kreissig(1978).
7 Kuhrt(1996).
8 HaIlock(1969; 1978).

travellers, animals and, principally, workers engaged in many activities, not least the
construction of the royal palaces at Persepolis. Included are 96 larger tablets which
contain either lists of the individual commodity issues of particular storehouses in a given
year (Journals) or summaries of movements in and out of the storehouse and balances
remaining (Accounts) or, occasionally, both types of information.
The smaller archive, the Persepolis Treasury Tablets (PTT), contains 129 texts dating
from between year 30 of Darius I and year 7 of Artaxerxes I, i.e. 492-458.9 Each text
details payments made in silver to officials or workers in lieu of part of their barley, wine
or meat rations.
One may be justified in asking what these two sources, nearly two centuries older than the
start of the Hellenistic period, have to do with Seleukid financial administration. I hope
to demonstrate in Chapters 9 and 13 that the PFT especially, but also the PTT, show
continuity between Achaemenid and Hellenistic administrative practice and help throw
light on what, in their absence, would be rather uncertain interpretations of a number of
Greek documents.
The information in the PFT has been recorded in a computerised database of some 4045,000 data items. Its analysis is part of an ongoing study of Achaemenid administration
that is independent of this Dissertation, but many of whose findings seem to be directly
applicable.

The Babylonian Astronomical Diaries.
These important cuneiform texts are precisely dated records of meteorological and
astronomical observations compiled in the temples of Babylon between 652 and 61.10
They frequently contain market prices for five agricultural commodities and wool and
sometimes note political, social or economic events. There is a heavy concentration of
data in the Seleukid period, with some price(s) quoted in 245 separate months of 90
regnal years.

9 Cameron(1948).
10 Sachs/Hunger( 1988; 1989; 1996). Spek(1993a): as a source for Seleukid history.
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But first there is the question of the purpose of the Diaries. The astronomers who
recorded their observations were, it is clear, primarily interested in establishing over
generations a set of data from which astronomical predictions could be made and
probably also forecasts of good or bad harvests. They were not interested in political or
economic events as such but in their possible relationship with natural phenomena. If an
event did not occur in Babylon itself, it was carefully recorded with the phrase ‘It was
heard’.11 The Babylonian astronomers, with no political axe to grind, come through as
completely dispassionate writers, with absolutely no reason to falsify the record, in
particular with regard to what interests one most here, commodity prices.
In Chapter 5.6 commodity prices from the Diaries will be plotted graphically and trends
observed throughout the Seleukid period. Changes will be noted that may be due to
political events or administrative decisions, which will be dealt with in Chapter 13.10.

Legal and administrative cuneiform tablets from Babylonia
A number of such tablets, written in Akkadian, have been found in official or clandestine
excavations in Babylonia, but by no means the larger number has been translated and
published.

A reasonably comprehensive review of these sources is available until

December, 1986.12
Most of this material comes from two centres, Babylon and Uruk, though other
Babylonian cities also provide some evidence. The essential difference between the two is
that Babylon has mainly produced administrative documents and Uruk legal texts. This is
quite a serious shortcoming, as one does not have a comprehensive picture of what went
on at each centre and administrative and legal procedures may have differed somewhat in
different cities.

What interests one, however, is whether they were applied under a

common Seleukid administrative ‘umbrella’.
A few cuneiform texts from Babylonia play exactly the same role as inscriptions do in
Greek cities, i.e. they constitute a public record of privileges or commitments granted to a
city or temple (in Babylonia these were inextricably linked).

11 Spek(1993a) for the Diaries as a source for Seleukid history.
12 Oelsner (1986).

Other documents
An interesting indirect source for the Seleukid empire is a Sanskrit work, the Artasastra.
This is a treatise on administration by, reputedly, Kautilya, the prime minister of
Chandragupta, the Maurya emperor.

Taken in conjunction with fragments of

Megasthenes appearing in Strabo, Diodoros and Arrian’s Indika, it can throw light on
how similar problems were managed in a contemporary imperial state.13
An early source is the Murashu archive from Nippur, which describes the activities of a
family of agricultural contractors of the late 5th century, who leased land from absentee
Persian landlords, fief-holders and other property owners, together with water rights from
the administration, and sub-leased them to farmers along with the necessary equipment.
The Murashu also undertook to pay taxes on the land to the royal exchequer in silver.
The archive gives us some idea of the economy of Mesopotamia at this time and the
relative costs of agricultural production, which may be applicable to the Seleukid period.

1.5 Archaeology
Settlement surveys
A settlement survey in a particular region attempts to locate areas of habitation and
cultivation and to define periods of occupation and use at these. Its tools range from the
study of ceramics found on the surface by controlled traverses of the area on foot to
stereoscopic air photography and satellite imagery.
The method is, by definition, approximate. Pottery types may be inadequately known for
precise dating and lower occupation levels may not show up in surface remains, in
particular from rural sites covered by an expanding urban center. If the survey traverses
are spaced too far apart, smaller sites may be missed entirely.

The time period is

necessarily a long one, typically a few hundred years, and the problem arises that not all
sites uncovered are likely to have been occupied concurrently. Since ceramic remains are
typically found over the entire area of the survey because of the scatter of human and

13 Stein(1922). Sharma(1988:4) notes that there are different opinions as to the author and date of the
work, but with the consensus view for Kautilya.
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animal waste used as fertilizing material, a threshold intensity has to be set somewhat
arbitrarily above which one may define a settlement. For this reason the area occupied in
a surveyed site, or cultivated around it, is rather approximate. Finally, even assuming
settlement areas may have been determined with some accuracy, it is difficult to convert
these into population figures.14
Despite all these faults, settlement surveys are, in my view, a valuable tool for observing
general population and economic trends, particularly in the countryside, which is an area
archaeological excavation deals with less and historiography rarely touches upon.
In Chapter 4 the results of some settlement surveys in the regions and period of interest
have been noted. Here it might be well to establish three general points, the first two
concerning the area and density of habitation of settlements and the third the population
that could be supported on a given area of cultivated land.
For the reasons noted earlier

the settlement area measured in a survey probably

represents a minimum, though a detailed survey will miss only the very smallest sites,
which may not have contributed much to

total population.

However, there is the

problem that all the sites in the survey area may not have been occupied at the same time.
In that sense they represent a maximum. The shorter the period of time covered by the
survey, the more chance of simultaneous habitation at its sites. To some extent these two
opposing factors cancel each other out.
With regard to density of occupation, one has two lines of approach. In one, modem
settlements can be studied in the region concerned. For example, an analysis of 54 rural
sites in the Susian plain15 has shown that population density at the village level decreased
slightly with the size of settlement, as presumably more land was set aside for communal
needs. It ranged from 267 persons/hectare in the smallest 18 villages of average size 0.4
hectares to 159 persons/hectare in the largest 18 villages of average size 2.5 hectares. A
figure of about 200 inhabitants/hectare seems to be have been the mean or, in other
words, a family of four occupied an area of some 200 sq.m. This would cover a small
house, a vegetable garden and a space devoted to a few domestic animals. One can

14 Cherry(1983) for the advantages and limitations of settlement surveys.
15 Wenke( 1975/6:90).

probably use this as a rough figure for antiquity up to the level of a small town,
conventionally occupying not less than 10 hectares and so a population of about 2,000
inhabitants.
Beyond this one enters the sphere of urban centers where

different and complex

relationships hold and another approach becomes necessary. There the need for defense
becomes more important and encircling walls cut off the town from the surrounding
region.

A larger proportion of the town’s inhabitants are not involved with the

production of food and have to rely on the countryside. Fewer gardens can be afforded
and some multi-storey housing makes its appearance. Despite the increase in area of
administrative and public buildings and open spaces, it is probable that some established
ancient cities were more densely occupied than villages. For example, Tyre is reported
to have had a circumference of 2.75 Roman miles (Pliny NH 5.15.77), or an area of about
100 hectares, and Alexander is said to have slain 8,000 of its inhabitants after his
successful siege of the city and enslaved 30,000 (AixAnab.2.24A-5). If one accepts these
figures, the population density works out at about 380 persons/hectare, though it may
have been inflated because of the siege.
An ancient city’s population was not totally determined by the circumference of its walls
as settlements would tend to cling to it outside, particularly along its approaches. But this
might also work in a reverse manner. Though walls existed, areas devoted to cultivation
might be included within their perimeter. Furthermore, a city might find itself in a phase of
population and economic decline and be more sparsely inhabited than in earlier periods.
There is no indication, for example, that the population of Babylon was nearly as high in
the Seleukid period as before, particularly as some of its inhabitants may have moved to
Seleukeia-Tigris after that city was founded ca.305, as the centre of gravity of
Mesopotamian administration and economy shifted eastwards to the Tigris.16
In some cases one does have population estimates by ancient authors as well as
indications of areas of cities. The shape of Alexandria has been described by
Diodoros( 17.52.3-6), Strabo(17.1.7-10) and Pliny(A77 5.11.62) as an outstretched
Macedonian chlamys between the sea and Lake Moeris with a diameter of 30 or 40
stadia, a width of 7 or 8 stadia and a circumference of 15 Roman miles, which would give

16 See Chapter 6 for a discussion.

an area of at most 1,700 hectares. Diodorus also informs us that in his time, ca.60, the
city had 300,000 free inhabitants which, when a certain number of slaves are added,
should correspond to a population density of at least 200/hectare17. But if one accepts
Pliny’s statement (NH 5.11.62) that ‘one fifth of the site was devoted to the King’s
palace’, or Strabo’s (17.1.8), who gives this as one fourth or even a third, the density of
habitation may have been much higher.
For the purposes of this study I shall take the average population density of a town or city
at 200 persons/hectare, the same as for a village, recognizing that it may in some cases
have been appreciably lower or higher.18
With regard to the area of cultivated land needed to support a person in a basically
agricultural economy, there seems to be a general consensus at between 0.5 and 1
hectare.19

Irrigation farming would tend to the lower figure and dry farming to the

higher. If, for example, a settlement survey uncovers an ancient irrigation system and
comes up with a certain area of irrigated land, a population will be calculated based on X
A
hectare/person.
Any figures for population derived from settlement or irrigated areas will be taken as
somewhat on the low side to allow for missing sites and rounded up.

Site excavations
Archaeological reports of Seleukid-period cities are particularly useful when they provide
outlines of fortifications, which enable one to make estimates of city surface areas and
populations (Chapter 6.1).
17 Fraser(1972:Ch.2, n.358) estimates Alexandria at 1 million and tries, unconvincingly in my view, to
reconcile this figure with Diodoros’ 300,000 free residents by assuming these to be males only and adding
in 400,000 slaves. Beloch(l886:259) for Vi million inhabitants in the Hellenistic period.
18 Adams/Nissen( 1972:28): 200 persons/hectare as the norm both at different times and for settlements of
widely varying gross size in Mesopotamia; Doxiadis/Papaioannou(l974:52): 200 as a global average in
antiquity for village built-up areas; Sumner(1986:12): 40 (urban) and 100 (rural) for the Persepolis plain
(but this is probably too low); Alcock( 1994:183) implies 125-300 for rural Bahrain; Marchese(l986:307321): 125 for urban centres in the Maiandros flood plain, but concedes that the figure may have been
higher; Marfoe(l986:43): 100-200; Kramer( 1982:168): 100-150 for settlements in central Iran but more
in the Mesopotamian alluvial plain, though city densities could be appreciably higher; Pastor( 1997:9): a
rather high 450 for settlements in Israel.
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The material remains of a city may also be useful in establishing likely industries operating
there and patterns of trade (Chapter 5.4,5), though it is not the purpose of this
Dissertation to deal with the underlying economy in other than outline form.20

Clay sealings from Mesopotamia
The practice of attaching to a papyrus or parchment roll one or more clay sealings of the
shape of a medallion or enclosing the roll in a bulla, a sort of clay ‘napkin-ring’, is well
attested in Seleukid Babylonia.21

The documents have all perished, but the seal

impressions left on the medallions and bullae provide one with some insights regarding
Seleukid financial administration.
A number of collections of such sealings have been found in excavations in Uruk and
Seleukeia-Tigris and published22. The most impressive collection, however, numbering
30,000 or so sealings from the so-called Archives Building of Seleukeia-Tigris, has not
yet been studied extensively from the point of view of administrative practice, but mainly
regarding the iconography of the private and official seals used.23

1.6 Numismatics.

Because of the paucity of literary sources for the Seleukid empire, the evidence from
coinage has often proved invaluable in recreating political history and studying royal
ideology. The manner and date of the secession of the satrapy of Bactria/Sogdiana, for
instance, have usually been linked to the gradual change of iconography and legends in the
coinages of Antiochos II and Diodotos from the Bactrian mint(s) (Chapter 2).
Here I am interested in the use of coinage as a factor in the Seleukid economy and
specifically what role it played in Seleukid fiscal policy.
l9Doxiadis/Papaioannou(1974:49); Osbome( 1987:46);
Hodkinson(1988:39);
Gamsey(1988:46);
Gallant( 1991:82); Burford(1993:67); Kramer(1982:181-183); Pastor(l 997:9); Pr6aux(1969:67): 2.5
irrigated hectares for a family of four in Ptolemaic Egypt.
20 Rostovtzeff (1941:1200-1301) for a fuller discussion of trade and industry in the Hellenistic world.
21 McDowell(1935:1-10) for a discussion of sealings and sealing technique.
22 Rostovtzeff(1932); McDowell(1935). Also Wallenfels (1994) for a study of cuneiform tablets at Uruk
and their sharing of seals with bullae.

Coin catalogues
The starting point is a determination of what Seleukid mints operated, what coinage
issues they produced and when. The pioneering works of Newell(1977=WSM;
1978=ESM), which provide this information, have been extended and corrected, where
necessary, through the efforts of other scholars.24
A new comprehensive catalogue of all Seleukid mints, denominations, coin types and
control marks is clearly required and is now in the final stages of preparation by Arthur
Houghton and Catherine Lorber.25 In conjunction with the cataloguesof Newell, this is
potentially a very useful source for the Seleukid economy.

Die studies
The focus of Seleukid numismatics in recent years has been the area of die studies.
Though far from complete, a picture is gradually emerging of the obverse and reverse dies
used in coinage issues at different mints. From the number of specimens of a particular
issue that have been found in relation to the number of obverse dies used for it, the socalled index figure, statistical methods26 allow one to predict the total number of fullyused obverse dies in the issue, including those that have not been discovered as yet. The
greater the index figure, the greater the accuracy of the prediction. At around 5-6 there is
a 95% chance that all fully-used obverse dies have been accounted for.27 The proviso in
using any statistical approach is that the sample be fairly random, e.g. notinfluencedby
one major hoard, where coins struck from a particular die predominate.
The method used here is that proposed by Esty, which takes into account variability in die
life, with a pattern that has some short-lived dies (presumably faulty ones), most dies in a
relatively narrow range of usage and a few lasting longer than expected. The result is a
best estimate of the total number of dies plus a low and a high estimate between which

23 Invemizzi(1994).
24 Mainly Morkholm, Le Rider and Houghton (see Bibliography).
25 The authors have been kind enough to provide me with a draft of the first volume dealing with the
coinage of the Seleukid kings to Antiochos III, for which I thank them.
26 McGovem( 1980), Carter(1983), Esty(1986).
27 M0rkholm(1991:17).

there is a 95% statistical chance that the real solution will lie. All the figures within this
range do not, however, have an equal chance of being correct. As one approaches the
best estimate the probability of a correct answer increases markedly28.

Though some

scholars avoid using these methods for die prediction when the index figure is less than
three29, it is permissible to do so as long as one recognizes that the answer is a range of
figures, with a certain degree of uncertainty, and not a single exact figure.
Once the number of obverse dies in a coinage issue has been determined, the next
question is what was the average number of coins produced per die. Clearly this will
depend upon the material and denomination of the coin, the quality of the die and the skill
of the mint workers.30 The surviving gold is all of a high quality standard, probably for
prestige reasons, and may have required die replacement sooner.

For bronze issues, on

the other hand, there is generally very much less concern about appearance and it is
possible that a die may have been used for much higher levels of production. With regard
to silver, most Seleukid tetradrachms are of a high standard, while the difficulties of
engraving and striking smaller denominations show up in the comparatively lower quality,
but whether this means more or fewer coins per die is not clear. As will be seen in
Chapter 11.3, the striking of small silver was mostly discontinued after the first Seleukids
and so it is mainly the tetradrachms which are of interest and which constituted the bulk
of the currency in circulation.
The only firm evidence for average production from an obverse die gives between 23,333
and 47,250 for silver staters from Delphi ca.33531 and 30,000 for a particular issue of

28 Esty( 1986:204-207). An unequal distribution of die lifetimes is assumed, negative-binomial with
parameter 2, coinciding with Carter’s (1983) gamma distribution. Essentially what this means is that a
fair number of dies will have a shorter lifetime than the average, while relatively few dies may have quite
long lifetimes. The expected total number of obverse dies (k2') is calculated using the formula given by
Esty (HI). Next the corresponding number of equal-lifetime dies (k') that would give the same total
output is determined (H6) and the 95% confidence limits for this (C2), which are than translated into
corresponding 95% confidence limits for the unequal lifetime case (H5).
29 e.g. Cal latay( 1995:295).
30 Howgego( 1995:32); Callatay( 1995:296).
31 Kinns(1983:18).
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Roman denarii?2 Between 20,000 and 30,000 is what is normally considered now for a
Hellenistic coinage, with 30,000 the favoured number.33
An average figure of 30,000 coins from an obverse tetradrachm die, equivalent to 20
talents, will be used here. It will be shown (Chapter 11.5) to be fairly consistent with
what the sources indicate expenditure to have been at times when tetradrachm issues were
required. Indeed, it may be slightly on the low side.
For gold issues, the information is lacking. Common sense would suggest that less was
produced from a stater die not only because higher quality was desired, but also simply
because gold, being in shorter supply, was likely to run out before the die reached the end
of its useful life. Somewhat arbitrarily, only half the average production of a tetradrachm
die is considered here for a gold stater die, so 15,000 coins, equivalent to 50 talents of
silver at a goldrsilver ratio of 1:10.34

Coin hoards
In addition to die studies, important numismatic sources that can throw light on the
Seleukid economy and financial administration are the Inventory of Greek Coin Hoards
(IGCH), the Coin Hoards updates (I to VIII) and numismatic publications for the details
of the hoards contained in these summaries as well as those that are more recent.

A

computerised system has been developed to store information concerning the location,
date of burial and content of coin hoards within Seleukid territory.

Its key results are

given in the Supporting Data as Coin hoard lists 1-3. With these it is possible to go some
way towards analyzing patterns of circulation in both space and time.

32 Crawford( 1974:694).
33Hopkins( 1980:107);
Morkholmf 1991:16);
Price( 1992:66);
Callataft 1995:299-300).
Buttrey( 1993; 1994; 1997) rejects the idea that a meaningful average can be calculated at all, but not the
statistical approach for estimating the total number of dies, provided the sample is large enough.
34 Callatay( 1995:298) estimates that mean productivity of a gold die was far lower than for a silver die.
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2. HISTORICAL SUMMARY
The finances and financial administration of the Seleukid kings can be understood better
against a historical background of the major events of their reigns, particularly those
affecting the extent of their territory (and revenue) or requiring considerable military
effort (and expenditure).1

Seleukos I (312-281)
The Seleukid empire is considered to have been founded with the return to Babylon in
312 of Seleukos Nikator. That is how Seleukos’ son, Antiochos (I), saw it when he
inaugurated dating by the Seleukid era.2
In 312 Seleukos controlled hardly more than Babylonia, i.e. southern Mesopotamia, and
almost immediately faced a threat from Antigonos Monophthalmos, who had just
concluded a peace treaty (311) with his major rivals, Ptolemy, Kassandros and
Lysimachos, and was now free to turn his attention east. The subsequent war between
the two Successors is not described in classical sources, but cuneiform documents attest
to its ferocity* as Antigonos invaded Babylonia (310) and ravaged the land. In 308, in a
final battle, Seleukos was victorious3 and probably extended his rule into northern
Mesopotamia at this time.
In the next few years, free from problems in the west, Seleukos marched east and took
over one by one the satrapies of Alexander’s empire that, in the turmoil of the clashes of
the Successors, had been left free more or less to fend for themselves. Most of the Indian
territories had, however, already been lost to Chandragupta, the founder of the Maurya
empire, a few years earlier and the attempt to recover these was unsuccessful. In a peace
treaty (303), the Indian satrapies, as well as Paropamisadae and at least parts of Arachosia
and Gedrosia, were ceded to Chandragupta and Seleukos received (possibly) 500 warelephants in exchange.
1 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993) for the history and institutions of the Seleukid empire; Wil1(1979; 1982) for
a political and military history, with full references.
2 Austin(1981:no.l38) for a Babylonian king-list giving dates of reigns according to the Seleukid era,
which started on 1 Nissan (April) 311 in the Babylonian calendar and 1 Dios (October) 312 in the
Macedonian.
3 Grayson(1975:no.l0).
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Strengthened by the resources of his new possessions in the east and the elephants,
Seleukos moved west to join the coalition against Antigonos.

The fruits of victory at

Ipsos (301) may have proved somewhat disappointing, as only northern Syria fell to his
lot. Koile Syria4 should also have gone to him, but Ptolemy had made a preemptive
occupation of this province and Seleukos was reluctant to take up the issue then. The
problem remained, however, a festering wound in Seleukid-Ptolemaic relationships.
In Asia Minor Seleukos now faced his erstwhile ally at Ipsos, Lysimachos, with
Pleistarchos’ buffer-state of Kilikia in between. Kilikia was occupied ca.294 and most of
Asia Minor and part of Thrace were added to the empire in 281 after the victory of
Korupedion. At this point in time the Seleukid empire had reached its greatest extent.
The southern parts of Kappadokia and Armenia were also subject to its rule.
Meanwhile, Seleukos had inaugurated his great building projects. Of his major cities,
Seleukeia-Tigris is likely to have been founded as a capital ca.3055 at the time when he
took the title of king. The Syrian tetrapolis of Antioch, Seleukeia-Pieria, Laodikeia and
Apameia was created ca.300 and numerous smaller foundations appeared all over the
empire (Chapter 6.1).

Antiochos I (281-261)
The assassination of Seleukos far from his main centres created a period of turmoil until
his son, Antiochos was able to consolidate his rule, even though he had been co-ruler with
his father, responsible for the East, since ca.291/0.6 Taking advantage of his problems,
Ptolemy II managed to acquire a foothold in Asia Minor and effectively controlled the
southern coast and parts of the western coast with a string of naval bases.

While

conceding these losses and perhaps those parts of Kappadokia and Armenia that had been
gained by his father, Antiochos kept the Ptolemaic forces at bay where it really mattered,

4 This term will be used to cover southern Syria, Palestine and Phoenicia.
5 Sherwin-White(1983a:270).
6 In the Astronomical Diaries, Seleukos is shown by the dating formula to have been sole ruler at least up
to Aug-Sep.292 (Sachs/Hunger 1988:no.-291). The first appearance of Antiochos as co-ruler with his
father is in Sep-Oct.289 (Sachs/Hunger 1988:no.-288). But even before this, as crown prince, Antiochos
played an active administrative role in the East. A Babylonian text (Grayson 1975:26-27, no.l 1) shows
him dealing with the EriSnugalu temple at Ur, the construction at Seleukeia-Tigris (possibly), certain
undetermined affairs of Babylon and a treaty of some sort.

on the borders of northern Syria in the first Syrian War (274-271).

An able ruler,

Antiochos continued the city-building activity of his father with even greater intensity. He
should probably be given credit for the measures that had the greatest impact on Seleukid
finances and financial administration, which provided the basis for the strength and
longevity of the empire (Chapter 13.10).

Antiochos II (261-246)
Another able ruler, Antiochos II faced a Ptolemaic threat immediately upon his accession
to the throne, but was able to counter it successfully in the second Syrian War (261-256).
Indeed, it is probable that he recovered for the empire parts of Ionia, Pamphylia and
Kilikia Tracheia.7
In the East, however, the situation may not have been so rosy and the secessionary
tendencies of Diodotos, satrap of Baktria, could well have started in this reign. The date
of the loss of Baktria is highly controversial. A ‘high’ date, as early as 255, has been
proposed8 based on the sequence of Baktrain coinage issues that first depict the head of
Antiochos II on the obverse and the ‘Thundering Zeus’ type of Diodotos on the reverse,
then the legend BAEIAEDZ AIOAOTOT replacing BA2IAE02

ANTIOXOT and,

finally, the portrait of Diodotos himself on the obverse. Since no coins of Seleukos II
were ever issued in Baktria, it is suggested that he cannot have reigned there.
It is difficult, however, to find a suitable political background for these changes, such as a
serious weakening of the central power that might have induced a satrap to revolt. The
only such opportunity may have been the period of the second Syrian War, when
Antiochos was otherwise occupied, but it is difficult to see why he would have made no
attempt to reassert himself in Baktria once his hands were free again.

In any case, a

rebellious satrap would be unlikely to show that he still maintained ties with his erstwhile,
but still living, sovereign by using the latter’s portrait on his coinage. And if this were not
a revolt, but a concession of joint-kingship by Antiochos to Diodotos, this would be
totally against the practice of Seleukid kings with adult sons available for this role in the
East.

Thus a ‘high’ date for Baktrian secession is most unlikely. On the other hand, a

7 Will( 1979:239).
8 Bopearachchi( 1994:516-517); Holt(1999:19).

‘low’ date, as late as 239, does represent the end of a period in which a gradual loosening
of ties did indeed take place and is to be preferred.9 This will be discussed further below.

Seleukos II (746-225)
Upon succeeding his father, Seleukos II faced the immediate and serious threat of a rival
claimant to the throne, the infant son of his father's second wife, Berenike, daughter of
Ptolemy III. The third Syrian War (246-241) was initiated with a Ptolemaic invasion of
Kilikia Pedias and northern Syria, which reached as far as Mesopotamia. From his base in
western Asia Minor, Seleukos was able to launch a counter-offensive and eventually
recover the lost provinces, with the exception of the area around Seleukeia-Pieria.
Seleukos had to pay a price, however, for support received from his brother, Antiochos
Hierax, who was appointed viceroy in the west, but soon asserted his independence and
took control of Seleukid territories in western Asia Minor. An attempt by Seleukos to
curb his brother met with defeat at the battle of Ankyra (239). At the same time an
expanding Attalid kingdom began encroaching on Seleukid possessions in western Asia
Minor, eventually ousting Antiochos Hierax.
In the eastern satrapies, the situation must have appeared confused, with rival claimants to
the Seleukid throne engaged in constant warfare far away to the west, too preoccupied to
pay attention to local affairs.

We are told (Strabo 11.9.2-3; Justin 41.4; Appian Syr.65)

that Andragoras, the satrap of Parthia, was the first to revolt, but later succumbed to the
Parthians. Diodotos of Baktria apparently followed soon after and this set off a general
secession of other provinces.10 I would interpret the sequence of Diodotos’ numismatic
issues referred to earlier as a kind of fence-sitting, with the satrap waiting to see which
way the balance would tip in the clash between Seleukos and Ptolemy III.

By retaining

the portrait of Antiochos II on issues of the Baktrian mint(s), Diodotos was apparently
playing safe with his loyalties.
When Seleukos continued to be occupied with his brother, it was safe to lay a tentative
claim to kingship, but still under the protective umbrella of the portrait of the last
9 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:107-111). For Wolksi(1982:142), secession starts with Antiochos II and
ends with Seleukos II.
10 Holt(1999:58-60) for a discussion of the texts relating to Baktrian secession and the numismatic
evidence.

recognized Seleukid king, Antiochos. The inhabitants of Baktria would get used to the
idea in due course, but once Seleukos had been decisively defeated at Ankyra (239),
there was no longer any need for pretence and Diodotos’ portrait, type and legend on his
coins set out his claim of kingship.

Thus, though Baktria may have formally seceded

from the empire in 239, the Seleukid hold on the province had probably been effectively
loosened at the very start of the reign of Seleukos II in 246, and this probably meant loss
of revenue too.11 No wonder then that Seleukos, once he had made peace with his
brother after Ankyra, set out to recover the lost eastern provinces of Parthia and Baktria.
As we know, this expedition proved unsuccessful.
With the Parthians now controlling the exit from the Caspian Gates and the principal
route to the East12, Margiane is likely to have gone the way of Baktria. Perhaps northern
Aria did too at this time, if not slightly later, since Euthydemos, a Greco-Baktrian king, is
found putting up resistance there in 208 against Antiochos III on his Anabasis of
reconquest.

Southern Aria could, however, be accessed from Mesopotamia via Persis,

Karmania and Drangiane and it is likely that this group of satrapies remained Seleukid.
The evidence from the Anabasis suggests that Antiochos traversed this region peacefully
on his return.
The status of Persis does, however, present a problem. As in the case of Baktria, there is
a dispute about when it acquired its independence from the Seleukids, if it ever did. A
local dynasty, centred on Persepolis, is evidenced by the coins it issued.

The number of

rulers who minted these coins is sufficiently large to support those who see an early date
for the founding of the dynasty, perhaps just after the death of Seleukos I (281). On the
other hand, there is evidence in the sources for Persis as a satrapy in the reign of
Antiochos III (Pol.5.40.7). Furthermore, in describing Persis, Strabo refers to its history
as one in which Parthian rule succeeded Macedonian (15.3.24), which would have taken
place in the 140’s. It is possible to reconcile these views by considering that the Seleukids
exercised suzerainty over local dynasts in central Persis throughout this period13, much as
they did with other such dynasts in Asia Minor and elsewhere, as part of a satrapal
11 Also Lemer( 1995/6:103).
12 Also Will(1994:440); Bemard( 1994:506); contra Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:84-90).
13 Also Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:76-77); Koch(1988:95). Wieseh6fer(1994:138) places gradual
independence from the reign of Antiochos IV. Grainger(1990b: 149) on the abandonment of Persepolis
area to a local dynasty, with Seleukid approval, ca.300.

administration. There is no way of knowing the precise relationship, but one can assume
that some tribute was levied and Persian troops called upon when required, as they were,
for example at Raphia in 217 (Pol.5.79.6).
In the reign of Seleukos II, then, the Seleukid empire suffered its first serious territorial
amputations at its two extremities, Asia Minor in the west and mainly Parthia and Baktria
in the east.

The southern coast of Asia Minor, including Kilikia Tracheia, remained

firmly in the hands of the Ptolemies.

Seleukos III (225-223)
An attempt to retake western Asia Minor was initiated by Seleukos III, but without
tangible results.

Antiochos III (223-187)
At this low point of its territorial extent, the Seleukid empire was fortunate in acquiring a
young ruler with considerable administrative and military capabilities, whose long reign,
after a difficult start, constituted a series of important conquests and reconquests in all
directions, that mostly came to naught after one crushing defeat.
Many of the original Seleukid territories of western Asia Minor were retaken early in
Antiochos’ reign by an army sent out under Achaios, only to be lost again when Achaios
decided to take the diadem for himself.

The revolt of Molon in Media and parts of

Mesopotamia (222-220) was crushed after a few false starts.

A first expedition of

conquest against Ptolemy IV in Koile Syria was brought to a halt by the defeat at Raphia
(217), but its one tangible gain was Seleukeia-Pieria.

After this Antiochos turned his

attention to western Asia Minor, where he defeated Achaios and retook Sardeis (216213).
Antiochos next embarked upon his great Anabasis to the East. Armenia (212-211) was
his first reconquest.

The long and unsuccessful siege of Baktra (208-206) must have

been something of a set-back, but Euthydemos of Baktria may have recognized Seleukid
suzerainty in the end, though this was probably short-lived.14
14 Bemard( 1994:478); Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:198-199).

It is possible that the

Greco-Baktrian kings may also have controlled Aria and Arachosia at this time.
Sophagasenos of Paropamisadai also submitted peacefully and the return journey via
Drangiane, Karmania and Persis went without incident, suggesting that these territories
were Seleukid anyway. In 205 Antiochos is found on an expedition in the Persian Gulf
asserting Seleukid power with the foremost Arabian city there, Gerrha, and receiving
tribute and, more important, ensuring that more of the lucrative Arabian and Indian trade
was channeled through Seleukid territory.
With the east apparently under control, Antiochos could now set his sights on the west
again with a preliminary expedition to western Asia Minor to see how matters stood
there. The time was not yet ripe, however, for any major action in this area.
In the south such an opportunity had arisen with the death of Ptolemy IV and the
accession of a minor, Ptolemy V, to the throne. In a sense, the Ptolemies were paid back
in the same coin for the trouble they had caused at the start of the reign of several earlier
Seleukid kings. The fifth Syrian War (202-198), highlighted by the victory at Panion
(200), brought all of Koile Syria, a rich and populous province, into the empire for the
first time.
The Ptolemies were given no respite and a combined land and naval force moved along
the southern and western coasts of Asia Minor taking one Ptolemaic possession after
another and bringing most Greek cities under Seleukid sway.

This operation was

paralleled in the interior until ca.192, apart from a small Attalid enclave, virtually all of
southern and western Asia minor was Seleukid and Antiochos had also acquired a
foothold in Thrace.

The Seleukid empire had once more reached a huge extent, not far

short of what it had been under Seleukos I.
After the thirty-year struggle to achieve this position of power, Antiochos’ fall was
sudden and sharp. The ill-fated expedition to Greece and the crushing defeat suffered at
the hands of the Romans at Magnesia (190) put paid to Seleukid rule in western and much
of southern Asia Minor. Those territories east of Media and Persis, that had been loosely
held before, were probably lost irrevocably after the death of the king.15 Armenia too
must have asserted its independence once again.

15 Also Will(1994:445-446).

But these losses were not as

catastrophic as has been sometimes made out16 and were offset to some extent by the gain
of Koile Syria.

Seleukos IV 6187-175^
There was no change to the position under Seleukos IV. This was one of the rare, mostly
peaceful, periods of Seleukid history.

Antiochos IV (175-164)
The situation changed drastically under Antiochos IV after a quiet start. The sixth Syrian
War was launched against the Ptolemies17 and, after a victorious first invasion of
Egypt(169), Antiochos was checked in his second attempt by the ultimatum delivered to
him by the Roman legate, Popilius Laenas, at Eleusis (168). Frustrated in the west,
Antiochos turned his attention eastwards where the Parthians were now beginning to
make incursions into Media and the tribes of the Zagros seem to have thrown off the
Seleukid yoke.

The pompe at Daphne (166) has been presented as a megalomaniac’s

attempt to reassert his authority after the humiliation suffered at Eleusis, but it is more
likely to have been a celebration as part of the preparations for the eastern expedition,
which Antiochos perhaps saw as another Anabasis.

The Maccabean revolt, which

broke out at about this time, became a thorn in Seleukid flesh and was only dealt with
successfully after the bulk of the army had returned from the east after Antiochos’ death.

The later kings 064-64)
The century after Antiochos IV is characterized by internecine warfare between rival
houses laying claim to the Seleukid throne, destabilizing interventions by Rome and the
Ptolemies in favour of one or another claimant and constantly increasing pressure from
Parthia on the eastern borders.

The resources of the empire were weakened and the

critical moment arrived when first Media ca.150 and then Babylonia, the economic

16 Also Briant(1994a:459).
17 Austin( 1986:461): perhaps a response to the loss of Asia Minor.

heartland, ca.140 were overrun by the Parthians.18

A valiant last-ditch attempt by

Antiochos VII to recover the lost territories was initially successful but finally foundered
in defeat in the mountains of Media (129) and Mesopotamia was irretrievably lost.
In the west, the Jews had essentially asserted their independence by 129 and were
embarking upon a period of expansion of the Hasmonean kingdom, while, one by one, the
links subjecting the Phoenician and Palestinian coastal cities to the Seleukids were being
cut, as issues of independent silver coinage show (Tyre 126/5, Sidon 112/1, Askalon
104/3, Tripolis ca.10019).
From 129 onwards one can no longer speak of an empire, but first of a kingdom centered
on northern Syria and Kilikia and then of rival principalities and occupation by a foreign
invader, Tigranes of Armenia (89-69). Finally, in 64, Rome took over what remained of
the Seleukid state.

18 Also Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:Ch.8), rather than any centrifugal tendency of a mosaic of cultures.
19 M0 rkholm(l 984:103).

3. THE POSING OF A PROBLEM
In 312 Seleukos Nikator returned to Babylon with the aim of carving out a territory for
himself, much as the other Successors were doing at the time. His first priority was to
defend himself against Antigonos Monophthalmos and consolidate his position in
Mesopotamia, his second to add the Iranian satrapies to his realm and his third to join the
coalition against Antigonos, which yielded him northern Syria in 301 (Chapter 2). At this
point the resources available to Seleukos were a huge territory with a large population
and productive resources (Chapters 4 and 5), but essentially an economy where, with the
exception of Babylonia,

commodity-based exchange was the norm and where the

Achaemenid king’s revenue and expenses had been primarily in kind. Seleukos was now
in contact with a Mediterranean world where a different political game was being played,
which relied on gold and silver in coin for the payment of the armies with which a
contender promoted himself against his rivals and safe-guarded his own conquests.
Seleukos’ problem was that he probably had insufficient silver revenues and reserves with
which to play this game.
Alexander’s capture of the stored bullion of the Achaemenid empire, reputedly to the
value of 180,000 or more talents-worth of gold and silver (Strabo 15.3.9), had not
materially changed the picture in the Asian territories, with the exception of the
Mediterranean fringe.

Coined mainly at Babylon and Mediterranean mints towards the

end of his reign and immediately afterwards1 and issued mostly as settlement payments to
disbanded soldiers and pay to mercenaries, it is questionable how much could actually
have been expended in Asia. The Achaemenid system of taxation (mainly) in kind was
still in place and there would have been more than enough from this to feed the army.
Much of the 50,000 talents-worth of bullion said to have remained at Alexander’s death
(Justin 13.1.9) must have been rapidly coined for the needs of the Successors in the next
decade or so.2
The evidence of the Astronomical Diaries suggests that underlying commodity prices in
Babylon remained remarkably stable for nearly two hundred years from the end of
Achaemenid rule, influenced temporarily only by dire shortages caused by political events

1Price(1992:72-73).
2 For instance, Antipatros sent Antigenes to collect the remaining treasure from Susa (Arrian «S'mcc.1.38).

and war, by good or bad harvests and by the time of the year in relation to the harvest
(Chapter 5.6). No general increase in prices is observed of an inflationary nature, such as
could have been caused by a large influx of gold and silver. So it is probable that there
was no such influx and, even had there been the possibility of one, the markets of the
East may not have been able to respond immediately with the necessary products or
services required by the Greeks.

Thus it is likely that the coins which found their way

into soldiers’ pockets remained there to some extent or were mostly expended in the
Aegean world.

That some of the precious metal circulating ended up in the Ptolemaic

treasury as a result of the grain export drive and import restrictions of the Ptolemies is
well known. That some of it remained in treasuries under Seleukos’ control is also likely,
but how much is questionable.
The situation, as Seleukos Nikator may have viewed it towards the end of the 4th century,
was perhaps this. Some royal revenue was collected in silver but most was still in kind.
On the other hand, the military and other payments that were envisaged for the future
were likely to be overwhelmingly in silver. Consequently, a significant imbalance existed,
or would shortly exist, regarding precious metals, which would impose a serious drain on
the treasury. Some gold and silver was available from mines in Baktria and Karmania
(Chapter 5.3), but it is unlikely that this could have made up the difference, while the
resources of Asia Minor were at this time in the hands of Lysimachos.

Therefore it was

necessary to devise some method for permanently stopping the drain of silver and
ensuring that the treasury always had an adequate supply for its needs.
It is my contention that Seleukos introduced six complementary policy measures, all of a
financial nature, which were followed up and extended by his son and successor,
Antiochos, and maintained by other Seleukid kings well into the 2nd century.

Some had

already been initiated by Seleukos’ predecessor in Asia, Antigonos. This is not to suggest
that there was anything like a detailed long-range plan or even any systematic thinking on
how to administer a newly-acquired empire. What emerged were probably common-sense
solutions to a crucial problem that was quite evident: how to increase silver revenue and
survive in the post-Alexander world. In subsequent Chapters each measure the Seleukid
kings took will be discussed at length.
The first measure was increasingly to require tax payments, especially from the
agricultural sector, to be made in coin.

For the peasant this meant converting his

commodity surplus into silver, as can be seen from the tribute assessment o f villages in
western Asia Minor (Chapter 8.1) or the sale of grain from royal land (Chapter 9.2).
This measure could not work well unless the peasant had a market in which to sell his
produce, an urban market. The old towns and cities of the empire, e.g. those along the
coasts of Asia Minor and Phoenicia, or in Babylonia, or the satrapal capitals, already
provided such markets, but there were huge areas in northern Syria and Mesopotamia and
the Upper Satrapies with scant urban development (Chapter 4.1-3). This is where the
second measure, the founding of new cities in little-urbanized regions with rich
agricultural potential came in (Chapter 6.1). Markets were thereby provided which could
deal in coinage. The kings’ grants of land to cities, temples and individuals were
conditioned largely by the desire to find in each case the most efficient means of
generating precious-metal revenue (Chapter 6). With this aim, any commodity surpluses
from royal land were also disposed of for silver, if possible (Chapter 9).
The third measure was to maintain an adequate supply of coinage. This was achieved by
locating mints in almost all the satrapies to serve the needs of their respective populations.
On Alexander’s death, there was only one mint in the east, at Babylon, and perhaps a
second at Susa. Under Seleukos and Antiochos mints were opened up in several major
cities. Seleukid coinage will be discussed at length (Chapter 11) and also the relationship
between the output of a mint and the population and production of the region it served
(Chapter 12).
The fourth measure was to ensure that coinage circulated. This could be achieved by
switching increasingly to coins as the medium in which the administration made its
payments. This was absolutely necessary for the Greco-Macedonian soldiers and western
mercenaries that made up the bulk of the Seleukid armies and probably constituted the
most important area of expenditure (Chapter 10.1). The pay the soldiers now received in
coin could be expended in city marketplaces and would eventually find its way back to
the royal treasury in rents and taxes.
The fifth measure was to search out systematically every area of activity where tax or rent
could be imposed at as high a level as was feasible, commensurate with considerations of
policy, in order to maximise royal revenue. The sale of natural resources monopolized by
the king was one aspect of this (Chapter 8).

The sixth and final measure was to create an efficient financial administration, answerable
directly to the king (Chapter 13).
It remains to be seen in what follows whether Seleukos and his successors solved the
problem they faced.

PART II. THE UNDERLYING ECONOMY
4. GEOGRAPHY AND POPULATION
At its peak the Seleukid empire stretched from the Aegean to the borders of India. In this
vast area existed regions with quite different physical characteristics and climates, which
naturally had a bearing on the sizes of population that could be supported and their
economic activities.
For the purposes of this study five major regions are considered (see Map), which not
only had a certain uniformity within themselves, but also some continuity in their
association with the Seleukids.

The original core of the empire was Mesopotamia.

To

this were soon added the Upper Satrapies, i.e. the eastern regions as far as India. Then
followed northern Syria and Kilikia. Asia Minor did not have a continuous Seleukid
history and the last major region to be acquired was Koile Syria, i.e. southern Syria,
Phoenicia and Palestine.
Because of the scarcity of evidence, the analysis that follows is rather sketchy, but it aims
at rough regional estimates of population, which was one of the determining factors in the
Seleukid economy.

4.1 Mesopotamia
Most of central and southern Mesopotamia lies below the 200 mm rainfall line, which is
the minimum required for dry farming. Thus economic life in antiquity was almost totally
dependent on the great rivers, the Euphrates, the Tigris and their tributaries. Only a
relatively narrow region in the north between the Euphrates and the Tigris, the Jazira
plain, and another east of the Tigris in the foothills of the Zagros were not dependent on
irrigation.
Peaceful conditions in the Achaemenid and, especially, Seleukid periods brought about a
revival from the significant decline in settled area and level of urbanisation that had taken
place earlier in the 1st millenium.1 In southern Mesopotamia (Babylonia) many of the
great urban centers along or near the Euphrates continued to flourish, e.g. Babylon, Uruk,

1 Brinkman(1984:172-173).

Sippar, Nippur, Borsippa, Cutha, Larsa, Kish and others2, if not at the level of their
previous glory. Of all the major cities, a decline is noticeable mainly in Ur, affected by a
shift in the course of the Euphrates3. But, starting at the end of the 4th century, there
seems to have been a definite movement of economic activity eastwards to the lower
Tigris and its tributaiy, the Diyala, probably due to the establishment of the capital at
Seleukeia-Tigris, and of other cities further east, and the corresponding extension of the
irrigation networks fed by these rivers (Chapter 6.1).
A detailed survey of the central Euphrates flood plain, the area centered on Babylon4,
showed an increase in number of settlements from 221 in the Achaemenid period with a
total area of 1769 hectares to 415 in the Seleukid-Parthian period and 3201 hectares.
The ‘urban’ sites, defined as having an area of at least 10 hectares, had reached 55% of
the total area. At 200 persons/hectare (Chapter 1.5) and rounding up, this would yield a
population approaching 1 million.
In southern Babylonia, the survey of an area of roughly 2,800 sq.km centered on Uruk
showed a several-fold increase of population from the low reached in the Middle
Babylonian period. Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian documents attest to a populous
region comprising 80 towns and 700 hamlets (though of what size is unclear) and there is
a flowering of Uruk in the Seleukid period5, with the city probably occupying about 300
hectares at this time6, or a population of 60,000 or so. But there are indications that the
population was still low in relation to the potentially arable area7. Assuming cultivation of
0.5 hectares of irrigated land/person for subsistence (Chapter 1.5), this would yield a
population of around lA million.
Between these two survey areas lay Nippur. The sources refer to 189 settlements in this
area, mostly adjacent to canals, but there could have been more8. Indeed there is no
reason why this well-irrigated region of some 6,000 sq.kms (though there is some overlap
2 Spek(1992:235); Oelsner(1978:102-106).
3 Kuhrt(1990:187); Oelsner(1986:73ff).
4 Adams(1981:177-179).
5 Oelsner(1986:77ff).
6 Potts( 1997:287).
7 Adams/Nissen( 1972:55-57).
8 Zadok(1978:326).

with the surveyed areas), situated as it was on the roads from Babylon to Susa and from
Uruk to Seleukeia-Tigris, should have been any less-densely populated than that of Uruk
further south.

There is evidence of extensive occupation in the Seleukid period.9 A

population figure of the order of X
A million is indicated.
For Strabo(l5.3.5), the entire region along the Euphrates from Babylon to its mouth was
‘well-populated’.
A third detailed survey along the Diyala tributary of the Tigris east of Baghdad10 showed
an ‘immense expansion’ in the Seleukid period from the previous Achaemenid levels in
settlement area (15-fold), extent of irrigation and degree of urbanization, clearly fueled by
the presence of the capital at Seleukeia-Tigris (immediately to the west of the survey area)
and Greek foundations such as Artemita and Antioch in this region named Sittakene
initially and Apolloniatis later11, which Strabo (16.1.17) calls ‘extensive and fertile’. The
total settlement area of 1,507 hectares given by the survey suggests a population, rounded
up, of the order of lA million.
The excavations at Seleukeia-Tigris indicate a walled area of at least 550 hectares12,
enough to have supported a population of 100,000 or so initially, though probably
considerably more in time13. As in the case of other major urban centres, the city would
have attracted to it the many rural settlements and small towns needed to feed it.14 The
region of Seleukeia-Tigris may thus have supported a population of up to lA million, or
even more eventually.
In the southeastern comer of the Mesopotamian plain lies Susiane, modem Khuzestan.
After the devastation caused by Ashurbanipal in 648, the region showed a period of
economic growth with the establishment of an Achaemenid capital at Susa, refounded by
the Seleukids as Seleukeia-Eulaios. A survey of the major part of the Susan plain has
produced an Achaemenid settlement area of only 141 hectares, apart from the city of Susa
9 Spek( 1992:239); Oelsner(1986:100ff).
10 Adams( 1965:63).
11 T scherikover( 1973:97).
12 Invemizzi( 1993:235).
13 The figure of 600,000 by PYmy(NH 6.122) in his time cannot be trusted.
14 A similar pattern is noted at Susa (Wenke 1975/6:110) and AY Khanoum, whose plain has shown at
least 500 rural sites, with a gravitation of population towards the city (Gardin/Lyonnet 1978/9:137-138).

itself, with no indication of any increase in the Seleukid period. This is surprising in view
of the extremely high productivity that Strabo (15.3.11) assigns to the Susan plain.

No

large urban centres other than Susa have been identified, suggesting that the city attracted
the resources of the entire area.15 The total population of the Susan plain in the Seleukid
period, including Susa itself, is likely to have been small, under lA million. Further to the
east, Elymais, astride the Royal Road to Persepolis, may have been administratively linked
to Susiane.

The Persepolis Fortification Tablets show how economically active this

region of successive fertile valleys was16. A number of Seleukid foundations are attested
in this general area.17
Moving up to the middle reaches of the Euphrates in northern Mesopotamia, there is no
extensive settlement survey and one has to rely on the evidence of Xenophon, which
suggests a rather sparsely populated region with few towns and large semi-desert
stretches along the river (Anab.1.5)1*, but where small cities were founded by the
Seleukids (Chapter 6.1).
On the other hand, the east bank of the Tigris, which Xenophon followed on his return
march, appeared to him to be more fertile and populous, with rich villages and some large
Achaemenid estates {Anab.3A.24; 3.4.31). He also noted a considerable city on the left
bank (Anab.2A.28). At this point the Tigris traverses the heartland of Assyria, with
Hellenistic Adiabene to the east. The earlier-held image of total devastation of this region
following the collapse of the Neo-Assyrian empire in 612 is certainly false and some of the
old urban centers continued to be inhabited, if not at earlier levels19. Arbela, for example,
is mentioned as an Achaemenid regional capital20 and possible treasury21, as a city by
Arrian (Anab.6.11.6) and as the later administrative centre of Arbelitis22. The region saw
15 Wenke(1975/6:94,102-112). Boucharlat( 1985:79): Hellenistic Susa was not significant until the end
of the 3rd century, when there was strong commercial activity. This can be associated with the opening up
of the Gulf trade by Antiochos III.
16 The number of commodity storehouses in Elam in the PFT is comparable to that in the Persepolis plain
(Koch 1990:247ff). See also Aperghis(1996) for the Royal Road and the boundary between Elam and
Persis.
17 Tscherikover( 1973:98-99).
18 Also Joannes( 1995:174).
19 Kuhrt( 1995a); Wilkinson/Tucker(1995:63).
20 Driver(1965:no.6).
21 Kuhrt(1995a:246).
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the establishment of a number of Hellenistic settlements, Alexandreia of Adiabene,
Demetrias-by-Arbela and others23.
In northernmost Mesopotamia between the Euphrates and the Tigris, the Jazira plain is
‘quite fertile’ according to Strabo(16.1.23) and rainfall agriculture is possible, but the
conditions are generally more suitable for pastoral activity24. A survey in a relatively
small area of 475 sq.kms produced 76 small Seleukid-period settlements, none urban25,
though this may have been an accident of the particular area investigated. The region had
suffered a population decline earlier, with the Assyrian collapse, and the establishment or
refounding of Greek cities, e.g. Edessa/Antioch-Kallirhoe, Karrhai, Nisibis/AntiocheiaMygdonia and others26,

is an

indication of policy-determined growth

in an

underpopulated region.27
Finally, along the shores of the Persian Gulf, a Seleukid garrison is attested
archaeologically on Ikaros (Failaka) and there is a possible presence on Tylos (Bahrain)28.
The foundations attributed to Seleukos I, Arethusa, Chalkis and Larissa (Pliny NH
6.32.159), may have lain somewhere along the western shore of the Gulf, but could
simply have been nothing more substantial than bases for the Seleukid fleet safeguarding
the Indian/Arabian trade route. The Oman peninsula is once referred to in a combined
land/sea battle involving Seleucid forces at the straits of Hormuz (Pliny NH 6.152), but
this probably indicates no more than a temporary military presence.

The creation of the

satrapy of the Erythraean Sea is evidence of the heightened interest of the Seleukids in
this area, because of the exotic trade goods passing through, from the time of Antiochos
Ill’s expedition to Tylos and Gerrha in 205 (Pol. 13.9). Overall the picture in the Gulf is

22 Kuhrt( 1990:185-6).
23 Tscherikover( 1973:96-97) and Chaumont(1982) for the possible Hellenistic foundations in Adiabene
and Khalonitis further south.
24 Smith/Cuyler Young( 1972:23).
25 Wilkinson/Tucker( 1995:65).
26 Tscherikover( 1973:84-90).
27A survey near Urfa, ancient Edessa, by Marfoe( 1986:44-45) showed a steady increase of settlements in
the Hellenistic period.
28 Alcock( 1994:183-184) supports the idea of a Seleucid naval base on Bahrain.

one of smallish military establishments rather than colonization on any scale29. The Arabs
of the desert fringe were independent but may have had an obligation of military service.30
The settlement surveys and new Greek foundations considered above constitute a partial
picture of Seleukid Mesopotamia. Some regions seem to have benefited at the expense of
others, the Seleukeia-Tigris and Diyala areas certainly, and probably also the Jazira plain
in northern Mesopotamia, the Tigris valley and districts to the east.

The traditional

Babylonian heartland may have come out a relative loser. A population of Mesopotamia
during the Seleukid period (312-129) in the region of 5-6 million appears likely.

4.2 The Upper Satrapies.

All the Iranian territories from the Zagros eastwards to the borders of India are included
in this term. The provinces of Persis, Karmania and Drangiane comprised a southern band
and Media, Hyrkania, Parthia, Margiane, Aria, Baktria and Sogdiane a northern. Further
east, Alexander’s Indian provinces and the Kabul valley (Paropamisadae) were lost early
on (303) in the settlement with the Maurya Chandragupta31 and most, if not all, of
Arachosia and Gedrosia.
The 200 km-wide Zagros constitutes the western border of the Upper Satrapies,
extending some 1,000 km in a southeasterly direction from the junction of the Armenian
mountains with the Elburz range through Media to Persis. It is a land of alternating
mountains and valleys parallel to the range axis, with one major transverse valley
penetrating the chain, that of the Diyala river, along which ran the important route linking
Babylon and Susa to Seleukeia-Tigris and thence to Ekbatana, the capital of Media.
Classical sources depict the relationship of the Achaemenid empire with the peoples of the
Zagros as one in which the former paid tribute in order to be allowed to use the through
routes, though this is a misunderstanding of the voluntary annual gift-giving practice of

29 Salles(1987), Le Rider(1989) and Potts(1990) for an overview of the Persian Gulf in the Seleukid
period.
30 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:17-18).
31 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:Ch.3) for a summary of political developments in the Upper Satrapies in
the 3rd century.

the Persian kings in return for a state of peace and the provision of troops.32 Alexander
tried to change this to a condition of tribute33, but probably with only temporary success,
as Antigonos Monophthalmos was compelled to fight his way through against the
Kossaioi (Diod. 19.19.2-8), and it is questionable whether the Seleukids ever exercised full
control over the area, or even wished to do so given its relative economic unimportance,
as long as the roads remained open and contingents of tribesmen could be called upon to
serve in the royal army when required.34
In Persis the Achaemenid settlement pattern in the Persepolis plain has been the subject of
a detailed survey35, which identified sites with a total area of 675 hectares.

It estimated

that the population was only 43,600 on the basis of densities of 40 persons/hectare
(urban) and 100 persons/hectare (rural).

This appears far too low.

persons/hectare the population would be nearer 150,000.
represented only the central core of Persis.

With 200

In any case, this area

The evidence of the Perspolis Fortification

Tablets points to numerous storehouses and settlements in the south-eastern part towards
Neyriz, the Pasargadae area to the north-east and especially the western regions bordering
on Elymais36. This entire region Strabo( 15.3.1) characterised as ‘all-productive and plain,
excellent for the rearing of cattle and abounding in rivers and lakes’, contrasting it to the
mountainous area to the north and the hot unproductive seaboard to the south. The
20,000 Persians recruited by Peukestas from his satrapy for Alexander, not including
contingents from the marginal parts (ArrAnab.7.23A), point to a substantial population.
In the other regions, until one reaches Bactria and Sogdiane, there are no extensive site
surveys to rely on.
Taking the southern band first, Strabo(15.2.14) described Karmania as a large and ‘allproductive’ country.
the Ichthyophagi.

Gedrosia. on the other hand, differed little from the barren coast of
Drangiane constituted the fertile region surrounding lake Hamun,

well-watered by the river Helmand and on the main route from Media through Aria to the
32 Briant( 1982b: 81-94) on the mountain tribes of the Zagros and their relationships with the Persian
king.
33 Arrian (Anab.3.\7.6) on tribute from the Ouxioi; {Anab.l A5.3) on the reduction of the Kossaioi.
34 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt(1993:17): the arrangement under the Achaemenids was probably confirmed by
the Seleukid kings.
35 Sumner( 1986:11-12).
36 Koch( 1990:247 ff); Aperghis(1996).
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Kabul valley and India beyond. This route continued up the Helmand and its tributary,
the Arghandab, into Arachosia. a region of hills and fertile river valleys between the
Hindu-Kush to the north and the Registan desert to the south.37 Though population
density in these regions may have been generally low, the total area is substantial and the
population supported should not be underestimated.
Along the northern band of provinces, only the southern part of Media was ever Seleukid,
as Atropatene had acquired its independence shortly after the death of Alexander. Strabo
(11.13.7) wrote that the country was mostly mountainous but that towards the east it
was low-lying and fertile. In this area, Rhagiane, he noted numerous cities and 2,000
villages (11.9.1). Greek cities were established here too along the main route to the east
(11.13.6) and Ekbatana was in the Seleukid period an important administrative center.
East of the Caspian Gates there is the problem of when the provinces of Parthia and
Hvrcania were lost to the nomadic Pamii, the later Parthians (Chapter 2). Parthia was,
according to Strabo( 11.9.1), not large and, in addition, mountainous and povertystricken, but he is here referring only to the northernmost parts. The southern districts of
Khorene and Komisene, with the capital Hekatompylos, were clearly different, a string of
fertile oases between the mountains and the Dasht-i-Kavir desert further south, astride the
main route to Bactria and India. Hvrcania was a totally different world in the south
eastern comer of the Caspian, ‘exceedingly fertile, extensive, and in general level,
distinguished by notable cities’ (Strabo 11.7.2).
Further east lay Margiane. centered on its huge oasis and the valley of the Murghab,
whose political fate may be linked with that of Baktria. The fertility of the oasis was
noted by Strabo( 11.10.12). He gave its circuit as 1,500 stadia which works out at some
300,000 hectares of area.38 With perhaps 0.5 hectares of irrigated area needed to support
a person (Chapter 1.5), this could mean a population of the order of Vi million. AntiochMargiane, an Alexandria refounded by Antiochos I in the oasis, had an outer fortification
enclosing an area of roughly 340 hectares39, a huge city of possibly more than 50,000

37 Bemard(1985:Ch.3) considers that Paroparaisadae, Gedrosia and Arachosia were lost to the Mauryas
before the settlement o f303.
38 Masson(1982:141): an estimate of 60 sq.km for the Merv oasis, twice as much.
39 Hermann( 1993:41).

inhabitants.

A large population for Margiane is not unreasonable, as Strabo( 11.10.1)

calls this province and Aria ‘the most powerful districts in this part of Asia’.
South of Margiane was the region of Aria on the route to Drangiane and India. The
northern part may have been lost early on to the Greco-Baktrian kings, but the southern
probably remained Seleukid until the end of the reign of Antiochos III. There is nothing in
the way of surveys that could help one estimate its population, but there is Strabo’s view
above (11.10.1) of its importance.
Furthest east lay Baktria/Sogdiane. for which a ‘low’ effective date of secession ca.246
has been considered (Chapter 2)

The northern border of Baktria was traditionally set at

the Oxos in ancient sources (e.g. Strabo 11.11.2), with Sogdiane extending beyond this
river to the Jaxartes.

In practice, the area north of the Oxos as far as the Hissar

mountains was, from an economic/cultural point of view, identical to Baktria.40
Settlement in this wider region was conditioned primarily by the Oxos and its tributaries
flowing down from the Hindu Kush, the Pamirs and the Hissar range, and the extensive
irrigation networks that relied on these. In some cases the smaller rivers were not strong
enough to reach the Oxos channel and ended up forming oases, as at Baktra (Balkh). In
between, the semi-arid steppe and mountain piedmonts could support only limited
pastoralism.
That Baktria was quite densely populated in the Hellenistic period emerges from classical
sources41, from archaeological excavation of some major cities, e.g. Baktra, Ai-Khanoum,
Termez, Samarkhand and others, and from settlement surveys that have covered much of
the Oxos basin42.
The foundation of a major Hellenistic city, such as Ai Khanum, stimulated settlement,
irrigation and cultivation in the vicinity. There are nearly 500 rural sites in the Ai Khanum
plain43. There appears also to have been a marked increase in settlements in other areas of
40 Leriche(1994:534): effectively northern Baktria.
41 Strabo(l 1.11.4) for Alexander’s reputed foundation of eight cities in Bactria/Sogdiana; Justin(41.4.5)
for the ‘1,000 cities of Bactria’; Strabo(15.1.3) for the ‘1,000 cities’ of the Greco-Bactrian king,
Eukratides, (though the term ‘settlements’ would be more appropriate); Diodoros( 18.7.1-9) for the Greek
colonists who revolted after the death of Alexander and were so many that they could raise 20,000 foot
soldiers and 3,000 horse, but Holt( 1993:91) discounts the idea that these settlers were massacred by the
Macedonians.
42 Staviskij(1986) for the archaeological and survey information.
43 Gardin/Lyonnet( 1978/9:137).

Baktria, with about 300 sites showing Hellenistic remains, whereas Achaemenid cultural
traces are practically non-existent44.
The survey information dates mainly to the Khushan period (1st century onwards), but is
useful in quantifying what must have been to a considerable extent earlier developments.
Urban sites in the Oxos basin number 4 large cities of over 100 hectares each, 12 smaller
cities of from 15-80 hectares each and 21 towns of from 5 to 14 hectares each, i.e a total
urban area of probably not less than 1,000 hectares. The irrigated area centred on these
cities and towns is estimated at about 320,000 hectares and contained numerous rural
establishments45. A more detailed survey of a small part of this region, the Ai Khanoum
plain, for the period after Baktrian independence (ca.246) yielded an irrigated area of
about 100,000 hectares46. With approximately 0.5 hectares of irrigated land needed to
feed a person, the Oxos basin alone could have supported a population approaching 1
million.
Further north, there were significant population centers in oases, such as those o f Bokhara
and Samarkhand, and along the left bank of the Jaxartes (e.g. Alexandria-Eschate). The
Hellenistic fortifications of Samarkhand (modem Afrasiab) enclose an area of some 220
hectares47, suggesting around 40,000 inhabitants.
A total population can be estimated for Hellenistic Baktria/Sogdiane of about 2 million.48
It is difficult to arrive at a figure for the remaining Upper Satrapies, but, given the huge
area involved, it may have been two or three times that of Baktria/Sogdiane.

4.3 Northern Syria and Kilikia.

Northern Syria is situated in a strategic position between the Mediterranean and the
Euphrates west to east and Asia Minor/Kilikia and Palestine/Egypt north to south. It was
acquired by Seleukos I after Ipsous (301) and immediately became the focus o f his
colonising activities. The establishment of the four major cities of the Seleukis and of
44 Lyonnet( 1990:86).
45 Staviskij( 1986:58-59, 101 ft). Masson( 1982:67): 120 hectares for the fortified area of Baktra.
46 Lyonnet( 1994:544).
47 Rapin/Isamiddinov(1994:548).
48 Bemard(1973:111) suggests a population for Bactria alone of more than 1 million in the 2nd century.

other foundations in a region which was hardly urbanised under the Achaemenids49
undoubtedly gave impetus to rural districts as well, since more area was needed under
cultivation to feed the new cities. It remained the heartland of the dynasty to its fall in 64.
Several settlement surveys have been conducted, but none are very detailed. They
concentrate mainly on the northern and central areas, whereas the mountains, coast and
south are omitted altogether. The surveys clearly show an increase in settlements and
population, and an expansion of settled area eastwards at the expense of the Syrian
desert50.
The sizes of the Syrian cities are of interest and are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.1.
Antioch, Seleukeia-Pieria, Apameia and Laodikeia were all in the 200-300 hectare range,
followed by Kyrrhos, Chalkis, Beroia and Seleukeia-Zeugma in the 65-100 hectare range
and several smaller foundations.51 At 200 persons/hectare, these cities would have been
initially planned for at least lA million inhabitants in total and would have needed several
times that number in the surrounding rural districts to support them. A Roman census of
AD 6 of the civitas Apamenorum recorded a population of 117,00052, whereas the 205250 hectares of the city itself may have been designed for 40,000 - 50,000 inhabitants.
Antioch was the only Seleukid foundation seemingly to exceed its planned bounds
repeatedly during the Hellenistic period and Strabo( 16.2.4-5) placed her nearly on a par
with Alexandria and Seleukeia-Tigris.
In northern Syria, rather than observing shifts of population, as may have been the case
with Mesopotamia (to the Tigris-Diyala area) or Bactria (to Ai-Khanoum), there are
indications of genuine growth from outside and rapid urbanization fueled by Greek

49 Seyrig( 1970:292), Grainger(1990a:27-28), Leriche(l 987:57) for a rural landscape transformed by the
end of the reign of Seleukos I.
50 Alcock(1994:181); Grainger(1990a:15ff, App.3).
Aleppo.

Matthers( 1978:119-123) for the area north of

51 For the Syrian cities: Downey(1961); Millar(1987); Grainger( 1990a).
52 Millar( 1993:250) discusses the evidence in Julian Ep.58 but considers that the census was unlikely to
have reached every inhabitant of the territory of Apameia, so that the actual population may have been
‘several hundred thousand’.

colonization. A significant increase from the Achaemenid period is likely, perhaps to 1 Vi
-2 million53.
In the nothem part of the region Kommagene follows the line of the Euphrates. It may
have begun asserting its independence ca.162.54
To the northwest, the large, well-watered and fertile plain of Kilikia Pedias, washed by the
sea and protected by the semi-circle of the Tauros, Anti-Tauros and Amanos ranges,
could support a large population in antiquity. A considerable number of Hellenistic cities
are referred to in the sources and by their coinage55 and a settlement survey has shown an
increase in sites from the Persian period and dense settlement in the Hellenistic56. In
Kilikia Tracheia to the west, the larger Hellenistic foundations were restricted to the
narrow coastal plains formed by the rivers flowing down from the Tauros, the bestknown being Seleukeia-Kalykadnos. A population estimate for Kilikia can perhaps be
made by analogy with northern Syria, which was substantially inferior in both agricultural
area and density of settlements, at least initially. A figure of around 2 million is possible.

4.4 Asia Minor.

Seleukid Asia Minor varied in extent from the time of its conquest by Seleukos I after
Korypedion (281) to its irrevocable loss after Magnesia (190). At its maximum extent,
ca.281, it comprised the regions of the Troad, Mysia, Aiolis, Ionia, Lydia, Karia, Lykia,
Pamphylia, Phrygia, Lykaonia and Pisidia. Western and southern districts and major
Greek coastal cities were lost to and gained from the Attalids, Ptolemies or usurpers
with the fortunes of war, until Antiochos III briefly recovered nearly the entire territory.
Southern Kappadokia acknowledged direct Seleukid rule only to the mid-3rd century57.

53 Grainger( 1990a: 100): nearly Vi million new inhabitants moved into northern Syria. Davies(1984:265):
a substantial enough movement, but which should not be exaggerated. Millar(1987:l 13); a
transformation of the map.
54 M0rkholm(1966:lO7).
55 The principal royal mint was that at Tarsos, but mints also operated in some periods at Soloi, Malloi,
Seleukeia-Kalykadnos, Alexandreia-Issos and Magarsos. Such a scale of coining activity can, in part, be
associated with the needs of a large population.
Cohen(1995:353-372) for the new Hellenistic
settlements.
56 Seton-Williams(1954:139); Alcock(1994:181).
57 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:45).

Parts of Armenia were subject to Seleukos I, and again later to Antiochos III until
Magnesia, and, finally, for a few years to Antiochos IV58.
From the mountainous regions surrounding the central Anatolian plateau major rivers,
the Kaikos, Hermos, Kaystros and Maiandros, flowed west to the Aegean. Smaller rivers
exited into the Propontis and the southern Mediterranean coast. These rivers constituted
the chief factor in the economic development of the region, with the urban centers
concentrated along their valleys and trade routes following their courses to central
Anatolia, the Euphrates and beyond59.
A survey of the Troad indicates that, immediately after Alexander, the region may have
contained about 20 smallish Hellenistic towns with a total population of about 100,000.6°
The reorganization initiated by Antigonos Monophthalmos with the founding of
Antigoneia, renamed Alexandria-Troas by Lysimachos, eventually resulted through
synoikisms in only 5-6 cities.
A survey of the lower Maiandros flood plain61 points to rapid urbanization in the interior
regions of the Maiandros and its tributaries that continued through the 3rd and 2nd
centuries, particularly as the trade route up this valley became the most important. Greek
cities were well established by the 4th century nearer the coast,

but several new

foundations were added inland during the Hellenistic period and a number of Karian
centers developed polis structures.

This is not necessarily an indication of overall

population increase, as many smaller communities seem to have simply been absorbed by
their larger neighbours.
The cities in this region numbered at least 16 in the Hellenistic period and increased to 27
by the Roman, by which time virtually all the land had become part of some city’s
territory62. Only two cities seem to have had a sizable walled area, Tralleis with 140 and
Magnesia-Maiandros with 100 hectares. The area of each city’s territory in the Roman

58 Schottky(1989) for Greater Armenia and Media Atropatene to its east.
59 Cohen(1995) for the Hellenistic foundations of Asia Minor.
riches.

Magie(1950:34-52) for the land and its

60 Cook( 1973:363-368).
61 Marchese( 1986:246-251).
62 Discussion and tables in Marchese( 1986:307-320). The total population figure is derived by taking
Marchese’s upper estimate for urban population density

Imperial period has been estimated, as well as the corresponding population, urban and
rural, using densities of 125 persons/hectare for urban areas and 30 and 10 persons/sq.km.
for arable and non-arable rural areas respectively. The resulting figures are about 30,000
for Tralles, 20-23,000 each for Magnesia-Maiander and Tabai,

10-20,000 for seven

other sites and smaller populations for the remainder, yielding a total of 180,000. The
likely total population of the survey region in the Roman Imperial period was estimated at
339,000 of which 113,000 urban. The Hellenistic poleis seem to have represented about
53% of this total, and native communities, that were to acquire polis status later, the
remainder.
However, if the figure adopted of 200 persons/hectare is used for urban areas, and rural
population density is increased to the maximum allowed by the survey, 36 persons/sq.km,
the total population of the region would approach 450,000, Tralleis would reach 43,000,
Magnesia-Maiander 32,000 and Tabae 29,000, while the average population of a city’s
territory would exceed 15,000.63
These population figures above are all for the Roman Imperial period. For individual
poleis they may have differed in the Hellenistic period, as cities expanded or contracted
according to their political or economic fortunes. However, it is possible that the total
population was not significantly different.
The two surveys summarized above cover areas of Asia Minor which come up quite
frequently in the sources but constitute only a small part of a very large region. The
number of Hellenistic cities in all of western and southern Asia Minor is considerable, at
least 100.64 If the average population of 15,000 for a city and its territory from the
Maiander region is taken as representative, the total population of the area controlled by
Greek cities should be of the order of 1 Vi - 2 million. The lower Maiander basin was
apparently heavily urbanized, with Hellenistic cities and their territories containing just
over half the population (see above).

Other regions, particularly Lykia, Pamphylia,

Pisidia, Lykaonia and parts of Phrygia show relatively fewer Hellenistic foundations65 and
probably had a greater proportion of native populations unattached to cities.

The

63 Cavaignac( 1923:35) estimates populations of the older Ionian cities of 30-50,000 based on fleet sizes.
64 Cohen( 1995:145-351) for the Hellenistic settlements of the region. Older Greek or native cities that
were not refounded in the Hellenistic period are not included.
65 Cohen( 1995:277-351).

indications are that the total population of western and southern Asia Minor in the
Hellenistic period may have been around 5 million.

4.5 Koile Syria.

Three parallel bands of territory running north to south constitute this region: 1) a narrow
coastal strip widening into small plains each supporting a Phoenician or Canaanite city, 2)
the valley between the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges changing to the south into
alternating hilly country and small plains as far as the Negev desert and 3) the Damascus
oasis, the Hauran and the less fertile districts across the Jordan shading off into semi-arid
steppe.
Starting at the northern end of the coastal strip, each major Phoenician city, Tripolis,
Byblos, Sidon and Tyre, centered on a small coastal plain, controlled a number of
subordinate towns and villages and a territory that sometimes extended quite far inland66.
Further south a similar pattern held for the Canaanite cities, Ake-Ptolemais, Dor, Joppa,
Askelon and Gaza. Of what was probably the largest city, Tyre, there is mention in
Arrian (Anab.2.24.4-5) of the population besieged by Alexander, amounting to not less
than 38,000, but this is probably indicative only of the city and perhaps its immediate
environs, not of all Tyrian territory.67 Sidon rivaled Tyre in size and Ake-Ptolemais was
also considered a large city (Strabo 16.2.22,25). The territory of Joppa could supposedly
muster 40,000 men in time of need (Strabo 16.2.28). All told, a population of 1/2-3/4
million for the coastal strip seems reasonable.
Progressing north in Palestine, new settlements appeared in Idumaia in the Hellenistic
period, influenced by the development of trade through Gaza, and Marisa grew into an
important center68.
For the hill country of Judaea, centered on Jerusalem, a population estimate can be made
based on the recruitment capability of the Jews at times of emergency during the later
phases

of the

Maccabean

revolt

(152-143),

which

was

about

40,000

(I

Macc. 10.36,12.41). Allowing for some male adult non-combatants, the total population
66 Grainger( 1991:5-12).
67 Avi-Yonah( 1978:223): 40,000 inhabitants for Hellenistic Tyre.
68 Berlin( 1997:6-8).

of Judaea has been estimated at not less than 200,00069 for an area of some 2,400 sq.kms,
of which only about 2/3rds cultivable, which would indicate a relatively high population
density and explain the Diaspora and the Hasmonean expansion as some form o f release.
Jerusalem itself, despite its prominence in literary sources, must have been rather small
and poor, located off the main coastal and inland trade routes70.
The Seleukid general Nikanor is said to have estimated that he could raise the 2,000
talents still owed to the Romans after Magnesia by enslaving the Jews of Judaea and
selling them at 90 persons to the talent (II Macc.8.10-11). This would work out at
180,000 prisoners. Presumably Nikanor had a fair idea of the total population (head taxes
having been applied in Judaea in this period) and could make allowances for those who
would be killed or escape.

So a maximum figure of X
A million for Judaea is not

unreasonable.
Samaria shows evidence of colonisation and some population growth in the early
Hellenistic period, as witnessed by the establishment of the Macedonian colony of
Samaria. In the western part, the 1,200 or so field towers of the Seleukid period identified
in site surveys have been associated mainly with wine production, but also storage
generally, perhaps one tower to a military settler family.

These field towers, the

numerous oil press installations and the well-developed rural road system have been taken
as indications of a flourishing market economy for wine and olives down to Hasmonean
times, when there is some evidence of abandonment of settlements71.
In inland Galilee archaeological survey shows a complete absence of early Hellenistic
sites, perhaps because much of Galilee may have belonged to the king himself (royal
land)72. A sudden expansion of settlements dates to the 2nd century73. On the borders of
Galilee and in the Golan the establishment of Greek cities such as Skythopolis, Philoteria,
an Antiocheia and a Seleukeia point to some economic development of this area whose

69 Bar-Kochva( 1977:167-170).
70 Berlin( 1997:8-9).
71 Dar( 1986: 248-253); Applebaum( 1986:258); Berlin(1997:10-11).
72 Applebaum( 1986:259).
73 Meyers(1976:8); Alcock(1994:182).

natural outlet to the sea was at Ptolemais-Ake, the capital of the province of Koile SyriaPhoenicia, but population probably still remained low74.
East of the Jordan the establishment of a chain of Macedonian military colonies, as a
breakwater against nomadic incursions from the desert, probably led to some population
increase in this sparsely-inhabited region, but this is not noticeable in a number o f surveys
in this area75.
The overall picture for inland Palestine from surveys and literary evidence points to a
population of only of 1/2-3/4 million.76
Further north, in southern Syria, the valley between the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon
ranges (Beka’a) was described by Strabo(16.2.16) as ‘fertile and all-productive’. To its
east lay the Hauran, a fertile district, and the oasis of Damascus, ‘accorded exceptional
praise’ (Strabo 16.2.20).

This ancient city had probably served as the Achaemenid

satrapal center, but in the 3rd century lay too near the contested border

dividing

Ptolemaic Koile Syria from Seleukid northern Syria and its economic importance may
have been somewhat reduced. For southern Syria a population of perhaps Vi million
seems reasonable, which would give a total of 1 Vi - 2 million for all of Koile Syria.

4.6 A different approach to population.

Any estimate of ancient populations is likely to be a hazardous one. What has been
attempted above using settlement surveys and some literary sources is probably open to
much disagreement.

However, when assessing an economy, a population estimate is a

necessary step and an approximate figure is better than none. If population can now be
approached in an independent way and the results turn out to be similar, there will be
more confidence in them.

74 Freyne(1980:104-138) for Hellenistic Galilee, stressing the development of industry and trade; also
Berlin(1997:12ff).
75 Alcock( 1994:183).
76 Arav( 1986:190,250) records only somewhat more than 200 Hellenistic sites that have been surveyed in
this area, with cities tending to be small, as measured by fortification perimeters, e.g. Samaria 2.5 km
(=30-40 hectares), Philoteria 2.75 km (=35-45 hectares), Jerusalem 1.7 km (= about 20 hectares).
Broshi(1979:7) considers a peak population of about 1 million in Palestine was reached only ca. AD 600.

A possible source for comparative populations in the Seleukid empire is the tribute list for
the Achaemenid empire given by Herodotos(3.89). The tribute assessment no doubt took
into account, in a general way, the productivity of the land, its natural resources and the
extent of industry and trade, but all these factors lead in the end to a certain size of
population that could be supported.77 True, we do know that Artaphemes measured the
land in Ionia in 493 and levied taxes on this basis (Hdt.6.42), and the Murashu archive
from 5th century Nippur points to an Achaemenid cadastral survey in a part of Babylonia
ca.50078. Yet land area, by itself, cannot have been the dominant factor. On that basis
Egypt would have paid a tribute of roughly 270 drs/sq.km, Lydia 75 and Ionia 65.79
Clearly Egypt was agriculturally far more productive and so supported a denser
population, which justified the much higher tribute assessment.
I will assume that the Achaemenid tribute was roughly proportional to population and use
the tribute given for each of the 20 nomes in Hdt.3.89.

When a nome cannot be

identified geographically by its peoples, their association with others serving in the same
contingent in Xerxes army (Hdt.7.62ff) may help locate them in adjoining regions.80
The Asia Minor nomes I, II and III paid respectively 400, 500 and 360 Babylonian
talents, but included Bithynians, Paphlagonians, Kappadocians and other peoples who lay
outside the limits of the Seleukid empire. If these are excluded, the total tribute from
western and southern Asia Minor may have amounted to around 1,000 talents.
Nome IV contained only Kilikia and was assessed for 500 talents.
Northern Syria, Koile Syria and, probably, Cyprus were included in nome V and paid 350
talents, or say 300 talents without Cyprus. In the Achaemenid period northern Syria was
apparently little developed in comparison to what it later became with the major Seleukid
foundations there (see 4.3). For this reason, the lion’s share of the tribute from this nome
is assumed to have come from the Phoenician cities, Damascus and Palestine, so say 250
talents from Koile Syria and only 50 from northern Syria.

77 When discussing Media, Strabo (11.13.8) compared it with Kappadokia and noted that the tribute paid
to the Persians seemed to be in proportion to the ‘size and productivity’ of the respective regions ( ‘t q j tie
(le y e Q a koa vfj fo v a f ie i
%&>pas’). ‘Population’ is essentially the product of ‘size’ and ‘productivity’.
78 Stolper( 1974:52-53).
79 Andreades( 1933:92).
80 Bum( 1984:120-126).

Egypt with Kyrene comprised nome VI, and were assessed for 700 talents. The produce
of Lake Moeris, the other component of Egyptian tribute in silver, yielded one talent per
day or 360 talents annually (Diod.1.52). All told, the tribute of Egypt and Kyrene may
have amounted to around 1,200 talents, of which Egypt itself probably owed the lion’s
share, say 1,000 talents.
Nome VII is associated with NW India, outside Seleukid territory.
Nome VIII covered Susiane and contributed 300 talents, or say 200 talents without
Elymai's.
Mesopotamia, excluding Susiane, is covered by nome IX, yielding 1,000 talents.
Nome X, containing Media, was subject to 450 talents, but this included Media
Atropatene, an important region, which was never Seleucid, so, say, 300 talents.
Bactria in nome XII was assessed for 360 talents.
Nome XIII is associated with Armenia, mainly outside Seleukid territory.
Nome XIV mentions the Sagartians, the Sarangians and the inhabitants of the Erythraean
Sea amongst others. With a rather large assessment of 600 talents, this nome may have
comprised most of Persis (apart from a tribute-free core), Karmania and Drangiane along
with parts of Oman and the islands of the Gulf which, if excluded, could bring the tribute
down to, say, 500 talents.
Nome XV is associated with peoples east of the Caspian, outside Seleukid territory.
Nome XVI mentions the Parthians, Sogdians, Arians and Chorasmians and 300 talents of
tribute. The Hyrkanians seem to have been added in Hdt.3.117. If the Chorasmians are
excluded, the tribute may come down to, say, 250 talents.
Nome XVII mentions the Parikanians and the Ethiopians of Asia and a rather large tribute
of 400 talents. The latter people are associated with the contingent from India in Xerxes’
army (Hdt.7.70) and this nome may have covered Arachosia81 and Gedrosia, as well the
much more populous lower Indus, all outside Seleukid territory after 303.

81 Vogelsgang( 1985:79-80).

The Matienoi in nome XVIII are associated in Xerxes’ army with the Paphlagones, and
the Mares in nome XIX with the Colchoi. Both nomes may then be located in northern
Asia Minor outside Seleukid territory.
Finally, nome XX is clearly the upper and middle Indus region, outside Seleukid territory.
Relative amounts of tribute between regions will be taken as very approximate indicators
of relative populations. Even if this is true, it applies strictly speaking to ca.500. Only if
the percentage change across all regions was identical would the relative situation in the
Hellenistic period be the same.

Clearly this could not be exactly so. Some regions, e.g.

northern Syria, may have been favoured by Greek immigration, while others may have lost
people for the same reason or because of warfare, e.g. Asia Minor. Nevertheless it will
do for an approximate analysis.
Egypt, though not a part of the Seleukid empire, is useful as a point of reference. A total
population of 7 million, including Alexandria, both in the time of Ptolemy I and in his own
time (mid- 1st century) is given by Diodoros( 1.31.7-8). The figure for the mid- 1st century
is likely to be the more accurate of the two simply by virtue of the fact that it is
contemporary. Josephus (BJ 2.385) quotes a higher population of 7 X
A million, excluding
Alexandria, in the second half of the 1st century AD. Including Alexandria, the total may
have been in the region of 8 million. If a similar rate of increase is reflected in the
generally peaceful period prior to Diodoros, a total population of Egypt ca.300 of around
5-6 million is more likely, or, in any case, roughly equal to that of Mesopotamia.82
If each region’s population was to Egypt’s roughly in proportion to their relative tributes,
Asia Minor should have had 5-6 million inhabitants ca.300, northern Syria about V2 ,
Kilikia 2 Vz-3, Koile Syria about 1 V2 , Mesopotamia with Susiane 6-7, Bactria about 2
and the remaining Upper Satrapies about 6.83

82 Cavaignac( 1923:2): 5-6 million for Egypt under Darius I; Beloch(l886:258): not more than 5 million
under Tiberius; Preaux( 1969:48) calculates revenue on the basis of 6-7 million in the Ptolemaic period.
83 Cavaignac(1923) estimated populations under Darius I: 6-8 million for the three Asia Minor nomes
(p.34), 3-4 for northern Syria and Koile Syria (p. 17), 5 for Babylonia and 600,000 for Assyria (p.24).
Beloch(1886) estimated 4-4 lA million for western Asia Minor, 2 for Asia Minor south of the Tauros, 2 2 V2 for Bithynia and Phrygia in the 2nd century (p.242), 7 million for northern Syria and Koile Syria in
the 1st century (p.252), 6-8 million for Mesopotamia and Susiane at the end of the Persian period (p.250251) and a sparse population on the Iranian plateau (p.252).

With the exception of northern Syria, these figures match the results of site surveys
reasonably well. Northern Syria must have experienced a huge increase in population in
the Seleukid period due to the establishment there of a capital and other major cities, and
the associated Greek emigration to this area. A population of 1/2 million ca.300, reaching
1 Vi - 2 million by ca.200 is likely.

4.7 Total population
In the Table below populations that can be derived from Achaemenid tribute comparisons
are listed by region and compared with estimates from site surveys/literary sources.
Achaemenid
tribute
(talents)

Population
from tribute
(millions)

Mesopotamia

1,000

5-6

Susiane, without Elymais

200

1

Baktria

360

2

Media

300

1 Vz

Elymais

100

Vz

Persis, Karmania, Drangiane

500

2 Vz -3

Parthia, Hyrkania, Aria, Sogdiana

250

1 Vz

Northern Syria

50

Vz

Vz to i Vi-i

Kilikia

500

2 Vz -3

2+

W. and S. Asia Minor

1,000

5-6

5

Koile Syria

250

1 Vz

2-

Total

4,510

2 3 -2 6

20-25

Egypt

1,000

5-6

?

Region

Population
from surveys
and literary
sources
(millions)

7 5-6

/

2

\

\

/

60

Taking into account the political fate of different territories (Chapter 2), the graph below
shows what the total population of the Seleukid empire may have looked like
approximately at any time84.
Population
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A peak of around 20 million may have been reached ca.281 just after Korypedion and
another just short of this before Magnesia with the conquest of Koile Syria and the
temporary reconquest of the eastern provinces and much of western and southern Asia
Minor by Antiochos III. The critical moment for the empire, in terms of population, was
not Magnesia (190) and the loss of Asia Minor, but the far more serious loss of
Mesopotamia and the East to the Parthians by 129. For comparison, Alexander’s empire
84 Given the historical background (Chapter 2), reasonable assumptions about levels of Seleucid
occupation are:
Western and southern Asia Minor: 0% 312-281, 100% 281-280, 70% 281-261, 80% 261-239,
0% 239-213, 40% 213-197, 90% 197-190, 0% after 190.
Kilikia: 100% 294-280, 90% 280-246, 0% 246-241, 90% 241-197, 100% 197-89.
Northern Syria: 100% 301-246, 90% 246-219, 100% 219-89, 20% 89-64.
Koile Syria: 100% 200-129, 50% 129-100, 10% 100-64.
Mesopotamia, incl. Susiane: 100% 312-140, 50% 140-129.
Baktria, Sogdiana, Margiane: 100% 306-246.
Media: 100% 306-150.
Persis, Karmania 100% 306-187,50% 187-150.
Parthia, Hyrkania, Aria: 100% 306-246, 25% 246-187.

included, in addition, Egypt and Kyrene, north-western India and the satrapies bordering
on it, parts of northern and central Asia Minor, Media Atropatene and Armenia and,
finally, Macedonia and Thrace. Its population may have been around 40 million.85
These population figures will be useful in assessing such matters as the level of income o f
the Seleukid administration and will be correlated with other evidence in Chapter 12.

85 For the Seleukid empire: Green( 1990:371) and Avi-Yonah( 1978:219) estimate 30 million. For
comparison, Andreades( 1933:91), quoting Meyer: 50 million for the Persian empire;
Hammond( 1992:167): 1,650,000 for the kingdom of Philip II; Hopkins( 1980:118): 54 million for the
Roman empire at the beginning of the reign of Augustus.

5. PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE
In order to understand how the Seleukid kings derived their revenue, it is necessary to
briefly describe the more important elements of the underlying economy o f the empire:
agriculture, animal husbandry, the exploitation of natural resources, industry and trade.

5.1 Agriculture
Types of farming
Subsistence farming seems to have been the basis of the economies of most regions of the
Near East in antiquity. With the exception of the Mediterranean seaboard, where trade
may also have played a not insignificant role, it is likely that agriculture was the dominant
productive activity in the Seleukid empire.1

In ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika, revenue

accruing to the ‘satrapal’ economy from agriculture is described as ‘the first and most
important’ (Chapter 7.1).
Essentially two types of agriculture were practiced: irrigation-based and dry-farming. The
former was the norm in areas with insufficient rainfall but traversed by large rivers. The
Euphrates and Tigris and their tributaries, and the canals that branched off these, could
bring water to most parts of the Mesopotamian plain.

Seleukid-period irrigation

networks, drawing from the Oxos and its tributaries in Baktria, extended pre-existing
systems.2

The oases scattered throughout the east could be provided for in this way.

Sometimes water was obtained by tapping distant sources and conducting it underground
to the area to be irrigated so as to minimize evaporation, e.g. the qanat systems of
northeastern Iran (see 5.3).

Characteristic of the eastern parts of the Seleukid empire

were, however, vast areas with insufficient rainfall for agriculture on any scale.
Along the Mediterranean seaboard and for some distance into the interior, depending
upon the morphology of the terrain, rainfall was sufficient to permit dry-farming to be
practiced. This was also possible in the hilly areas skirting the main mountain ranges, the
Tauros and Anti-Tauros, the mountains of southern Armenia, the Zagros, the Elburz and

1 Davies(1984:271) assumes that that at least 80% of the population in the Hellenistic world was
employed in agriculture.
2 Lyonnet( 1994:543-544).

the Hindu-Kush, and also in the mountain plateaus and valleys.

Persis, for example, is

described by Strabo(15.3.1) as densely-wooded and well-cultivated.
No doubt, in some dry-farming areas, irrigation supplemented the water supply, e.g. from
the Maiandros river in western Asia Minor, the Orontes in northern Syria or the Kur in
the Persepolis plain.

Produce
Cereals were the staple of the ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean diet. In the
Seleukid empire the main crop, as in mainland Greece at this time, was barley rather than
wheat.

Under dry-farming conditions barley can grow wherever the minimum annual

rainfall is more than about 20 cm, whereas wheat requires not less than 30 cm, which is
seldom exceeded in the Near East.3 Irrigation can, of course, provide an adequate water
supply most of the time, but in Mesopotamia, for example, the dissolved salts carried
down for centuries by the great rivers from the surrounding mountains had increased
salinity in the soil to such an extent that wheat could only grow with difficulty, whereas
barley had no such problem and could also withstand disease better.

There is no direct

evidence for other irrigated areas, but increased soil salinity is likely to have been a
general problem wherever there were elevated temperatures and consequent high rates of
evaporation, as in much of the Near East.
Characteristic of irrigated cereal cultivation is its much higher productivity.

This is

principally due to the water supply, which is not only more plentiful but can be directed to
the crops at the right time.

The potential this offers of a greater yield (ratio of crop to

seed) can then be realized through more labour-intensive cultivation practices, which
involve direct sowing in narrowly-spaced furrows, e.g. by means of a seed-drill, and
careful weeding, though the greater density of planting also inhibits weed growth.
Whereas barley yields in the Mediterranean dry-farming world were normally around 6: l 4,
those in irrigated Mesopotamia were far higher. In late 6th century Uruk yields of as much

3 Braun( 1995:32-33) for wheat-growing in the alluvial valleys of western Asia Minor, lowland Kilikia
and upland Lykia.
4 Gamsey(1988:Ch.6; 1992:148).

as 30:1 are noted5, while 13-15:1 or more can be deduced from the Murashu texts from
Nippur.6 Even in the 1st century Strabo could declare that the crops of barley in
Mesopotamia were larger than in any other country, ‘300-fold they say’, though he clearly
did not believe a figure that high (16.1.14).

It might not be too rash to suggest that

Mesopotamian barley yields may have been 2-3 times those of the Mediterranean, apart
from Egypt.7
The importance of high yields in Mesopotamia, and those other areas of the Seleukid
empire where large-scale irrigation agriculture was practiced, is as follows from the point
of view of a governing power. Since cereals probably provided 70-80% of a person’s
nutritional requirements, less cultivated

land was required to support a person.

Compared to approximately one hectare/person in Mediterranean dry-farming conditions,
probably half a hectare would suffice in, say, Mesopotamia or along the Oxos or in the
Merv oasis. But since the additional labour to cultivate a given plot of land was only
somewhat higher than for dry-farming, it was possible not only to feed more people, but
also to generate a larger surplus, if the available labour was utilized to the full. Taxation
by a governing power could provide the motivation to cultivate more intensely and, since
the potential surplus was large, the level of taxation could be correspondingly so. As will
be seen in Chapter 8.1, the level of taxation on grain in Seleukid Mesopotamia may have
been as high as 50%. Conversely, one would expect that in Mediterranean provinces,
where the potential surplus from dry farming was smaller, taxation on grain might have
been correspondingly lower.
What applied to barley also applied to other cereals, of which a variety were grown, but
none had its economic importance.

Conditions in western Asia Minor allowed more

wheat to be cultivated, and this was the preferred staple for the citizens of Greek cities,
barley being ‘poor man’s food’. But most wheat was obtained through imports, mainly
from Egypt and the Black Sea region. Poor local harvests or difficulties in the supply of
imported wheat frequently produced shortages.
In the Mediterranean provinces of the empire the other major products of agriculture
were the olive and the grape. Olive oil served as the main element for the preparation of
5 Cocquerillat( 1968:29).
6 Stolper( 1985:138).
7 Potts( 1997:6-86) on land and agriculture in Mesopotamia.

food and for lighting. It was also used extensively for body care and in the manufacture
of perfumes and ointments.

In the interior these roles were played by sesame.

Wine

was, of course, dear to the Greeks and attempts were made to introduce viticulture in
regions where they had established themselves, e.g. in Susiane and Babylonia (Strabo
15.3.11). Vine growing was also more profitable than cereals, yielding up to five times the
revenue on the same land.8 In the Near East the date provided an alternative food staple,
which could be consumed both fresh and dry and which could be called upon at times of
barley shortage.9 But the date also served to produce a drink, date wine, as Xenophon
noted (Anab.23.\5).

Finally, fruit, in great variety, was a product equally of the

Mediterranean and the interior10, though no single kind had anything like the importance
o f the products that have been mentioned above.
From the point of view of the Seleukid administration all these fruit-like products of
agriculture, typically referred to in the sources as fyhvog Kapnos, were of interest as they
could be taxed. Given the fact that production was less labour-intensive than for grain, it
was possible to extract a greater part of the crop as tax and still leave sufficient to the
producer to satisfy his own needs (Chapter 8.1).

5.2 Animal husbandry
The conditions for large-scale animal husbandry were not present in much of the territory
of the empire.

The raising of animals in numbers requires extensive natural pastures,

such as existed in only a few areas.

Of these the best known are the uplands of Media,

where the famous Nissaian horses were reared. The Jazira plain in the shadow of the
Anti-Tauros and the mountains of southern Armenia also provided suitable conditions, as
did a few areas of inland Asia Minor or northern Syria. In the Zagros, the Elburz and the
Hindu-Kush and their foothills, on the other hand, local transhumance may have been an
important activity to set beside small-scale farming in the upland valleys, but it was
extremely difficult for an imperial power to control these areas and lay its hands on their

8 Pastor( 1997:27) for Egypt.
9 Vargyas( 1997:339-341).
10 Several types of fruit, some of which cannot be identified, are noted in the Persepolis Fortification
Texts as being produced, stored and distributed in the region of Persis (Hallock 1969).

production, as Antigonos had found to his cost when simply trying to traverse the region
(Diod.19.19.2-8)."
In the Near East, apart from the mountain ranges and their foothills and the land
dedicated to agriculture, the remainder, which is probably the greater part, is classifed as
semi-arid steppe. It is suitable for only small flocks of sheep and goats that could provide
a subsistence living for nomadic or semi-nomadic populations.

To any imperial

administration these resources may not have seemed significant enough to have been
worth the cost and trouble of exploiting energetically for taxation purposes.
In agricultural areas, the use of animals was probably common.

Oxen were required for

cultivation but it is likely that a yoke covered the needs of several cultivators, as the
expense of maintaining it in terms of feed-grain must have been prohibitively expensive
for the small farmer. The Murashu texts give us the idea that plough animals and
equipment were rented for as much as 30% or more of the grain crop in Babylonia.12 In
other areas the horse might be used for ploughing, a cheaper but far less effective
solution.

The pack-animal par excellence in the ancient Near East was the ass, though

camels were also reared for long-distance trade and service as baggage-animals in the
army.
Most farmers probably possessed a few sheep and goats for their basic needs in milk
products and wool, as is common practice today in the region. Larger flocks could
probably survive in the vicinity of settled communities, living on natural vegetation and
the stubble of grain fields in the right season. In Mesopotamia, in particular, the periodic
flooding of the rivers produced stagnant pools of water in low-lying areas, whose
surroundings, though not suitable for the growing of crops, could provide enough
greenery to support small animals and, rarely, cattle.

For the Seleukid tax-collector

these small flocks and herds, attached as they were to settled communities and therefore
more easily accessible, may have constituted a worthwhile target for the application of a
tax. But, if the order of satrapal revenues in ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika is significant
(Chapter 7.1), that from animals was fifth in importance, which would fit in well with

11 Also Briant(1982b:94ff).
12 Stolper( 1985:128-130).

what has been seen above as the relatively small scale of animal husbandry in the empire
and the difficulty of assessment and collection of any tax.

5.3 Natural resources
In the Oikonomika (11,1.4), revenue from natural resources belonging to the king is given
second place in the satrapal economy, probably attesting to its importance. The items
mentioned there as examples are gold, silver and copper and then ‘whatever is available in
any particular place’.

Clearly precious metals ranked foremost, followed closely by

copper with its dual function of a utility metal and an ingredient of coinage. One is left to
deduce from the sources what other natural resources may have been of interest to the
Seleukid kings.

Precious metals
The evidence for gold and silver deposits in Seleukid territory is slight.13 The sources
give only a vague and incomplete picture of the metal resources of the empire.

Every

ingredient required for producing coinage was present, however, and it may be that the
quantities of gold and silver at least were sufficient to maintain a ‘replacement coinage’ as
the initial ‘Alexanders’ wore out or were lost from circulation (Chapter 11.4).14
Gold is mentioned by Strabo in Karmania (15.2.14) and southern Armenia (11.14.9).
The gold dust brought down by the Paktolos near Sardeis had run out by his time (13.4.5)
and little remained in the mines of the Troad (13.1.23). On the north-eastern border of
the empire the land of the Massagetae apparently had ‘gold in abundance’ (11.8.6). The
mint of Baktra produced more series of gold coins than any other (Chapter 11.3),
suggesting a link with this source or perhaps with Siberia.15
There were probably important silver mines in Baktria and Sogdiane, but the evidence
comes from the 7th century A.D. and later, although it is difficult to imagine that the
Seleukid mints at Baktra and Ai-Khanoum and those of the Greco-Baktrian kingdom
13 Forbes( 1950:150-152,188-198); Treister( 1996:290,293).
14 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:63) for the probable use by the Seleukids of their own supplies of bullion;
Bogaert( 1977:380) for a sufficiency of precious metals.
15 M0rkholm(1991:4).

produced their fine and extensive silver coinage without a local source of precious
metal16.

Silver mines are mentioned by Strabo in Karmania (15.2.14), but there were

deposits elsewhere in Iran in antiquity, though whether any were mined in the Seleukid
period is unknown. Asia Minor seems to have been quite rich in silver ore.

Accessible

to the Seleukids at some time would have been the mines of the Tauros in northern
Kilikia, probably mentioned in Hittite and Neo-Assyrian sources and still operational
today, and those in the Troad and on Mt.Tmolos in Karia.17

Other metals
Copper is present throughout the Near East18. Syria and Palestine certainly possessed
some, as did Oman, and there is reference to mining in antiquity, though none specifically
in the Seleukid period. Further east, Strabo mentions Karmanian copper mines (15.2.14)
and Afghanistan as a whole may have been a rich source, though the evidence is all later.
The land of the Massagetae bordering on the north-eastern provinces is noted by Strabo
(11.8.6) as possessing ‘copper in abundance’. In Asia Minor the more important copper
deposits, that may have attracted the attention of the Seleukids, are concentrated in
Armenia and the Tauros region.19
Tin, necessary to produce bronze, seems to have been mined in Drangiane (Strabo
15.2.10), but whether this was sufficient for the needs of coinage cannot be determined.
Imports from Spain and Cornwall, serving the Mediterranean basin, are likely to have
found their way to the mints of Syria or Kilikia as easily as those from the East.20
What seems to emerge from this review of likely sources of currency-producing metals is
that there were very few in the heartland of the Seleukid empire, Mesopotamia and
northern Syria. As long as the outlying provinces could be controlled, a limited supply
was available, but probably only to ‘top-up’ the existing quantities, essentially the Persian

16 Bopearachchi(l991).
17 Jesus(1978:100-101).
18 Forbes( 1950:300-303), Treister(1996:290).
19 Jesus(l 978:98-99).
20 Forbes( 1950:241-244, 254-255); Treister(l 996:355-356).
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bullion captured by Alexander.21 Once these mining provinces were lost, recourse was
necessary to an uncertain favourable balance of trade, but more so to stored bullion in
both the royal treasury and ‘private’ possession, hence possibly the spate of ‘templeraiding’ by the later Seleukid kings (Chapter 8.9).
Of the other major metals, lead was essentially to be found in the galena ore from which
most silver was extracted in this region.
Iron seems to have been the one metal of which there may have been no shortage. Iron
ore was present in several parts of Asia Minor (the Troad, Lydia, Karia, Lykia and
Phrygia) and especially in the Tauros range. Syria and Palestine were also provided with
a number of deposits and so was the East (Media, Persis, Karmania, Aria and Baktria).22
As to the control of these metal sources, there is no direct evidence that proves royal
ownership, though this must be practically certain, at least for the precious metals. The
land was, after all, the king’s, ‘conquered by the spear’, unless he had conceded it to a
city or an individual. It would be only natural for him to exploit the mines for his benefit,
as had Philip II with Pangaion earlier or the Romans were to do later in Spain.

Wood
The sources indicate that the Seleukids controlled valuable stands of timber in Asia Minor
and elsewhere. For the rebuilding of Sardeis after the damage sustained during the siege
and retaking of the city by Antiochos III (213), the king authorized that timber be cut
from the forests of Taranza, presumably on Mt.Tmolos (Document 9). Shortly
afterwards,the Jews were authorized to acquire tax-free timber from the royal forests of
the Lebanon and other places for the rebuilding of the Temple of Jerusalem, after it had
suffered damage during the 5th Syrian War (Document 12). One reason for Ptolemaic
interest in southern Asia Minor was clearly the timber available there for ship-building.
Much later, Antony granted the forests of Kilikia Tracheia to Kleopatra (Strabo 14.5.3),
suggesting they may always have been royal property.

Similar motivation probably

attracted the Attalids to the region of Mt.Ida in NW Asia Minor, though the precious

21 Golenko( 1993:77)
22 Forbes( 1950:385-387).

metal mines there also undoubtedly played a role. A senatus consultum granted the
forests of Mysia to Eumenes II after Magnesia (Livy 37.56.1).
Good construction wood was in short supply in the populous Mesopotamian heartland of
the empire, where the date-palm had to serve as the ubiquitous building material (Strabo
16.1.15) for beams and lintels, bridges and quays, and hollowed out to channel water, but
was unsuitable for making planks.23 However, a plentiful supply of timber was available
in the Zagros ‘in the countries of the Kossaioi and other tribes’ (Strabo 16.1.11) and it is
likely that the Seleukid kings controlled, if not the supply, at least

its export to

Mesopotamia.
And one should not forget the trees grown in the paradeisoi of the Achaemenid kings,
scattered throughout the empire, which were, no doubt, inherited by Alexander and the
Seleukids.24

Salt
Salt was a vital commodity in antiquity for the preservation of food and for human
consumption.25 One might change from one staple to another, e.g. from barley to wheat
or barley to dates, but water and salt were irreplaceable. Salt was produced from brine,
sea-water, rock salt and the ashes of certain plants.
Not all areas possessed salt. Along the coasts, there was normally no problem, as salt
pans could easily produce whatever was necessary.

But it was difficult for an

administration to monitor this production. When Lysimachos had tried to impose a salt
tax in the Troad, the demand for salt in the region mysteriously disappeared (Athenaios
3.73d), suggesting that the inhabitants, with the sea nearby, had easy recourse to smallscale salt-making operations, which were difficult to detect.
Inland, the situation was different. Mesopotamia was fortunate in that it possessed huge
salt resources. Rock salt was present in the ‘salt hills’ mentioned in ancient texts.26 More
23 Cocquerillat( 1968:31).
24 Briant( 1996:456-458).
25Potts( 1984:229) for a (modem) requirement of about 6gr per person daily on a mainly vegetable diet in
a temperate climate.
26 Potts(l984:235).

importantly, the Euphrates and Tigris and their tributaries carried with them dissolved salt
in high concentration. When they overflowed, briny lakes and salines formed in low-lying
areas where, because of the compacted fine-grained silt and high water table, the water
could drain away only very slowly. Evaporation of the water in the hot Mesopotamian
sun produced crystalline salt.

Palmyra, towards the end of the Seleukid period, began

building its commercial prosperity on a trade in salt.

Much later, in Ottoman Iraq

ca. 1890, twenty state-owned salines yielded many thousands of tonnes annually.27
Elsewhere, there was almost certainly salt production from the Dead Sea, but one may
reasonably hypothesize that wherever in the eastern regions of the empire there existed a
combination of river, oasis or lake together with a hot sun, evaporation would leave
behind crystalline salt to be collected and used. Rock salt may also have been present.
Salt, because of its importance, was a likely candidate for control by the Seleukid state.

Water
The main natural resource in Mesopotamia was water. The Persian king is known to have
owned important canals and leased water from these to farmers through a distinct branch
of the administration. The evidence comes from the Murashu archive (Chapter 1.4). It is
not unreasonable to suppose that Alexander, and after him the Seleukids, inherited this
key factor of Mesopotamian agriculture. This might explain Alexander’s concern to
repair the Babylonian canal noted in Arnari(AnabJ2\).
Much of Iran relied on qanats, underground tunnels to save on evaporation, leading from
aquifers to the land to be irrigated.28 The Persian king controlled many of these, if not all,
and charged a price for their use (Hdt.3.117; Pol. 10.28).
From elsewhere there is no specific information, but it is probable that large irrigation
networks, expanded and maintained by the royal administration in Baktria or Margiane or
any other arid region that possessed a vital source of water would be treated as a royal
monopoly.29

27 Potts( 1984:236-243).
28 Beaumont/Blake/Wagstaff( 1976:88-92).
29 Briant( 1980:93).

Special products
Wherever a special product existed of some commercial or strategic value, it is likely that
the Seleukid kings would wish to exploit it directly.

Dry asphalt, used for construction

and boat-building, was to be found in Mesopotamia and Susiane (Strabo 16.1.15) and also
in the Dead Sea, where its gathering at certain times of the year had been entrusted by
Antigonos Monophthalmos to Hieronymos of Kardia (Diod.19.100.1-2). Balsam was only
to be found on ‘paradises’ (paradeisoi) near Jericho associated with a palace (basileion)
(Theophrastos Enq.9.6.1; Strabo 16.2.41).30 The valuable purple die produced from
murex shells may also have been the subject of royal control (Chapter 8.2 for a
porphyrikon tax).

5.4 Industry
Production for basic needs
Every city and town certainly had its craftsmen, catering for the daily needs of the urban
population and, to some extent, the surrounding countryside. This was a normal part of
the symbiotic relationship between an urban centre and its dependent rural areas. Even in
large villages, basic crafts must have been practiced, e.g. potter, mason, carpenter, textile
worker, metal worker etc., though much work would be done by individual
householders.31 Fundamentally, however, the urban economy was founded on a
transformation of agricultural products, e.g. the production of amphorae for oil or wine,
the manufacture of ploughs and harnesses etc.32
Given the high level of urbanization in many parts of the empire - e.g. 55% or more in
Mesopotamia33 or the probably comparable figure in northern Syria - it is likely that the
number of craftsmen working for the local market was large and their output significant.
Given the very small scale of most operations, however, and their execution on an almost
daily basis, it must have been almost impossible for the administration to monitor them

30 Rappaport/Pastor/Rimon( 1994:76-77): this points to Achaemenid royal estates initially, probably taken
over by succeeding rulers.
31 Sartre( 1995:72).
32 Sartre( 1995:74).
33 Adams(1981:178); Adams( 1965:63).

closely so as to impose a tax on production, unlike agriculture, where the harvest could be
measured fairly reliably once a year.
production.

This explains why there is no evidence of a tax on

Rather, it may have been simpler to impose a tax on producers, the

xeipoiva^iov referred to in the ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika (Chapters 7.1 and 8.6).

Production for export
In a few cities there is evidence of production of specialized goods that reached a wider
regional or international market. The Babylonian cities were famous for their textile
industry, mainly woollen clothing and furnishings.

This may appear surprising, but

temperatures drop considerably in winter in Mesopotamia and frost is not uncommon.
Borsippa also manufactured linen in great quantities (Strabo 16.1.7).
The initial spate of pottery imports from the old Greek world was soon curtailed as
production became decentralised.34 Seleukeia-Tigris, for example, developed workshops
which, to begin with, imitated western prototypes but then developed in original
directions, modifying western shapes and functions and combining them with a traditional
Mesopotamian stock of commonware, glazed ware and high-quality egg-shell ceramics.
After a while western imports became rare.35
Certain cities or regions became famous in the Roman period for their products, e.g.
purple stuffs and dyes from Tyre, glass from Sidon, linen from Kilikia, Syria and
Phoenicia and textiles from Asia Minor36 and it is possible that much of this reputation
was earned earlier.
There is no evidence in any of these cases that the Seleukids attempted to exercise control
over industry. Whether they possessed their own royal workshops, as the Ptolemies and
Attalids did, ■is unknown.

Certainly, the Achaemenids before them operated royal

workshops, as the Persepolis Fortification texts amply demonstrate.37 So it is not unlikely
that the Seleukid kings did so too, at least for the basic needs of their court.

34 Davies( 1984:275).
35 Valtz( 1993:169-174,180).
36 Jones(1974:145); Sartre(1995:74).
37 Briant( 1996:440-442).

5.5 Trade

Local trade
Much trade was probably local, with a triangular pattern linking three participants: an
urban centre, its rural hinterland and the representatives of the administration in the area,
e.g. provincial or district governors, financial officials, garrisons etc. The diagram below
illustrates a rather simplistic global model of the flows of food, urban products, services,
money and taxes in a silver-based economy.

Silver

Urban centre:

Silver

• Products Product:
Services
Service:
Food / Silver
Rural areas

Food
Silver

Silveir
Tax Administration
Surplus/deficit
Royal treasury

In this economy the rural areas sold food to urban centres and only spent a relatively small
part of their silver earnings for purchases of urban products and services or in rents to
urban dwellers.38 The rural areas also sold food to the administration. Most, if not all,
their silver was soon collected in rents and taxes by the administration.

The urban

centres earned more by supplying the administration with products and services than they
did the rural areas. Their net earnings served to pay their taxes. The administration,
finally, paid for food, products and services with taxation receipts. Any silver surplus was
accumulated in royal treasuries, to be used on occasions when expenditure was higher
than normal, e.g. for a major military campaign (Chapter 11.7). Both urban centres and
rural areas also conducted some trade in silver internally.
A parallel commodity-based economy also existed, in which town and city dwellers and
the king and members of the administration, who were owners of rural land, received food
38 Hopkins(1978:18): in Roman Italy only a very small proportion of a peasant’s income was used to
purchase manufactures in towns.

from land they managed themselves or leased to tenants for rents in kind. The temples
of Babylonia were, for example, probably the largest landowners after the king in
Mesopotamia and fed their numerous personnel partly with produce from their
agricultural estates. Likewise, a substantial part of the produce of royal estates may have
gone towards feeding members of the administration and army.

The outflow of food

from rural areas was not balanced in this economy by anything tangible, but rather the
‘service’ of providing a living, peace and security.
It has been suggested (Chapter 3) that the Seleukid kings made strenuous efforts to shift
rapidly from a commodity-based economy to a silver-based one for the reasons given
there.
There is no evidence in the sources for the volume of local trade. If the triangular model
described above is correct, it must have been substantial in

more highly-urbanized

regions, such as Mesopotamia, northern Syria and Kilikia, where cities and towns
required their food supplies.

A simple calculation will show this. If, say, the degree of

urbanization was 50%, as in Mesopotamia, then half the agricultural produce of the
countryside needed to be transferred to the town or city.39 If only a silver economy
existed, this produce would have been sold in the marketplace and would have
represented half the value of agricultural production. Depending on how much was the
share of the commodity economy would have reduced this volume of local trade. The
larger the urban centre, the greater the trade with the countryside, and also internally and
with the administration, since, presumably, a large city could generate greater flows of
goods and services than a small town, particularly as it is likely that it would have been
serving as an administrative centre.
Local trade was the perfect vehicle for silver to be collected by the administration. As
will be seen (Chapter 8.1), tax rates on agriculture were probably high, as much as 50%
of the value of the crop, which meant that the peasant needed to sell a great deal of his
produce in order to collect the necessary silver to pay his taxes.

This put pressure on

him both to create a large surplus and to sell it in city and town marketplaces.

39 Hopkins(1978:15): in much less urbanised Roman Italy at least four families in the countryside fed a
fifth in a town. Reger( 1994:4): cities strove to live on the production of their hinterlands.
Davies( 1984:270-271): most agricultural produce was consumed locally, within a radius of 30 km.

Intra-regional trade
Intra-regional trade covers, in theory, all exchange within a particular region, but here
only that part will be considered that cannot be covered by the definition of local trade
given above, i.e. essentially the trade between urban centres within the region, but not
exclusively.
The existence to any significant extent of this form of intra-regional trade depends on
three factors: low transport cost, a certain diversity of products and a relative instability of
supply across the region.

High transport costs definitely inhibit trade, though they do

not prevent it. But, even when transport costs are low, one of the other two factors must
be present.
Mesopotamia is a good test case. Trade within Babylonia and Susiane relied almost
entirely on the network of rivers and canals, which facilitated the transport of bulk
agricultural goods. Because of the low gradient of the major rivers and slow current,
sailing or rowing upstream would not have presented a serious problem, especially on the
Euphrates, except at times of flood or very low water levels.

So transport costs were

probably low and local agricultural produce could easily be brought to towns and cities.
Yet neither of the other two factors was present. There was almost complete uniformity
of agriculture and industry across the region and, since Mesopotamia depended on the
water of the great rivers for irrigation, a high or low flow affected all areas more or less
equally. Thus a good or bad harvest was likely to be region-wide rather than local. That
is not to say that all areas would be equally affected by a poor harvest, as some might
possess adequate reserves and others not. In such cases this could lead to a certain
amount of intra-regional transport of commodities. But, overall, one cannot consider
Mesopotamia a good candidate for intra-regional trade.40

The situation in the Oxos

basin in Baktria might be considered similar.
A different situation held in the Mediterranean coastal area that was at any time Seleukid,
stretching from the Hellespont to the borders of Egypt. Here too there was no great
40 Le Rider( 1965:299): commerce was not so active between Seleukeia-Tigris and Susa until the reign of
Antiochos III, when the increase noted was probably due to long-distance trade via the Gulf.
McEwan(1981:199): there is no evidence that the Babylonian temples, for all their wealth, were engaged
in commercial enterprises. Only one text (Beaulieu 1989:no.3) mentions allocation of silver by the Bit
ReS temple at Uruk to merchants, but this could just as easily have been for the purchase of goods needed
by the temple.

diversity of agricultural produce (cereals, olive, vine) or manufactured goods, with those
exceptions already noted. But transport by sea was relatively cheap and there was a
certain instability of supply. Since this was a dry-farming region, the amount of rainfall
and its timing during the growing season dramatically affected the quality of the harvest.
Thus one area might experience a glut in a particular crop, while its neighbours suffered a
dearth. So the right conditions were present for some intra-regional trade.
In the inland areas of the empire, where there were no

river systems to facilitate

transport, the movement of bulk commodities would have been expensive and was
probably quite restricted. Whatever intra-regional trade existed is likely to have involved
more specialized products and operated on a relatively small scale.
The overall conclusion is that, apart from a very significant local trade between urban
centres and their rural hinterlands, trade within regions may have been restricted to a few
specialized products, if they existed, and the satisfying of temporary local shortages,
particularly of coastal cities.41

Inter-regional trade
The same factors that have been discussed above for intra-regional trade apply equally to
trade between regions. Again, high cost of land transport was the main inhibiting factor
for the movement of bulk commodities, though it did not prevent absolutely necessary
goods from being carried.

For relatively lightweight, luxury articles, transport costs

would be no obstacle.
For example, Mesopotamia had no metals or good timber. Traditionally, metals had been
imported from the Tauros, the mountains of Armenia and Oman, while timber was
available relatively close at hand in the Zagros. Mesopotamia’s exports had always been
textiles and the products of metal-working.42 No sources tell us that this trade continued
in the Seleukid period, but one may suppose that it did, for how else would Mesopotamia

41 Crawford( 1987:41): when the surplus needed for taxation is large, relatively small volumes of goods
move from one area to another unconnected with the needs of the state. Berlin(l 977:84-85): Phoenician
semi-fine ware was distributed inland, but demand probably came from Phoenicians settled in these areas.
42 Potts(1997).

have obtained its vital supplies of metal and wood? There is also some evidence for fine
pottery exports to adjacent regions.43
Another possible item of inter-regional trade for Mesopotamia was wool. Given the very
large sedentary population, and its need for wool for clothing, and the difficulty of
maintaining flocks in the cultivated areas, it is very likely that trade was conducted with
nomadic herders in the semi-desert fringes and also with the populations o f the Zagros,
who practiced animal husbandry on a large scale and obviously needed a suitable market.
What applied to Mesopotamia must have been to some extent true of other populous
agricultural areas bordering on mountainous regions or semi-arid steppe, in both of which
types of terrain animal husbandry could be practised and a symbiotic relationship set up
with the agriculturalists. Since much of the Seleukid empire exhibited this alternation of
plains and oases with mountains and deserts, it is likely that this was common and
provided for trade between adjacent region e.g. Kilikia Pedias and the Tauros, northern
Syria and the Syro-Mesopotamian desert to the east, Rhagiane in eastern Media and the
Elburz to the north, the Dasht-i-Kavir desert to the south, etc. In all these cases there is
likely to have been some inter-regional trade, but mostly between adjacent symbiotic
regions and so relatively short-distance.
Manufactured products from the old Greek world initially found their way to the East, but
most were soon replaced from local workshops (see 5,4), though some speciality items
continued to filter through.44 Neither is a trade in consumables much in evidence, to
judge from the very few stamped amphora handles that have been found.45
There is only one area where inter-regional trade may have had both greater importance
and a longer carry and that is the Mediterranean coastal regions. This has already been
discussed in terms of intra-regional trade, influenced by low transport costs and the
variability of supply and demand. The movement of traders along the coast, with all types
of good for sale, including bulk commodities46, has been described as a kind of Brownian

43 Hannestad(1984:75): the finds of glazed ware and egg-shell ware on Failaka point to Mesopotamia.
44 Rostovtzeff( 1941:1206).
45 Borker( 1974:46): only 40 stamped amphora handles have been found in all of Mesopotamia, compared
to hundreds at Mediterranean centres.
46 Casson(1984:Ch.3) on the grain trade; Bogaert(1977:377-381) for wine, oil, salted fish, salt, honey,
dried fruit, nuts, wood, pitch, firewood, works of art, slaves and metals. Davies(1984:282-283): the slave

movement in which trader constantly sought out the latest areas of high supply and
demand so as to transport the desired goods between the two.47

Long-distance trade
Here one must consider the major trade routes that crossed the empire, bringing highprice products from the East to the markets of the Mediterranean, with some naturally
being dropped off for sale along the way.48
The principal land route from India and the one from Baktria and Central Asia (later to
become the Silk Road) came together at Artakoana in Aria (near Herat), skirted the
Dasht-i-Kavir desert on the north, crossed the Zagros via Ekbatana and arrived at
Seleukeia-Tigris.

A secondary land route from India, but more difficult, reached Susa

after traversing Arachosia, Drangiane, Karmania and Persis, and continued on to
Seleukeia-Tigris.49
The sea route to India along the coast of Baluchistan and into the Persian Gulf had
already been in use for centuries by the Seleukid period and was in the hands of the Arabs.
The port of the city of Gerrha (perhaps Thaj) seems to have been its main terminus.
From southern Arabia two caravan routes brought frankincense and myrrh to market, as
well as products that originated from East Africa, principally ivory. The first ran up the
western side of the Arabian peninsula to the Phoenician ports and Gaza.

Until the

conquest of Palestine in ca.200, this route was well beyond the reach of the Seleukids and
only served Egypt and the Mediterranean.

The second caravan route cut across the

Arabian desert to Gerrha, which thus became a nodal point for both Indian and Arabian
trade.50

trade of some Hellenistic cities was not marginal, even before the 160’s; trade in the eastern
Mediterranean generally showed an increase. Sartre( 1995:77): wine from Asia Minor to Egypt.
47 Salles(1991:213).
48 Rostovtzeff(1941:1243-1248), Bogaert( 1977:385-387) on routes and products of the eastern trade,
Jones(1974:143) for the Roman period. Indian products included spices, indigo, precious woods and
stones.
49 Le Rider( 1965:306).
50 Potts(1990:85ff).

From Gerrha and its port there were two main possibilities: a caravan route across the
Arabian/Syrian desert to the Phoenician ports and a sea route to the upper reaches of the
Persian Gulf where a Seleukid port, Alexandria, later Antioch-on-the-Erythrean Sea, had
been established. A sea-going vessel or river transport could continue up the Euphrates
or Eulaios as far as Babylon or Susa51 or unload onto river transports, which could reach
Thapsakos (Strabo 16.3.3) but it is likely that the bulk of the goods were transported by
caravan to Seleukeia-Tigris, which became the greatest emporion in the East (16.3.2). A
less-used route was by caravan up the coast from Gerrha to the Euphrates and then
onwards.
It seems that the Gerrhaians must have preferred the caravan route which bypassed
Seleukid territory and, presumably, customs duties and tolls. It took the naval expedition
of Antiochos III in the Gulf in 205 to compel them to redirect part of their lucrative
luxury trade to the empire.
From Seleukeia-Tigris the trade goods collected from Arabia and India travelled west to
Antioch and thence to Laodikeia and Seleukeia-Pieria for Mediterranean destinations52 or
traversed Asia Minor to arrive at the Aegean ports, principally Ephesos and Smyrna.
The volume of this eastern trade through the Seleukid empire has possibly tended to be
exaggerated, certainly before Antiochos III captured more of it.53 There is perhaps a
tendency to confuse the large-scale operation of the Roman period, especially after the
sea route came into regular use in the 1st century AD, with what went on before.
An indication of the magnitude of the eastern trade may be given by the output of the mint
created at Antioch-on-the-Erythraean Sea in the reign of Antiochos IV, which was
probably intended to serve it. The volume of coinage, as measured by the total number of
obverse tetradrachm dies that may have been used there over about 30 years, was
relatively small, only 2/yr on average, or about 40 talents-worth.54 Naturally coins from
51 Le Rider(1965:267): the Seleukids linked Susa to the sea. Its prosperity was mainly due to eastern
commerce (Boucharlat 1985:26).
52 Seyrig(1970:292): it was on the enormous profits of this trade that the prosperity of northern Syria was
based (which I question).
53 Shipley( 1993:283): long-distance trade was probably increasing, but only accentuating existing trends.
Commerce was not the main concern of the Seleukid kings.
54 M0rkholm(197O:31ff) gives 23 obverse dies from 37 specimens from Antiochos IV to the first reign of
Demetrios II. Using the method described in Chapter 1.6 and discussed more extensively in Chapter
11.5, the best estimate for the total number of obverse dies used is 48.0, with 95% confidence limits of

other mints, Seleukeia-Tigris, Antioch, Susa, would also have been used for eastern
purchases, and of course one does not know how many. However, one wonders how
much all this might have amounted to for the royal economy, despite customs duties and
tolls all the way to the Mediterranean (Chapter 8.3,4), compared to the 4,000 or more
talents annually that the king probably earned from agriculture in Mesopotamia alone
(Chapter 12.3). It is perhaps significant that the Antioch-on-the Erythraean Sea mint was
opened to help promote trade with the East at a time when traditional Seleukid revenues
had taken a dip after Magnesia and the loss of Asia Minor, and because of trouble in the
remaining eastern provinces.
Another indicator is provided by an analysis of bronze coin finds at Susa, which showed
not more than 10 from Seleukeia-Tigris for each of the earlier reigns, then a sudden
increase to 314 under Antiochos III, 109 under Seleukos IV, 49 under Antiochos IV and
a rapid

fall-off afterwards.

merchandise.55

Bronze shows the movement of merchants, not

This pattern fits the historical fact of the coercion of the Gerrheans by

Antiochos III for more of the eastern trade. It also points to the relative insignificance it
may have had earlier.
Of course, by the time any eastern goods had reached the Mediterranean, apart from those
dropped off on the way, the prices had become significantly inflated by the
administration’s various exactions and the profits of all the carriers and middlemen. So
local economies on the way undoubtedly profited, particularly those of clearing-house
cities and ports, but most areas were left quite untouched.
From a global point of view, considerably more silver probably entered the Seleukid
empire in receipts as a result of the eastern trade than was expended in payments. A
positive balance of trade is indicated by the fact that very little Seleukid coinage has been
found in other regions, whereas much foreign currency apparently circulated inside the
empire, as evidenced by coin hoards (Chapter 11.4).56

23.7 to 87.2. With the best estimate, the total value of coinage produced was only about 1,250 talents, or
roughly 40 talents a year.
55 Le Rider( 1965:446-447).
56 Merrkholm( 1984:105).

5.6 Prices

Commodity prices in the Seleukid empire are o f interest because they enable one to
determine the value in silver of many different types of transactions, e.g. a grant of grain
to a city, a soldier’s rations or even the total agricultural production of a satrapy as the
basis for tax assessment (Chapter 12.3). At the same time a comparison of prices with
those of the Mediterranean region can show to what extent the Seleukid economy was
integrated or not with the rest of the Hellenistic world.

The evidence of the Babylonian Astronomical Diaries
These valuable texts have already been discussed in Chapter 1.457. Prices at Babylon for
five agricultural commodities and wool were recorded for much of the Seleukid period.
There is frequent mention of a market suggesting that these were indeed market prices.58
A good way to look at prices is with a graph, and shown is one for barley (Fig.l) for
about 200 years, from ca.350 to ca.140, i.e. from the late Achaemenid period down to
the end of the Seleukid in Mesopotamia.
Fig.1 Barley prices
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Firstly, the graph does not represent price but the inverse o f price, i.e. how many sut,
(=nearly six litres) one could buy for one shekel of silver. When the graph goes up, prices
57 The individual tablets (Diaries) are referenced as in the three volumes of Sachs/Hunger.
58 Strongly supported by Slotsky( 1992:31, now published 1997) and Vargyas( 1997:34).

come down.

One Babylonian shekel weighed 8.3-8.4 gr, or almost exactly 2 Attic

drachms. Secondly, since there is a range of prices in some years, the graph is considered
to pass through the mid-point. Though this is an approximation to the average, it is good
enough for our purposes, since any tendency to be too high one year will

be

counterbalanced by being too low another year. Over the 90 years for which there is data
in the Seleukid period, this evens out.
What strikes one immediately are the very high prices for barley (lows on the graph)
recorded in six years between 325/4 and 307/6 BC. But if one looks at the years in
question, one finds that in each there was a serious disturbance in Babylon at the time. In
many cases the Diaries themselves confirm this.
Thus, in May 325 (Diary -324) prices shot up and the market was actually closed for a
time. This may be connected with the flight of Harpalos, Alexander’s boyhood friend and
treasurer, from Babylon with whatever he could lay his hands on to feed the 6,000
mercenaries he took with him (Diod. 17.108.4-6). In 323, after Alexander’s death in
Babylon, the Macedonian cavalry blockaded the city in order to impose its will on the
infantry.

Once the succession issue had been resolved, troops and supplies were

collected there to suppress the revolt of the Greek settlers in Bactria and then one enters
upon the continuous warfare of the early period of the Successors.
Between spring 310 and late 308 Seleukos fought for his survival in Babylonia against
Antigonos Monophthalmos. The so-called Diadochi Chronicle59 tells us of the devastation
suffered by Babylonia, which Antigonos ravaged as enemy country.
So between 325/4 and 307/6 there is data for six years, with barley prices seriously
distorted by political events. There is no knowing what the prices may have been in the
intervening years, but they are also likely to have been high in the climate of war and
uncertainty. If one ignores the affected years, however, one is left with an underlying
price trend for barley which is surprisingly flat for 200 years at about 20 sut for a shekel
of silver, equivalent to nearly 60 litres for an Attic drachm.60 Anything below or above
this probably reflects the impact of a good or bad harvest.

59 Grayson(1975: no. 10).
60 The price stability noted also by Aymard( 1938:25).

Note that the average price of barley was the same both immediately before and a short
time after the conquest of Alexander. It has been suggested that the release onto the
market of the accumulated Achaemenid treasure, valued in the sources at 180,000 talents
of silver or more61, produced price inflation. For the Mesopotamian staple, barley, at
least, there is no evidence of such inflation. As postulated in Chapter 3, the Achaemenid
bullion probably did not find its way as coinage into the pockets of Babylonians but
mainly into those of Macedonian veterans and Greek and Balkan mercenaries, who did
their spending much further to the west in the Greek world.
Other abnormally high barley prices in the Diaries are probably evidence of trouble in or
near Babylon, though one may also be seeing the occasional crop failure, and the Diaries
do refer to famine and locust attacks from time to time.
Sesame (Fig.2) behaved in much the same way as barley, with an underlying price of
about 4 Vi sut for a shekel. So too did cardamon/cress, at around 9 sut for a shekel
(Fig-3).
Fig.2 Sesame prices
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61 A total of 180,000 talents is said to have been collected eventually at Ekbatana from the different
Persian treasuries (Strabo 15.3.9).
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Wool also showed exceptionally high prices in the early period of troubles in Babylonia of
around 1 Babylonian mina (about 1/2 kg) for a shekel (Fig.4). Then the price gradually
fell to 4 as flocks recovered slowly, but probably not to the level of abundance of the end
of the Achaemenid period when the price of wool had been considerably lower, at around
6 minas to the shekel. For more than a century the price oscillated around 4 but ca. 158 it
increased rapidly to only 2 Vi minas to the shekel.
Fig.4 Wool prices
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This sharp price change can, again, be explained by war. This time it was the Parthian
invasion, which culminated in the loss of Babylon in 141, and, more importantly, the raids

of the king of Elam which are mentioned with horror in the Astronomical Diaries. In
November 145, for instance, the Elamites
‘ marched around victoriously among the cities and rivers of Babylonia, they plundered this [... and]
carried off their spoil. The people [...] their ... their animals ... for fear of this Elamite to the
house(?). There was panic in the land’. (Sachs/Hunger 111,-144)

For any invading army bent on plunder, herds and flocks in the countryside would be a
prime target, with resulting shortage in the cities and corresponding price increases.
There are now two commodities where something unusual appears to have taken place.
The graph for dates (Fig.5) shows a dramatic decrease of average prices from 1 or 2 to
about 20 sut for a shekel after the troubles of 311-308, possibly as destroyed date
plantations were replaced, but the price never reached the Achaemenid low of 40. Then
quite suddenly, sometime between 208 and 205, there was a dramatic price drop to about
40 sut for a shekel, or half of what it had been before. This cannot be explained by a
single good harvest because the price seems to have oscillated about this new level for the
next 70 years or so.

Fig.5 Date prices
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Looking at mustard prices (Fig.6), the graph shows similar behaviour, a decrease after
311-308 to about 40 sut for a shekel and then a sudden drop to around 80 some time on
or before 208.

Fig.6 Mustard p rices
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Taking dates and mustard together, 208 seems to be the key date. A possible explanation
for such dramatic price changes is administrative intervention, and this will be considered
in Chapter 8.1.
But, apart from this, there is a remarkable stability of commodity base prices in Babylon
under Seleukid rule. Whether this picture was true elsewhere in the East is unknown, but
the possibility that it held in Mesopotamia, where cheap water-borne transport could even
out price differentials, is high.

Comparative prices
In the regional economy of Delos barley prices were considerably higher at this time,
varying between 2 and 5 drachms/medimnos ( 1 Attic medimnos - 52 litres) between 282
and 174.62 In Egypt, prior to a period of inflation after ca.222, the average price of barley
was around 1.2 drachms!artaba (1 Ptolemaic artaba = 40 litres), or the equivalent of
about 1.6 drachms!medimnos. 63

These prices can be compared to the just under 1

dvdiChmJmedimnos at Babylon. Clearly the Mesopotamian grain market was not affected
by conditions in the Mediterranean and was less expensive.

62 Reger(1994:306).
63 Heichelheim( 1930:118-121); Cadell/Le Rider( 1997:25,59): 3/5ths of 2 drachms.

An assessment of Mesopotamian commodity price levels
The lower prices in Mesopotamia probably reflect the higher agricultural productivity of
the region and the relatively low cost of transport compared to the Mediterranean region.
The fact that commodity prices did not rise in almost two centuries indicates that there
was no shortage of land. If population increased in some areas, more land could easily be
brought under cultivation to feed it by an extension of the canal network. Similarly, the
fact that commodity prices did not fall suggests that any population decreases that may
have occurred, e.g. along the Euphrates to people Seleukeia-Tigris and the other new
foundations, were evenly balanced between cultivators and urban residents.

6. THE GRANTING OF LAND
It was suggested in Chapter 3 that the founding of new Greek cities by the first Seleukid
kings and the policy of land-grants to cities, temples and individuals were part of a
systematic effort to intensify economic activity and generate more silver revenue.
The starting point is the arrival of Alexander in Asia. In his edict to Priene1 Alexander
made clear to a Greek city what he considered the status of land in his realm would be:
BaeriXecog ’AX[e£ai$Jpou, t w v ev NavXo%coi k [ c l t o i k o u v ] t ( o v oaoi pAv eieri [1IpiqveTig,
avro[vo](jMvg ehai Ka[i eXev6]epovg, etfovrlag rrjv T[e yrjy k\oa rag oiKiag rag ev r[vjt n]6Xet
TTa[(ra]g k o a riff %Mpav, co[cmep ol] I Iptyveftg aurol] .. aJg av deco[vrai
t o fie . . k o a
Mvpoi'rjXeicoj' k]o,i Yle[$ieayf ..] %oapaJy [tfivaxrKO) epuijv ehai, rovg tie KaroiKovvrag ev raTg
KWfiaig rauraig <j>epeiv roug (jyopovg' rijg Be ovvra^ecog a^)i7)(ii r^iMjlpirjvea^ noXtv ..
‘From King Alexander. Of those residing in Naulochos, those who are Prienians will be
autonomous and free, possessing all their land and houses in the city and the countryside,
just like the Prienians themselves .. as to what they might desire. The .. and the ... of the
Myrselieis and Pedieis I make known to be my land and those that live in these villages
will pay tribute. I free the city of the Prienians from the syntaxis ..’
A distinction was made between a city’s land, which would remain in the possession of its
citizens, and everything else, which was to be royal land. But this was a concession, a
grant by the king that preserved the tradition of a city’s autonomy within the empire, but
only because the king so desired. 2

6.1 The new cities
The prevailing view is that the new Seleukid foundations were created primarily to
satisfy political and military needs, in order to control population centres or areas with
important resources or strategic routes, though commercial considerations may also have
played a part3. But there are problems with this view.

1OGIS 1; cf. Sherwin-White(1985).
2 Briant( 1996:427-430): in the Persian empire all land belonged to the king and any grants were
revocable.
3 Rostovtzefl(1941:475-476); Grainger(1990a:67); Cohen( 1983:67; 1995:21,64); Seyrig(1970:310);
Golenko( 1993:79).

Firstly, the Achaemenid empire did not require Persian settlements for control.

It

administered quite adequately for about two centuries a larger territory, relying on a
minimal presence of Iranian settlers, but with a strong satrapal administration, an
extensive network of military garrisons, little interference in local affairs and co-option of
the non-Persian elite into government. In the background there always lurked the threat
of military intervention by the central power. 4
Secondly, the pattern of many new Seleukid cities does not seem to fit the criteria
expressed in the prevailing view. An investigation into where cities were located and of
what size might help resolve the issue.

City locations5
Northern Syria, for example, at the time of the foundation of the major Greek poleis there
(Antioch, Seleukeia, Apameia and Laodikeia), was not a major population centre, perhaps
only a tenth in size in comparison to Mesopotamia (Chapter 4.1,3), but rich in agricultural
potential. It did indeed control two strategic routes from Mesopotamia, one to Asia
Minor via the Kilikian Gates and the other to Egypt, at a time, just after Ipsous (301),
when this was a vulnerable frontier area, but surely four large cities plus several medium
sized ones (e.g. Chalkis, Beroia, Kyrrhos, Seleukeia-Zeugma) were far more than required
for this task?
In Babylonia, with its major population and economic centres strung out along the
Euphrates, not a single new Greek city was created, excepting only for the inclusion
(perhaps much later) of Greek communities in Babylon and Uruk, whose presence there
may have been primarily for commercial reasons. 6

In fact, a relatively non-urbanized

fertile region, to the east along the Tigris and its tributary, the Diyala, was selected for
development, with the foundation of a capital, Seleukeia-Tigris, and other Greek cities,
e.g. Apollonia, Artemita and Antioch-Sittakene.

4 Tuplin( 1987b), Briant(1996:Chapters 9-12) for the administration of the Achaemenid empire.
5 Cohen(1978) for the Seleukid colonies; Cohen(1995) for the Hellenistic settlements of Asia Minor;
Tscherikover(1973) for all Hellenistic foundations (but needs updating); Grainger(1990a) for the cities of
Seleukid Syria.
6 Spek( 1987:67,73).

The urban centres of northern Mesopotamia had suffered during the Assyrian collapse and
at the start of the Seleukid period. The region was relatively sparsely populated (Chapter
4.1) but it was fertile and dry farming was possible (Chapter 5.1). A number of Seleukid
foundations appeared in this area. 7
I f ever a region required supervision, it was the Persian heartland. Why was no Greek
city founded in the Persepolis plain, for example, if it was felt necessary to control this
region by means of a city? 8 In feet, this part of Persis probably acquired some form of
independence, albeit under Seleukid suzerainty, quite early on (Chapter 2)
In Media, Susiane and Baktria there existed major population centres at the satrapal
capitals, Ekbatana, Susa and Baktra. The Seleukid administration quite happily used
these, as had the Achaemenids earlier, from which to govern the respective satrapies.
Though Susa did receive the dynastic name Seleukeia-Eulaios, there is no indication of
any overwhelming Greek settler presence there or in any of the other cities, that might
have been considered necessary for military reasons.

Instead one hears of new

foundations in the remoter areas of these same satrapies, in small plains or on rivers, e.g.
Laodikeia-Nehavend and Apameia-Rhagae in Media, Seleukeia-Hedyphon and ApameiaSeleia in Susiane, Antioch-Tarmita and the city known by its modem name, Ai-Khanoum,
in Baktria.
In Parthia, cities were founded in the chain of fertile oases south of the Elburz and Kopet
Dag and north of the Dasht-i-Kavir desert and also in the fertile Hyrkanian plain, e.g.
Hekatompylos, Apameia-Choarene, Syrinx.
And one might continue in this vein. In the examples given above, a common thread
emerges, that the new Greek cities were founded in regions which were relatively little
urbanized, but with agricultural potential or, if this was insufficient, with access to the sea
or a river system. 9

Conversely, well-developed inland areas seem to have been avoided

or important existing cities there simply refounded with dynastic names, e.g. Tarsos
became Antioch-Kydnos, Kelainai became Apameia. Thus, most of the new Antiochs,
Seleukeias, Apollonias and Stratonikeias in western Asia Minor have been attributed to
7 Tscherikover(1973:84-90,96-97); Chaumont(1982).
8 Polyainos(7.40) refers to the slaughter of 3,000 colonists in Persis, but where these were established is
unknown, only the fact that they were led to a populous area, where the act was committed.
9 Also Leriche( 1987:59-61).

Antiochos I as founder, but none is actually certain10 and some may have been the work
of later Seleukid kings. 11
But one should not consider that the early Seleukids searched for virgin territory for their
new foundations. All the new cities seem to have been established on the sites of existing
towns and villages. 12 And even though, in my view, economic reasons were foremost in
their thinking, there is no doubt that political/military considerations also played their part.

City sizes
Why was a new city built with a particular size?
Doura-Europos on the middle Euphrates, for example, was a foundation of Seleukos I.
The city’s plan can be traced on the ground. It is roughly rectangular, with an area
enclosed by fortifications of some 45 hectares. One wall follows an escarpment running
parallel to the river, but the other three do not utilize any natural features. They were
simply laid out to enclose an area of a desired size. Doura is probably one of the smallest
Seleukid city foundations that can be traced on the ground. With a population density of
100-200 persons/hectare (Chapter 1.5), Doura would have contained 5-10,000
inhabitants. 13 A maximum population of

10,000 would have required about 5,000

hectares of irrigated land (Chapter 1.5) to feed it, or 50 sqJon. This much cultivable land
is not available alongside the Euphrates in the immediate vicinity, but river transport could
bring in the necessary foodstuffs from further along the river without any difficulty.
Another Hellenistic urban site on the middle Euphrates at Djebel Khaled has an area of
about 50 hectares. 14

10 Cohen(1995:418) for Apollonia-Salbake as definite (though, in my view, doubtful) and about ten
probable/possibles.
11 e.g. Kosmetatou(1997:21): all colonies in Pisidia or on its borders later, also Sartre(1995:40).
12 Frezouls(l 987:84,90-92); Leriche(1987:63).
13 Will(1988a:320-321) for a population o f5-6,000.
14 Leriche(1994:533).

At the next level up were city foundations about twice as large, at around 65 to 100
hectares, e.g. Kyrrhos, Chalkis, Beroia and Seleukeia-Zeugma in northern Syria. 15
Populations may have ranged from 10-20,000.
In a different class of 25-50,000 inhabitants were likely to have been the major cities of
the north Syrian tetrapolis, remnants of whose fortifications from the Hellenistic period
give us an idea of what their approximate areas were: Seleukeia-Pieria 250-300 hectares,
Antioch 225 initially and expanding later, Apameia 205 - 250 and Laodikeia 220. 16

One

can observe a certain uniformity in these sizes, any differences simply being those that
would naturally emerge from the use of natural features.
There is some independent evidence to suggest that these figures are about right.
Seleukeia-Pieria, when retaken by Antiochos III ca.219, had 6,000 free (male) inhabitants
(eXevSepoi) and more were added from the exiles who returned (Pol.5.61.1).
Malalas(C/tfWf.201.12-16) gives 5,300 as the initial number of settlers for Antioch,
presumably adult males, so 20-25,000 with their families. Finally, it may not be a
coincidence that Plato considered that his ideal polis should have 5,040 citizens (Laws
737E). Hellenistic city-planners were no doubt well aware of the sizes of existing cities
in the Greek world.
A new city foundation did not possess only Greco-Macedonian citizens and their families
and slaves, but also a non-Greek population.

Of the two quarters originally built by

Seleukos for Antioch, roughly 150 and 75 hectares in area, the second was for ‘the
multitude of colonists’ (Strabo 16.2.4: rod irXijdovg t q j v ohcrjropaiv etrri K r t o - p a ) , which has
sometimes been interpreted as a native quarter. 17

If Antioch had 5-6,000 Greco-

Macedonian citizens initially, as discussed above, or 25,000 with their families, it is quite
possible that slaves and non-Greeks made up a substantial part of the population if it
approached the 50,000 mark. 18

15 Grainger(1990a:92); Algaze( 1991:206).
16 Downey(1961:78-79); Grainger(1990a:91-92); Will(1988b:261-263), with less for Antioch. Also
Downey(1961:82) for 17-25,000 as the initial free population of Antioch; Grainger( 1990a: 100) for well
over 50,000 free inhabitants for each of the major Syrian cities.
17 Downey( 1961:78). Briant(l 978:88-89) considers separation of Greeks and non-Greeks within the
cities likely.
18 Kreissig( 1976:240): Antioch and Seleukeia-Tigris became large not because of the influx of Greeks,
but of non-Greeks.

On a different scale altogether was the design of Seleukeia-Tigris, intended as a capital
when it was founded ca.305. The area enclosed by the fortifications has been estimated
at 550 ha19, yielding a population of probably 50,000 to 100,000, about twice that of the
cities of the Syrian tetrapolis. This could imply a citizen body of perhaps 10,000, though
the non-Greek population may have been proportionately larger than in the Syrian cities.
What one may observe from these figures is a rough geometric progression in city size in
multiples of two. It is unlikely that this could be pure coincidence, but rather it smacks of
planning. It is as if decisions were consciously taken that cities should be built for civic
bodies of standard sizes, around 1,250, 2,500, 5,000 and perhaps, even 10,000 adult male
citizens. 2 0

City viability
To reach a decision on location and size Seleukid planners must have given some thought
to the viability of a city of a certain size in a particular area. That meant looking to the
surrounding land, royal land in the main, which needed to have both sufficient agricultural
potential and no prior need to supply other major urban centres. 21 Alternatively, if the
land was inadequate, there should be an easily-accessed source of supply further afield.
One can see that this held true for all the large foundations.

Seleukeia-Tigris was

positioned in essentially virgin territory along the Tigris, with the Diyala flood-plain ripe
for development to the east and plenty of scope for growth.

Antioch had the rich

resources of its fertile plain to draw upon and Apameia o f its plateau and the middle
Orontes valley, both of which regions could support large cities. 22

Similarly, Ai-

Khanoum was well placed at the junction of the Oxos and Kochba to take advantage of
the extensive plain they formed, where agricultural production could be markedly
improved. The oasis surrounding Antioch-Merv, offered some 300,000 hectares of
irrigable land and was ripe for a large city. Even the Syrian ports of Seleukeia-Pieria and
19 Will(1988b:259) at more than 400 hectares, Invemizzi(1993:235), conducting the Italian excavations
of the city over several years, at 550 hectares.
20 Also Downey(1961:82).
21 Briant( 1978:61): the land of Hellenistic cities was agricultural, whatever the later commercial
development.
22 Leriche(1987:61).

Laodikeia, despite their relatively small coastal plains, could rely on easily-transported
supplies by sea.
For the smaller cities, one almost gets the impression that the Seleukid planners attempted
to fill in every available piece of under-developed land with a city of the appropriate
size23 , as long as they could be assured of a supply of settlers. For example, the landscape
of northern Syria was dotted with such foundations, placed in the gaps left in the zones of
influence of the larger cities along the coast (e.g. Balaneia, Paltos, Gabala) or the Orontes
valley (e.g. Larissa, Arethusa), but especially north and east of the Orontes to the
mountains, the middle Euphrates and the desert (e.g. Chalkis, Kyrrhos, Beroia, Nikopolis,
Doliche). Even along the middle Euphrates, with its relatively narrow cultivable strip of
land, small cities of the size of Doura (e.g. Ichnai, Nikephorion, Anthemos) could be
positioned at appropriate intervals along the river and be viable. 2 4 Inevitably, as each city
in northern Syria grew, its economic hinterland would eventually infringe upon that of its
neighbours. Either growth of both cities would be arrested or one would yield to the
other.

In the event, Antioch was the only Seleukid foundation that seems to have

expanded steadily in the Seleukid period at the expense of all the others.
On the other hand, Kilikia Pedias was already, from the Persian period, a populous region
with a broad range of both urban and rural settlements. Here there seems to have been no
space for a major new city and older ones were simply refounded instead (e.g. Tarsos to
Antioch-Kydnos, Magarsos to Antioch-Pyramos, Adana to Antioch-Saros, Mopsuestia to
Seleukeia-Pyramos25), which probably made little difference to the local economies.
In Mesopotamia the cultivable band of land in the north between mountains and desert,
extending from the Euphrates to the Tigris, and beyond to the Zagros mountains and
down their western flank, had been, to some extent, denuded of urban sites following the
Neo-Assyriari collapse and had never fully recovered in the Achaemenid period (Chapter
4.1). Smallish cities seem to have been spaced out at intervals to take advantage of the
available land (an Alexandreia, a Demetrias and perhaps two Seleukeias), while Edessa
and Nisibis were refounded. Further to the south-east, the Tigris and Diyala flood-plains
have already been described as a region of substantial new development in the Seleukid
23 Also Grainger(1990a: 108).
24Cumont(1926:xxiv): exchange was also possible with the nomadic populations of the desert.
25 Cohen(1995:358-372).

period (Chapter 4.1).

Seleukeia-Tigris no doubt attracted many of the agricultural

resources of the area, but there was room for more cities (Apollonia, Artemita, an
Antioch).

Even in the far south-eastern comer, the old Achaemenid capital, Susa,

continued to play an important role, but there was apparently scope for further
development of Susiane and the mouth of the Persian Gulf with new city foundations.
And along the Gulf itself, there were at least two cities of some importance, AntiochPersis and Antioch-on-the-Erythraian Sea, which was a refounded Alexandria, and some
minor sites. The picture for northern Syria and Mesopotamia is thus one of extensive city
building that started almost as soon as Seleukos I had consolidated his hold on these
regions and was continued by his son, Antiochos.
A similar pattern is observed in Baktria and Margiane, though perhaps a little later, after
Antiochos

was dispatched there as viceroy to the Upper Satrapies ca.291/0, (e.g.

Antioch-Merv, Antioch-Termez). It is tantalizing that we do not know the ancient name
of Ai-Khanoum, but its growth probably also belongs to the early Seleukid period.
Our information concerning the remaining Upper Satrapies is much scantier. In Media,
Laodikeia-Nehavend was positioned off the strategic route from Babylonia to Ekbatana
on an extensive plateau in the Zagros, while Apameia-Rhagae took advantage of eastern
Media’s fertile plain (Strabo 11.9.1). In both cases an existing town was refounded as a
Greek city. There is a blank in the sources for new foundations in Aria and Drangiane
and this is perhaps due to the fact that the only sizeable oases in these areas were already
taken up by Alexandrias (Artacoana and Phra), which probably continued to serve. One
draws a complete blank on Karmania, but the terrain there is similar and space for a new
city likely to have been insufficient. In the heartland of Persis too no new foundation is
recorded. The most likely area, the Persepolis plain extending south to Shiraz, was
already quite, densely inhabited, as the Persepolis Fortification texts also make clear
(Chapter 4.2).
In Asia Minor a somewhat different pattern emerges. This was an area conquered at the
very end of Seleukos’ reign and immediately thereafter subjected to almost constant
turmoil, with the Seleukids competing for its possession with Ptolemies, Attalids,
Antigonids, Galatians, native kingdoms (Bithynia, Kappadokia, Pontos, Armenia),
independence-minded Greek cities and one another (Antiochos Hierax, Achaios). Very
soon, most of the coastal area had been lost and much of the central Anatolian plateau,

leaving mainly a strip of territory extending from Kilikia to Lydia via Lykaonia, Phrygia
and the northern parts of Pisidia, Lykia and Karia.

Eventually this too was lost until

temporarily regained by Antiochos III. No large new Seleukid foundations are known
from Asia Minor,

though several existing cities seem to have been refounded (e.g.

Seleukeia-Tralles, Apameia-Kelainai) . 2 6 This is probably because the region was already
urbanised to a considerable degree and available land must have been somewhat at a
premium. 27
It is perhaps for this reason that the Seleukid kings adopted the policy of creating mainly
smaller Greco-Macedonian settlements in this area, not cities but colonies (KaroiKiai). It
has been suggested that this was due to the fluid frontier situation with the Attalids and
other powers of Asia Minor, because of which a city could easily shift its allegiance,
whereas a military colony would be more likely to stand firm.

It has generally been

considered that katoikiai were military settlements, established primarily so as to control
vulnerable regions.

But there is no conclusive evidence that all the inhabitants of

katoikiai were military settlers or that they had a duty to respond to a call-up by the
king. 2 8

Furthermore, one hardly hears of katoikiai outside Asia Minor and surely there

were borders to defend elsewhere, in northern Syria or along the desert fringes of
Mesopotamia or the north-eastern steppes?

Thus the economics of available land

probably determined, more than anything else, the

foundation of mainly small new

settlements in Asia Minor.

Seleukos as a founder compared to Alexander
Seleukos was credited in antiquity (Ammianus Marcellinus 14.8.6) as having been the
founder of many cities. Appian(«Syr.57) notes 34 foundations with dynastic names and 25
others as examples of the sort of name given.

This has been dismissed by modem

scholars as fiction, resulting from the inclusion of foundations of Alexander and other
Seleukid kings, re-foundations and a great deal of exaggeration. However, before these
26 Cohen(1995).
27 Marchese’s survey of the Maiandros flood plain (1986) pointed to at least 16 cities in this area in the
Seleukid period, showing how densely it was occupied. Furthermore other large settlements also existed,
which eventually turned into the 11 additional cities of the Roman period (pp.307-320).
28 Cohen( 1978:51-52); Bikerman(1938:82).

figures can be dismissed so lightly, one may consider what massive city building took
place in northern Syria alone in the few years immediately after its acquisition, or in
northern Mesopotamia or along the middle Euphrates or in Baktria in the reigns of the
first two Seleukids.

These are the regions the sources speak of.

The silence from

elsewhere may not be a silence of construction but of documentation. 29
One may also consider how many of these cities grew and flourished in antiquity because
of their sound economic base compared with Alexander’s foundations.

Apart from

Alexandria in Egypt, which was clearly intended from the veiy start to be a very large city
with a commercial future, most of the other Alexandrias seem to have been convenientlylocated sites where veterans could be settled in order to both avoid the expense of
repatriation and also provide additional security along Alexander’s lines of
communications to India, though economic considerations also undoubtedly played a part.
The short life of many of these ‘cities’ shows that they may not have been truly envisaged
as long-term projects. In several cases it required refoundation by Seleukid kings for an
Alexandria to survive (e.g. Antioch-Margiane, Antioch-on-the-Erythraean Sea etc.).

Model of city creation
The creation of a new city, or the upgrading of an existing town or village, undoubtedly
had a significant impact on the surrounding area, the more so the larger the new
foundation.

For example, the establishment of Seleukeia as a capital on the Tigris

probably gave the Diyala area to the east of the river such a powerful boost that its
population increased several-fold in the Seleukid period. 3 0

While the traditional

Mesopotamian cities on the Euphrates continued to flourish, they became, in a sense,
peripheral to this new ‘core’ . 31
For a new town or city, at least the nucleus of an urban population had to be imported,
those specialized providers of services and manufactured goods who could not normally
be found in rural settlements. A city such as Seleukeia-Tigris could easily draw upon the
old Babylonian centres for the necessary urban skills, and it is possible that some
29 Cohen(1978:l 1): the Seleukid colonies probably exceeded 70.
30 Adams( 1965:63).
31 Alcock(1993:169).

population transfer from those nearest, e.g. Babylon, Borsippa and Cutha, took place,
perhaps not only when Seleukeia was founded (ca.305) but also later. 32
In northern Syria the situation was quite different when the four major cities were created
by Seleukos ca.300. This was a region with a low level of urbanization during the
Achaemenid period (Chapter 4.3). The solution, as evidenced in the sources, seems to
have been threefold: 1) immigration from the Greek world now that the Seleukid empire
had access to the Mediterranean, 2) use of veteran soldiers in the aftermath of Ipsos
(301), including those who had already been settled in northern Syria by Antigonos, and
3) inclusion of non-Greek populations. Also, one should not exclude the possibility that
neighbouring Kilikia, with its numerous established and semi-Hellenized cities, may also
have served as a population reservoir for northern Syria once Kilikia became Seleukid
ca.294.
But a town or city also requires an agricultural hinterland to feed it (Chapter 5.5).
Villages in the region must generate the surplus required for the city’s survival. Though
part of the urban population may itself be involved in agriculture and animal husbandry,
there will be another part, increasingly important the larger the city, that lives off trade
and industry or belongs to the administrative superstructure.

For the surrounding

villages, there can be both a ‘natural’ growth in activity and a ‘mandated’ one.
In the ‘natural growth’ model, the villager is attracted to the possibility of barter with the
urban dweller, his agricultural produce in exchange for some specialized manufacture or
unusual product of trade. But there is a limit to how much the surrounding villagers need
and a city will grow only at the rate at which these needs can be increased. Obviously a
city may rely on longer-distance imports of food-stuffs for its growth, but then it is still
serving the needs of producing villages, albeit in remoter areas.
The observed pattern is one of increasing density of rural settlements as one approaches
the urban centre. Those villages are favoured which are nearest and can bring their
produce to market more economically. As the urban centre grows, agriculture and animal
j2 The original idea that a forced transfer from Babylonian cities had taken place (e.g. Briant 1978:84;
Spek 1987:66; Invemizzi 1993:236) was based on the incorrect interpretation of an Astronomical Diaiy
(Sachs/Hunger 1988:no.-273). Spek(1993a:98-99) has now shown that there is no evidence for such a
transfer, followed in this by, for example, Kuhrt/Sherwin-White( 1994:323) and Potts( 1997:281). This
does not mean that inhabitants of Babylonian cities may not have been invited to settle in the new
foundation in the same way that Greeks were.

husbandry are intensified in the villages closest to it, attracting inhabitants from further
away, until the available land is fully utilized, with the result that the more remote
settlements decline and are sometimes abandoned. 33
In the ‘mandated growth’ model, the village is compelled to create a commodity surplus
by the authority in command, which then extracts it as taxation.

In the Achaemenid

empire this was also the case, but the surplus was to a large extent stock-piled and used to
feed the king, his administration and his army. 3 4 This did not contribute materially to the
growth of cities, virtually the only exceptions being the Achaemenid capitals.

Economic motive
Following the discussion above, I would suggest that the primary motive for Seleukid
city-building was not political or military but economic, the desire to open up relatively
undeveloped land to economic exploitation. 35

There had already been experience in

Macedonia under Philip II and Alexander of what it meant in terms of the royal economy
to found new cities in rural areas, transfer populations to these and exploit local
agricultural and other resources. 36 It is unlikely that this lesson was lost on Seleukos and
his successors.

But, no doubt, the idea that Greek settlers were potential soldiers and

supporters of the dynasty was not forgotten either.

6.2 Land-grants to individuals

In the Achaemenid empire the king regularly granted land to members of his family and
deserving officials, an estate comprising agricultural land, a series of native villages or
even towns and cities. It is generally accepted that these land-grants were made in

33 Gardin/Lyonnet(1978-9:147-138) for Baktria.
34 The Persepolis Fortification texts are a good example of the procedure of collecting commodity taxation
in satrapal storehouses and issuing it out again as rations.
35 Without suggesting that the economic was the primary motive, Jahne(1978:141-147) considers that the
really new thing in the East was the establishment of the Greek cities, which acted as a catalyst for a
growing market economy, where the use of coinage was most important.
36 Hammond(1992:177-178) for the growth of the Macedonian economy under Philip II, which was based
on the founding of new towns, the movement of people, the expansion of agriculture with irrigation
works, flood control and land reclamation, and the exploitation of precious-metal mines. Also
Hammond(1995; 1997:657-671).

usufruct, i.e. that only the revenue of the land was transferred, and that there was nothing
to prevent the king from reclaiming the land itself when he saw fit, either because the
beneficiary’s term of office had been completed or because he or she had fallen out of
favour or because of the death of the recipient. Indeed it was customary for a new
monarch to review and, in some cases, reinstate the land-grants of his predecessor. 3 7
Much the same practice continued in the Hellenistic kingdoms, the Seleukid empire being
no exception. 3 8

It was in many ways simpler for the king to make the land grant rather

than pay a salary or a stipend to an official or a member of the royal family. In this way
he saved the expense and trouble of managing royal land and, at the same time, passed on
any risk of a poor harvest or other potential problem to the grantee. As there was always
the threat that the king could take back the property, this was also a good way of ensuring
the loyalty of the official or relative concerned.
What is then puzzling is why in some cases the king conceded land with the right of
attachment to a city.

Once the land had become city land, the king no longer exercised

direct control over it, as it effectively became private property.

It is true that he

considered himself, and was so regarded in the prevailing ideology of the period, as
‘owner’ of all the land of the empire, but there were serious practical limitations on his
freedom of action with regard to the land both of the subject cities and o f the major
sanctuaries in the empire.

So why then did the king make such concessions, which his

Achaemenid predecessors had not made before?
One reason that has been put forward is that kings who acted in such a manner did so
because they found themselves in situations of weakness and sought to attract the political
support of cities and temples in this way. But this line of argument breaks down when one
considers that even under ‘strong’ Seleukid kings, such as Antiochos I and II, land grants
with the right of attachment to cities were also made. 3 9
Another possibility is that by permitting attachment, the king was in effect increasing the
value of his grant. But this is hardly the best way he could have chosen to do this.

37 Briant(1985) for details of land-grants in Asia Minor.
38 Behrend(1973:150-151); Kreissig(1978:40-46); Funck(1978).
39 For example, the Aristodikides grant by Antiochos I (Document 2) and the Laodike ‘sale’ by Antiochos
II, which could be passed on to a third party (Document 3).

Increasing the amount of land in the grant would have worked equally well without a loss
of royal control. So this is unlikely to be the true reason.
In order to arrive at a solution, the first thing to consider is whether the attachment to a
city was mandatory in such cases or left to the discretion of a grantee. In other words,
was the grantee permitted to retain private land within the confines of royal land or not?

Aristodikides dossier (Document 2)
In his first letter (no. 10) to his official, Meleagros, Antiochos (I) issued orders that the
first tract of land to be granted to Aristodikides be attached to either Ilion or Skepsis,
whichever Meleagros thought best (beboiKafLev .. npoaeveyKaa'Bai .. ov av doKtfAafyqt*;). In
this transaction the attachment to a city was clearly mandatory and the grantee had
absolutely no say in the matter.
In the second land-grant (no. 11), concerning the village of Petra, the king ordered, with
regard to Aristodikides, that he be allowed to attach the land to a subject or allied city of
his choice (koa ea/rat avrov

T TpoaeveyK C urB ai -npoq

tj/a ap, fiouX'Tjrai

tto X iv

rcbv ev r rji %a>p<x[/]

re koa avfifiaxiar). There were some improvement here for Aristodikides as he was now
being given bargaining power to negotiate concessions for himself and his land with the
cities.

As Meleagros’ covering letter to Ilion (no. 13) makes clear, cities were indeed

vying for this land and offering payment (crowns) (.. noXXwv avrwi koa erepcov
BtaXeyofievcov koa ore^avov Movrcov ..).

Meleagros himself strongly recommended that

Ilion should not fall short in the concessions race ( koX ox; b' av ’norja'atre iprj^icrafievoi re
iravra ra (friXavOpatna airrcbi Kai kclQ’ oti av avyxcop^o^i).
Throughout, there is no indication that Aristodikides had received the right to either
attach his land-grant to a city or not.

Taken in conjunction with the first letter, the

situation, in my view, becomes clear. The attachment to a city was mandatory and what
was conceded by the king was only the choice of city.

Does this mean that no private

land could be held outside city (and temple) land? Certainly this is the opinion of some
scholars40, but the point will be discussed further below.

40 For no private land outside a city: Rostovtzeff(l910:249; 1941:495); Cohen(l978:66);
Haussoullier(1901:32). For Kreissig(1978:69-70): the existence of private land outside a city is not
proven, but possible (yrj e(ov7)fiev7)).

In the case of the first parcel of Aristodikides’ land the choice was possibly to be a
political one, to be made by the king’s representative in the region. For the second parcel,
the king was effectively increasing the value of his land-grant by opening up the way for
concessions from the cities. In the event, the second land-grant fell through, as the land
had already been conceded to another, and so the king replaced it with an equal area
elsewhere (no. 1 2 ).
The total area of land conceded to Aristodikides was 5,500 plethra, mostly cultivable
{epyaa-'ipov yr}<;), or about 600 hectares. Its value as a grant had been enhanced by the
right given to the new landlord to attach the land to a city of his choice, but seemingly at a
loss to the king.

Laodike grant ^Document 3)
The case of Aristodikides is repeated in Antiochos H’s ‘sale’ of land to his estranged wife
Laodike. She was also given the right to attach the land she was to receive to a city of
her choice (no. 18) (..

koa

Kvpia e[(r]rat ■npoo’^epofievr) irpoq tto X iv nfjv av fiouX'rjrar) and,

again, I interpret this as a right to make a choice of city and not to decide whether or not
to attach.
In Laodike’s case, a clause in the agreement allowed her to sell or donate the land, in
which case the right of selection of the city of attachment was passed on to the new
landlord, unless Laodike had taken care of the matter herself (Kara ravra £[e] koa ol nap'
airrr}<; npiapjevoi Xafiovreg avroi re e^ovaiv Kupimq Kai Tipoq tto X iv Tipotroiaovrai t j v
fiouXcolvfrai, e d f i n e p f i i } AaodiKT) Tvy%avei rrporepov T T p o a e vrp /e y fie vv ) npog tto X i v , o u t t o

apt,
de

Ketcnqaovrat ou av rj %aypa yi TrpoawpiojievT) imo Aa oBikt)^). In other words, Laodike was
apparently given a grace period to settle matters with her land before she decided whether
to hold on to or dispose of it. 41 Obviously, passing on to potential buyers the right of city
selection would considerably enhance the value of the land.
The particular way this land transaction was to be conducted may have been due to its
special nature as a divorce settlement with an ex-queen. It will be argued (Chapter 8.1)
that Laodike was being given the revenue of two harvests with which to pay a nominal
purchase price, set at the valuation of the land for tax purposes.

Until the payment had

41 Haussoullier(1901:33): this did not invalidate the rule of mandatory attachment to a city.

been made, the land could remain part of royal land, as for any other land-grant which did
not have the right of attachment to a city. In fact, there may have been some difference
in the way grants of royal land were handled, as between those to members of the royal
family and those to deserving officials. In Achaemenid practice, as seen in the Persepolis
Fortification Tablets, these seem to have been distinguished as ulhi and irmatam
respectively, though what the difference was is unclear, except that there must have been
one. Possibly the former were intended to be life-time grants, the latter connected with an
office. 42
Note that once the attachment had been made by Laodike to a particular city, it was not
revocable. If she sold the land, the new owner was not permitted to remove it from the
city and attach it to another, as the king made quite clear. This is certainly evidence that
in this case private land was not permitted to exist outside city land. Obviously the king
could, if the political conditions allowed, himself confiscate land from a city and either
retain it as part of royal land or pass it in some way to another city.

Mnesimachos grant (Document 5")
This inscription will be used several times and discussed more frilly in Chapter 8.1. It is
clear that the land-grant to Mnesimachos was in usufruct only, as there was the ever
present danger that the king could take back his land (line 13: eav o ftcuriXeus a^eXnrprai rrjt
'Apreiiih Bta. Mirr)<r'ifm%ov ..). This was the typical form of grant of the Achaemenid
period (see above) and continued in the Seleukid, i.e land held in usufruct only.

Ptolemaios grant (Document 4)
So far one has seen royal land held in usufruct or made private by being transferred to a
city. The question now is whether there could be private land within the royal domain
and the case usually quoted is that of Ptolemaios, Antiochos Ill’s governor of Koile Syria,
who referred in his letter to the villages he owned by right of inheritance and those that

42 Briant( 1996:458-460).

the king had transferred to him (lines 23-24: eig rag int[ap%]ou(rag pot K(i)[p]ag [eyyyrrjo-ei
Kai eig [ t ] o iralr]piKov Kai eig [a\g av Trpo[a]eTaJgag Karaypailiai]).43
According to this view, ‘en kteseV refers to full ownership, while ‘eis to patrikorf shows
that the land was inheritable. No attachment to a city is noted, therefore this land of
Ptolemaios was privately held within the confines of royal land.
But, this terminology does not in fact prove private ownership. A land-grant of Philip II
was reconfirmed by Kassandros (Syll3 332).

Though the grantee’s grandfather had

received the land in inheritable ownership (KetcrrjaOai ev TiarpiKoTg), and even with the right
to sell {aXkatraeaQaii airodootiat), reconfirmation by the new ruler was necessary, showing
that this land had not truly become private property.
There is thus, in my view, no evidence that private land could be held outside city and
temple land (see 6.3).

Advantage to a city
The eagerness of a city to acquire land can easily be explained. Here, in my interpretation
of the texts, Aristodikides was offering about 600 hectares of agricultural land, enough to
feed several hundred people. 4 4 Laodike’s land, valued at 30 talents, may have comprised
a cultivable area of the order of 6-7,000 hectares and so have been of huge interest to any
cities in the vicinity. 45
The agricultural land of the chora of many a Greek city of western Asia Minor was too
little to feed the city, which became dependent, sometimes heavily so, on grain imports.
References to grain shortage (airoBeia, cmavoarma) are numerous in the sources and cities
were frequently forced to expend considerable sums of money on their provisioning,
which they could hardly afford, or rely on the generosity of a benefactor or, finally, on the
‘benevolence’ of a Hellenistic monarch who could donate or sell them grain from royal
43 Hatzopoulos(1988) also refers to a land-grant of Lysimachos len patrikois\
44 At one person per hectare using dry-farming methods (Chapter 1.5).
45 In Chapter 8.1 it will be suggested that a typical village of the size of Mnesimachos’ may have
controlled an area of about 1,600 hectares, of which about a third cultivable, valued at around 750 gold
staters or 2 Vi talents. Laodike’s land was valued at 30 talents, 12 times more. Its total area may have
amounted to around 20,000 hectares or over 220,000 plethra, cf. Hatzopoulos’s estimate of 15,000
hectares (1988:52), a huge estate in any case. Of this over 70,000 plethra may have been cultivable. The
5,500 plethra received by Aristodikides seem puny by comparison.

land nearby. 4 6

This ‘benevolence’ probably came with strings attached, a high price,

pressure to buy from a near-monopolistic source, political dependence etc. In Antigonos
Monophthalmos’ letter to Teos (Document 1), for example, one can see how reluctant the
Lebedians (and Teans) were to obtain grain from the royal stores and how unwilling
Antigonos was to permit them to set up a fund to purchase from elsewhere.
For a Greek city in or on the borders of the Seleukid empire, the possession of enough
land was not, in the end, a question of economics but of survival. Expansion of the city
chora was at all times a major objective. Boundaries were disputed with neighbours47,
native villages were quarreled over with royal administrators48, royal land-grants were
competed for4 9 and even land-purchases sometimes made from the kings. 50

Advantage to the king
Outside city territories in royal land no such structural problem existed, though there
might be an occasional bad harvest. As was noted earlier in the discussion on the Greek
cities, rural areas were required to intensify agricultural production so as to be able to sell
a surplus to nearby urban centres in order to acquire silver and so pay their taxes or rents
to the royal treasury.

A Hellenistic monarch would need to ensure that any excess

commodity production from royal land over and above the rationing requirements of his
administration and army could be speedily disposed of for silver (Chapter 9), as goods left
in store would eventually spoil.
The position then was this. Compared to the Achaemenids, the Seleukid kings had less
need of commodity production from royal land. As long as they could sell their surplus
production to nearby cities and earn silver, there was no problem, but this was not always
so easy, particularly in the world of the old Greek cities of Asia Minor.

The

independence-minded poleis or sanctuaries of Asia Minor and elsewhere would always be
in search of less expensive or less politically-dominated sources of food supply, as the
46 Preaux(1978:444-446) for a discussion and examples.
(Document 10).

Note also the case of Herakleia-Latmos

47 e.g. Priene’s disputes with Samos (Welles 1934:no.7) and Miletos (Welles 1934:no.46).
48 e.g. Apollonia-Salbake and its sacred villages (Document 7).
49 e.g. from Aristodikides (Document 2).
50 e.g. Pitane’s purchase of land from Antiochos I (OGIS 335).

case of Antigonos and Teos and Lebedos (Document 1) shows only too well. At the
same time the king could not be seen to be forcing himself as a tyrant on subject cities.
In the face of such a problem, a good solution, if you could not dispose of your produce,
was to dispose of your land. This seems to have been done on a huge scale for the new
Seleukid foundations. The intensification of rural agricultural activity to feed the cities as
well as the industrial and commercial activity of the cities themselves probably meant
more silver revenue for the king from taxation of different kinds (Chapter 8 ). So, rather
than becoming a loser by donating his land for the foundation of cities, the king probably
came out a winner.
On a smaller scale the same might be achieved by selling-off royal land or allowing a grant
to be attached to a city. The king lost only if the land was highly productive and he had
had no difficulty in selling its produce up to then. If neighbouring cities were not turning
out to be such a good market and the king was left with too much stock in his granaries
and too little silver in his treasuries, he could pass on his administrative costs and
problems to the cities. At the same time he need not suffer any significant loss in revenue.
The tribute of a city could be justifiably raised because of the increase in cultivable land.
For the city itself, if tribute were assessed at only 1/12th the nominal value of the land
(Chapter 8.1), this might have appeared quite reasonable as it stood to gain much more.
Where the royal treasury also collected certain city taxes (Chapter 8.4), these would also
increase, as more land meant more agricultural production, market transactions, people,
animals etc. So a land grant attached to a city was not necessarily a loss for the king. It
could, in the end, have been what one calls today a ‘win-win’ situation in which both
parties benefit.

6.3 The treatment of temples
Temples were, as economic units, very much like cities from the point of view of the
Seleukid administration. 51 In some cases temples were closely attached to cities, e.g. the
sanctuary of Labraunda to Mylasa (sometimes), in others they were inextricably linked
with them, e.g. the Temple of Jerusalem or the great temples of the Babylonian cities, in
51 Debord(1982) for the economic aspects of legal life in Asia Minor; also Boffo(1985). McEvvan(1981)
for the Babylonian temples.

others still they formed self-administered entities within the empire, e.g. Baitokaike in
northern Syria. In every case the Seleukid administration maintained a watchful eye on
the temples and treated them, their land and economic activities from the point of view of
tribute, taxation and also support much as they did the cities.

The Babylonian temples
Very important in the economic life of Babylonia were the temples of the great cities:
Esagila at Babylon, Ezida at Borsippa, Emeslam at Cutha, Bit Res and Irrigal at Uruk,
Ebahbar at both Sippar and Larsa, and others.
The temples were proprietors of buildings and arable land and owned slaves, livestock
and other moveable wealth.

They earned revenue in money and kind

both from

contributions by individuals in respect of cult and from their own property. They also
received

financial support at times from

the kings, particularly for building and

maintenance. Temple revenue paid for the cult of the gods and the maintenance of large
numbers of personnel in the gods’ service, some of whom manufactured the goods and
foodstuffs that were required.

An important part of temple revenue went towards

prebend payments to a variety of officials and others associated with the temples.
Another part went towards ration allotments to officials responsible for certain functions.
All these were typically shared amongst a number of persons and might not even require
the performance in person of the duties associated with the corresponding functions.
Prebends were, in essence the ‘shares’ of citizens of the cities in the enterprise ‘Temple’
and there was a lively market in the buying, selling and renting of fractions of prebends
and ration allotments.
The land possessed by temples may have been extensive52 but it is not clear how much
was owned outright and how much may have been revocable grants by the king to endow
the temples with revenue.
A document from Cutha refers to ‘ a share of arable land standing in stubble, the gift of
the king on the bank of the Euphrates’ which was claimed by the assembly of exorcists for
one of its members. 53 It appears that the assembly of exorcists wished this land to remain
52 McEwan(l 981:121).
53 McEwan( 1981:21-22).

as a prebend for one of its members upon the intestate death of another, and was making
the corresponding request to the full assembly of the temple.
This is a case of land originally granted to a temple by the king. One should see the
grant as one of usufruct only and not of outright possession, though in practice the use of
the land might be inherited.
There may have been a net increase in temple land in the Seleukid period, though this is
sometimes seen as the result of chance from the interplay between the interests of
Babylonian cities and the kings. 5 4 In view of what has been seen above for Greek cities
and private estates, it is likely that the granting of lands to temples was also part of the
Seleukid policy of reinforcing those productive units that could eventually generate more
revenue through tribute and taxation in silver than could the royal land, though the
political advantages of eliciting support from the powerful civic-temple communities may
have played an important role.
A cuneiform text may shed some light on the policy of land grants in Babylonia.

Astronomical Diary -273
The first text is an extract from the Diary for 274:55
(36) ... That month, the satrap of Babylonia made the fields (arable land) which had been given in year
32 at the command of the king for sustenance of the Babylonians,
(37) Borsippaeans and Cuthaeans, (and) the bulls, the sheep and everything which [had been given] [to
the citie]s and cult centers at the command of the king at the disposal of the citizens,
(38) [tributary to/confiscated property of(?)] the royal treasury....

Though temples specifically are not mentioned here, there is no reason to suppose that
they were not included as part of ‘the people of Babylon’, as no real division may have
existed between the civic authorities of a Babylonian city and the administrating bodies of
the temples in Seleucid times. 56

54 Spek( 1993b:76-77).
55 Spek( 1993b:67-70).
56 Sarkisian( 1969:313).

One view57 is that the text refers to a royal land grant, which was revoked after five years,
and that the granting of land was an attempt by Antiochus I to elicit support at the
troubled start of his reign (Chapter 2). The land may have lain beyond existing untaxed
city land and was included within the untaxed limits in 279. In 274 Antiochos revoked
this arrangement as he was, according to this view, in desperate need of funds for the
Galatian war and also to finance his intended campaign against Egypt for Koile Syria. A
second view is that the reclaiming of land was connected with a corresponding granting of
land at Seleukeia-Tigris to citizens of the three Babylonian cities who were relocated
there at this time. 58
One may reconcile these two views.

Initially the land may have been attached to the

cities of northern Babylonia to reinforce their economy, which no doubt attracted political
support as well.

The land had been taxed previously as royal land and was now

transferred to cities where a lower rate of taxation applied on city land, unless exemption
had been granted, much as for any Greek city about which we possess information
(Chapter 8.1). But if a large number of the citizens moved to Seleukeia-Tigris, the cities
could probably not use this land profitably any longer because of the lack of hands to
work it. But the tax remained, imposing an unfair burden on the citizens. So the land
was taken back by the king, whose responsibility it became once more to cultivate it.
The policy of the Seleukids towards the Babylonian temples was generally a benevolent
one, since they wished to be seen currying favour with the gods. 59

The Baitokaike grant (Document 15)
The grant of a village, its land and laoi to the sanctuary of Baitokaike in northern Syria
by a King Antiochos has all the characteristics of a land-grant to an individual with the
right of attachment to a city. The land was initially a grant in usufruct to a certain
Demetrios and now it was given to the sanctuary for all time (.. eKpiOy ovv%a)pr)8r}vai aura)
eig aTTCLvra rov %p6vov oQev Kai 7) dvvapig rov 6eo0 Karep%erai KOiprjv rrjv BatroKai[K7)]v7}v, rjv
izporepov ecr%ev Ayp/rjrpiog tsrrip'rppiov rod Mvcuraiou ..) , which may be interpreted as a
permanent transfer, much as to a city.
57 Spek(1993b:68-69).
58 Sarkisian( 1969:315-319).

There is nothing to prove that this is a late Seleukid document, describing a grant of land
by a weak Seleukid king attempting to purchase the support of priests, as in Egypt. 6 0 On
the contrary, the king may have judged that it was in his interests to reinforce the
economy of the sanctuary, which he also did by providing tax-exemption for commercial
fairs held there twice a month.

The problem of the laoi
At Baitokaike and in other land-grants, the peasants living on the land, the laoi, were
transferred with it. There is an ongoing debate about the status of the laoi.61 Were they
serfs, legally tied to the land? Or were they free peasants, at liberty to move, but
practically constrained by their tributary ties to the king? Since the problem is essentially
a social one, I will not deal with it here. In my view, it made little difference to royal
revenue from whom the king extracted the agricultural surplus.

59 Spek( 1985:546).
60 Welles( 1934:282).

^

61 Papazoglou(1997) for the latest discussion of the question and references; Briant(1993) for an earlier
discussion.

PART III. THE ROYAL ECONOMY
7. PS-ARISTOTLE’S OIKONOMIKA, BOOK II
Book II of the Oikonomika is presented as a manual for would-be financial administrators
in two sections. In the first, the theoretical part (1.1-8), the four types o f ‘economies’ are
described: royal, satrapal, city and household, along with their constituent elements.
“Economy’ is, of course, to be understood here in the sense of a sphere of financial
administration, a kingdom, a province, a city and its chora or an individual oikos. In the
second section, the practical part (2.1-41), a number of financial stratagems of the past
are presented as examples both of ways in which funds were actually collected in times of
need and of imaginative financial management. The first section ends with a bridging
passage to the second ( 1 .8 ) which explains why it was thought necessary to add the
practical examples to the theoretical discussion.
It is now widely accepted that Book II was written in the last quarter of the 4th century
and that it was probably a treatise of an Aristotelian scholar intended to provide
instruction on the efficient management of financial matters at different levels. 1 As such,
and in line with the Peripatetic school’s practical approach to the study of the human and
the natural world, it looked for real-life models. For what interests one here, the royal
and satrapal economies, these models were apparently found in the financial organization
of the Achaemenid empire and those of Alexander and his early successors, exposed to
detailed study by Greek intellectuals for the first time.

However, this view will be

challenged in what follows.
The text of the first section of Book II is a difficult one to understand because of its
‘technical’ language and brevity. 2 My own translation is provided and contrasted with
others solely from the point of view of language, principally with the translations of the
Loeb edition of the Oikonomika, which is commonly used, and that of van
Groningen/Wartelle (1968), along with van Groningen’s commentary (1933). Then the
problems of date and author are considered and what may have been, in my opinion, the

1 Following Groningen(1933).
2 The text adopted here is that of Groningen/Wartelle(1968), with comments on alternative readings in
Loeb.

real-life model for the royal and satrapal economies.

In following chapters each aspect

of these economies will be analyzed in detail with reference to the sources.

Text and translation (Book 11,1)
Introduction

§1

Tov oiKovoiieiv fieXXovra n

kg,to,

Tpoirov tcov re tottcov, irepi ovg av

TTpayiLaTevyTai, jltj aireipcog e%eiv, Kai r jj cfrvcrei evcju/rj eh a i Kai Tfj irpoaipecrei
cjnXoirovov T € Kai BtKaiov'

o r t 'yap a v arrfj tovtcov tcov jaepcbv, iroXXa

BiajmpTrjcrerai irepi tyjv irpayfiaTeiav rjv fieraxeipi^erai .

OiKovofJbiai Be elcrt

rerrapeq, cog ev tvttco BieXecrdai (rag 'yap aXXag eig tovto ep/nnvToxjtrag
evprfjaopuev)• fiacriXiK'fj, <raTpairiK/rjJ tzoXitiktj, IBicotiktj.

‘He who will be involved in some form of financial administration must not be
unacquainted with the places with which he has to deal and (must be) intelligent by nature
and industrious and just by inclination. For whatever he lacks of any of these qualities
will cause many problems for the task he undertakes. There are four types of economy,
as they are divided by type - for we will find that the others are included in these - royal,
satrapal, city and household.

§2 T ovtcov Be jvveyicmj jiev Kai airXovoraTvj
K ai

tj

ftacrtXiK'Tj, ( . . ) , iroiKiXcoTaTYj Be

pqbOTT} vj ttoX itikv), eXa%toTr) Be Kai ttoikiXcotcltv) vj IBicotiktj. ’E ttiKOivcovelv

ILev to rcoXXa, aXXrjXaig avajK alov e o r iv

ocra Be (JbaXiora Bi' avrcbv eKcurrfj

oviifiaivei, toOto emvKeirreov vjiiiv eoriv.

‘Of these most important and simple is the royal (economy), . . ., most varied and easy
the city (economy), least important and most varied the household (economy). In most
cases it is necessary for these to interact. Whatever the situation is with each in turn, that
is what we shall examine.’

YlpcoTov [Lev Toivvv ttjv fZacriXiKTjv \Bcojjbev.

'E ctti Be avrrj Bvvafievrj p,ev to

KadoXovt e’lBvj Be e%ovcra tctt apa' irepi ( to ) vo^ictjjui, irepi to, etgaycb'yifia, irepi

to eicraycb'yipxi, irepi to avaXcbfj/Lra.

‘First we will look at the royal economy. This exercises power over the whole and has
four aspects: relating to coinage, goods that can be sent out, goods that can be brought in
and expenditure.’

The translation in Loeb refers to four departments of the royal administration. However,
there is no idea in the text of a fixed organizational division but rather of four main
decision areas for financial management that directly relate to the king (also van
Groningen’s ‘quatre aspects’). For e^ayayyifia and eia-ayayyifia Loeb uses ‘exports’ and
‘imports’, taken apparently in the modem sense of these terms, which would seem to
imply that the king was directly involved in matters of foreign commerce. Van Groningen
also translates here ‘articles d’exportation et importation’, but qualifies this later (see
below). It will be argued that this is not what should be understood. The ending ‘-iiiog
normally conveys the sense of ‘can be’ or ‘able to ’ 3 and it will be best at this stage simply
to consider that what is meant in the text is the movement of goods, of whatever nature,
that could be brought out of or into something.

The roval economy
T ovtcov Be eKaorov . H epi fiev to vopacrjia Xeyoo ttoTov Kai tt6t € [ripbiov r\
evcovov] TcoiTjreov'

‘(Let us take) each of these separately. With regard to currency, I mean what to mint of
large or small denomination and when’.

Here the Loeb translation seems to be a long way off the mark when rendering this
passage as ‘I assign to currency the seasonal regulation of prices’. T tfiiov and evcovov can
literally be translated ‘expensive’ and ‘good-value/cheap’ respectively, which I have
linked to denominations in a general sense. Van Groningen considers them a later gloss
and translates ‘pour les monnaies il s’agira de savoir de quel type il faut en faire et quand’.
‘Of what type’ can then indicate ‘of what material’ or ‘of what value’. In the case of the
3 Buck/Petersen(1944:186). For example, 'ipyourifiov' is frequently used for agricultural land that is
‘cultivable’, ‘workable’, but not necessarily being cultivated at the moment.
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Persian king, he regards these as exactly the same, because the latter minted, in his view,
only gold darics and silver sigloi. It should be pointed out here that van Groningen’s
model of the ps-Aristotelian economies is the Achaemenid empire, with Alexander as its
inheritor.

nepi de r a e^aycb'yiiia Kai eio-ayaiynia Ttore Kai r'tva Tiapa t c o v aa rp a n m v ev r jj
r a y jj eKXaftovn avrcp XvfriTeXvjtret diarldeaBar

‘With regard to goods that can be sent out or brought in, which of them, having been
received from the satraps in their provinces, were to be profitably disposed of on his (the . ^ tc
king’s) behalf and when’

This passage is translated in Loeb: ‘to imports and exports, the profitable disposition, at
any given time, of the dues received from provincial governors’.

Van Groningen is, to

my mind, nearer the mark when he translates this passage: ‘Pour les articles d’exportation
et importation, apres les avoir re£us de la part des satrapes dans les contributions, il y aura
lieu d’examiner a quel moment et sous quelle forme il sera advantageux d’en disposer’. In
his 1933 commentary (pp.34-35) he concludes that the king disposed of large quantities
of goods from the tage - which is for van Groningen the tribute (phoros) - all of which he
could not use for his own needs. The surplus was either collected at Susa, for example, to
be sold, thus constituting the eisagogima, or transported by the king’s agents, e.g. the
satraps, to a district to be disposed of there, thus constituting the exagogima.
The first problem with this interpretation is the word ttage\ This is not found elsewhere
in connection with tribute, which is typically phoros or dasmos. In Hesychius (sv. rayt}'
fia/riXiKT) datpea’ Kai v) crvvraJqiq npoq t o Qrjv ava/yKaicov)

the sense is quite the opposite, of a

royal gift, or of the collection of the necessities of life.

These cannot be related in any

way to the use of the word in our text. The plural is more helpful. Tayo'i in Hesychius
(jipooTarai, ap%ovreq,

TffegMveq), Pollux (1.129) and Harpokration (reges Thessalorum)

are all commanders and rulers, while Harpokration sv. rayaTq- ap%a?q, Tjyefiov'iatg points
to their commands or areas of rule.

In LSJ the translation ‘command, province’ is

adopted for this passage of the Oikonomika.

So one is left with two possibilities, that tage relates to tribute or to a satrapy. In van
Groningen’s interpretation the satraps sent the king a stipulated tribute from which a
surplus might be left over after the king’s needs had been satisfied. This surplus was then
sold off by the king or returned to the provinces to be disposed of there.

In my

interpretation one is not dealing here just with tribute sent to the king but with the more
general interaction between the royal and satrapal economies, i.e. everything that moved
between the two.

One should visualize a part of the ‘royal’ economy within every

province and the goods in question were simply able to move into it (eisagogima) or out
of it (exagogima) from the other economies in the same province.

That such an

interaction did take place had been specifically noted in the text earlier. The provincial
administration collected
considered in Chapter
its own expenses.

8

commodity and silver tribute and taxation (which will be
as part of the satrapal economy). Some of this served to cover

Any surplus could potentially be directed to the royal economy

{eisagogima), e.g. royal treasuries and storehouses. The provincial administrators also
managed royally-owned land and natural resources, such as mines and forests, along with
workshops and other properties in the cities. There were times when the produce of
these, as well as the commodity surpluses already collected, needed to be disposed off^n
the king’s behalf {exagogima) and the local officials could see to it that this was done in a
way profitable for the king. 4
This matter will be discussed at length in Chapter 9, but here is an example of what I
mean that supports the use of the specific language in the text.

The city of Sardeis had

suffered serious damage after its retaking by Antiochos III in 213 and the king wrote to
give permission for timber to be cut from the royal forests of Taranza and taken to
Sardeis for its reconstruction: .. e[v]6e[co]q de
Koipai Kai eigayayecrOai ck

tc o v

kc li

^ uX

t jv

eig rov

o v v o ik k t il o v

rrjq rcoXecoq

ev TapavCpig vXcov .. (Document 9). The verb used is

4 Scholars have given quite different interpretations to this passage. For example, Rostovtzefftl 941:443)
relates it to the commercial policy of the king, i.e. how much of the merchandise received from the
satraps he should sell and export and how much the kingdom needed in the way of imports.
Corsaro( 1980:1166) sees rayr) as the order of the king which determined the level of the satraps’
contributions. Andreades( 1933:91) takes rayr) as tribute, the king fixing what was to be delivered to him
in precious metal and kind.
Murray(1966:151-153) argues, correctly in my view, that in the royal
economy the levying of tribute is not considered, as it is left to the satrapal economy. So rayr) cannot be
the word for tribute and to e^aydiyiJM Kai elaaywyiw. are the goods and bullion received from the
satrapies, with whose reception, storage and disposal the king is concerned. Briant( 1996:467): the
movement of goods in and out of royal storehouses.

e^ayayeotiai, exactly as in the Oikonomika, and the sense of the transaction is from the
royal to the city economy.

irepi de ra avaXdifjcara riva nepiaipereov Kai ndre, Kai norepov doreov I'o/x/cr/m
eig rag dartavaq,

a v ri vofitafiarog (dvia,

‘With regard to expenditure, what is to be cut and when, and whether to meet expenses
with coinage or with goods in place of money’

The text in Loeb ends with

‘ 77

a

tcq voil'ktila n

covia, which is a rather strange

construction. Nevertheless it is rendered in the same general sense: ‘and to expenditure,
the reduction of outgoings as occasion may serve, and the question of meeting expenses
by currency or by commodities’, but van Groningen is again more accurate: ‘Quant aux
depenses, il faudra voir celles qu’on doit supprimer et a quelle date, et s’il faut regler en
especes ou en marchandises au lieu de monnaie’. The word ‘periaireteon’ is strictly
translated as ‘ done away with’ in LSJ but this probably also implies reduction of a total
expenditure when a part is discontinued. The goods given to meet expenses in place of
coinage would normally be a commodity such as grain, e.g. as part of a soldier’s pay, but
this is too restrictive. One should envisage the king providing other than commodities in
some cases, e.g. a land grant to an official in lieu of a salary or a tax remission to a
community with the proviso that it should undertake to support a temple or a royal cult,
which may have incurred actual expenses on the part of the king earlier.

The satrapal economy

§4 Aevrepov de
yrig, and

tc o v

fio(TK'r)iLaTa)v,

ttjv

aarpaniKT}v.

'E oti de rairnqg e’fih)

tcov

npoaodcov, [a7ro

ev vfi %(dpfl idioiv 'yivopbevajv, and eiinopiaiv, and reXcdv, and
and

tcov

aXXcov],

‘Secondly, the satrapal economy. This has she types of revenue, from land, from the
(king’s) private possessions in the country, from market centres, from dues, from herds
and flocks and from other sources.’

In Loeb the second type of revenue arises ‘from the special products of the country’ and
the translator may be implying that these include products of industry, but one should
rather see revenue involving these included in that from market centres or dues.
Van Groningen considers the listing here of the six types of revenues as an annotation of a
scholiast that was later included in the text. The 'and

tc o v

aXkcov' must have been noted

after the original text’s sixth satrapal revenue, ‘arro t c o v av8pdmcov'>had become corrupted
(see below).

A vtcov de t o v t c o v n pcoT rj {Lev Kai KpaTioTT] *f) and t t jg yrjg, avrrj de eo riv r\v oi
jjbev eK<j)6piov oi de deKaTV)v npoaayopevovaiv.

‘Of these the first and most important (revenue) is that from land, which is what some call
ekphorion and some dekate.’

In the Loeb translation ‘produce-tax’ and ‘tithe’ are completely general and do not clarify
the difference, if any, between the two terms. An ekphorion is described in LSJ as ‘a
payment assessed on produce, especially a rent paid in kind’. Van Groningen translates as
‘impot foncier’, i.e. ‘land-tax’ or ‘ground rent’, which is probably more correct.

The

term is rarely found in the sources, but phoros is usually applied to tribute, which is
normally a pre-determined fixed amount. On linguistic grounds a dekate is literally a
‘tithe or tenth part’, though it may sometimes be used in a general sense as any fraction in
connection with taxation. With land, a proportion of the harvest should be understood.5
Since land is mentioned in general, it is reasonable to assume that all kinds of land are
covered in this passage, including that belonging to the king, the cities, the temples and
the subject dynasts and peoples (ethne).6
There is a problem with the phrase ‘which some call ekphorion and some dekate\ Strictly
speaking this would imply that there was only one kind of revenue on land, with different

5 Also Rostovtzefftl 910:245,n.2).
6 There is by no means agreement on how this passage should be interpreted. Some scholars consider
that it refers only to royal land, private land being dealt with in the second type of satrapal revenue, e.g.
Rostovtzefft 1910:241), Corsaro( 1980:1165; 1985:86). Cavaignac( 1923:114): the eK^optov relates to royal
land, the BeKavrj to private land

names in different places.7 But this is probably not how one should read the text. If psAristotle uses ‘d e k a te ’ again for the revenue from herds and flocks, this time with
4e p i k a r p i a \

he is possibly trying to distinguish between the two forms this revenue from

land may take, the one based on a fixed assessment (e k p h o r io n ), the other on a proportion
of the agricultural harvest {d e k a te ).

A evrepa de *r) and tc o v idicov 'yivop.evT), ov (Lev %pv<riov, ov de apyvpiov, ov de
% a \ k 6 $ , o v de onoaa dvvarai yiveaBai.

‘The second (revenue) is that from (the king’s) private possessions, in some place gold, in
another silver, in another copper, in another whatever is available.’

Here the examples given by ps-Aristotle make clear that one is dealing mainly with
natural resources, such as mines, and not Loeb’s ‘special products’. At the same time ‘ta
id id ’

points to private ownership. As far as the satrapal economy was concerned, this can

only have meant the king’s property, since any other private property probably existed
only under the city economy (Chapter 6.2). Since land had already been dealt with in the
first satrapal revenue, and was not mentioned again here, everything else that the king
owned is likely to have been included, e.g. mines, quarries, forests, salt pans and perhaps
even commercial and industrial properties within cities.8

Iptrv) de Kai i] ano t c o v epmopicov.

‘The third (revenue) is that from market centres.’

’Efnropta is rendered in LSJ

both as ‘trading stations, market centres’ and as

‘merchandise’, but the Loeb translation only considers the former and includes taxes on
sales generally in the fourth revenue. Van Groningen translates more restrictively as

7 Rostovtzeff(l910:241) noted that eK^optov was only used in Egypt for the land tax, which was known
elsewhere as ticKa-nr), to explain this.
8 Rostovtzeff(1910:241-242), however, interpreted this as private land paying taxes in precious metals,
although he considered the possibility of natural resources belonging to the king, which he later accepted
(1941:444).

‘ports de commerce’, i.e. harbours which are trading centres, which is probably correct.
An emporion, however, was not necessarily on the sea, although in the classical Greek
world this would almost always have been the case. In Hellenistic Asia any large inland
city might be an emporion, particularly those situated on major river systems, e.g.
Seleukeia-Tigris or Antioch.

What is to be understood here, probably, is trading

activity on some scale, probably involving the transport of goods in bulk by water and not
the usual market of a town or village.9

T eraprr) fie Kai V) a m tcov K ara xfjv re Kai ayopaicov reXtbv yivopLevTj.

‘The fourth (revenue) is that produced from tolls by land and sales taxes.’

In Loeb ‘am? ayopa/cuv’ is translated as ‘ from sales’, while van Groningen’s ‘marches’
may be taken as ‘markets’ or ‘market transactions’. In LSJ the translation ‘market day’ is
also a possible one.
There is clearly a problem with the mention of ‘land’ here, as revenue from land had
already been considered in the first source of satrapal revenue. The distinction is that

and

ri$ was used there, suggesting that taxation on produce was meant, whereas here Kara
r iv may imply dues on land ownership and legal transactions affecting land. However,
the preposition

K a ra

associated with land may also be understood in the sense of ‘by’

land. This would link nicely with the sales tax that immediately follows. First a product
was transported by land and subject to tolls along the way. Then it was sold in a market
where a sales tax was collected. If this is the correct interpretation, it would make for a
clear distinction between traffic by water in the third source of revenue and by land in the
fourth.
One inscription may be revealing in this context.

At Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10),

Antiochos III was called upon to grant the city and its port exemption from a number of
taxes, including ra reXv) K a i eyyaia

K ai

ra eiaayaryia

K ai

e^ayarylia].

Clearly there are

two groups of taxes involved, each commencing with ra. The first group matches ps-

9 Again, the interpretation is difficult.
harbour dues and revenue from fairs.

For example, Rostovtzeff( 1941:444) considers customs dues,

Aristotle’s fourth revenue very well, i.e. tolls by land and sales taxes, while the second
relates to customs duties, and so to the third revenue.
However, it would leave open the question of which revenue of the satrapal economy was
meant to include dues on land transactions. Logically this could be the first.

Ylefnrrr]

d e v)

am

t (d v

fioo-KVHmrcov,

em bcapm a r e

Kai

d eK a rv)

KaXoufLevr).

‘The fifth (revenue) is that from herds and flocks, called epikarpia or dekate.’

In Loeb jhrKyfiaTQ)v is rendered as ‘ from cattle’, but this is too restrictive.
Groningen’s ‘troupeaux’ is more general.

Van

An alternative manuscript reading of

vopiaparoiv (‘of coinage’), that he simply points to without adopting (version T), should
probably be rejected, as coinage was clearly part of the royal and not the satrapal
economy.
In Loeb emKapma is translated as ‘first-fruits’. In LSJ the specific meaning given to this
passage is ‘tithe paid for the pasturage of animals’. Both seem unlikely. As with the tax
on agriculture, what we probably have here is a tax on animal husbandry, mirroring that
on agriculture, which might be either a fixed amount (epikarpia) or a proportional amount
of a herd or flock {dekate). A pasturage due is generally described as an ennomion, which
might be included in either type of revenue.

'E ktti

de

v)

am

tcov

avdpam cov,

e m K e tfra X a io v

re

Kai

x e ip to v a ^ io v

irpoaayopevopbevr}.
‘The sixth (revenue) is that from people, called both head-tax and artisan-tax.’

In Loeb ‘awo rwv aXAon/’ (‘from others’) is the reading, which might naturally be expected
to end such a list of revenue sources, implying the existence of a variety of other sources
which it was not considered important enough, or general enough from the point of view
of such a treatise, to enumerate. However, there is a problem, because the head-tax and
artisan-tax then define this ‘other’ further. Rather than something vague, a kind of

‘etcetera’, this becomes a quite specific tax, on people.

Van Groningen has rightly

pointed this out and corrected to ‘o? amo tcov avQpamcov'.

This makes more sense. An

instruction manual is meant to be specific. Land and animals having already been dealt
with in terms of a fixed or proportional tax, what was left were people.
In Loeb ‘%eipu)va£,iovi is translated as ‘tax on industry’ and it may be implied that it was
applied to the products of industry. I should prefer to see it as a particular form of head
tax on a certain category of the population, the artisans, whereas ‘epikephalaion’ may
have covered everyone.

Summary of revenues
Despite the difficulty of interpreting precisely what each source of satrapal revenue in psAristotle was intended to comprise, it is clear that there were three basic groups: 1) land
and its products, 2) goods and their transportation and sale and 3) animate objects, people
and animals.10

Order of importance
A question that might be asked is whether the order of the six satrapal revenues is
significant.

If the author had simply wished to list revenues without any particular

criteria, he had no need of t T T p a y rri\

<’d e v r e p a \ t r p i r 7 ] \

etc. So his selection has probably

been made in terms of importance.11 A point in favour of this is that the very first
revenue, that from land is termed

‘K p a r i c r r r f

, translated in LSJ as ‘best, most excellent’.

That agriculture was by far the most significant element of the underlying economy of the
Near East has already been discussed in Chapter 5. That it was also the first source of
royal revenue, the author of the Oikonomika makes clear. There is a natural link between
the two, which makes ‘first’ here equivalent to ‘first in importance’.
If the order given by ps-Aristotle is meaningful, as I am suggesting12, this is how the
different elements of the underlying economy would rank as sources of revenue: land and
10 Rostovtzefftl 910:241).
11 Rostovtzeff( 1910:241).
12 Also Briant/Descat(1998:81-82).
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agriculture, natural resource extraction from the king’s properties, trading activity at
market centres served mainly by water, tolls and trading activity by land, animal
husbandry and people.13 It seems unlikely that this would be the order recommended to
his students by the author of the Oikonomika unless he had a very specific state in mind,
as it is quite unlikely that each and every one, if there were several, would have had the
same priorities. Which this state may have been and when will be considered later.

The continuation
In §5 and §6 the city and household economies are described and this first section of
Book II effectively closes with:

§7

’E7rei

to iv v v

raq diaipecreiq elpTjKdfiev, fjbera t o v t o iraXiv voyreov yfJAV v)

(rarpaTTeia, irepi t \ v av irpayfjuTevcopbeBa,
dieXofJbeBa

noXiq, irorepov a iravra apri

r a fie y io ra t o v t c o v dvvaTT) cfrepeiv eor'r

(e l d ' ecrr'i, ) rovroiq

% pV )O T €O V .

‘So, having discussed the divisions (of financial administration), we must next consider
whether the satrapy, with which we may be dealing, or the city, is able to support all (the
revenues) we have just detailed or most of them and, if so, to make use of them.’

Mem de

to v to

iroTai t c o v n poaodcov

to

n apan av o v k eWi, dvvaTai d' eicri

yeveoBai, tj fiiKpat vvv ovaai pcei^ovq olai [ t tveg] < T e ) Karao-Kevacr&rjvai,

tc o v

avaXcofiaTCOV t c o v v v v avaXovfievcov, Tiva T€ Kai n o v a irepiaipedevra ( j o ) oXa
(jbTjOev ftXaipei.

‘And after this (we must consider) which of the revenues, which are either not present at
all and can be made to exist, or which are now small and it would be possible to make
larger, or of the expenses that are now incurred, which should be cut and by how much
without damaging the whole (administration).’

13 In Rostovtzeff(l910:243) the main income came from royal land, private land and, possibly, natural
resources.
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What is suggested is that the financial administrator of either a province or a city needed
to study the different types of revenue from his particular area of jurisdiction carefully and
increase those that were present. He needed also to determine if other sources of revenue
could be tapped. There seems to be the sense here of a duty to maximize revenue
generation (which is what I have considered in Chapter 3 a cardinal point in the financial
policy of the Seleukid kings). With regard to the other side of the balance sheet, expenses
were to be cut where possible, but not if this would be damaging overall. One could
think, for example, of a reduction in military expenses to a level which might prove
harmful for the security of a province.

7.2 Intended audience

Book II appears to have been intended as a manual for would-be financial administrators.
In the introduction the programme of the treatise is set out clearly, that there were certain
fundamentals which could be learnt, but which required natural intelligence,
industriousness and a sense of justice in order to be applied.

The fundamentals would be

taught, as becomes apparent in the development, by describing the different types of
financial administration possible and the matters each dealt with. As for intelligence,
industriousness and justice, these would not be taught, but examples of their application
would serve instead.
For the would-be financial administrators studying the manual, it is likely that suitable
employment was envisaged. Therefore the Oikonomika probably describes the conditions
and opportunities of its time.

7.3 Date of the work

It is accepted by most scholars, following the analysis by van Groningen(1933), that Book
II of the Oikonomika dates to the last quarter of the 4th century BC.14 However, it is
14 e.g. Bikerman(1938:120): immediate predecessors of the Seleukids; Corsaro( 1980:1164-1173 and
1985:84): between 323 and 305, or at any rate in the transition from the empire of Alexander to the
kingdoms of the Successors; Rostovtzefff1941:441): last years of the 4th or first years of the 3rd century,
with the Antigonid empire as a model probably, though very similar to the Seleukid empire. But other
scholars place the work later, e.g. Musti(1987:135): possibly reference to the Seleukid empire;
Andreades( 1929:3): in Syria under the Successors (though whether Antigonos or Seleukos is not clear);
Homblower(l 994:62): probably Seleukid conditions with Persian features.
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worth examining the basis for this, with the help of the history of the work given by van
Groningen himself15.
Commencing with Niehbuhr in the 19th century, scholars uniformly ascribed the work to
the 3rd century BC, differing only in whether it had been written towards the beginning,
middle or end.

Wilcken was the first to point out that the collection of financial

stratagems contained in the second section had been presented essentially in chronological
order, but that none dated to after Alexander’s death. For him this implied that the
collection had been made at about that time or slightly later. However, there was a
problem in connecting the stratagems to the first, theoretical, section. The key lay in the
linking phrase of §8:

§8
be

Ta [lev ovv Tiepi Tag oiKovopblag re

koi

ra, iiepy r a t o v t c o v evpqKapbev' oaa

Tiveg t c o v Tcporepov TceiTpayacnv elg iropov xpvjfLarcov, e l ( r e ) Te%viK(bg r i

biqiKqaav, a imeXafjfiavofiev aJgibXoya avrcov elvai , ovvayrjoxapbev’

ovbe 'yap

rvTTjv rrjv laropiav a%peiov elvai * ecrri ya p ore t o v t c o v k^app/arei Tig ola av
avrog Tcpayp/LTevriTai.

‘So we have investigated the (different forms of) financial administration and their parts.
And we have gathered together (examples of) whatever some of those in times past did to
collect funds or of matters which they managed skillfully, which we considered to be
worthwhile. For we do not believe that describing these would be useless. It may be
possible for someone to apply some of these at some time in matters with which he deals.’

Here Wilcken agreed with his predecessors that nveg rcov irporepov, whose stratagems
were now going to be described by the author of Book II, referred to people who had
been living some time in the past. Therefore, the first section of Book II must have been
written later by a different person to the one who made the stratagem collection. If the
latter worked at the time of Alexander’s death or just after, the former must have written
ca.250. The suggestion was that a student of the Lykeion had made a collection of stories
to serve as practical examples in what was to be a treatise of Aristotle, which either never
materialized or existed only in the form of teaching notes or was lost. This collection was
15 Groningen(l933:37-48).

discovered many years later and added to a short theoretical treatment of the subject by
some other Aristotelian, perhaps with the help of the original teaching notes.
This idea of two separate sections was further developed by later scholars. Andreades
pointed out that there was no connection between the two.

The first section had a

scientific basis and showed the mark of a well-informed author, the second was simply
intended to divert. More importantly, §7 promised a further development of certain
topics, which never materialized or was lost. To replace it the collection of stratagems
was added with the bridging §8. However, Andreades reversed the chronological order
of the sections. In his view the first had been prepared right at the end of the 4th century,
exactly at the time when there were no tyrants about, since no ‘tyranny’ economy is
mentioned, and the second added at the end of the 3rd century. This does not seem to be a
valid argument, as we are told in §1 that other economies were included in the main four
and so were not considered by the writer.
Van Groningen reversed scholarly opinion.

He tried to show that Book II of the

Oikonomika was not an epitome, that both sections formed a unity, that they dated to the
4th century and that there was only one author. This has now been accepted by the
majority of scholars, but it will be useful to reexamine van Groningen’s arguments.
A 4th century date is based on the argument that the king whom the author had in mind
must have been the Achaemenid king or one who inherited from him. No reason is given
for this.

Apparently the fact that a Persian king ruled over an empire divided into

satrapies was reason enough. However, against this there is a serious objection. Coinage
was certainly not the prerogative only of the royal economy in the Achaemenid empire.
The 4th century, right down to the last years of Achaemenid rule, saw the minting of
numerous satrapal, provincial and city silver coinages all along the coasts of Asia Minor,
Phoenicia and Palestine. In these regions hoard evidence indicates that the royal issues,
the darics and sigloi, circulated in a distinct minority. Yet coinage is not mentioned in the
satrapal economy. Therefore the Achaemenid empire cannot have been the specific model
for the Oikonomika, Book II.
Van Groningen’s alternative model was the kingdom of Alexander, as inheritor of the
Achaemenids. He pointed out that ca.325 the reader of the treatise would have known of
only one kingdom, that of Alexander, which bore some resemblance to the Achaemenid

empire. Since, according to him, the empire of Alexander did not exist after 306/5 (with
their self-promotion as kings by the principal Successors), and indeed after the death of
Alexander IV in 310, the work could not be representative of the situation then, i.e.
Antigonos Monophthalmos’ short-lived kingdom (to 301) was not the model for the
Oikonomika.
My earlier point about coinage is now no longer valid, since Alexander did in fact put an
end to satrapal issues, with one or two minor exceptions. However, there is another
problem. The latest stratagems in the second part of the Oikonomika date to not earlier
than 325/4.16 Thus, if the author were visualizing Alexander’s empire and writing a
manual for would-be administrators for it, this would have been prepared in just the two
years until Alexander’s death. After this, what sort of a royal or satrapal administration
could one speak of when the Successors vied for power, satrapies became in effect little
kingdoms and Alexander’s heirs were kings in name only?

If anything, the only

candidate as a model at this time is the one whom van Groningen rejects, Antigonos.
Van Groningen’s point that the author must have been influenced by the world situation at
his time is, of course, valid. But he then argues that, since the mercantile character of
the Ptolemaic economy is not reflected in the treatise, the work cannot have been written
at a time when this was in effect, presumably from the start of the 3rd century. However,
would someone living in Asia Minor or Syria then have really been influenced by what
went on in Egypt, or even understood it well enough? Would he not have looked at
something closer to home, e.g. the Seleukid empire?

A model for would-be

administrators is unikely to have been based on a unique situation, such as Egypt’s, which
had been, in any case, just a single satrapy in the Achaemenid empire.
Van Groningen suggests that an author writing ca.275 would not have known of one
kingdom but of several with nothing in common with the Persian empire.

In the case of

the Seleukids there is for him just the mention of satrapies. This is not true, as satrapies,
as organizational units, come very much into play in both literary and epigraphic sources.
In Chapter 13 I hope to show that the financial administration of the Seleukid empire
inherited a great deal from that of the Achaemenids.

16 Stratagem 34: Antimenes in Babylon as the replacement of Harpalos; stratagem 33: Kleomenes in
Egypt, with whom Alexander would have communicated after his return from India.

Turning now to the different sources of revenue noted in the Oikonomika for the satrapal
economy, one can find only a few evidenced for the Achaemenid empire17 and hardly any
for Alexander’s. On the other hand, every single one is to be found in texts referring to
the Seleukid empire.18 Perhaps this is simply due to a lack of source material and the
Seleukids copied what they had found, rather than innovating themselves. But there is
evidence to show (Chapter 13.10) that significant financial changes did take place early in
the reign of Antiochos I and that the sources of revenues tapped then were more varied
than in earlier times.
The unity of the two sections is proved, according to van Groningen, because both were
written from a practical point of view. This is a rather surprising evaluation of the first
section with its strict listing of the different types of economy and the constituent parts of
each. The contrast with the ‘case studies’ afterwards is most marked.19 But there is an
important argument in favour of two different authors. The first section starts off with
the statement that the would-be financial administrator must possess natural intelligence,
industriousness and a sense o f justice. In many of the stratagems this last quality is totally
lacking, hardly training for the kind of administrator that the author of the first section
may have had in mind. Van Groningen concedes this point but argues that the pupils of
the treatise would be administering barbarians and so there would be less consideration
for these! He forgets, first of all, that Greco-Macedonians would have been amongst
those governed and, secondly, that the administrators themselves were in some cases
‘barbarians’, representatives of indigenous populations.

The modem view of the

Hellenistic kingdoms of Asia is not the one that prevailed in van Groningen’s times of a
Greco-Macedonian ruling colonial elite rigidly separating itself from

barely-civilized

natives.
The objection raised by many scholars concerning the 'irporepov linking the two sections
of Book II is not a significant difficulty for van Groningen, who does not consider this an
exact term. Tme enough, if the word is taken in isolation, but not so in the present
17 Briant( 1996:410-411) notes these and comments: ‘Les continuites achemenido-hellenistiques am&ient
a supposer que d’autres taxes connues a l’epoque seleucide pourraient remonter au temps des Grands
Rois: mais la preuve documentaire manque’.
18 The different forms of revenue will be discussed more fully in Chapter 8 in the order presented by psAristotle.
19 Andreades( 1929:3): the second part of the book is not seriously trying to instruct, but to entertain.

context. The text states ‘oW be Tiveq rw v rcporepov Tcertpayao-C. An aorist active participle
is implied between irporepov and Tienpa.yaari as the object of tcqv with the sense of ‘living’,
such as fiiaxrcLVTcov.

So the translation should read ‘those things which some who have

lived in the past had done’. Such a description would not be considered to apply to a
person currently alive. Thus one would expect the writer who produced such a statement
to belong to at least the next generation after the last person referred to in a stratagem.
Since this must be one of Philoxenos (no.31), Kleomenes (nos.33, 39), Antimenes
(nos.34, 38) or Ophelias the Olynthian (no.35) with stratagems from ca.325-323, and if
one generation is taken as 25 years, the first section of Book II cannot date to before 300.
We do know that Kleomenes was put to death by Ptolemy in 322/1 (Berve no.431). Of
the other three, a Philoxenos is mentioned in 321 as having received the satrapy of Kilikia
in the Triparadeisos settlement (Arr.5'wcc.l.34) and is probably the same as the earlier
satrap of Karia in the stratagem (Berve no.794), but we have no knowledge of his fete
after this, nor of that of Antimenes (Berve no.89) or Ophelias (Berve no.599).

At the

time we hear of them, however, they occupied important positions in the administration,
probably in the prime of their lives. It is not unreasonable to suppose that one or more
may have lived much longer, and that

phrrepov

should be understood as Tong since

dead’. In that case the date of the first section of Book II can be brought forward still
further, to ca.275.
I shall accept van Groningen’s point about the author living at a time when he could
observe a kingdom that exhibited all the traits he was writing about, and particularly a
fully-developed satrapal organization comparable to that of the Achaemenid empire with,
in addition, widespread use of coinage and a comprehensively varied system of collecting
revenue. The kingdom of Lysimachos might appear too small to fit the bill, that of
Seleukos prior to Korypedion (281) too remote to serve as an example.

It was only

when all of Achaemenid Asia, or at least most of it, came together under one master,
Seleukos, that the conditions were again right to allow one to speak of a royal and a
satrapal economy.
There is another point. The distinction of revenue stemming from water-borne trade
from that carried by land can only have had meaning for a Greek writer viewing the land
locked East at a time when the new cities founded there had had time to develop into
important trading centres. By the reign of Antiochos I this was certainly the case, e.g.

Seleukeia-Tigris and Antioch-Orontes had become nodal points of commerce, the ports of
Seleukeia-Pieria and Laodikeia-Mare gave access to the Mediterranean, Seleukeia-Eulaios
(=Susa) had been connected to the Persian Gulf, Ai-Khanoum and Antioch-Tarmita
controlled traffic on the Oxos etc. Furthermore there is evidence that important changes
were made in financial administration in the early years of Antiochos I, which will be
discussed in Chapter 13.10. Thus the 270’s seem to be the likeliest period, in my view, in
which the first section of Book II was written. The second section had been prepared
ca.325. Whether it was added to the first section from the very beginning or later is not
clear.
Van Groningen’s strongest argument for dating the whole of Book II to the 4th quarter of
the 4th century is its attribution to Aristotle, so, according to him, it must have been
prepared in or near his time. This is true of the just under 90% of the Book, the part that
deals with the stratagems. It has been accepted by me that these were prepared ca.325
and it is not impossible that Aristotle himself was aware of the collection. It is also likely
that, faced with a new scholarly problem, the best method of administering Alexander’s
empire, Aristotle and his school would have been devoting thought to this and probably
preparing notes at the time.

So it would not be unusual for a later scholar of the

Aristotelian school to observe that the conditions o f his own time had again reverted to
those in Alexander’s, with a similar empire in existence, and so use whatever he could find
on the subject, update it for the current situation, add the stratagems already collected and
produce what we now have as Book II. Since the bulk of the work was already linked to
Aristotle, and most of the ideas of the first part also, it is not strange that Aristotle’s name
continued to be associated with it.

7.4 Conclusions on the Oikonomika, Book II

My conclusion, in brief, is that the first section of Book II of ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika,
the theoretical treatment of the four types of economy, is likely to date after 300 and
probably in the 270’s, when it seems to be describing the administration of the Seleukid
empire under Antiochos I. The order of satrapal revenues is indicative of their relative
importance then.

The second section, the financial stratagems, had probably been

collected ca.325 and were added on to the first section either when this was written or
possibly even later.
In the chapters that follow, each aspect of the royal and satrapal economies in the
Oikonomika will be dealt with from the point of view of the Seleukid empire. I will hope
to show there is an excellent fit between theory and practice.

8. REVENUE
First the normal sources of income of the Seleukid kings are identified and, wherever
possible, the manner in which these were tapped, the description of the satrapal economy
in ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika (Chapter 7), with its six types of revenue, serving as a useful
guide. Then various cases of ad hoc revenue generation are discussed. An assessment of
the level of total revenue at different times is left to Chapter 12.

8.1 Revenue from land
A
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‘Of these the first and most important (revenue) is that from land (which is what some call
ekphorion and some dekatef

In the overwhelmingly agricultural economies of the ancient Near East, taxation of land
and its produce was a major source of revenue for ruling powers.1
Two well-known inscriptions of the 3rd century are the starting point in trying to work out
the manner in which revenue was generated by the Seleukid administration from royal
land and land-grants. This is followed by a study of inscriptions relating to the taxation
of city and temple land.

The Mnesimachos inscription (Document 5)
Mnesimachos listed the land grants he had received from Antigonos (Monophthalmos)
and the annual phoros assessed on each.

Specifically, the villages of Tobalmoura,

Periasasostra and Iloukome paid 50, 57 and 3 3/12 gold staters respectively, while the
kleroi in Kinaroa and Nagrioa paid 3 and 3 4/12 gold staters, the total phoros amounting
to 116 7/12 gold staters per year.

Out of all this property two persons, Pytheos and

Adrastos, had received an exairema, a portion set apart, which consisted of land at
Tobalmoura and Periasostra
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1 Briant (1996:Chs.lO-l 1) for a review of tribute and taxation in the Achaemenid empire.
Postgate(1974), Kuhrt(1995b:532-535) for the Neo-Assyrian empire.

ekafiev Uudeog kcli ”Abpaoroq). This may have been the two kleroi mentioned, but I shall
argue against this.
The loan Mnesimachos obtained from the temple of Artemis, with the land serving as
security, amounted to 1,325 gold staters.
value of the land.

Presumably its size was determined by the

Could this have been just an estimate made by the temple? Unlikely,

as there was no real-estate market that could be referred to, this being a royal land grant
to Mnesimachos in usufruct.

Note that further on in the inscription the temple

safeguarded itself in case the king decided to take back his land. So there must have been
some official valuation on which the temple could base itself and such could possibly be
the one for taxation purposes. The clue, of course, is in the amounts of annual tax noted
for each land parcel, which are very precise numbers, suggesting that the land had indeed
been carefully assessed before the tax liability was set.
But why mention the exairema of Pytheos and Adrastos, unless this land was not part of
the arrangement between Mnesimachos and the temple, at least insofar as its revenue was
concerned, which is what would have primarily interested the temple authorities. If one
assumes, for the moment, that the e^aipriyxL consisted of the two independent kleroi, the
total tax assessment of the three villages alone would have been 110 3/12 gold staters and
the value of this land of 1,325 gold staters almost exactly 12 times as much. In fact the
tax on 1,325 staters should have amounted to 110 5/12 staters.

Such a close fit is

encouraging, suggesting that a 1/12th rate of taxation is correct, but not good enough.2
Exactness is required, as a valuation of property for the purposes of a 1/12th tax would
simply not allow for wasted fractions. There are three other reasons why the isolated
kleroi are not likely to have been the exairema of Pytheos and Adrastos.

Firstly the text

does not say so, as it could easily have done, but the wording is clear that their land was
included within the village areas of Tobalmoura and Periasasostra. Secondly, Pytheos and
Adrastos are not distinguished as separate land-holders, but apparently held the two
properties jointly, as only one exairema is mentioned. Thirdly, the two pieces of land
seem to have been of totally different size, the one in Tobalmoura with a country house,
dwellings of slaves and laoi and cultivable land of an area requiring 15 artabai of seed,
2 Alternatively, Descat( 1985:100-102), who suggested the equivalence of the
%with the two kleroi
and determined the l/12th tax rate, regarded the very slight difference as resulting from a daric-stater
conversion when the original Achaemenid assessment was converted into Greek currency.
Cavaignac( 1923:122-125): 1,325 staters as the value of the land and 8-9% as the rate of tribute.

the other in Periasasostra with housing plots and cultivable land of areas requiring only 3
a r ta b a i

of seed each.

Clearly the part of the

e x a ir e m a

at Tobalmoura is about three

times larger than the one at Periasasostra and would have been valued differently for tax
purposes, yet the tax paid by the two independent

k le r o i

is about the same.

The

conclusion then is that the e x a ir e m a is not the two k le r o i mentioned in the text.
The position then is this. For his total property, Mnesimachos was assessed for 116 7/12
gold staters. Excluding the

e x a ir e m a

of Pytheos and Adrastos in the two main villages,

the assessed value was 1,325 staters and the tax would have been 110 5/12 staters. So
the tax assessment of the

e x a ir e m a

that of the two independent

was probably 6 2/12 staters, almost exactly equal to

k le r o i

of 6 4/12 staters.

In other words Pytheos and

Adrastos, two individuals, effectively received the area of two

k le r o i

within the village

territories.

The e k p h o r io n
Here then is evidence of a ps-Aristotelian

e k p h o r io n ,

a fixed amount of tax assessed on

land, essentially a ground rent. One can also see that a detailed assessment of land value
must have been made and that an annual tax rate of 1/12th was applied on this, at least in
this region of Lydia.
Now it would be extremely interesting to know on what basis the assessment was made.
A clue comes from Herodotos(6.42), who described the method of tax assessment of the
Ionian cities in 493/2 by Artaphemes, who measured their land by parasangs and then set
the tax (..
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It has been

suggested that the parasang of area here would be the perimeter enclosed by a p a r a s a n g
of length, which is roughly 5 km, and so about 160 hectares, on which an assessment of
one gold m ina was made. But the argument, though useful and thought-provoking, is too
speculative.3
3 Descat( 1985:106-107). A parasang of area, however, is more likely to be a square with a side of length
one parasang, on the analogy of the Greek plethron, or about 25 rather than 1.6 sq.km. Elsewhere,
Herodotos (2.6) characterises the appropriate units of land measurement in Egypt as an orguia, a stadion,
a parasang and a schoinos as appropriate respectively to increasing sizes of land ownership. A city’s
territory was more likely to be estimated in larger parasangs than smaller. Furthermore, though land
measurement only is noted in Artaphemes’ measures, obviously the necessary first step in any

A different approach might work better. Let us assume that Mnesimachos’ two main
villages were much like those one might find in the Aegean world today. These are nearly
always of a nucleated pattern, separated from their neighbours by about 4-5 km
depending on the terrain, so that a farmer need not spend more than an hour in travel
time, or a little bit more, to service his most distant fields. Thus, a village’s land usually
occupied an area of some 1,300 - 1,900 hectares. The question, of course, is how much
of this could be cultivated, with 20-40% probably typical.4 Using the mid-range figures
and assuming cereal cultivation with a biennial fallow system, the area sown each year
would amount to about 250 hectares. Barley was the main cereal grown in the ancient
Near East because of the limited rainfall of the region (Chapter 5.1). At a rate of around
1,200 litres/hectare5,

a Mnesimachos-type village might be expected to produce about

300,000 litres of barley a year. I have assumed for this exercise that only barley was
grown on the land as a kind of equivalent of all foodstuffs.
Returning once more to Herodotos(6.42), one can envisage how Artaphemes’ measures
may have been applied in practice.

Officials of his administration are likely to have

visually inspected the land belonging to the Ionian cities and estimated or actually
measured different homogeneous areas, assessing the quality of each for agriculture
mainly, but also for animal husbandry and other economic activities.6 Done at the macro
level of a city’s territory rather than for each citizen’s land plots, this would have been a
manageable task and one can envisage that a city (or village) would have been
characterized as being capable, under normal conditions, of producing so much grain
(essentially barley in the ancient Near East, but some wheat in western Asia Minor) and so
assessment, there is nothing to preclude that additional factors were not taken into account. Indeed,
different types of land are unlikely to have been uniformly rated, as their crop-bearing capacity, and so
tax-paying ability, could vary considerably.
4 Descat (1985:107): 1,500-2,000 hectares for Turkish villages in the region, with 30% cultivable, so 225300 hectares each year under a biennial fallow system; he estimates Mnesimachos’ estate at 3,500
hectares.
Doxiadis/Papaioannou(l974:49): an average village area of 2,100 hectares in antiquity.
Kramer (1982:157): from a survey of 96 villages in western Iran, an average population of 488 each. At
a survival rate of 450 litres of barley-equivalent per person per year (Chapter 12), this would require 220
hectares to be cultivated each year plus more for any surplus.
5 Gamsey( 1992:148).
6 Kreissig (1978:42): land taxed on population, area, productivity, location and other factors.
Hatzopoulos(1988:51): in 3rd century Macedonia vine-land generated twice the revenue of olive-land and
four times that of grain-land. Andreades( 1933:92): on the basis of land area alone, Egypt would have
paid Persian tribute of 270, Lydia 75 and Ionia 65 drs/sq.km. This points to productivity as the key
factor, essentially the difference between irrigated agriculture and dry farming.

much wine and supporting so many animals. The objective of the Achaemenid authorities
was presumably to impose a fair total tribute on the community, a city in one case, a
village in another, and leave the community itself to distribute the burden amongst its
members.
But the next step was the crucial one, the substitution by silver of whatever part of a
community’s agricultural and other production was taken as tribute by the Achaemenid
administration. This probably coincided with the tributary reorganisation attributed to
Darius in ca.519/8 (Hdt.3.89).

Since Darius’ fiscal reform applied to the whole empire,

Ionia included, it is likely that Artaphemes was simply making an up-to-date reassessment
of the tribute-bearing capacities of the different cities in the wake of the Ionian Revolt, so
as to distribute the total tribute burden of his satrapy more equitably. Thus, at the time of
the original reform, some evaluation of the productive capacity of different territories
must have been made, albeit grosso modo, and estimates o f production expressed as
values in silver.
Commodity exchange for silver was, of course, being carried out in some places in the
Achaemenid empire at the time on a significant scale, e.g. Babylonia or the cities of the
Mediterranean fringe, but in most regions barter would have been the norm.

For Darius

a certain quantity of barley or wine or a given number of sheep or goats as tribute was the
same wherever they came from, so it might make sense to apply a uniform rate of
exchange to convert a commodity assessment into a silver value. There is evidence for
the rates that he may have used in the Persepolis Fortification and Treasury Tablets, and
that these were imposed by edict, albeit in the restricted area of Persis. For 504/3 the
rates in effect seems to have been 1 Babylonian shekel (of around 8.33 gr) = 1 irtiba of
barley ( very nearly 30 litres) = 1 irtiba of fruit = 1 marrish of wine (very nearly 10 litres)
= one third of a sheep. There is evidence that the rates for wine and sheep remained
stable well into the reign of Xerxes but for barley the situation then is not clear-cut. For
the only year for which we possess data, the rate seems to have varied during the year in
relation to the time of the harvest.7
If one assumes that the barley-to-silver exchange rate in Persis (1 Babylonian shekel = 1
irtiba o/barley, or 30 litres) was applied empire-wide in the assessment of a silver tribute,

7 Aperghis( 1997a:284-288); Hallock(1960).

or at least in Lydia, our Mnesimachos-type village producing 300,000 litres of barleyequivalent annually would have been assessed for roughly 10,000 shekels. In terms of
weight, a Babylonian shekel was almost exactly equivalent to a gold stater. With a 1:13
go Id: silver ratio in effect at the time8, the valuation of the village would have been about
750 gold staters and, at a tax rate of 1/12th, the annual tax due about 60 staters. As can
be seen from the inscription, Tobalmoura paid 50 and Periasosastra 57 staters, suggesting
that the line of reasoning followed above may not be too far removed from the truth.
What I am suggesting then is that the Achaemenid administration assessed the land in
terms of values of the quantities of major commodities that they estimated could be
produced in a normal harvest.

The number of animals, principally sheep and goats, in a

given region was probably also taken into account and the system may have been uniform
empire-wide. Annual tribute was then calculated at 1712th of the assessed value.

From

the Mnesimachos inscription it would appear that this system may have continued into the
Hellenistic period.

The dekate
It is just possible that ps-Aristotle may have been implying in the wording he uses (‘athy
$e eoriv y\v oi (iev etcfyopiov oil de $et<a,TV)v Trpo(ra/yopevov(riv’)

that the ground rent on land and

the tithe on agriculture were one and the same thing (but see Chapter 7). But there are
clearly two different mechanisms at work in the Mnesimachos inscription. After detailing
his landholdings, Mnesimachos listed all his assets, out of which Pytheas and Adrastos had
received a part:
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‘So, from all the villages and from the allotments and the housing plots associated with
them and the laoi with their households and their possessions, the wine jars and the
money-tax and the labour-tax and the other things which are generated from the villages

8 Descat( 1985:104).

First come what one might call the producing assets: land, people and their possessions
(e.g. agricultural implements). Then come the revenues derived from their work: wine in
jars, an a r g y r ik o s p h o r o s paid in coin, a le ito u r g ik o s p h o r o s or corvee duty that could be
imposed on the villagers and, finally, ‘the other things which are generated from the
villages’.
One idea is that the a r g y r ik o s p h o r o s mentioned was the tribute to be paid to the king, as
detailed earlier, and that the le ito u r g ik o s p h o r o s was, likewise, public work duty, perhaps
on the road network of the empire. But both these items are listed in what Mnesimachos
clearly considered his assets, since he went on to identify that part of the total property
which Pytheas and Adrastos had received as an e x a ir e m a .
Furthermore, if these were imposts due to the king, what advantage would there have
been for Mnesimachos in the land grant? The idea of a royal land grant was that it should
convey some benefit to the grantee for services that had been or were being rendered to
the king.

In other words, a grant served frequently, both in the Achaemenid and

Hellenistic periods, as a way of paying a salary to an official. Rather than go to the
trouble of managing a royal property, extracting a surplus from it, converting this into
silver and then making a salary payment, the king often found it more convenient to pass
on both the revenue of the property (usufruct) and its expenses to the official concerned.
The possibility that Mnesimachos did derive additional revenue from his villages and
k le r o i ,

and then did not bother to mention it, will not hold in view of the detail he went

into on other apparently less important matters, such as giving the names of slaves. And
surely the creditor for whom he was writing, the temple of Artemis, would have been
more than interested.
So the position seems to be this. The land-grant of Mnesimachos was assessed for tribute
to be paid to the king, probably by the grant holder himself, and various imposts to be
levied on the villages and k le r o i for the benefit of the landowner.9 Compulsory work-duty
was also to be provided by the villagers, perhaps on parcels of cultivable land set aside for

9
Also
Kreissig( 1977:11;
1978:42-43);
Rostovtzeff( 1941:495); Descat( 1985:108).

Golubcova( 1972:148-149);

Hahn( 1978:26);

Mnesimachos’ own needs, such as the two kleroi (which cannot have been given to
Pytheas and Adrastos, as we saw), though royal service cannot be excluded.10
Whereas the amounts of tribute were listed precisely, the imposts due to Mnesimachos
were left rather vague.

It is as if Mnesimachos’ readers, principally the officials of the

temple of Artemis, were expected to know these.

There is thus a strong possibility that

they had been fixed for the region as a certain proportion of the harvest (dekate) for
agricultural produce (or more for different commodities) and so many days in the month
for corvee duty.

Some kind of regulation must have applied, otherwise there would

undoubtedly have been a tendency for the grantee to try to extract as much as possible
from his (precarious) land-grant in his own short-term interests at the expense of the
villagers’ and the king’s (as beneficial owner of the land) long-term interests.
For the moment one is left with the following revenue situation, that Mnesimachos’ land
was burdened by both a fixed tribute due to the royal treasury and a proportional share of
the produce due to him as landowner, so both ekphorion and dekate. One must suppose
that the king was entitled to both these revenues before he had conceded the land. Once
he had, the level of the ekphorion may have been set at 1/12th of the value o f a typical
harvest. For the dekate, one other inscription could possibly yield a clue.

The Laodike inscription (Document 3)
In the land sale to his ex-wife, Laodike, the assets being transferred by Antiochos II,
villages, land, laoi and their possessions, were once again listed.

Then follows the

statement that the revenue of the fifty ninth year was also being granted ( ‘<ruv raTg [rod
e]varou

koa

revrqKoarov erovg 71poaodoig').

tax exemption

Further along, Laodike was apparently granted

cbi ovOev anoreXe? eig

to

ficunXiKov').

It is not immediately clear

whether this applied to the sale price, i.e. a sales tax, or to the revenue from the property.
It is likely to have been both.
In this inscription there is no mention of phoros, as in Mnesimachos’, but its presence is
implied in the exemption from tax. Here one is speaking of revenue that was due earlier
to the king as landlord and was now to be collected by Laodike.

10 Also Kreissig( 1978:99).

The king was definitely parting with his land, as, unlike Mnesimachos, Laodike had
obtained the right to attach it to a subject city of her choice (Chapter 6.2). However, this
does not seem to have been a true sale, but rather a divorce settlement camouflaged as a
sales transaction.11 The ‘price’ was 30 talents of silver and, if one accepts the evidence of
the Mnesimachos inscription, this is likely to have been the valuation of the land, set
equal to the value of its average annual agricultural and other production.12 The king’s
intentions may have been that the ‘price’ be paid from the revenue of the land itself, as is
implied by a) Laodike’s specified right to the revenue of the 59th year and b) the timing of
the three payment instalments in the 60th year in the months of Audnaios (December),
Xandikos (March) and up to three months later, which, not so curiously, immediately
follow the wine, olive and grain harvests respectively of that year. If two years’ earnings
were to suffice for Laodike, this means that her payments of 15 talents a year would come
from exactly 50% of the estate’s estimated average annual revenue, i.e. this was the rental
rate on this royal land paid by the laoi who worked it.

Back to Mnesimachos
If ca.274 Antiochos II were collecting 50% of produce as rent on the land he was about
to sell to Laodike, there is no guarantee that in the earlier period in which Mnesimachos
received his land-grant from Antigonos the situation was the same, but let us assume for
the moment that it was and see where this might lead us.
If the assessed value of Mnesimachos’ land was 1,325 gold staters, which represented the
average value of a year’s harvest, and he received 50% of this from his villagers or 662 lA
staters, while he himself paid 110 5/12 staters in tribute to the king, Mnesimachos’
revenue would have amounted to about 550 gold staters or 11,000 drachms annually or
30 drachms a day. The grant may have been given to Mnesimachos in lieu of salary for
some office that he held. This one does not know for certain, but such land grants were
normal both in the Achaemenid empire and the Hellenistic kingdoms.

By way of

comparison, the Ptolemaic general in charge of the forces that faced Antiochos III in
Phoenicia and Palestine, Skopas, received 1000 drachms a day and each of his staff
11 Welles( 1934:97) gives references.
12 Rostovtzeff (1910:263-264) and Hahn(1978:16) for the 30 talents as the revenue of the estate.

officers 100 (Polybios 13.2.3), three times as much as Mnesimachos may have done,
though this may not have been his only income.

An interim conclusion
What one may conclude then is this. Royal land was subject to a rent from its tenants, for
example the laoi of villages in western Asia Minor, which in some cases amounted to
50% of the harvest. When the king granted the land to some other party, he might chose
to charge tribute on it, essentially a ground rent, perhaps set at 1/12th of the estimated
average harvest. The grantee could then dispose of the remainder.
Obviously two cases, Mnesimachos’ and Laodike’s, will not permit one to generalise, so
more evidence is sought for rates of taxation of land and its produce in the Seleukid
empire.

Other evidence for high taxes on royal land and agricultural produce
Later in this Chapter the development of taxation in Judaea after the Seleukid conquest
ca. 200 will be analysed. It will be seen that at some point both tribute and a tax of 1/3
the grain crop and V% the fruit crop were being applied simultaneously. This rate of
taxation has been considered punitive because of the Maccabean revolt13, but it does not
appear unreasonable in the light of what has been seen above, or of Ptolemaic practice.14
A text from Babylonia dating to ca.308 apparently concerns a dispute between the
Ebbabar temple at either Sippar or Larsa and the royal administration about the use of
some land. The administration conceded the land to the temple at a rent o f half the
crop.15
In Chapter 5.6 prices of commodities in Babylon in the Seleukid period were analysed. It
was seen there that a sudden halving of the base price of dates took place ca.208 and
remained in force for 70 or so years, subject only to fluctuations because of good or bad
13 Bikerman(1938:179-180); Goldstein(1976:407); Hengel(1981:28).
14 Abel( 1949:186-187) points to the Tpm? and ojpt/Veu/xa on viticulture in the Ptolemaic kingdom.
Preaux( 1939:134,182,375) notes that the Ptolemies could take more than half of a royal tenant’s harvest
in taxation or impose import duties of 50%.
15 Spek( 1995:238-241).

harvests and the time of the year in relation to the harvest. No other explanation could be
found for this other than an administrative decision, such as an exemption of this
commodity from a 50% tax.

Policy for roval land
From the point of view of the king it was desirable to generate as much revenue as
possible from the land without placing the producer in jeopardy (and so killing the goose
that laid the golden egg). The amount of rent on royal land ( or tribute and tax on other
land) could be set at an appropriate level depending upon the productivity of the land. In
irrigated Mesopotamia, for example, with its higher productivity, 50% of the grain crop
might appear reasonable as the king’s share, and also perhaps on a choice property such
as the land granted to Laodike. Elsewhere, the proportion collected by the king could
well have been less, e.g. in dry-farming Judaea. But, one is left with the impression that,
overall, royal land and its produce was heavily taxed and may have been the principal
source of the king’s revenue.16
By way of comparison, in contemporary Mauryan India all land is also said to have
belonged to the king and seems to have been equally heavily taxed, with a ground rent
and a produce tax totalling not less than 50%.17

16 For low taxes on land. Cavaignac (1923:114): taxation on land was more than 10%, but the 1/3 and 'A
in Judaea were high, perhaps a remnant of Ptolemaic practice. Kreissig(l 978:112): Judaean taxation had
worsened after Magnesia. Freyne(1980:185-186): Judaean land taxes were exhorbitant.
For high taxes on land. Shipley(1993:275): the primary aim of the satrapal economy was the raising of
tribute through exploitation of the non-Greek laoi. Briant( 1973:116) for a very heavy <f>opog on the
village communities.
17 For Indian taxation. From Strabo(15.1.40) = Megasthenes(Fr.33.5): .. ecrri &' y %wpa fSatrtkudi -ncura *
(iioQov 8' airrfjv eni Terapratg epyaJjairmi txov K&fmwv (o! yeoipyoi)
and the whole country is royal land.
And (the farmers) cultivate it for a quarter of the produce as their wage’ or, more probably, ‘.. for a rent
in addition to a quarter of the produce’).
From Diodoros(2.40.5) = Megasthenes(Fr.l.46): .. rtfe %a)pag futr€oug reXovai (ol yecopyoi) tiia, t o naurav
Tfjv ’Ivtiucrp f3cuTiXiKTjv elvai, ifodtTf) (He fjvrftevt yrpj efgeTvai KeK-rrpQar x<*>pk vqg (iKrOdxreax; rempvrjv eig t o
fymiXiKov reXovai.. (‘.. and the rent of the land is paid (by the formers) to the king because the whole of
India is royal property, it not being permitted for any private individual to own land. Apart from the rent,
they pay a quarter (of the produce) to the royal treasury’).
Taking both texts together, the rent was 25%, or possibly even 50%, and the agricultural tithe a further
25%. Stein (1922:95-96) compares the evidence of Megasthenes and Kautilya’s ArtaSastra, in which the
Mauryan king was expected to obtain V* or 1/3 of the harvest under dry forming conditions, so probably
even more from irrigated land.

Finally, there was one other source of revenue from royal land, by outright sale, e.g. the
330 plus 50 talents earned by Antiochos I from Pitane (OGIS 335, lines 132-134). This
may reflect the policy suggested in Chapter 6 of a cost-benefit approach to the question of
royal land, rather than simple generosity. To work the land in this case may have been
considered less profitable by the king and there was still the question of tribute to be
received from Pitane, perhaps at the 1/12th rate.

Kleroi
Two kleroi were included in Mnesimachos’ land-grant, each bearing a different tribute,
suggesting once more that great care had been taken in assessing the value of even the
smallest land-parcel based on its agricultural potential and then applying a factor of
1/12th. No separate tax on agricultural produce is mentioned, but it was probably
considered part of the argyrikos phoros that Mnesimachos collected.
Elsewhere, however, there is evidence of tax on the production of kleroi. At MagnesiaSipylos Seleukid kleroi were to be free of the tithe (adekateutoi)18, while a tax rate of
1/20th on wine and 1/10th on grain and other crops was applied to Attalid cleruchs.19
This appears very lenient compared to the strict treatment of native land, but then the
purpose of a kleros was to give its holder a reasonable income as compensation for
services rendered or being rendered freely.

City land
Since the empire was ‘spear-won’, all its land theoretically belonged to the king. The
boundaries of the chora of existing cities, Greek and non-Greek, had been reconfirmed in
the main after Alexander’s conquest and his successors made no serious attempt to
change the status quo. The new foundations that had been established made extensive use
of royal land. In all these case what was implied was a land grant by the king to the
cities, in return for which the king might demand tribute and taxation on the produce of
the land.

In principle this did not differ from a grant to an individual, such as

18 OGIS 229, line 101
19 Welles(1934:no.51).

Mnesimachos or Laodike. In each particular case the king would decide at what level to
set tribute and land taxes, if at all. Bearing in mind that a city could generate important
revenue for him in other ways, e.g. from taxation of agricultural produce that entered the
city - from royal land for example - or trade and industry in general, he could afford to be
lenient in dealing with city land.
It is perhaps for this reason that one frequently finds cities granted aphorologesia or
ateleia or aneisphoria or the right not to be subject to the syntaxis.20

The terminology

is unfortunately not used consistently and so in many cases one cannot tell what exactly
was being exempted.

Normally phoros refers to tribute, whether of a city or a native

village, and was considered the sign of subjugation (Polybios 8.23.5)21, but it sometimes
included taxes on agriculture and other activities. Often the plural, phoroi, is used, which
may imply just this wider range of imposts. Tele are mostly applied to indirect taxes,
whether due to the royal treasury or a city, but not always. Eisphorai (or epitagai or
epigraphai) are typically special contributions of citizens to city revenue, but could
sometimes be demanded by the royal authorities, e.g. I. Labraunda, no.42. The term
ovvra^ig, literally contribution, often replaces phoros for a city, really a kind of euphemism
for tribute to create the impression that there was no subjugation, but an alliance between
king and city instead. When Alexander ‘liberated’ the Ionian cities, he did away with the
phoros, but imposed an equal syntaxis for the war against the Persians.22 In this sense,
the special ‘contribution’ imposed by Antiochos I on the cities of Asia Minor to help
finance the war against the Galatians, the galatikon, may have been estimated in the same
way as tribute, proportionally to the size and wealth of a city and its land.23
That subject cities were sometimes subject to a tax on agriculture may be inferred from an
inscription from Mylasa24:
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20 Hahn(1978:13-16) for city taxes and terminology.
21 Bikerman( 193 8:108).
22 The Alexander inscription from Priene (OGIS 1) distinguishes between fyopog on villages and ovvraJ^ig
on the city.
23 Welles(1934:no.l5); Bikerman( 1938:110).

and those that lease land will cultivate it as do the rest who cultivate their own land,
and will pay all the contributions, both the taxes due to the royal treasury and the city,
exactly like those who cultivate their own land.’
An inscription from Aigai in Aiolis clearly shows royal taxation on agricultural land: a
dekate on what is probably grain production and a l/8th tax on fruit (§jXiv o g

K a p n o g ),

though there is no mention of whether or not a phoros was also applied.2^ Since fruit
was generally taxed more than grain, the dekate here may literally be a tenth of the crop.
In concessions of Antiochos III to Teos26, the syntaxeis are distinct from the tribute and
must imply all the other forms of taxation levied on Teos, including perhaps a tax on
agriculture:
‘ ..

napeXQaiv eig

tt)v eK K X rjO 'iav

aavXov Kai a^opoXoyrjrov [kceT

airrog avijKe t^ I v ]
t(o v

t to X iv k o a

r ijy %uipav vftuxav lepav Kai

aXXwv S)v efyepopev ovvraJgEuiv fiaaiXe?

’A tto A o jj

imede^aro aTToXv9rf)0'e(r6ai rjfiag fit' avrov

\ . coming to the Assembly in person, he declared our city and chora sacred and inviolate
and free of tribute and promised that he would free us of the other imposts that we had
been burdened with by king Attalos
The king apparently kept his promise and granted some benefits immediately and others
later, upon which the grateful citizens of Teos honoured the king:
erreifrr) o v p o v o v e lp v jw jv vjp u v o fia c r iX e v g Ttap€<r% ev, a X X a K a i [ t o j v ] f ia p e c o v K a i (t k X ^ p m v
eK<Kk )o v < b rri(riv e ig
% 6 )p a i p e T

to

fie r a r a v r a r e X T r a p a X u [ ( r a g ]

tq jv

cru vra^ ecD v K a i X v a n e X e t g r a g e v v f j

a(r<$>aXei[ag 7:]e7Toir)Kev e p y a c r i a g K a i r a g K a p m i a g

because not only did the king offer us peace, but also brought relief for the future from
the heavy and harsh burden of taxes and made profitable and secure the work and the
harvests (of the city)
No doubt a harvest would be more profitable if a tax on it was removed.
A petition of Herakleia-Latmos to Antiochos III (Document 10) makes a specific request
for exemption from taxes on agriculture (.. a^iaxravreg de K a i areXeiav ovy%(i)pvj<rai ratv

24 Le Bas/Waddington (1972, no.404)
25 Malay(1983).

26 Herrmann( 1965:29ff); also Ma(1997: nos. 17/18).

€K

rrjg yijg Kapircov navrcov ..). The Herakleians had already received other concessions
previously, which they asked should be retained: (.. Kai TrapaKaXeo-ovrag ra re imo rcov
(JacnXecov ovyKe%(jiprY](Leva [ovv<ihaTr)pr)6vjv]ai
Since aphorologesia is not mentioned in the new ‘shopping-list’ of the Herakleians, it is
not unreasonable to suppose that it had been granted in the first batch of royal
concessions, as in the case of Teos above, which reinforces the argument for the Teans
requesting tax exemption on agriculture also at their second attempt.
An inscription, possibly from Seleukeia-Tralles of the same period27, mentions the
concession of a dekate by Antiochos III in response to a petition of the city: (‘~ cujyrjKatLev
ufuv Trjv a-noreXovpevrjv eig t o ] (Ja/riXiKov Bckcitv)v tqj[v

—

ca. 29 --] ..’). By analogy with

Aigai, Teos and Herakleia, this may well be a tithe on agriculture. Indeed, what would fit
well in the lacuna is ‘koptcwv rijg yijg K a i IguXlvajv /caprao1/ (‘grain and fruit harvests’).
The time and place of all these inscriptions is about the same, the period of reconquest of
western Asia Minor by Antiochos III, and their similarity is striking. It might not be
unreasonable to suppose that they reflect a royal policy of graded concessions to enlist
and maintain city support. Tribute, psychologically onerous, was done away with first,
while the removal of taxation on agriculture followed later.

Temple land
A temple and its land might be assessed as part of a city or separately. In fiscal terms, an
independent temple was treated no differently from a city and subject to tribute and
taxation in the same way on its land, with the possibility of exemptions.28
A dewit7) was charged by the Seleukid administration on the land of the sanctuary of
Apollo at Tralles.29 A lump-sum annual tax of 15,000 shekels, or 5 talents, had been
applied to the Temple of Jerusalem, which Demetrios I relinquished (I Macc. 10.42,
JosAnt. 13.55). This is probably the tax Lysias had earlier intended to put up for tender,
as for all other native sanctuaries (II Macc. 11.3: ‘KaJdwg ra Xoma rcbv eOvcov Tepevrf).
27 Welles(1934:no.41).
28 Kreissig(1977a:377), Debord(1982:176-177), Ma (1997:108) for the general taxation of sanctuaries,
unless exempted.
29 Piejko (1988:55-56).

The kings may not have interfered much with the land of Babylonian temples, but they
expected part of the yields30, and indeed 50% in at least one case (see above). We may
have parallels from Jerusalem from the efforts of Heliodorus, Seleucus IV’s minister, to
expropriate part of the temple treasure that was purportedly being withheld from the king
(II Macc.3.6), or from the concession of his share of 5,000 shekels of temple revenue
made by Demetrius I (I Macc. 10.42).

Scope of taxation on agriculture
No doubt the major agricultural commodities (grain, olives, wine, fruit, dates, sesame)
yielded the bulk of taxation revenue from land, but the administration seems to have had a
fiscal interest in every product of agriculture. In early 2nd century Telmessos there was a
lightening of the taxation burden on fodder and straw (xoprog and a%upa), though whether
under a local dynast, Antiochos III or Eumenes II is unclear.31

In Babylon the

Astronomical Diaries show a sudden halving of the price of mustard ca.208 at the same
time as that for dates noted above, again suggesting the removal of a tax (Chapter 5.6).

Rates of tribute and taxation of cities and temples
In all the cases of cities and temples considered above, the level of tribute is not
mentioned as if it were something well known. The cities of western Asia Minor had been
assessed in the past by the Persians in the manner described by Herodotos(6.42). No
doubt their assessment might have changed from time to time as land, population and
economic activity increased or decreased, but for large periods it was likely to have
remained constant in the books of the imperial administration.
If the land-grants of the kings are anything to go by, the level of tribute may not have
been high, perhaps only 1/12th of the silver value of an average harvest. That is perhaps
why aphorologesia was such a relatively frequent and early concession. Direct taxation
of agriculture also seems to have been quite low, perhaps not more than an l/8th of the
harvest, with the dekate that is frequently mentioned in inscriptions perhaps being just

30 Spek( 1995:194).
31 Worrle( 1979:83).

that, a tenth. But the king was not a philanthropist by nature. He balanced economic and
political considerations and, indeed, my theme is that he strove to maximize his revenue
within the limits imposed by politics. In the case of a subject city he expected to earn
much more from indirect taxation on trade and industry and could afford to be generous
on land taxes.

Summary of taxation revenue on land
To summarise then, all land in the Seleukid empire seems to have been subject to both
tribute (or ground rent, as a sign of submission to the king) and a proportional tax on
agriculture, in ps-Aristotelian terms an ekphorion and a dekate?2 In the case of royal
land, however, these might be combined into one proportional rent to the king as
landlord. When land was donated to a city, a temple or an individual, tribute and tax were
separated and the king retained the right to set the level of each, often reducing or
abolishing one or the other, or sometimes even both. There was probably no fixed policy
governing the king’s actions, only a specific calculation each time of the political and
economic implications. In general, cities and temples seem to have received favourable
treatment and their burden is likely to have been considerably less heavy than that
imposed on rural populations.

8.2 Revenue from the king’s own property
A evrepa Be
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The second (revenue) is that from (the king’s) private possessions, in some place gold, in
another silver, in another copper, in another whatever is available.’

Apart from land (which had already been dealt with by ps-Aristotle), the Seleukid king
probably owned many if not all of the important natural resources of the empire: e.g.

32 Pompey prided himself that he had replaced fixed tribute with a proportional tithe (Appian BC 5.4).

metals, timber, salt, irrigation water and a number of special products (also Chapter
5.3).33

Mines
Though no direct evidence exists for control of mining and quarrying by the kings, it
must be considered highly probable.34 Not only does ps-Aristotle place precious metals
production at the top of his list, but comparative evidence suggests that this was common
practice for imperial powers, e.g. Rome and the mines of Spain, Philip II and the gold of
Pangaion and the Maurya royal monopoly of mining.35

Forests
Evidence for royal forests at Taranza and on Mt. Lebanon, from which timber was to be
cut for the reconstruction of Sardeis and Jerusalem, has already been referred to (Chapter
5.3 and Documents 9 and 12). For Jerusalem there is explicit mention of the fact that the
timber would be toll-free, but not that it would actually be provided gratis by the king. In
the case of Sardeis, there is perhaps an indication that a gift was being made to the city
because of the serious damage it had suffered, a similar situation to the grant of warships,
timber and pitch to Rhodes after its earthquake (Pol.5.89.9). In all these cases, royal
philanthropy was probably conditioned by practical economic sense. The sooner a subject
city or a trading partner found its feet, the sooner royal revenues could return to their
previous levels, hence free timber for now, but a return to ‘business as usual’ when the
customer could afford it.
Comparative evidence from the Achaemenid empire, the Macedonia of Philip II and
Mauryan India again suggests that concentration of good timber stands in royal hands
was common practice.36
33For comparison, Stein(l922:99): royal monopolies in Mauryan India for mines, quarries, salt-pans,
forests for wood and elephants, alcohol manufacturing and weaving.
34 Chapter 5.3 for a survey of likely sources of important metals in the empire.
35 Stein(l 922:63): based on the ArtaSastra, in Mauryan India mines were in the hands of the state and
rented out to private operators. Also Strabo (15.1.57, quoting Megasthenes) for a tax even applied to the
gold dust brought down by the rivers. Sartre(1995:84) for royal mines and quarries in Asia Minor.
36 Briant(1996:456-458); Hammond( 1992:179); Stein( 1922:99).

nu
Salt
Because of its vital role in daily life, other empires have tried to control the production
and distribution of salt and the Seleukid was probably no exception.37
Evidence for the handling of salt by the Seleukid administration in Judaea comes from
Antiochos Ill’s concessions to Jerusalem after the taking of the city ca.200 (Document
12), where two actions are listed with regard to salt. The first was to supply 75 medimnoi
to the Temple for the sacrifices and the second to exempt the Jewish gerousia, priests and
scribes of the Temple and temple-singers, i.e. the upper classes of Judaea, from a
Ttepi

tax

rwv aX&v (‘ regarding the salt pans’).

The first concession suggests that the king may have controlled a salt supply in the region,
possibly from the Dead Sea (Chapter 5.3). The second relates to a tax in connection with
salt pans that was imposed as a head tax.
Later Demetrios I also promised relief from ‘the price of the salt-pans’ or ‘the price of
the salt’ (Josephus Ant. 13.49: rrjv rifirjv tq jv aXcov, Document 13; I Macc. 10.29: rvjg
rod aXo$) which his son, Demetrios II, actually fulfilled regarding ‘the lakes of salt’ (I
Macc. 11.35: to£ rod aXog Xl^vaq, Document 14).
The precise nature of this salt tax has been much debated.38 But before this problem can
be tackled, the evidence for a salt tax in another region, Mesopotamia, needs to be
examined.
Seal impressions on bullae from Uruk relating to salt pans typically have the legend
aXiKTjgl year | name of city39, as does only one, from 286/5, from the Michigan
excavations of Seleukeia-Tigris. Then there is a gap and from 214/3 emreXcov (‘taxed’) or
areXcov (‘tax-free’) was consistently added. Of the bullae found at Seleukeia in the ‘Great
House’, a private building, those in archive B have only atelon stamps, the majority from
188/7 to 153/2 in an almost unbroken series. Archive A, largely destroyed, has only
37 Stein( 1922:99) for the Maurya, Potts(1984:236-241) for the Ottomans in Iraq.
India, salt was a very important source of revenue.

For the British in

38 Rostovtzeff(1941:470): a compulsory contribution to the management of the salt pans that entitled each
person to receive a quantity of salt, which he paid for separately. Bikerman(1938:112-113): the Jews
were expected to deliver salt to the royal authorities, which they had to buy back at a price. Perhaps two
taxes were involved, one on persons the other on production. But later (1988:126) he revised this to a salt
tax or perhaps an obligation to purchase a certain quantity at a fixed price.
39 Rostovtzefl(l932:81).

epitelon stamps from 208/7 to 191/0 and the suggestion is that it contained a complete
series of epitelon preceding those in archive B.40
The 30,000 or more bullae found in the Italian excavations of the ‘archives’ building at
Seleukeia-Tigris also consistently show emreXcov or areXcov on the salt-tax stamps.41 The
essential difference with the Michigan excavations is that these bullae were found in what
appears to have been a public, probably municipal, building.42
The Michigan bullae show considerable variation in inner diameter, indicating different
lengths of document.

They also have up to 3-4 private seal impressions and the

suggestion has been made that they did not enclose simple receipts for salt purchases,
which would not have required the seals of contracting parties and witnesses. Thus, it has
been argued that the bullae probably contained annual contracts between merchants and
importers or producers of salt, in connection with which a tax was levied or not, and that,
consequently, there was no royal monopoly, but only a tax on the sale of salt, with
exemptions for certain parties.43 But I will propose a different solution:
1. There was an attempt by the royal administration to exercise a salt monopoly in those
area where this was feasible, which goes back at least to 287/6 and so to the reign of
Seleukos I, or rather Antiochos I’s presence as co-ruler in the East.
2.

There was a requirement by every household to purchase a certain quantity of salt
annually at a fixed price from the royal salt-pans or mines (hence the terms ‘aXiK<rj<;\
‘trepi rcov aXcbv\ ‘to^ rod aXo<; Xipvag\ ‘rqv ri(VY]v rcov aXcbv,), on which an additional
sales tax was applied.

3. At some point, probably under Antiochos III, certain persons and their households
were exempted from paying the additional tax, but not the fixed price of the salt.
4. The householder of the ‘Great House’ at Seleukeia-Tigris became such a person at
some stage. Each year, a document was prepared listing his dependants, who might
vary from year to year, the quantity of salt compulsorily purchased and the tax due or

40 McDowell(1935:180-184).
41 Mollo(1996) has produced a first analysis and considers that the alike stamp probably does relate to a
salt tax, but will not speculate how.
42 Invemizzi(l994:353).
43 McDowell(1935:185-188).

not. This was witnessed as to its accuracy and sealed by the tax-officer responsible
for salt.
5. Since the sale and taxation of salt were probably an important source of revenue, the
administration no doubt wished to check that a household had complied with the law
and one needed to produce past salt-purchase documents upon request, hence the
need for safe-keeping in a private or public archive.
6. When Judaea was acquired, a Ptolemaic head-tax on salt already existed44, that may
have been similar. Antiochos relieved the Jewish elite of the additional tax, but not of
the purchase price. Later, his successors probably extended this measure to the whole
population.
There is a certain similarity here to the way another royal resource, timber, was handled
by Antiochos III for the reconstruction of the Temple at Jerusalem (above). Relief was
given on the tax on timber at Mt. Lebanon, but not on the purchase price.

Water
The suggestion has been made that the large-scale supply of water for irrigation was
treated as a royal monopoly (Chapter 5.3).

For the Seleukid period the evidence is

lacking and one may only argue on the assumption of continuity with the Achaemenid.
In the Murasu archive (Chapter 1.4) a typical contract45 has water leased to formers for
1/3

of the harvest, when watering was done directly, or lA when bucket-irrigation was

used, plus silver equivalent to about another 5% of the harvest. A study of the archive
shows that the costs of agricultural production for good land may have been divided
somewhat as follows as percentages of the harvest, without taking taxes into account:
land only 5-10%, seed 5-10%, water 15-35%, equipment (plough and oxen) 30-35%,
labour 15-35%.46

“ Bikermant^Sim).
45 Stolper(1974:78). It will be recalled that the MuraSu leased water rights from the administration and
sub-leased them along with land, seed and equipment.
46 Stolper(1985:125-143).

For comparison, the Artasastra records water taxes in Maurya India of l/5th’ l/4th and
l/3rd the crop when water was carried by hand,

animals and mechanical means

respectively.47

Other natural resources
One does not know how other special products such as asphalt, balsam, purple dyes etc.
(Chapter 5.3) were handled, but, as for timber and salt, a sales price plus a tax, from
which there might be exemptions, is likely.
For example, a porphyrikon tax is attested for Ptolemaic Lykia, which may have related to
a royal monopoly48 and could have been taken over by the Seleukids.

Pasture land
Royal land suitable for grazing might be leased to a city or village for pasture rights
(ennomion), probably assessed on the extent of the land or the number of animals using
it.49

Urban properties
Whether ps-Aristotle would have considered this under land or the king’s own property,
the king was also the owner of revenue-earning urban properties. Antiochos III chose to
relieve Sardeis of the rent of ergasteria he owned in the city. Probably the king had built
the stoa containing the ergasteria in the first place.50

8.3 Revenue from market centres
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‘The third (revenue) is that from market centres.’
47 Stein( 1922:23).
48 P.Teb.%\ Bagnall( 1976:108-109).
49 OGIS 55; Bagnall(1976:109) for this tax in Lykia under a local dynasty.
50 Gauthier(1989:81,101-107); Ma(1997:129).

In discussing this source of satrapal revenue in ps-Aristotle (Chapter 7), it was suggested
that it referred mainly to bulk trade by water. In Seleukid Asia many important inland
cities were located on major navigable rivers, e.g. Seleukeia-Tigris, Antioch, Susa, AiKhanoum etc.

Uruk
One market centre for which we possess a little information from the bullae found there
and the stamps impressed on them is Uruk on the Euphrates, a thriving city in the
Seleukid period (Chapter 1.5).51 A bulla with Xipevoq ”Qp%cov, ‘the harbour of Uruk’,
may point to an emporion established in the city to attract commercial river traffic,
particularly that moving up from the Gulf52, and perhaps to the application of dues on
shipping for the upkeep of the port.53 A ttX o'kov Ev<j)parov stamp, appearing without other
official stamps, could represent a tax paid by

ships registered in Uruk that were

authorized to carry out river trade.54
Most frequently found is a stamp with kmoviov, or encoviov ’Opwqvov Xipevoq, which clearly
indicates a sales tax, though on what goods is unclear.

On some bullae, this stamp is

associated with an avbpanobiKov stamp, pointing specifically to the sale of slaves. It is
interesting that no other commodity - for a slave was such - is mentioned in connection
with a sales tax, suggesting that an additional tax may have been imposed on slave sales,
unless of course this was not a tax but a registration fee.55 The presence of an organised
slave market at any major market centre is likely.
Many bullae with an k u c o v io v stamp or an e ir c a v io v and a v b p a ir o b iK o v have a x p e o fy v X a n iK o q
stamp as well: The chreophylax (discussed in Chapter 13.7) is well attested in the Greek
world as the official responsible for the registration of private contracts and it has been

51 Rostovtzeff(1932).
52 Rostovtzeff(1932:79-80 and bulla 51): Aiivrjv here signifies fiscal district since there was no harbour at
Uruk; also Bikerman(1938:116). But this ignores the importance of river-borne trade in Mesopotamia.
53 McDowell( 1935:174), who rejects ‘tax district’.
54 Rostovtzeff(1932:89-90).
55 Rostovtzefl( 1932:66): two taxes.

suggested that he was also involved in registrations where fiscal considerations were
involved.56 A case has been made for taxation of slave sales and mandatory registration
introduced under Antiochos I.57 But the problem is that not all these bullae bear the
chreophylakikos stamp. An ingenious solution that would account for the missing
chreophylakikos is that registration was only compulsorily carried out by one of the
parties to the transaction, the one paying the registration fee.

So in the bullae we

possess are supposedly reflected some transactions in which the temple of Anu and
Antum, the presumed owner of the Uruk bullae, was the other party.58 But this might
lead to the conclusion that every sale involving an eponiou stamp on its own had to be
registered as well. It is difficult to imagine for what purpose this needed to be done, when
surely the main aim was to collect taxes at the quay-side, which could be handled on the
spot by Seleukid officials, after which a record of the transaction itself would not be of
any interest to the authorities.

Seleukeia-Tigris
Another emporion was clearly Seleukeia-Tigris, the nodal point of overland trade routes
from the East and the Persian Gulf and water-borne commerce. Bullae from the Michigan
excavations (Chapter 1.5) show the impression of a Aip e v o q stamp, again possibly relating
to the payment of port dues.59 A xpeaxjivXaKtov stamp never appears with a tax stamp, but
with other apparently official stamps, and once with a

K a ra y p a c jy riq ,

suggesting an act of

registration. No enoovtou stamp is used, unlike Uruk, which is surprising.

56 Rostovtzeff( 1932:58-59); McDowell(1935:131). See also Chapter 13.7.
57 Doty(1977:323; 1978:85; 1979:195-197), with a change of the method of recording from cuneiform to
Greek, the last cuneiform transaction being from Uruk in 274, where an official Seleukid seal impression
reads -pu-lik, so possibly (xpeo)<}>vXai-; also McEwan( 1988:419-420). Oelsner(1977:79): Greek contracts
were needed if slave registration became compulsory.
But Stolper(1989:88) and Kuhrt/SherwinWhite(1994a:315) argue for the obligation to register slave-sales in the royal tax office as an Achaemenid
innovation.
Also, regarding registration, Rostovtzeff( 1932:66,72): mandatory for slaves, only to improve security for
other documents; McDowell(1935:178): probable for slaves; Bikerman( 1938:117-118): widespread for all
private contracts. Bagnall(1976:18-19): in C.OrdPtol.21-22 from Ptolemaic Koile Syria slaves had to be
reported, else they were liable to be confiscated.
58 McDowell( 1935;7-9,134).
59 McDowell( 1935:173-175); Bikerman( 1938:117).

A number of stamps appear in connection with slaves.
a v b p a n o b iK T jg ,

a second stamp ( a v b p a ir o b tK r jg l

that, since eirtcjnqpi = ‘to agree’, e

r

r

[ e ] m i ,r}[

Apart from the normal

or [e ]m < jy r j[ ) has led to the suggestion

= ‘to pledge, to declare’, this implies an official

appraisal of value of the slave prior to payment of tax in order to avoid collusion of buyer
and seller with a low declared price.60 A third stamp

(avbpaTrobiKvjq e io -a y c o l'y ijg

or

-y iK & v )

points to a tax on imported slaves, perhaps different from that on home-sold slaves.61 The
fourth stamp (K a r a y p o u jy fjq ) indicates an act of registration, perhaps of slaves.62
The role of the chreophylax will be discussed in Chapter 13.7.
Taking Uruk and Seleukeia-Tigris together, what seems likely is that dues were charged
for the use of an emporion and a general sales tax was levied on transactions that took
place there. Perhaps only one commodity, slaves, was subject to an additional tax, which
may have differed between imported and home-sold slaves. The Seleukid authorities also
sought to collect revenue on related transactions, such as official assessments and
registration.

Ports of cities
A city might be distinguished from its port in connection with taxation. From the king’s
point of view, the port, as an emporion, could bring in important revenue from indirect
taxes. In the case of Iasos, when taken over by the Seleukids, exemption was separately
granted for city and port taxes.63
Port dues seem to have been a common source of revenue, as at Uruk and SeleukeiaTigris. At Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10) these had been used by the city earlier for
the purchase of oil for the gymnasium. This was allowed by Antiochos III to continue (..
K d i t o e h a io x p io T io v b l r t a p e v y i t o a m o r e r a / Y p e v o v

roiq v [e o iq ,

o ] e m K T jp v c ro 'e r o v r ji dtirrji r o d

Xipevoq ..).

60 McDowell(1935:138-141).
61 McDowell(1935:176), following Rostovtzeff(1932): the possibility that at Uruk buoviov was used for
home-grown slaves.
62 McDowell( 1935:144).
63 Worrle( 1979:110).

Another important tax at ports is likely to have been customs duty, charged separately on
both imports and exports, referred to often in Mediterranean trade as the 2% tax
(n e v r r jK o o r r j)

or

e v X ly u e v io v .6*

At Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10) different terms were

used, e i a a y o i j i a and e ^ a y a r y i i a ] , for the dues collected by the king on imports and exports
through the harbour. Customs duty on trade with the Seleukid empire is also attested in
the privileges granted by Seleukos III to Rhodes (Pol.5.89.8).65

8.4 Revenue from travel and transport by land and taxes on sales
T erapvr) de Kai v) a m rw v Kara yrjv re Kai ayopaiaiv reXatv ytvofievr).

‘The fourth (revenue) is that produced from tolls by land and sales taxes.’

Lesser in importance than revenue from market centres

(in the order given by ps-

Aristotle), this source of revenue seems to refer to tolls on overland trade and sales
taxes.66
In Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10) to reAng k<li e y y a ia of the city - startlingly close to
ps-Aristotle’s ayopaicov re Kai Kara yr\v reXcov - have been clearly distinguished from the
elaaydyyia Kai e^ayoryba]

of the harbour.

There was a good reason for putting the two imposts together since a toll at a city gate
might immediately be followed by a sales tax in the marketplace, as at Herakleia-Latmos,
where a tax-exemption had been requested from Antiochos III for both wheat entering the
city and that sold there (: .. ^vrjo^o-o^evovq %e Kai onajg <nro<; do&r} riji m[X\ei doopeav Kai
areXeia{v) rod re eitrayofievou eiq tt}v mXiv Kai rod TraiXovfievou ..), the presumption being
that some wheat might find its way directly to private households.
Tolls were probably applied at customs posts at provincial boundaries, city territory limits
and city gates, as one can see from the exemption on tolls for timber brought to Jerusalem
from the Lebanon, Judaea and other places (Document 12). 67

64 Moretti(1977:332):
65 Moretti(1977:332); Bikerman(l 938:115-116).
66 Also Descat( 1997:259).
67 Bikerman(1938:l 16-117); Ma(1997:107).

Antimenes, Alexander’s financial officer at Babylon after ca.325, imposed a toll on all
goods brought by travellers to Babylon, which had fallen into abeyance under the
Achaemenids (ps-Arist.Oz&.2.2.38).
The exemption from the tithe and taxes ( a m rijg deKaTrjg Kai

tc o v

reXcov)

promised by

Demetrios I for the city of Jerusalem ‘up to its boundaries’ (Document 13) probably
applied to merchandise entering the city as well as sales and other taxes within the city. A
toll was not necessarily set at 1/10th of the value of the merchandise68, nor need the sales
tax rate have been fixed, but both may have depended on the particular item involved.69
As to what the ‘other taxes’ may have been, it is reasonable to suppose that some of these
were applied on various types of legal transactions, e.g. those dealing with houses, land or
slaves, which might require official registration (see 8.3). But the royal treasury seems to
have had a say in aspects of private dealings that one might have considered beyond its
jurisdiction. Two interesting Greek Parthian-period contracts from Avroman70, probably
reflecting earlier Seleukid practice, show that in case of violation of the agreement, not
only was the injured party to receive a penalty payment, but the royal treasury also (an
epitimon). This is perhaps an indication of how pervasive was the taxation system.
One wonders also if a toll was imposed at customs posts on travellers and their animals in
addition to their goods. The captive Jews to be liberated without ransom by Demetrios I
were granted tax-exemption on both themselves and their animals (I Macc. 10.34: .. Kai
Tiaxrav ipu%v}v ’Iov^aiaiv Tr\v aixpaXarrKrdeTarav a m yvjg 'louda eig m /ra v fiaoriXeiav pov

a4>'i7)fii eXevBepav fit opeav, Kai navreg a^iercoaav rovg <j>opovg Kai

k tv jv w v

aurwv ..).

These

Jews had apparently been deported earlier. As captives, what taxes would they have
borne, what animals might they have possessed? Head taxes and taxes on flocks cannot
be excluded, but what is more likely is that the erstwhile deportees were to return to
Judaea, with pack and draft animals to carry their families and possessions, and were
effectively being given a toll-free journey. And since they were to be found in ‘the whole
kingdom’, this suggests that tolls on travellers may have been applied empire-wide.71
68 Bikerman(1938:l 16-117).
69 Stein(l 922:263): the ArtaSastra has variable tolls at city gates in Maurya India: 4 or 5% on grain, wood
and grease, 6 or 10% on textiles, 16.7% on fruit and 20% on imported articles. Strabo(15.1.51) notes a
1/10th tax on sales in Indian cities.
70 Minns(l 915:28,30).
71 Stein( 1922:98): a travel tax is also noted in the ArtaSastra in Maurya India.

Relatively important, probably, were tolls imposed on goods that crossed from royal land
into city land, e.g. timber from Mt. Lebanon.

At Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10)

exemption was requested from tolls applied on grain leaving royal land, whether for
private use or for resale (..

oi eigayovreg ck rijg rod ftcuriXeaig eig rr)v ttoX iv eni rag ibiag

Xpeiag Kai eig npdcrii/ areXe?g axnv ..).

Added to the price paid to the king for the grain, the

tolls charged for entering the city and the taxes for sale in the marketplace, the
unfortunate Herakleians had reason to plead with the king for a lightening of their burden.
And their case may not have been untypical of a subject city of the empire.

Religious festivals (itawmjoeic')
One particular case of markets where taxes were levied by the administration were the
commercial fairs associated with religious festivals (panegyreis).

Tax exemption

(ateleia) was sometimes granted to a sanctuary for a panegyris for one or more days in
the month or for the few days preceding and sometimes following the festival.72
The temple of Baitokaike in northern Syria was exceptionally favoured with ateleia on the
15th and 30th days of each month (Document 16).73 The sanctuary of Apollo Tarsenos, on
the other hand, was granted tax-exemption on its feast day, perhaps the only one in the
year

(ti? v ]

Travqyvpiv ev rati yeveiadai areXij..]).74

Herakleia-Latmos was also given

exemption for its panegyris (Document 10). The independent temple of Pessinous on the
borders of Phrygia and Galatia was regarded as a great emporion.
The grant of ateleia does not make clear what taxes were involved at a panegyris.
Perhaps dues for participating in the fair were one impost, analogous to the port dues of
an emporion, but sales taxes were probably also levied on transactions.

Perhaps, also,

tolls were exempted on goods traveling to a panegyris.
The grant of ateleia was not wholly motivated by social considerations. A commercial
fair attracted traders and customers from a wider region, particularly in rural areas which
did not have easy access to large markets. The fair, in essence, became a temporary

72 Debord(1982) for the commercial importance of the sanctuaries of Asia Minor.
73 Bikerman( 1938:117).
74 Piejko(1989:letter A).

emporion. The sales, that might otherwise not have taken place, meant more production
and transport elsewhere that generated tax revenue.75

8.5 Revenue from animals
Ylefirrrr) tie v) a m rd)v jQoaKyiLarcov, emKapma re Kai J e r a n j KaXovpew).

‘The fifth (revenue) is that from herds and flocks, called epikarpia or dekate

There is some evidence for both fixed-amount and proportional taxes on animals.76
An inscription from Aigai in Aiolis, when it was probably Seleukid, refers to a royal
treasury and a l/50th tax levied on sheep and goats, yearlings being excluded, plus a lamb
and a kid, along with a l/8lh tax on bee-hives, presumably on the honey collected.
Furthermore a charge was made on deer and boar, of a leg from each animal hunted.77
At Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10) Antiochos III exempted a pasturage tax (ewojurov)
on animals and bee-hives.
A

TTpofiartKov

tax is referred to for an unknown city ca.200 using Macedonian month

names. 78
The sanctuary of Apollo Tarsenos had been given an additional tax exemption on sheep
by Eumenes II to add to others that Antiochos III had granted earlier (..
Oecoi areXei]av

K ai

Kai

imap%eiv rcoi

Trpofia[ra)v ..).79

The liberation and tax-exemption offered to Jewish captives and their animals by
Demetrios I (I Macc. 10.31; Jos Ant. 13.51) may indicate a tax on the possession of
animals (but also a toll).

75 Kuhrt/Sherwin-White(1994b:452).
76 Bikerman(1938:l 18) can find no evidence of a tax on animals.
77 Malay(1983).
78 Robinson(1958:75).
79 Piejko( 1989:letter B,400) for the inscription and the idea that this may not have been a tax on flocks,
but perhaps a sales tax on sheep or a special tax on sacrificed sheep. Kreissig( 1977b: 15) places this
temple on royal land.
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For comparison, in the Maurya empire shepherds and cowherds paid tax from their
animals {An.Ind. 11.11) and the Persepolis Fortification texts show Achaemenid taxcollectors on their rounds gathering sheep or goats from specific tax-payers.80

8.6 Revenue from head taxes
'E ktt)

Be 7} amo

tcov

avBpamoov, eiriK€(f>aXai6v re Kai %eipoyva3g\ov rrpotrayopevofjAvv).

‘The sixth (revenue) is that from people, called both head-tax and artisan-tax.’

What might be considered a head-tax is the ‘crown’ tax

(o re ^ a v a

or

a r e ^ a v i T i K o g (j)6pog)

attested in a number of sources. What probably started as a voluntary gift of a city, a
golden wreath with which to crown a royal benefactor, changed with time into a fixed
annual contribution in coin, with the gold wreath sometimes added on top, e.g. Erythrai to
Antiochos II (OGIS 223, lines 4-5: .. Kai t o v are^avov avrjvevKav, ah e o r e ^ a v a w a r e
o fw ic o g Be

Kai t o

%p v a i o v

to

eig t o .

tg evia

y f jd ig ,

..) or the Jews to Demetrios II (I Macc.13.37).81

That certain classes of the population could be exempt by royal decree is attested in
Antiochos Ill’s letter to the Jews (Document 12). Two other head-taxes are referred to
in this letter. The first is described as ‘ah/ v n e p

T tjg K e ^ a X r jg T e X o v a C .

The plural suggests a

number of taxes or, perhaps, different levels, depending on professional categories. In
this sense, this is more like an artisan tax, a cheironaxion. The second is the salt tax,
attested also in Mesopotamia and discussed earlier.
The liberation and tax-exemption offered to Jewish captives by Demetrios I (I
Macc. 10.31; Jos Ant. 13.51) may indicate a head tax (but also a toll).
The Larichos inscription of the time of Antiochos I refers to tax-exemptions by the city of
Priene to Larichos82:
.. a r e X e i a v

t [ou]

(roip/L T og K a i & v a v e io - a /y r jr a i 77 e ^ a y r j r a i e ig

.. aTeXeia Kai TOily]

k t t ) vcoy

tov

)B iov

o TLk o v ]

..

Kai t w v o’copArcov o<ra av xrncLpxn ev T€ [t]o?g iBIotg KrrjfjuLoii]

Kai ev TYjt TroXei..

80 For example texts PF2025 and 2070 in Hallock(1969).
81 Bikerman(1938:l 11-112).
821.Priene no.18, lines 5-7,24-26;Gauthier(1991:50).

\ . tax-exemption on his person and that which he brings into or out of his own household
.. tax-exemption on the animals and slaves located both on his estates and in the city
Two interpretations are possible: exemption from a head-tax on Larichos and his slaves
and animals or exemption from military service and the requisitioning of animals.83 The
former is to be preferred since a tax-exemption on the movement of goods intervenes,
suggesting that the subject of the phrase is taxation.
Though the taxes here are city taxes, these could be wholly or partly taken over if the city
became subject to a Hellenistic king.84 Then there is a frequent distinction between taxes
due to the royal treasury and those over which the city had retained control i&v v) -noXiq
K v p ia

e<rn)85, which might sometimes involve the sharing of the same tax, presumably

collected by the city and then partly paid to the king.86

Therefore a royal head-tax

(iepikephalaion) on a city’s citizens and slaves is possible.
For a village a head-tax is certainly attested. One was to be paid by the Kardakes near
Telmessos in 181 just after Magnesia when the region had passed to the Attalids, so this
was possibly originally a Seleukid tax. Its level was set per adult at four Rhodian drachms
and one obol, presumably plinthophoroi at this time, and so equal to three Attic
drachms.87 If such a tax had been imposed on our Mnesimachos-type village (8.1), its
annual 50-stater tax would have been borne by about 300 adults, a not unreasonable
number for a medium-sized village.88

This suggests that the epikephalaion may have

been an alternative, easier, way of assessing tribute on a village in some cases, though
perhaps not a usual one, since this form of taxation might then have ranked higher in psAristotle’s estimate. Perhaps the strength of this particular village did not lie in agriculture
but in animal husbandry.89 It is interesting that the head-tax here is referred to as a
syntaxis.
83 Atkinson( 1968:50), Gauthier( 1991:55,60) for exemption from military service
84 Worrle(1979:107,110) for Telmessos and Iasos;
85 Ma(l 997:128);Moretti( 1977:327); Bikerman( 1938:110).
86 Gauthier(l989:33-36), Ma(1997:128) for the 1/10th tax of the city of Sardeis, which Antiochos III
granted relief on his half of.
87 SEG 19.867; Allen( 1983:95); Ashton(1994).
88 Doxiades/Papaioannou( 1974:48): 700 average village size for antiquity, so say 350 adults.
89 Descat(1997:258) also wondered whether Achaemenid tribute may also have been established on the
basis of the number of people.

Turning now to the artisan-tax, a cheironaxion was applied to non-citizen artisans of
Telmessos, of which they would be relieved if they undertook to patrol the mountain
borders of the city. The city taxes of Telmessos had been taken over by a local dynast or,
possibly, the Seleukid king.90.
In the sources there is mention of a cheirotechnion in mainland Greece, which seems to
have been the same.91

The difference in terminology may reinforce the idea that the

author of the Oikonomika lived in Asia Minor or further east.
By way of comparison, in the Mauryan empire artisans, traders and wage-labourers paid
tax and were subject to public labour duties, while armourers, shipwrights and those that
manufactured implements for agriculture were exempted (ArT.Ind.l2A; Strabo 15.1.46;
Diod.2.41.1).

8.7 Case study. Seleukid Judaea

For no other province of the Seleukid empire do we possess so much detailed information
concerning taxation as for Judaea ca.200-140.
The questions, of course, will be whether the system of taxation in Judaea was the same
as that in other provinces of the Seleukid empire and whether it also applied in the 3rd
century.

The letter of Antiochos III to Ptolemaios (Document 12)
After his conquest of Judaea from the Ptolemies ca.200, Antiochos ordered, amongst
other things, tax relief for Jerusalem, which had suffered during the war. Certain taxes
are noted in his letter.
For the bringing of timber and other materials to Jerusalem from Judaea, other regions
and Lebanon, that were necessary for the repair of the Temple, no telos was to be
imposed. This would imply that a toll was normally levied at the city gates of Jerusalem,

90 Worrle( 1979:106-107). Bikerman(1938:118) can find no evidence of a tax on professions.
91 Daux(1934); Flaceliere(1935).

at the borders of the province of Judaea and at the exits of the royal forests of Lebanon
for certain goods.92
Three head taxes seem to have been applied, as some sections of the population were to
be exempted. These have been discussed earlier.93
A three-year exemption from taxes (ateleia) was granted to the inhabitants o f Jerusalem
and all those who returned to the city by a certain time. Does this include the head taxes
already mentioned? Probably not, as then the concession to the Jewish ruling classes
would have been of no value. So one must suppose that the taxes implied are those that
were normally levied within the city for legal and economic transactions, e.g. sales taxes,
registration fees etc. The distinction is being made between telos here and phoros in what
follows, between taxation and tribute, which one will see being repeated in other
documents concerning fiscal matters in Judaea.
The same inhabitants of Jerusalem were being granted a permanent one-third reduction in
tribute (phoros).94 There is a problem here, since it has generally been considered that
tribute was applied as an annual sum to a collective entity, a Greek polis, a village in royal
land, a temple, a dynast or an ethnos, which in turn distributed the burden amongst its
members as it saw fit. So why is Judaea not mentioned here, but only Jerusalem? It is
quite clear in the text that the Jews were considered an ethnos, but apparently only
insofar as their own laws and customs were concerned (TToXireveoQwarav oi
Kara, rovg narpiovg vofiovg).

ek

rod

e6vov<;

For the Seleukid fiscal authorities, Judaea seems to have been

treated very much like any other province of the empire and Jerusalem like any other
subject city, with a tribute assessment and a range of appropriate taxes.95
There is not a single tax concession in Antiochos’ letter for the rest of the population of
Judaea, unless a few of the members of the Jewish ruling classes, who benefited from the
head taxes exemption, happened to reside in the countryside. Indeed it is very probable
92 Also Bikerman(1935:16).
93 Bikerman (1935:18): the ‘<Sv imep vfe Ke<j>areXown’ may refer to different head taxes according to
local custom. Tscherikover( 1959:155): for example, the half shekel paid annually by each Jew to the
Temple annually for the daily rites. But this is unlikely, in my view, because Antiochos had clearly stated
that he would not interfere in local custom.
94 But Hahn(1978:18) takes this, along with the previous concession, as tribute remitted for three years
and then reduced by l/3rd.
95 Also Sch3fer(1995:29) for Antiochos’ measure applying only to Jerusalem, but Kreissig(1978:73) and
Bikerman(1988:126) for tribute paid by the Jews as an ethnos.

that Judaea would continue to pay tribute, assessed on its towns and villages, as well as
head taxes and transaction taxes.

Perhaps most important of all, taxes on agricultural

production and animal husbandry are not mentioned in Antiochos’ letter, probably not
because they did not exist, but simply because they did not affect the city of Jerusalem so
much as the countryside (see also the letters of Demetrios I and II below).96 Since the
only tolls suppressed were for building materials entering Jerusalem for the Temple,
including those from Judaea, one must suppose that tolls on other goods, e.g. agricultural
produce, would still be levied at the city gates.
In this light, Antiochos’ gesture does not appear to have been quite so generous. In the
position of strength in which he found himself ca.200, Antiochos had no need to make
concessions. Nor did he probably have any desire to reduce his revenues more than was
absolutely necessary. Indeed he would have preferred to increase them, if he could, which
seems to have been the consistent policy of Seleukid kings all along.

Antiochos’

decisions regarding the Jews were based on short-term political and financial
considerations.

The main beneficiaries were to be the Jewish ruling classes and the

Temple, whose political support was desirable and would be paid for by the concessions.
In this respect, the rest of the population of Judaea was a negligible quantity. As for the
Temple, it was central to the economy of the province. By repairing it, and in particular its
commercial porticoes (ra$ re crroa^), and providing temporary relief from a number of
transaction taxes in the city, the economy of Judaea could be stimulated. After three
years, when the tax exemption no longer applied, Jerusalem could be expected to produce
a satisfactory return for the royal treasury. For the countryside, there was also likely to
be an improvement in its revenue-generating capacity as the city’s economy, with which it
was closely linked, grew stronger.
The position then at the time of Antiochos III seems to have been that Judaea paid tribute,
assessed separately on Jerusalem and the different towns and villages, plus tithes on
agriculture, head taxes of various kinds, tolls and other transaction taxes and perhaps
taxes on animals. There is no mention of how the tax was collected, whether by the royal
authorities or by tax farmers.

96 Also Avi-Yonah( 1978:220-221).
tithe.

Bikerman(1988:126-127) accepts the possibility of some kind of

The reign of Seleukos IV
At the time of Seleukos IV the tribute and taxes of Judaea are said to have amounted in
total to 300 talents a year (Sulpicius Severus Chron.2Al.5). Either this is an estimate or,
more probably, in the light of subsequent events, a lump sum promised by a taxcontractor.

The tax-farming concessions bv Antiochos IV
The next reference to taxation is when tax-farming contracts were conceded by Antiochos
IV to two High Priests.

Onias had earlier acquired the right to collect the taxes of

Judaea, presumably the 300 talents above, but was outbid by Jason, who offered 360
talents plus 80 more for ‘any other revenue’, but what this was is not clear from the text
(II Macc. 4.8: eitayyeXa^ievoq rq) fiaatXe? Bi' evrevtzeax; apyvptov raX avra e^rjKovra npog
t oTg

Possibly the larger

rpiaKocrloig Kai npoaoBov nv6(; aXXr)<; raX avra oyBorjKovra).

amount comprised tribute and taxation on land, while taxes on people, animals and
commercial and legal transactions made up the smaller amount. This would be in keeping
with the idea that ps-Aristotle has listed sources of revenue by importance and the very
high taxation noted on land generally, but also specifically in Judaea (see below)97.
Menelaos promised 300 talents more (II Macc.4.24: xmep^aXtov
apyvpiov

r p i a K o m a ),

to v

Aaxrayva raX avra

but does not seem to have been able to meet his quota (II

Macc.4.27). The fiscal capacity of Judaea may have reached its limits.

The letter of Demetrios I to the Jewish nation (Document 13. with slight differences in I
Macc. 10.25-45)
Fiscal matters come up once more ca.150, when Demetrios I promised the Jews that he
would free them from most of the tribute (rovg (fropoug) and taxes (rag avvra^ei<;) that they
had paid his predecessors. His situation was quite unlike Antiochos Ill’s in that he found
himself in a position of weakness, in need of Jewish support against Alexander Balas.

97 Abel(1949:331): the 80 talents to collect customs duties and tolls.

The major difference with Antiochos is that there was to be no special treatment of
Jerusalem. What was offered by the king applied to the whole of Judaea, including
recently added districts from adjacent provinces. Demetrios had, so to speak, to lay his
cards on the table and one can thus obtain a full view of the range of taxation in Judaea.
In Demetrios’ letter immediate exemption was to be granted both from tribute (roug
(fropoug)

crop

and the tithe on agriculture, which stood at 1/3 of the grain crop and Vi of the fruit

{k o a

fiepog /

avri rtov rphtov

koa

avri

to v

to v

Kapixov Kai

to v

yfLio-eog

Tphov vrj<; trnopau; Kai avri

emftaXXovrog fioi XafieTv

to v

to v

tguXivov Kapnov

7jfJbicreo<;

to v

to

Kapnov

jtvo/ievov efioi

to v

fgvXivov

to v

in I.Macc.), or rather the equivalent value, if a v ri is to be

understood as ‘in place o f, ‘to the value o f.98
It is quite certain that there were two different tax burdens, as the tithe is linked to the
tribute with ‘npog t o v t o k ; (= ‘on top of this’).99 This helps reinforce the idea that a tithe
on agriculture also existed under Antiochos, but was not relieved, and is what the
Mnesimachos and other Greek inscriptions showed as possibly being standard fiscal
practice in the Seleukid empire for revenue from land, i.e. tribute (ekphoriori) plus a tithe
(debate) on agricultural produce.
Demetrios also promised relief from the salt tax ( t v j v t ifmjv Ttov aXtov / rfjg r ipvrjq t o v aXoq
in I.Macc.) and the crown tax ( t t j v

ti\v t\v t( o v

oretfravtov)

and, separately, from the general

head tax ’on each person, whatever was due to be given to me’ (imep Ke^aXrjq eKcurrrjs o
e h i fLoi $ido<r6ai).

These are exactly the same head taxes from which Antiochos had

exempted only the Jewish upper classes earlier and confirms that there were indeed three.
In fact, the phrasing of the general head tax does suggest that different rates may have
been applied to different sections of the population. The nature of the salt tax has already
been discussed.
Continuing with Demetrios’ promises, Jerusalem, up to her boundaries, was to be relieved
of the dekate and the tele (ano Trjg B cko. nqg Kai

t w v tc X & v ).

Freedom from tele, or sales

and transaction taxes, within the city probably matches the exemption granted earlier by
Antiochos for three years.

But the use of dekate is puzzling.

The terminology might

98 Also Goldstein (1976:402,406-407).
99 Also Schafer( 1995:54); contra M0rkholm(1966:145-146) that Antiochos IV introduced fixed tribute
and then replaced it with proportional land taxes and Freyne( 1980:185-186), that land taxes replaced
tribute after the Maccabean revolt.

suggest a tithe on agriculture for Jerusalem.

But this would be absurd if the tithe had

been abolished in Judaea as a whole. In any case, the terminology used previously for the
agricultural tithe is quite different. It is more likely then that the dekate was specifically a
toll, to be distinguished from the sales and other transaction taxes in the city.100 It was
not mentioned in Antiochos’ letter simply because no general relief from tolls at the city
gates of Jerusalem had being granted then. One presumes that for goods crossing the
frontiers of Judaea, Demetrios would still continue to levy tolls.
There was also to be no requisitioning of animals (prfie ayjapeveadai ra 'lovdaiaiv
im o ty y ia ),

while the Sabbaths and feast days, and also three days before each feast day,

were to be free of taxes (areXeTg).

These last are likely to have been transaction taxes

again, and more specifically sales taxes, which would be waived on the occasion of the
equivalent of a panegyris, much as happened elsewhere in the empire (8.4). However, if
the correct interpretation has been given to this document, sales taxes would not have
been incurred within the city of Jerusalem anyway, so what seems to be implied here is the
rest of Judaea.
There is, finally, the case of the liberated Jewish captives (I Mac. 10.34) discussed earlier,
who would be freed of tax along with their animals. Two possible interpretations were
given earlier (8.4-6), either exemption from a head tax and a tax on animals or, more
probably, from a toll on persons and animals, when these Jews returned to Judaea.

The letter of Demetrios II to Jonathan (Document 14)
In a position of weakness once more, a Seleukid king again sought support from the Jews.
It is likely that Demetrios I’s earlier promise had not been fulfilled, as Jonathan seems to
have preferred to side with Alexander Balas (I Macc. 10.47).
This time Jonathan’s demand was that Judaea and the attached three districts of Samaria
be made tribute-free (aphorologetos) in return for 300 talents (I Macc. 11.28).

This

should not be taken literally, as the king would still earn 300 talents a year using the
Jewish High-priest as tax-farmer.101 Demetrios II agreed and, as part of the package,
ordered that the tithe on agriculture (a m o

rc o v y e w ip A r c o v Trj<;

K a i rcHv a K p o d p v c o v )

100 Goldstein( 1976:408), following Bikerman(l938:115-117) for sales taxes and tolls.
101 Also Schafer( 1995:54).

be

abolished. He also granted tax relief from tolls and transaction taxes (SeKarai and reX tj),
the salt tax (rag

to v

aXog Xtpvag)

and the crown tax (rovg awjKovrag

tjilT v

ore^avovg).

Compared to the 360 plus 80 talents or more that the High-Priest Jason had paid the
Seleukid treasury in the reign of Antiochos IV for Judaea alone, Jonathan must have been
getting quite a bargain. But his was the stronger position.

8.8 Conclusions on regular revenue

The picture of taxation in the province of Judaea ca.200-140 shows taxes applied to most
economic activities, that match very well with the six sources of revenue in the satrapal
economy in ps-Aristotle’s Oikonomika. One can observe 1) tribute on corporate entities,
such as the city of Jerusalem, and a tithe on agriculture that varied according to the
product, 2) revenue generated from royal natural resources such as forests and salt pans,
3) tolls on goods crossing provincial boundaries or city gates or exiting from royal forests,
tolls on persons and animals and sales and transaction taxes in the city and countryside
and religious fairs, 4) taxes on animals and 5) a number of head taxes that were both
general and selectively applied to certain sections of the population. Only some special
taxes of an emporion are missing, such as port dues, but that is simply because Jerusalem
and Judaea received no water-born trade.
The same picture has been observed in the study of the documents examined earlier in this
Chapter, which came predominantly from Asia Minor.

Again, every single form of

revenue described by ps-Aristotle was identified. In one case at least, that of HerakleiaLatmos (Document 10) most could be found together.
Since ps-Aristotle was describing the picture that he could observe in Asia Minor or
northern Syria in the early 3rd century and one cannot detect any significant differences in
Judaea of the first half of the 2nd century, it is quite possible that this Seleukid system of
taxation was general in both time and space.

It seems also to have been a very

comprehensive system, leaving no area untouched where the kings could derive revenue,
in keeping with the policy of maximization of income which I have considered one of
their objectives (Chapter 3).
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8.9 Extraordinary revenue

In the theoretical section of the Oikonomika ps-Aristotle attempted to categorize the
regular income of kings via their satrapal administrations. In his theoretical treatment he
did not make provision for any ad hoc revenues. These were dealt with in the practical
examples that followed.
Seleukid kings raised funds from time to time by resorting to extortion and plunder. Such
cases have found their way into the mainly hostile sources for their reigns, e.g. Polybios
for temple-plundering by Antiochos IV (31.9.1) or I and II Maccabees, and tend to create
the impression that this activity was wide-spread. But given the fact that there were very
few wars of conquest outside the borders established by Seleukos I, except for those
persistent and mostly inconclusive Syrian Wars, the opportunities for plunder seem to
have been fairly limited. In those cases where erstwhile Seleukid provinces or cities were
reconquered, which occurred only rarely, it did not pay the king to inflict excessive
damage as this would have ruined his future revenue-earning prospects from taxation. He
more often than not settled for an indemnity (see below).
From time to time a defeated enemy or a rebel city or people were treated harshly and
plundered and enslaved, but this was legitimate practice in the eyes of the Greek world: to
the victor belonged the spoils of war, who could impose his will on the defeated. The
cities and peoples of the Seleukid empire lived a relatively peaceful existence when
compared to the turmoil of the old Greek world in the last three centuries BC.

Indemnities
An indemnity might be imposed on a defeated enemy. Antiochos III exacted 300 talents
from the Armenians plus 1,000 horses and 1,000 mules (Pol.8.23.5). Euthydemos of
Baktria made concessions to the king, including the provisioning of his troops and the
supply of elephants, but also ‘on other matters’ (Pol. 11.34.10). Sophagasenos of the
Paropamisadae was similarly imposed upon for elephants, but also for treasure
(P oll 1.39.11-12), which suggests that this may also have been Euthydemos’ ‘other
matters’. Gerrha avoided a military confrontation by paying 500 talents of silver, 1,000
talents of frankincense and 200 talents of myrrh (Pol. 13.9.5).

Antiochos VII demanded 1,000 talents from Simon, the Jewish high-priest, unless he
delivered up the cities and lands (mainly Joppa and Gazara), along with their tribute, that
he had taken outside the borders of Judaea (I Macc. 15.30).
A city within the empire might be fined for supporting an opponent of the king, e.g.
Seleukeia-Tigris, whose 1,000 talents were graciously reduced by Antiochos III to 150
(Pol.5.54.9), and possibly also Sardes after its recapture in 213.102

Selge in Pisidia paid

400 talents to Achaios to cease hostilities, with a further 300 to come (Pol.5.76.10).
An indemnity may be a pointer to annual revenue from a province or city. In Greek
tradition a fine was often levied for late payment or violation of an agreement equal in
value to the transaction itself.

In the Mnesimachos inscription (Document 5), for

example, twice the value of the loan was to be paid if Mnesimachos violated his
agreement. At Aspendos Alexander doubled the tribute of 50 talents to 100 when the city
did not pay (ArrAnab. 1.26.2, 27.4).

Plunder
Captives were an important element of plunder in warfare. During the Maccabean revolt
the Seleukid official Nikanor calculated that he could raise 2,000 talents from the
anticipated sale of the Jewish population (II Macc.8.10; JosAnt. 12.299). Antiochos IV
apparently enslaved 40,000 when he suppressed a Jewish revolt and took Jerusalem (II
Macc.5.14), though such a figure is highly suspect.
The looting of temples of their valuables appears with somewhat greater frequency in the
sources, but should not give one the impression that the Seleukid kings plundered for
plunder’s sake, though it is true that short-term financial difficulties may have made
temple treasuries attractive targets.103
An attempt was made by Heliodoros, the minister of Seleukos IV, apparently to rob the
Temple of Jerusalem of the savings of widows and orphans valued at 200 talents of gold
and 400 talents of silver, but was frustrated by divine intervention, according to the
Jewish version (II Macc.3.7ff). There is some question, though, whether this was such a
102 Gauthier( 1989:13,19-21) suspected that an indemnity was mentioned in the illegible first line of the
inscription (Document 9), to be settled in three years.
103 Debord( 1982:271).

wanton act. Seleukos IV had been providing funds for the sacrifices in the Temple (II
Macc.3.3: ..Kai 'LeXevKov t o v Trjq ’Aor'tag ficuriXea %opryye?v €K t w v idlcov TrpoaoBcov Tcavra r a
npog Taq XeiTovpyiaq rcov dvaitov emfiaXXovra BairavTjpuara

..).

It was signalled to the

Seleukid authorities by their local supervisor (TrpooraTTjq t o v iepov) that the contents of the
Temple treasury of the Temple did not match the accounts for the sacrifices (II Macc.3.6:
.. Kai fir) Trpo<rr)K€iv aura npoq

t o v tc o v

Qvaiwv Xoyov ..).

It is possible then that Seleukos

believed that the funds he had been supplying for a specific purpose had been misused
and wished them returned.
The temple of Aine at Ekbatana was despoiled by Antiochos III of gold and silver
ornamentation valued at 4,000 talents (Pol. 10.27.12-13). Here, it is true, no cause seems
to have been given by the temple, other than the king’s own pressing financial needs for
his Anabasis.
Some years later Antiochos IV, on his return from Egypt, captured Jerusalem by assault,
took many captives and plundered the Temple of possessions valued at 1,800 talents.
However, the Jews had apparently revolted, misled by a false report about the king’s
death in Egypt (I Macc. 1.21; II Macc.5.14; 5.21). In Greek eyes, subjects who rebelled
were forfeit along with their possessions and this was normal treatment. An alternative
explanation is the forced collection of arrears of the annual tribute of 660 talents promised
by the High-Priest Menelaos in 172 or 171, but never delivered.104
Antiochos III died attempting to plunder the temple of Zeus-Bel in ElymaTs
(Diod.28.3,29.15; Strabo 16.1.18) and Antiochos IV may have suffered a similar fate after
an attempt on the temple of Artemis-Nanaia, also in Elymais (Pol.31.9; Diod.31.18a).
That is how hostile tradition has presented these events. One may, however, consider
them in the context of military campaigns, whose objective was simply to bring back into
the Seleukid fold provinces that had broken away in the aftermath of Magnesia (which is
how the normally hostile I Maccabees(3.31) has presented this for Antiochos IV:
e fio u X e u a a T O

to v

ir o p e v d v jv a i e iq t t j v

Y le p a id a

K a i X a fieT v T o v q fy o p o v q t o y v x o i p & v ) ,

Kai

and

resistance happened to be met at important local sanctuaries, which also served as
treasuries.

104 Merkholmf 1966:142-143).

Other sources of revenue
The king might acquire revenue by the act of granting a charter to a Greek polis. There
were advantages in being a citizen, fiscal and otherwise, which someone would be willing
to pay for. Jason, the High Priest offered 150 talents for the privilege of enrolling citizens
in Antioch-Jerusalem (II Macc.4.9), which no doubt he felt he could recoup quite easily.
One wonders if this practice had also been applied in other city foundations.
Similarly Demetrios I was paid 1,000 talents by Orophemes for helping to place him on
the Kappadokian throne (App.5yr.47).
The sale of royal land to Pitane has already been mentioned (8.1) and might be indicative
of Seleukid practice in generating revenue when required.

Conclusion
The various cases of extraordinary revenue collection described above often do show high
sums, but one questions what these might have represented compared to regular annual
revenue. If, for example, the indemnity of Seleukeia-Tigris had been set at one year’s
tribute and taxation from the city, one should consider the remaining 160 years when the
city provided regular revenue of this order. If the temple of Jerusalem yielded 1,800
talents in plunder (and not tribute owed) after more than 30 years of Seleukid rule, this
represented only a small fraction of what that the province had generated in revenue in
this time. Though extraordinary revenue did help with temporary cash-flow problems,
particularly those created by the need to finance military campaigns, it probably
constituted overall and in the long run a negligible proportion of the income of Seleukid
kings.105

105 contra Green( 1990:362) that booty constituted a major item in the revenue account.

9. THE HANDLING OF SURPLUSES
Tlepi fie r a e^ a ya yyip a Kai e la a y o y y ip a n o re Kai r iv a irapa t q j v (rarpantov e v r f j r a y j j
€ k X o ^ 6 v ti

avru ) \ v ( r i T e \ rQ(ret h ariQ eaQ ai.

‘With regard to goods that can be sent out or brought in, which of them, having been
received from the satraps in their provinces, were to be profitably disposed of on his (the
king’s) behalf and when’

In Chapter 7 on the Oikonomika it was suggested that the second and third aspects of the
royal economy represented the interaction between this and the other types of economy in
terms of goods and bullion that crossed their respective boundaries in either direction.
Though the terms el(rayd}yifia and

e ^ a y a y y if ia

can indeed denote imports and exports in

the modem sense, of a Greek polis for instance, here the meaning is more specific. It
concerns the management of the surplus collected by the king from tribute and taxation
and the natural resources he controlled.

It includes items transported even within a

province to and from royal land, treasuries and storehouses.1
Fortunately there is a source which can show how the management of surplus was
handled in detail at some point in time and place in the Achaemenid empire. This may
help illuminate several Hellenistic-period texts and Seleukid practice.

9.1 Evidence from the Persepolis texts

It will be recalled (Chapter 1.4) that the Fortification texts of the time of Darius I deal
with the movement of commodities to and from storehouses in an administrative area
centered on Persepolis, which probably coincided with the later Seleukid satrapy of
Persis. The chief administrator at Persepolis and his deputy controlled the entire operation
with an organization that will be discussed in Chapter 13.1.

Slightly later in time, the

1 Briant(1994b:74) also refused to translate the e^ayuyyifui and eia-ayoiytfia of ps-Aristotle as
‘exportations’ and ‘importations’, but rather as ‘sorties’ and ‘entrees’, which concern the surplus that had
to be managed intelligently by the administration. His original idea (1986:42) was that this referred to
grain transported from one satrapy to another to balance surpluses and shortages and build up stocks on
the great strategic routes, but this developed (1996:467) into any exits and entries of products from and
into royal storehouses and a categoric denial in Briant/Descat( 1998:91) that this had anything to do with
exports and imports. Also Murray(1966:151): the reception, storage and disposal of goods and bullion
received from satrapies.

Treasury texts (also Chapter 1.4) record payments made in silver to officials and workers
at Persepolis in lieu of part of their ration allowance.
The Persepolis texts provide us with a glimpse of the workings of a satrapal economy, but
the royal economy intrudes from time to time. There is evidence that similar operations
may have been conducted at Susa and in Arachosia, which raises the possibility that the
system may have been general.2

Surplus, exchange and price
Here is an example of how the surplus between commodity taxation receipts and rationissuing requirements was handled at a satrapal storehouse according to the Fortification
texts. This has been discussed elsewhere at length.3
Part of an account for years 18 an 19 of Darius I (504/3) at the Histiyanus fortress reads
as follows4:

\ . And again, in that fortress, an account was made for Maraza the assistant fruithandier, Umaka the haturmaksa, Hindukka the etira, toted 3 (persons).
They withdrew 27 22/30 (irtiba) of fruit.
Then they made a sut (for) an adult female ass o f lowest quality, the payment
(being) 16 20/30 (irtiba) o f fruit.

Then the ass was entrusted to Bakapama in the 20th year, on the 12th day (of) the
first month.
(As) balance they were withdrawing 11 2/30 {irtiba).
Of that they did not expend (for) what they were to make sut.
Then (for?) each 55 saumaras (and) one-third saumaras were brought in, in
(accordance with) the former law).’
At this storehouse there were stocks of grain, wine and fruit, which had been apparently
collected from taxation of the surrounding district.

2 Briant( 1996:462).
3 Aperghis(l997a).
4 Hallock( 1969:PF1980, lines 21-31).

Maraza was the storekeeper

responsible for fruit, while the role of the other two officials in the text will be discussed
in Chapter 13.1.
It was decided that a certain quantity of fruit was surplus to the storehouse’s requirements
and this was ‘withdrawn’ in accordance with a general policy of bringing commodity
stocks down to zero or very low values by the end of the year in preparation for taxation
receipts from the following year’s harvest. This ‘withdrawal’ essentially belonged to the
king and now entered the royal economy from the satrapal.
A certain part of the amount withdrawn was exchanged for an ass at a price that had
actually been pre-set for this type of animal and quality.

Some time later an official,

Bakapama, on a round of collection, picked up the ass, as he did various animals from
other storehouses. Collectors also picked up surpluses of grain and other commodities
and brought them to royal storehouses or estates.
But at Histiyanus some fruit still remained and this was sold for saumaras, again at a pre
set rate of five to an irtiba of fruit. On this particular occasion the transaction was not
carried out at the current official rate for some reason, but at the previous one.

The

saumaras, it turns out, was very possibly silver, which was also collected from the
storehouses and brought to Persepolis.
At Persepolis the Treasury texts show us that silver was used to make partial payments to
officials and workers and it then presumably found its way back to the storehouses in
exchange for supplies.
A trading-post (zamatas) is where this exchange may have taken place. In one text5 78
irtiba of barley were withdrawn from a storehouse and
‘Antarma received and took it (to) the zamatas of Harriyauzaka at Manada; he
removed (it) by road. It was deposited to his (account and) he will be making
sut\
One can envisage Antarma carting 2,340 litres of the king’s barley, which might otherwise
have rotted in the storehouse, to the trading post where it could be profitably exchanged
or sold on the king’s behalf.

5 Hallock(1969:PF1956, lines 27-29).

Sometimes one can see the process reversed, a transfer back from a royal to a satrapal
storehouse6:
‘Tell Piratamka, Zissawis spoke as follows: Flour which from the (royal) stores went to
him (at) Uzikurras in the 22nd year, out of that flour 4914 BAR (of) flour (is) to be issued
(as) rations to Skudrian (and) Asketian workers, whose apportionments are set by
Baraddumawis ...’
Zissawis was the deputy-head of the Persepolis administration and Piratamka a
storekeeper in charge of a travel station on the Royal Road between Persepolis and Susa.
Flour rations were normally provided to travellers passing through, sufficient only for one
day, whereas workers in the vicinity had to be content with raw barley.

This was

obviously an exceptional situation, perhaps a bonus of some sort, as one often finds in the
Fortification texts. At the usual rate of 1 litre per worker per day, this amount of flour
would feed 495 workers for one day.

This and more flour had apparently been issued to

the travel storehouse from some royal store where, presumably, surplus grain had been
collected and milled.
Here is how a transfer between satrapal and royal storehouses was typically recorded on a
transaction tablet7:
‘29 marrish of wine Appirmarsha acquired and took (it) from (the place) Rashinuzza (to)
Bashrakada (for) the royal stores’.
There are also occasional references to the ‘sheep of the king’, the ‘cattle of the king’, the
‘royal horses’ etc., which allow us a glimpse of the royal economy.8

Other Achaemenid evidence
But, on a more general level, one should ask oneself the question of how it was that the
Persian satraps obtained the silver with which to send the tribute of their respective
provinces to the king (Hdt.3.90-94)9, if not to some extent through the sale of their

6 Hallock(1969:PF1813).
7 Hallock( 1969:PF42).
8 Hallock(1969): e.g. sheep: PF775,1442; cattle: PF1942,1965,1991; horses PF1668-9,1784.
9 Briant( 1996:402-406) on the Persian tribute in silver; also Descat(1985; 1989).

surplus stocks. An example comes from an Athenian decree (IG II 2 207, a-d) honouring
the Persian satrap Orontes for having sold grain to the Athenians for silver.10
In 5th century Babylonia the Murasu texts (Chapter 1.4) show quite clearly that taxes were
owed to the Persian treasury in silver on land which had been granted by the king to
hatrus, which were groups of soldiers, artisans etc, who may have found it difficult to raise
the necessary silver.

The Murasu firm undertook to lease the land from the hatrus and

pay their silver taxes. They then sub-leased the land, along with water-rights, equipment
and seed, in return for a rent in barley or dates. One is not told how they converted these
commodity receipts into silver, but is not unreasonable to suppose that this was through
bulk sales in city markets, perhaps partly after conversion into other products, e.g. barley
beer or date wine. As far as the royal administration was concerned, an intermediary had
been found to convert what was originally commodity taxation into silver.11
The examples discussed above show a system in operation exactly like that described by
ps-Aristotle regarding ‘goods that can be sent out or brought in’. Not only was there
movement of commodities between the royal and satrapal economies in both directions,
but the surpluses of satrapal storehouse were exchanged for something else or sold for
silver in a way that was apparently advantageous for the king.

9.2 Evidence from Hellenistic texts

Antigonos and the synoikism of Teos and Lebedos (Document 1)
In a letter addressed by Antigonos Monophthalmos to Teos in western Asia Minor
regarding a synoikism with Lebedos, Antigonos appeared

upset that the Lebedians,

seconded by the Teans, had requested that they be allowed to import grain because of an
anticipated shortage. He pointed out that the taxed land was located nearby and any
supplies could easily be obtained from it (..

tcXvjo-'iov

ovcrrjg rvjg <j)opoXo'yovfLe[v(r}g %aipag

w ore eav <xpe\(L yVvvjrai (rhou, eil%epa>g oiofieQa elvat iLeraTrefnreoDai €K [ravryjg 6n6cro]v av
rig fiouXyrai).

10 Briant(1994b:72-73) discusses the decree in detail and concludes that the sale of grain surpluses was
‘une pratique courante et normale des satrapes’.
11 Stolper( 1974; 1985) for the Murasu.

Antigonos’ letter mentions the phorologoumene chora, the taxed land. Looked at from the
perspective of ps-Aristotle, the ‘taxed land’ belonged to the satrapal economy, which is
where taxation and rents were collected (Chapter 8.1). It was the surplus over and above
the needs of the satrapy, both in silver and in kind, which could be disposed of on the
king’s behalf.

So what Antigonos was implying is that on his orders the Teans and

Lebedians could receive grain from this surplus.
One can see that Antigonos was protesting his good intentions too much and the reality
was probably different.

Teos and Lebedos were probably considered by him tied

customers for his salable grain and being taken advantage of. They justifiably wanted a
less expensive supplier but had to be diplomatic about suggesting this to their nominal ally,
but actual overlord, Antigonos. If they could have bought grain at a low cost from him,
why look elsewhere?

‘As everyone knows’ in Antigonos’ letter suggests that the sale of

commodities from royal lands must have been common practice and he himself declared
that it was his policy for all subject cities to restrict grain imports. Thus one should not
doubt that Antigonos kept his one eye very firmly on the market and took advantage of his
near-monopolistic position. In the end, however, he acceded to the request of the Teans,
presumably attaching more value to long-term political advantage than to short-term
financial gain.

Eumenes and the mercenary agreement.
In this text (OGIS 266) a contract with mercenary soldiers is laid out in detail. Though
from Attalid Asia Minor, this is probably relevant to Seleukid practice as well. There are
some special circumstances relating to a mutiny that had just taken place, but these are not
relevant to the present discussion.
( oxJxjoviov , f i i M g )

Mercenaries were normally given a daily wage

and a food ration or allowance ((rhoq,

fi e r p T j i m )

(Chapter 10). In the

agreement (line 1) this is how the Attalid king was to handle the food allowance:
‘.. (rirov TtfjLVjv amorweiv rod peBipvov Spafflj/iq Teovapaq, oivov rod fierpTjrov dpa%iLaq
Teovapcbq ..’

‘... to set a price for wheat of four drachmas per medimnos and for wine of four
drachmas per metretes ... ’

It has been suggested12 that what the text means is that the king paid these sums,
presumably on a monthly basis, so that the soldiers might themselves purchase their grain
and wine supplies. However, there is a problem here. If the king were indeed specifying
payments that he had contracted to make, what of the normal wages of the mercenaries,
which should logically have appeared at this point in the agreement and do not? In my
interpretation the king established a fixed price for his soldiers so that they could make
purchases at royal storehouses. A medimnos, equal to 48 choinikes, was the normal
soldier’s ration in antiquity for 48 days.

One can envisage soldiers’ messes, their

‘household economies’, making regular bulk purchases from the royal economy. It is
interesting that the wheat price at which Eumenes had agreed to sell produce from the
royal stores to his mercenaries seems to have been lower than the prevailing price in this
period.13 The fact that such a price option was included in the mercenary agreement
suggests that the price must indeed have been low. One can speculate that perhaps one of
the reasons for their revolt may have been the fact that the mercenaries, as tied customers
of the king, were being compelled to purchase supplies at rather high prices, thereby
effectively returning to their paymaster much of what they had received from him in pay.
Eumenes may have been using a near-monopolistic position to sell his produce no
differently from Antigonos and so, in all likelihood, would have done a Seleukos or an
Antiochos.

Demetrios I and the Jews
In the competition between Seleukid contenders for Jewish support ca.152, Demetrios I’s
offer included the following (I Macc. 10.40):
‘..

Kayo) didwfjji

kclt

eviavrov dena nevre %iXia^e<;

rod fiao'iXecoq ano robv to ttcw

t o jv

o -'i k X cov

apyvplov a/no roiv Xoycov

avrjKovrcov ..’

‘... And I will give each year 15,000 shekels of silver from the king’s account from
the places belonging to me.’
12 Griffith( 1935:282-288); Grote(1913:86-87).
13 Also Launey(1950:738-746), who discusses the meaning of a-nortveiv and draws attention to the higher
prices at Delos in the first half of the 3rd century of 5.7 to 9.9 Aislmedimnos for wheat and 10-11
Ardmetretes for wine. Eumenes’ mercenaries were apparently getting a good bargain.

Obviously it is not possible to pay silver from land and what is referred to here is the
value of a certain amount of agricultural produce, rent from royal land.

A sale would

have to be made in the satrapal or city economies and the proceeds entered into the royal
treasury before payment to the Jews could be effected.

Laodike and Iasos (Document 6)
Laodike, the wife of Antiochos II, wrote to the city of Iasos concerning a gift o f grain that
she had made to the city, which she had instructed the dioiketes, Strouthion to deliver
each year (yeypoufceiKa X t p o v O'k o v i ran (HioiKyrfji £(/>' em? bena

k c lt

eviavrov iwp&v %iXiovq

fLebifjivovq ’ArrtKOvq etq rrjv noXiv TrapaKOfLi^ovra •napabibovai ro?q irapa rov dypov)
As will be argued in Chapter 13.5, the dioiketes was responsible for the financial
administration of a satrapy or a region within one, including the management of the king’s
own property, taking his orders directly from the king. Here it is the queen who issues the
orders, which suggests that this grain was coming from a royal surplus. The text goes on
to inform us that the city was expected to sell the grain so as to provide dowries for
daughters of poor citizens. Naturally, Laodike might have provided the silver herself, but
it may have seemed easier to shift the problem of the grain-sale onto the city.
One can see a similar picture in the Fortification texts, where estates belonging to
members of the royal family are called ulhi, whereas those granted to officials of the
administration are irmatam. Here is an example of an Achaemenid queen’s orders to issue
commodities from her estate:14
Tell Salamanna (the woman) Irtasduna spoke as follows: From my ulhi (estate)
(at) Kuknaka 100 marrish (of) wine (is) to be issued to Kamsabana the accountant.
Irtima (is) the hirakurra. In the 22nd year (this) sealed document (was delivered)’
Irtasduna was Artystone, the favourite wife of Darius I (Hdt.3.88), Irtima the hirakurra
may have been the bailiff of her estate and Salamanna, who crops up a number of times in
the Fortification texts arranging for provisions to be supplied, is likely to have been a
financial officer in the satrapal administration.

14 Hallock( 1969:PF 1837).

Other texts

Wood from the royal forests of Taranza and Lebanon for the rebuilding of Sardeis
(Document 9) and the Temple of Jerusalem (Document 12) are other examples of transfers
from the royal to city economies.

Free grain supplies and oil for the gymnasium of

Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10) probably originally arrived at royal storehouses as the
surplus of rent from royal land or taxation from cities. And so on.

9.3 Conclusions on the handling of surpluses

The Achaemenid kings received much of their income from commodity taxation, but,
though they paid many of their expenses as commodity rations, a surplus was still left
over, which needed to be disposed of for two reasons. The first is that commodity stocks
would eventually spoil if left in storage for too long. The second is that other useful items
were also required for the running of the empire, principally precious metals.
For the Seleukid kings it has been suggested (Chapter 3) that they strove to convert more
of their taxation receipts and administrative expenses into silver. But though the volume
of incoming and outgoing commodities in the satrapal economy may have been lower, the
problem of a surplus and its disposal continued to exist.
In both empires the solution seems to have been the same: satrapal officials had the
responsibility of disposing of the surplus by sale or royal grant. In the Seleukid empire,
however, one has the impression that the king was more directly involved in the decision
making (see also Chapter 13).
One thing is clear, that the commodity surpluses of the king, whether Achaemenid or
Seleukid, were not left idle.15

15 For Briant(1994b:76) a tributary economy had need of access to a market where it could dispose of its
surpluses for silver. Exchange could be initiated by officials of the administration or private merchants
acting as intermediaries.

10. EXPENDITURE
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‘With regard to expenditure, what is to be cut and when, and whether to meet expenses
with coinage or with goods in place of money.’

The main regular expenses of the empire concerned the maintenance of armed forces and
satrapal administration and the upkeep of king and court.

Ad hoc expenditure aided

the kings’ foreign and domestic policies and included the funding of city construction,
grants of tribute and tax relief and gifts to cities, temples and individuals. One should also
not forget losses suffered in war, in particular the Roman war indemnity.
Expenditure took place both in silver and kind. My theme has been that, increasingly, it
took the form of silver as this was what its major destination, the Seleukid armed forces,
required (see below). Total expenditure will be considered in Chapter 12.

10.1 Military expenses
No figures are given in the sources for the military costs of the Seleukids at any time.
Yet this, as will be seen below, represented the major expense item of the royal economy.1
This was a ‘spear-won’ empire, retaining its hold on the land, as had done its predecessors
in the Near East, primarily through the threat and application of military force. An army
was maintained to extract tribute and fed off the process of this tribute. This was, in
essence, the practice of the Roman Empire too, for which there is a great deal more
numerical information. A professional army and navy were employed there, which seem to
have consumed perhaps two thirds or more of the state budget.2
To arrive at a total cost it is necessary to know basically three things: the size of the army
and navy, the average rate of pay of each soldier and sailor and the period during the year
when he was paid.

Clearly there is oversimplification here. Army numbers could differ

significantly between ‘peace-time’ conditions and those of a major campaign or war
1 Andreades( 1933:99).
2 For Duncan-Jones( 1994:45) the figure is over 70% ca. AD 150 and AD 215.

lasting several years. Rates of pay would vary for different classes of soldier or sailor and
might also depend upon the status of the troops, whether Greco-Macedonian settlers,
Greek or native mercenaries, native levies or ‘allies’. These rates may also have changed
during the 2 V2 centuries of Seleukid rule. Finally, length of service could involve yearround garrison duty or simply a short summer expedition for the fleet.
Despite all these uncertainties an attempt will be made to arrive at an approximate total
cost of the Seleukid armed forces under two conditions, ‘peace-time’ and those of a major
campaign. The period for which there is most information for army size spans the reigns
of Antiochos III and his successors to the defeat of Antiochos VII by the Parthians in 129.
After this, and the resulting loss of Mesopotamia, one can no longer speak of a Seleukid
empire.

As for the earlier period, it is possible only to extrapolate backwards with

caution.

The army
The starting point is the detailed figures in the sources for two major battles, Raphia
against Ptolemy IV in 217 (Pol.5.79) and Magnesia against the Romans in 190 (Livy
37.37.9, 37.40; App.5yr.31), and the pompe at Daphne in 166 (Pol.30.25).

The table

below shows the approximate make-up of the army in each case.3

3 I essentially follow Bar-Kochva(1979), with some differences in counting troops in the different
categories (Bar-Kochva:51-52 for mercenaries, native levies and allies), the difference with total army
size being what he has termed ‘military settlers’ and I have called ‘regulars’.
The 1,000 Thracians at Raphia I consider mercenaries, whereas he regards them as military settlers from
Persis. But why should Thracian military settlers be singled out and no other nationality?
At Magnesia the’detailed figures in Livy(37.40) do not add up to his total of 60,000 infantry and 12,000
cavalry in 37.37.9, but only to 45,200 infantry and 11,700 cavalry. The missing figures can be supplied
with some confidence. The number of ‘Tarentine’ mercenaries in the cavalry is not given, but was
probably around 500 (also Bar-Kochva:169). The argyraspides in the Seleukid infantry normally
totaled 10,000 (also Bar-Kochva:9) and the remaining 5,000 or so are troops are likely to have been those
guarding the Seleukid camp and the ‘lights’ supporting the 50 elephants. Bar-Kochva(p.51) assumes
that the camp was guarded by 3,000 Thracian military settlers. One notes that Alexander too seems to
have used Thracians in this role at Gaugamela (A n Anab.3.12.5). Again, I reject the notion of military
settlers and prefer mercenaries.
In the Daphne pompe 3,000 Thracians are noted and this time Bar-Kochva(p.52) does consider them
mercenaries. As for the ‘lights’ supporting the 50 elephants, these would be about 2,000 trained regular
troops. Finally, Bar-Kochva(p.51) assumes that the 2,500 Mysians were allies, rather than mercenaries,
as I do, bearing in mind their appearance in the pompe at Daphne.

Raphia 217

Magnesia 190

Daphne 166

Inf.

Cav.

Inf.

Cav.

Inf.

Cav.

Regulars

30,000

6,000

28,000

8,000

25,000

6,500

Mercenaries

13,500

14,000

4,200

16,000

Native levies

8,500

16,200

Allies

10,000

2,000

Total

62,000

12,200

41,100

6,000

60,400

6,500

The above figures are for field armies only. Garrisons, navies and support personnel will
be considered later.
The battle of Raphia was the culminating major action of the 4th Syrian War, which
followed immediately upon the suppression by Antiochos of Molon’s revolt in the East.
At the time, the king could not draw upon the fiill resources of the empire, as western
Asia Minor was effectively lost to the usurper Achaios, southern Asia Minor was
controlled by the Ptolemies and beyond Media and Persis Seleukid control was either
weak or non-existent (Chapter 2). Thus, the 68,000 troops of Raphia represented only a
part of Seleukid military potential.
At Magnesia an army of some 72,000 was deployed. But two years earlier Antiochos had
crossed over into Greece with a force of 10,000 and 500 cavalry (Livy 35.43.6; 36.15.3),
which faced the Romans at Thermopylae (App.Syr. 17) and only 500 escaped the battle
(Livy 36.19.11; App.5yr.20).

In all probability, Antiochos’ losses were mainly in

mercenaries, which he seems to have recouped quickly for Magnesia.
The purpose of the Daphne pompe has always remained unclear. Was it, as a hostile
Polybios(30.25) has tried to persuade us, a response to the games celebrated by Aemilius
Paullus, a declaration of the wealth and strength of the empire?4 Or was it simply a
victory procession after the invasion of Egypt.5 Or was it, as I am inclined to believe, the
4 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:220): an image-rebuilding effort.
5 Gruen( 1977:76).

festive commencement of the expedition of Antiochos IV against the Parthians, the
gathering of the main forces in preparation for the eastward march the following year?6
The Roman inspectors, who had anxiously arrived, could find nothing threatening to the
interests of Rome (Pol.30.27) and one may suppose that they were not unhappy that
Antiochos’ ambitions were directed away from the Mediterranean.
The absence of non-Greek levies and ‘allies’ at Daphne, if a military expedition was in
preparation, is to be expected.

It would be normal to have them join the army on its

march east at a staging centre, such as Seleukeia-Tigris, nearer their area of recruitment.
If the battle of Raphia is any guide, included in the Seleukid army then were 5,000 Medes,
Kissians, Kadusians and Karmanians, as well as 2,000 ‘Agrianian’ and Persian bowmen
and slingers (Pol.5.79).7

The indications are that Antiochos IV may still have retained

some sort of suzerainty over Persis (Chapter 2) and so native levies from the east of the
order of 7,000 or more seem quite possible, giving a total army size for this campaign of
not less than 55,000.
At the same time, however, substantial Seleukid troops were engaged in Palestine in
suppressing the Maccabean revolt. The fanciful figure given for the battle of Ammaus
(165) o f 40,000 infantry and 7,000 cavalry in I. Maccabees(3.39,41) can be discarded, but
the 20,000 in II Maccabees(8.9) may well be a reasonable figure, if Edomite and Philistine
‘allies’ are included.8

Thus, a total force of around 75,000 in two Seleukid field armies

at this time is a not unreasonable figure.
There is some support for such a number in the later campaign of Lysias against the
Maccabees to quell what had by then become a dangerous situation for the Seleukids in
Palestine, which culminated in the battle of Beith-Zacharia in 162. In Josephus’ account
of the campaign (BJ 1.41-6), the 50,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry for the Seleukid army
may be a reasonably accurate number.9 This would have represented a substantial part of
the forces that had traveled east with Antiochos IV a few years earlier, but certainly not

6 Also Will( 1982:346), Bunge(1976:71).
7 Bar-Kochva( 1979:51) on the ‘Agrianians’ as possibly Persians armed in the style of the Agrianians of
Alexander.
8 Bar-Kochva(1979:13).
9 Bar-Kochva( 1979:177).

all, if one considers that the situation there had been left unresolved by his sudden death,
with the Parthian threat undiminished.
From the detailed figures in the sources for the specific periods of Raphia, Magnesia and
Daphne, spanning about 50 years, one may arrive at the conclusion that the Seleukid
kings could and did raise field armies then of 70-80,000 when required.
There are no equally reliable figures for other major campaigns in this period, but one can
nevertheless reach some conclusions.

It is possible that a larger Seleukid army was

deployed in the victorious battle of Panion in 200 during the 5th Syrian war than in the
earlier defeat at Raphia. In Daniel( 11.13) ‘the king of the north shall again set forth a
multitude, greater than the former’, which possibly refers to the 4th and 5th Syrian wars.
For the eastern Anabasis (212-205) one should not reject Justin(41.5.7) out of hand
when he quotes 100,000 infantry and 20,000 cavalry, though these figures have obviously
been rounded up.10 Polybios( 10.28.1) also writes of a large force. One may consider the
importance and difficulty of this campaign in recovering lost and distant territories, which
so added to the prestige of the king that he was granted the title ‘Great’ by his
contemporaries. One may also note the relative quiet at this time on the Mediterranean
political and military front, which would have permitted a maximum effort in the East.
Finally, the analysis of mint output at Seleukeia-Tigris in Chapter 11.5 suggests that huge
amounts of coinage were minted there, far greater than any peace-time needs of the
region, indicating very high military expenditure. So it is not unreasonable to consider
that Antiochos was able to gather a rather large army for the Anabasis, probably not
smaller than those of his other campaigns. A figure of 70,000 or more, approaching
Justin’s, may not in the end be unreasonable.11
For the period after Antiochos IV two other figures in the sources should be noted. The
first is the 80,000 strong army raised by Antiochos VII in his last-ditch effort against the
Parthians, which culminated in his defeat and death in 129 (Justin 38.10). Such a number
should not really surprise one in view of what has already been seen of Seleukid military

10 Bar-Kochva(1979:10).
11 contra Grainger(l996:339) that on extended campaigns only half these forces could be used, which
constituted the standing army.

capability and the critical importance of Mesopotamia to the empire.12 Diodoros(34.1517) hints at a massive recruitment drive when he speaks of the loss suffered by every
family in Antioch after the defeat.

Justin’s account has Antiochos receiving the

submission of several native ‘kings’ on his march east, victoriously occupying Babylonia
and having all the people of the region pass over to his side until nothing was left to the
Parthians. What we may read between the lines is the recruitment of substantial Greek
and non-Greek forces from erstwhile Seleukid territory in Mesopotamia and western
Iran. 13

To these may also be added the potentially large Jewish contingent led by

Hyrcanus (JosAnt. 13.250). There is no reason to doubt that the army that finally faced
the Parthians may have been of the size given by Justin.
The second figure is the army of 40,000 raised by Alexander II Zabinas in his attempt on
the Seleukid throne in the 120’s (Diod.34/35.22). Even when the Seleukid kingdom - as
such it was then - had been restricted to mainly northern Syria and Kilikia, it was still
possible to raise such forces.
The earlier period from Seleukos I to Antiochos III is the most difficult for any estimate.
The only precise numbers we have are for Seleukos’ army on the march to Ipsous, which
consisted of 20,000 infantry and
(Diod.20.113.4).

12,000 cavalry, along with 480 elephants

The relatively small numbers of infantry are not indicative of Seleukid

military potential then. It is likely that Seleukos had put together only a picked force for
the long march west at a time when the eastern satrapies of the empire had recently been
conquered and a potential threat from Chandragupta the Maurya emperor still existed,
despite the peace treaty between the two kings. On the other hand, the size of the cavalry
in the army is revealing. It is completely out of proportion to infantry - the normal ratio
in Hellenistic armies is more like 1:10, as at Raphia - and equal to the largest number we
know of, that for the battle of Magnesia. No doubt this was due to the inclusion then of
Baktria within Seleukos’ empire, with its large resources of horsemen.14

One may

12 Also Bar-Kochva(1979:ll). Furthermore, a study of numerical distortion in Roman writers by
Duncan-Jones(1997) shows that numbers beginning with high digits are considerably less frequent than
those beginning with low digits, as they tend to be rounded upwards, e.g. 90 to 100. Consequently, a
number starting with 9 or 8 is relatively ‘unpopular’, and for this reason has a greater chance of being
accurate.
13 Also Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:224).
14 10,000 Baktrian horsemen under Euthydemos later faced Antiochos Ill’s invasion of Baktria
(Pol. 10.49.1).

suppose that Seleukos could, if he had so wished, mobilize a force as large as those raised
by Antiochos III or IV subsequently.

And this probably applied to his successors.

Whether they did so or not in any of the numerous campaigns of the third century is
unknown.
Returning to the 50-year period spanning the reigns of Antiochos III to IV, Seleukid field
armies of 70-80,000 men engaged in campaigns which usually lasted for a few years have
been regularly noted.

The core of these armies seems to have been about 35,000

‘regulars’, as I have termed them.

According to most scholars15, these were mainly

military settlers with a duty to serve when called-up by the king, but I question this as
there is no direct evidence in the sources.16

The number of mercenaries normally

employed was at least 15,000, though it is possible that more were used in the Anabasis.
The remaining troops were non-Greek levies and ‘allies’, though it is difficult to see how
the latter, at least, differed greatly from mercenaries.
What may be considered surprising is that no non-Greek troops were apparently utilized
in the Seleukid ‘regular’ infantry. Syria and Mesopotamia, for example, are not noted as
having supplied specific contingents in any of the major Seleukid campaigns.

The

explanation that this was for reasons of security, because to arm troops from areas so
close to the heartland of the empire was considered dangerous, is not convincing.17 The
human resources existed, and the Achaemenids certainly had no qualms in using them,
when one considers, for example, the huge contingents from the provinces that found
their way into the Persian battle line at Gaugamela (AnAnab.3.11.3-7). The truth must
lie elsewhere, and probably in the designation given to certain troops who were ‘armed in
the Macedonian fashion’.

I suggest that this is where the missing Syrians and

Mesopotamians, and probably Persians too, may lie. It will be recalled that Alexander
had set the trend by creating first a mixed cavalry18 and then a mixed phalanx of
15 Bar-Kochba( 1979:59-62); Foulon(1996:60-61); Griffith( 1935:162-164); Billows( 1995:172-178).
Briant(1986:35-36): essentially replicating the call-up obligation of military colonists in the Achaemenid
empire.
16 Bikerman(l938:78-88) regarded the army as consisting essentially of mercenaries and permanent
recruits, with conscription only used where necessary. For example, in the Maccabean war it was regular
troops who fought, not colonists (p.85). Kleroi given to settlers did not entail an obligation of military
service. Cohen(l991:41; 1995:63) stressed that there is no evidence that military obligations were tied to
settlers’ lots; also Corsaro(l980:1216-1217).
17 Bar-Kochva( 1979:52).
18 Aperghis( 1997b: 143-148).

Macedonians and Persians shortly before his death, in which the Macedonians were given
the senior positions (AnAnab.7.22.3-4) and this is likely to have been continued by the
Seleukids. As for the ‘regular’ cavalry, this is noted as a mixed force in the sources. At
Magnesia, for example, the agema and the royal squadron are described by Livy(37.40.56,11) as comprising Medes and races from the same region, Syrians, Phrygians and
Lydians.
One other point is worth noting, that the ‘regular’ infantry consisted essentially of
phalanx-type troops, a force that required special training to function effectively, not one
that could be put together hurriedly. I have already questioned the view19 that European
military settlers were constrained to provide troops in return for their land-grants when
required to do so. This view sees the settlers’ sons serving for a time in the argyraspides
units or in the crack cavalry regiments of the Companions and agema and then being
transferred to a reserve and called up when required for other cavalry and phalanx units. I
have suggested that phalanx troops ‘armed in the Macedonian fashion’ may refer to
substantial numbers of non-Greeks, particularly from Mesopotamia and Syria, while there
are clear references to non-Europeans even in the elite cavalry.
In the 50-year period that has been considered above, 30,000 or so phalangists and 6,000
cavalrymen seem to have been almost continuously employed on campaign. If these were
essentially Greco-Macedonians, there was hardly any respite for them. But would it have
made sense for the Seleukid kings to have relied so exclusively on their European subjects
when they had so many Asians to draw from? In the last resort, the Greco-Macedonians
were the pillar supporting the dynasty. Dissatisfaction due to constant campaigning or
losses in a single major defeat, such as Raphia or Magnesia, might destroy this support at
one blow, and this the kings could surely see. Yet the dynasty survived, with military
forces that could reach their former levels even after major defeats, which suggests that
the Seleukids did indeed draw for their ‘regular’ forces from a virtually inexhaustible
reservoir of subject populations.20 Perhaps only the 10,000-strong elite argyraspides
corps and elements of the cavalry were exclusively or .mainly composed of GrecoMacedonians.

19 Stemming mainly from Bar-Kochva(1979:59-62).
20 Compare the British, who controlled India mainly with native troops and British officers.

The question should also be asked: what of the mercenaries in the army?

Again, one

must consider the almost continuous campaigning of the 50-year period that has been
considered and the relatively steady number of mercenaries that keep cropping up in the
sources for the great battles, at around 15,000.

Given the distances involved, which

would have made the recruitment and transport of mercenaries from beyond the borders
of the empire a lengthy and costly process, it would be more sensible for the Seleukid
kings to maintain a steady number of mercenary troops for their almost continuous
military needs and utilise some of these on garrison duty in times of peace. A clue to this
possible preference for a regular mercenary force is offered by Josephus(/f«/\ 13.129) in
describing the action of Demetrios II who, upon concluding peace with the Jews,
‘dismissed his army and reduced their pay (presumably below agreed levels) and
continued to give their pay only to the mercenaries who had come up with him from Crete
and from the other islands’.
What then is the conclusion one may reach? In my view, the Seleukid kings, or at least
Antiochos III and IV, maintained a more or less permanent army of some 50,000 men,
35,000 ‘regulars’ and 15,000 mercenaries, excluding garrisons.21

No doubt some of

these troops served on garrison duty in the brief intervals of peace.

For the needs of

major campaigns, garrisons were drawn upon, more mercenaries recruited, levies raised
from subject populations and ‘allies’ called upon. In these circumstance army size could
double. I am not convinced that the troops I have called ‘regulars’ could be markedly
augmented by a call-up of European settlers. Indeed I am not convinced that the GrecoMacedonian settlers had any obligation to respond to such a call-up.

In my view the

essential Seleukid army, ‘regulars’ and mercenaries, was, effectively, a permanent
professional force.22

21 For some scholars the standing force would only have been the 10,000 argyraspides and some cavalry
(Foulon 1996:60-61, Bar-Kochva 1979:59-62), but, since there was continuous fighting of the Seleukid
phalanx, Griffith (1935:164) concludes that it was effectively a standing army.
22 Austin(1986:464): Hellenistic armies were substantially professional, always with a mercenary element.
Allen( 1983:85): a professional army for Attalos I, another Hellenistic king.

J.

The navy
As for the Seleukid navy, the source information is even scantier than for the army. Until
Antiochos III, the Seleukids apparently made no serious attempt to challenge the
Ptolemies or Antigonids in the eastern Mediterranean and, consequently, probably
maintained only token naval forces there.23
The situation changed with Antiochos III, whose drive into Asia Minor from spring 197
began with a combined operation of army and fleet against the Ptolemaic possessions
along the coast of southern Asia Minor.

One does not know the size of his initial fleet,

part of which may have come from the recently conquered Phoenician cities24, but a few
years later, in 192, forty decked and sixty open vessels, along with a few others that had
been on patrol in the Aegean, escorted the expeditionary force that landed in Greece (Livy
35.43.3-4).

Again, it is likely that the Greek coastal cities of Asia Minor, newly taken

over or brought into alliance, may have supplied some of the warships and crews. An
‘open’ warship here is likely to have been a trireme, with a compliment of about 200, or
perhaps a bireme, while most ‘decked’ warships at this time were quadriremes and
quinquiremes, with

300 or more rowers and marines.

Thus the total numbers in

Antiochos’ fleet for his Greek expedition must have been of the order of 20-25,000. This
was, naturally, a fleet put together for a specific campaign and the treaty of Apameia
(188) later permitted only 10 ‘decked’ warships, no triremes, but some smaller vessels to
the Seleukids (Pol.21.42.13), presumably with reference only to the Mediterranean. One
is perhaps looking here at a force of not more than 5,000 men, but probably employed
mostly during the sailing season.
In the Persian Gulf the situation was different. A war-fleet had probably safeguarded
Seleukid interests from the time of Seleukos I. The fort at Ikaros (Failaka) dates to the
early 3rd centifry and may have guarded a naval station, while a Seleukid presence at Tylos
(Bahrain) is possible.25 Antioch-Persis seems to have been an important foundation on the
Gulf, perhaps at Bushire, while Pliny (NH 6.159) gives us the names of three otherwise

23 contra Bikerman’s powerful navy (1938:98).
24 Musti( 1984:184): the Seleukid navy really developed after Panion in 200. But note the 40 Ptolemaic
warships captured in PtolemaTs in 217 (Pol.5.56.2-3).
25 Le Rider( 1989:248-250); Salles( 1987:102-108).

unknown Seleukid settlements in this area, Arethousa, Larissa and Chalkis, which may
well have been naval stations similar to the possible one at Failaka.
Seleukid naval activity in the Gulf seems to have increased markedly with the arrival of
Antiochos III on the scene following his return from the Anabasis in 205, when he
exacted tribute from Gerrha (Pol. 13.9.4-5) and sailed as far as Bahrain. One notes the
creation of a satrapy of the Erythraian Sea with its own mint at about this time, testifying
to real interest in the Gulf trade, which persisted down to the mid-2nd century.26 There is
also the report of a naval battle conducted by Numenios, admiral of a king Antiochos,
perhaps Antiochos IV, off cape Ras-Musandam on the same day that a land battle took
place at the cape (Pliny NH 6.152). That this episode was considered worthy of mention
suggests a not insignificant Seleukid expeditionary force.
There is no way of knowing the size of the Seleukid fleet in the Gulf or the types of vessel
it may have contained. If 20 or so triremes were deployed, one might suppose that the
total force could have amounted to about 5,000 men.
Though numbers for the Seleukid navy are highly conjectural, a figure of not more than
10,000 under ‘peace-time’ conditions seems likely, which was virtually all of the time, in
marked contrast to the use of the army. Only after Antiochos Ill’s conquest of the ports
of Phoenicia and Palestine is the Seleukid navy likely to have been of much consequence.
During Antiochos Ill’s campaign to Greece the total naval forces of the empire may have
briefly reached the level of 30,000 sailors and marines.

Garrisons
References to Seleukid garrisons (fooupat) or garrison commanders (<j>povpap%oi) appear
from time to time in Greek sources, frequently connected with the citadels from which
subject cities were dominated, or also guard posts ((rraBpoi, <j>vXat<a,i).27

Clearly the

purpose of garrisons was to guard against possible uprisings, provide security for the
local population so that it could go about its daily activities and ensure that tribute was
collected by the financial officials of the administration.

26 Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:65-66); Salles( 1987:91-99).
27 Bikerman( 1938:53-55) for references.

Perhaps every city was

garrisoned28, even a theoretically ‘safe’ one like Babylon in the 3rd century.29 The
Seleukid epistates noted in many cities is likely to have been supported by troops.30
The citadels and forts in which garrisons were based might also serve as local
administrative centres, treasuries (ya&cfrvXa,Kia) and depots of supplies and material for
the administration and army. It was frequently the case for the troops themselves to be
billeted on the civilian population, which must have imposed a heavy burden, hence the
almost persistent request of the Greek cities to be freed from epistathmeia31
Clearly the phroura of an important subject city on the Aegean might amount to several
hundred men, whereas a phylake or stathmos could be manned by only a few dozen
soldiers. One can perhaps form an idea of the considerable extent of the garrison network
from a study of the Achaemenid empire, faced with exactly the same problem of control.32
The figure of 30,000 Jews requested by Demetrios I for garrison duty (I Macc. 10.36-37)
may not be taken seriously, but an offer was probably made, and repeated by Demetrios II
(I Macc. 13.40).

The 2,000 Jewish soldiers from Babylonia that Antiochos III ordered

sent to Phrygia and Lydia were intended to reinforce the garrisons there (Jos^4«/.12.149:
to 4>povpia Kai rovg avayKaicrrarovg to t to u $ ) .

Another indication is the very considerable

use noted in the sources of mercenaries by Alexander, mainly for garrison duty, which has
given rise to estimates of from 36,000 to over 100,000.33
Troops manning garrisons might not only be western mercenaries, but also soldiers
brought from other parts of the empire, a regular practice o f the Achaemenids also.34
Apart from the 2,000 Jews mentioned above, Persian cavalry under Omanes is noted at
Palaimagnesia near Smyrna (OGIS 229).

28 Bagnall(1976:220): almost universal for Hellenistic kings.
29 Sherwin-White( 1982:55,70).
30 Ma( 1997:93).
31 And not only cities, but villages also (cf. Ptolemaios’ request in Document 4).
Hennig( 1995:267ff).

Also

32 Tuplin(1987a:235-241) lists known Persian garrisons appearing in the sources. The distribution is
quite uneven because of different source quality from different areas. Better-documented western and
southern Asia Minor had 56 garrison sites, Palestine 19 and Persis also 19. This gives the impression of
a quite dense network.
33 Milns( 1987:250-251) quotes Griffiths:36,000, Thomas:54,000 and Wirth:over 100,000.
34 e.g. a Jewish garrison at Elephantine.

All one can say about numbers is that, given the huge area and population to be
controlled, there must have been many garrisons and troops required. I will settle on a
figure that is about the minimum estimate for Alexander’s mercenaries, not less than
30.000 for the hard core serving garrison duty, increased in ‘peace-time’ conditions by
mercenaries not on active service.

Total armed forces
Under ‘peace-time’ conditions then, the Seleukid armed forces may have comprised about
80.000 soldiers, i.e. 35,000 regulars, 15,000 mercenaries and 30,000 garrison troops, with
an infantry/cavalry ratio of approximately 1:10, and about 10,000 sailors and marines.
For an important expedition, such as the Anabasis, recruitment of more mercenaries,
‘allies’ and subject levies could raise this number by at least another 30,000 to a total of
120,000, or even more when a large fleet was involved, as against the Romans.

Rates of pay
Hellenistic armies were, on the whole, more professional than their predecessors of the
Classical period. The Seleukid kings, in particular, relied, as discussed earlier, on a more
or less standing army of some size, a network of garrisons in the satrapies and a regularlyemployed mercenary force, which might serve garrison duty in (rare) peace-time
conditions. All these troops required regular pay.35
There were various ways of paying one’s soldiers. The standard method was to provide a
wage (jjbtMg,

o ip o jv io v )

(r iT to v to v , ( n r a p x ' i a ) ,

and a ration allowance, or money in lieu (crhoq,

a -ir o fie r p ia ,

though sometimes these terms confusingly seem to cover both forms

of payment. There was also the possibility of purchases from royal storehouses at low
prices and fiscal immunities for the soldiers and their goods.36

One method used for

35 Austin( 1986:464-465).
36 Launey(1950:738-746), Griffith( 1935:282-288) and the contract of the Pergamene king with mercenary
soldiers (OGIS 266) discussed in 9.2.

troops posted to garrisons for
( / cA

t jpo /

lengthy periods was the provision of

land-grants

) . 37

There is no direct evidence for soldiers’ pay in the Seleukid kingdom, only for the
Mediterranean world at this time, but one may suppose that soldiers could be attracted for
service in the East at going rates, which at the time of Antiochos HI seem to have been
around 6 obols/day for the average infantry soldier plus a ration allowance or money in
lieu. A cavalryman could expect to earn at least twice as much.38
For recruits serving in the Seleukid army, the evidence suggests that they were paid also
and that their pay rates did not differ from those of mercenaries. Demetrios I offered to
enroll 30,000 Jews in his army at the same pay as for his other troops (I Macc. 10.36).
When Demetrios II disbanded his soldiers after his Jewish campaign, retaining only the
mercenaries, he provoked dissatisfaction because his predecessors had paid troops even in
peace-time so as to be ready for a call-up (Jos^4«/.13.130).
An ostrakon from 3rd century Babylon may provide some concrete information on the pay
of garrison troops. A unit under Ballaros and another under Artemon each apparently
received pay of 249,39 This was probably monthly pay in drachms. The question now is
how many men belonged to each unit. The normal depth of the Macedonian phalanx, and
the smallest unit (lochos), was 16 men (Pol. 18.30.1; AnAnabJ.23.3-4)40, but these
soldiers on garrison duty were unlikely to have belonged to the phalanx. In all probability
they would have been mercenaries, lighter-armed infantry, where the depth of a file and
the lochos was half that of the phalanx, i.e. 8 men (Arrian Tactics 14). Their pay then
37 Kleroi for the garrison of Palaimagnesia (OGIS 229), the Jewish soldiers sent to garrison Phrygia and
Lydia (JosAnt. 12.149-152), the Parthian-period garrison of Susa (SEG 7.13; Cumont 1931:241). Also
Bar-Kochva(l 979:21), Cohen(1978:7-9).
38 Launey(1950:750-758) lists the epigraphic evidence and concludes that the pay for a mercenary in the
3rd century was about 8 obols/day plus 3 or 3 1/3 obols for rations, if paid in silver, but probably lower in
the 2nd century. Pritchet( 1971:22) makes use of much the same information, but interprets o^wvtov and
crirapxia in two cases as composite pay, arriving at 6-8 obols/day. In one case he is not justified in doing
so (Thermos IG2 IX, 1,3 o f263/2) as the composite rate for a psilos of 4 2/3 obol/day would seem to be far
too low, if one includes a 2-3 obols/day ration allowance. Griffith(1935:300-306) likewise opts for 6-8
obols/day, which he regards as composite pay, and considers that mercenaries probably received the same
as citizen soldiers. Also Moretti( 1977:323): 1-2 dr/day for a mercenary, Cavaignac( 1951:142): 2025dr/month for a foot soldier, Bar-Kochva( 1977:173): 1 dr/day wage for mercenaries in Judaea.
Callatay( 1997:404-405) estimates 8 obols/day for the pay of an hoplite in the 3rd century and considers
this remained roughly the same into the early Is*century.
39 Sherwin-White(1982:55-61).
40 Bar-Kochva( 1979:66-67).

works out at almost exactly 6 obols/day each. A unit leader probably earned twice as
much as the ordinary soldier.41
There is no evidence for sailors’ pay in the Seleukid empire or, for that matter, in the
Hellenistic period. On the analogy of the Classical period, it is likely that it was somewhat
lower than the average pay of a soldier.

Period of pay
Two inscriptions, depending on how they are interpreted, suggest that wages of
mercenary troops may have been paid for only 9 or 10 months of the year, or perhaps for
the full year, but with service demanded for less.42 This might equally apply to soldiers in
the regular army, on the assumption that they could not be actively involved in winter,
though perhaps not if they were on campaign at the time.
With regard to most sailors and marines, it is likely that pay would have been awarded
only when these were on active duty during the summer sailing months.

Method of pav
The military resources of the Seleukid kings could be augmented at the time of a major
campaign by tapping the reserve constituted by Greco-Macedonian and other settlers, by
recruiting more mercenaries on the open market, by calling upon ‘allies’ for troops and
by raising levies from amongst the subject populations.
For a mercenary it is very likely that an advance payment was necessary in order to attract
him to royal service for a particular campaign. A professional soldier had no guarantee
that he would be finally paid if his paymaster were defeated.

If he were fortunate, he

could expect a pay-off when his services were no longer required in addition to any booty
that he might have acquired. Given, however, the feet that much of the time the Seleukid
kings were at war or had need of soldiers for garrison duty, a mercenary might continue
to be employed indefinitely. In such a case he would expect regular pay and the ostrakon
Allen( 1983:209) for a Cretan inscription of the time of Attalos 1 and Alexander’s difwiptvrK or double
pay man.

41

I.Cos 10: 9 months, OGIS 266: 10 months. Griflfith(l935:283-284) for less than a year’s payment,
Launey(l 950:741, 755-756) and Grote(1913:86) for less than a year’s service.
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from Babylon (above) suggests that it was provided on a monthly basis. This would apply
also to the regular army.
Evidence for advance payments to mercenaries may come from an interesting hoard of 58
gold Ptolemaic trichrysa buried in northern Syria west of Antioch at the time of the 2nd
Syrian war. On about 10 of the coins are small incisions, forming distinguishable Greek
letters, placed there after striking. It has been suggested43 that these marks identified the
owners of the coins, mercenary soldiers. An hypothesis that would fit the picture of the
hoard is that an initial advance of Ptolemaic forces from Seleukeia-Pieria towards Antioch
brought a company of mercenaries to this point, where, in the face of some danger, their
funds were buried and never recovered after the Ptolemaic retreat. The high-value gold
coins being carried by the soldiers do point to their having been received as advance
payments for this campaign.
An even stronger piece of evidence for such advance payments to mercenaries is
constituted by the coinage issues of Mithridates VI Eupator.44 The entire series is dated
by regnal year and month and die studies enable one to estimate the volume minted at any
time.

One notes two clear peaks in production.

The first occurs in 89 and 88 , at the

very start of the First Mithridatic war, which was forced upon the Pontic king by the
Romans, and his preparations for war, particularly the recruitment of mercenaries, must
therefore have been hurried. The second peak was in 75 and 74, before the start of the
Third Mithridatic War, which Mithridates himself provoked. The impression one has is of
the putting together of a huge war-chest of coinage, ready to be opened at the right
moment for the recruitment of troops and their regular pay.

Total cost of the armed forces
So far an estimate has been made of the size of the ‘peace-time’ and ‘war-time’ Seleukid
armed forces, of around 90,000 and 120,000 respectively, but only fighting men.
At 1 dr/day for infantry and sailors and twice that for cavalry, the annual cost of the
wages of the ‘peace-time’ Seleukid armed forces at the time of Antiochos III would have
amounted to about 5-6,000 talents per year in silver. At 2 obols/day for rations, the
43

Davesne/Yenisoganci( 1992:33).

44

Callatay( 1997:52).

additional cost would have been about 1,500 talents, but no doubt as much of this as
could be was supplied in kind from the royal storehouses. To these figures should be
added the cost of support personnel (commisariat, baggage handlers, grooms, servants
etc) and the overheads (clothing, equipment, pack-animals, housing, maintenance o f the
war-elephants and cavalry horses, commissioning of war-ships etc.). Again, some of these
expenses would have been settled in kind. A total annual cost of 8,000 or more talents
should not surprise one.45 If a major campaign, such as the Anabasis or the conquest of
Asia Minor was taking place, military expenses might exceed 10,000 talents a year.46
For comparison, estimates of the annual cost of Alexander’s army reach as high as 15,000
talents in the last phase of his campaign47, the Romans set the 15,000 talent indemnity
after Magnesia at what they maintained had been the cost of the war to them
(Pol.21.17.4) and the army of Augustus has been estimated to have cost about 445 million
sesterces annually or nearly 19,000 talents.48

10.2 Cost of the provincial administration

The Ptolemaic general in charge of the forces that faced Antiochos III in Phoenicia and
Palestine, Skopas, received 10 minas a day and each of his staff officers 1 mina
(Pol. 13.2.3). Generals could and did change sides and become governors of provinces
(e.g. Ptolemaios in Document 4) and, perhaps, this is an indication of pay scales of senior
officers in the Seleukid empire as well.
However, for many officials a large part of their earnings, and perhaps even all, may have
been indirect, from the land granted to them by the king while they were in office or
afterwards. One does not know what services Mnesimachos had rendered, but following
the argument in Chapter 8.1, his own revenue from his land-grant may have amounted to
about 30 drs/day.

Aristodikides land-grant (Document 2) ultimately contained 5,500

Milns( 1987:254) estimated 2,200-4,800 talents/yr for the mixed phalanx and 6,000 talents/yr for
100.000 mercenaries at 1 dr/day. He also considered an additional 30-50% for food and overheads. This
would give a total of more than 10,000- 15,000 talents a year. Cavaignac(1951:142): a 100,000 army cost
6 . 0 0 0 talents a year.

45

46

Cavaignac( 1923:118) estimates the cost of a fleet of 80-90 ships at the time at 2,000 talents/yr.

Milns(l 987:254) quoting Andreades; Bellinger(1963:73-74) quoting Beloch’s 7,000 talent estimate
and Andreades’ rejection of it.

47

48

Hopkins(1980:124-125).

plethra of mostly cultivable land, or about 500 hectares, roughly equal in fact to the
estimated cultivable area of one of Mnesimachos’ two main villages and so perhaps
yielding half his revenue. By way of comparison, a governor of the minor Achaemenid
province of Judaea earned 40 shekels or 80 drachms daily from the ‘satrap’s table’
(Nehemiah 5.15-17).
These are isolated rates of pay which really give only an indication of what some
administrative personnel of a satrapy may have cost.

So, to arrive at a total cost o f the

provincial administration one is reduced to ‘educated speculation’.
The financial and, indirectly, civil administration of a satrapy is discussed in Chapter 13.
Let us assume that the chief officers of a satrapy, the strategos and the dioiketes,
received half of Skopas’ pay on average, i.e. 5 minas a day, and

their respective

subordinates, the hyparch and the oikonomos, only 1 mina a day, exactly like Skopas’
officers.49 Each of the 20 or so satrapies of the empire at its peak may have been divided
on average into 3-4 hyparchiesloikonomiai.50 Garrison commanders are not taken into
account as their pay has been considered in military expenditure, but there were other
senior officials in a satrapy, one or more eklogistai, possibly an epi ton ieron and epistatai
in some cities (also Chapter 13).
So, two chief officers and about 10 at the next level made up the ‘senior management’ of
a satrapy and may have cost, on average, 20 minas a day or 120 talents a year. At least
one large satrapy (Koile Syria) possessed intermediate administrative subdivisions, the
meridarchies, with a meridarch and a dioiketes in command of each, which would have
increased their cost. For 20 satrapies in the empire at its peak, the total annual cost of
senior personnel works out at about 2,500 talents. But a substantial part of this may have
effectively have been given in land-grants.

At lower levels of the administration,

individual personnel costs would have been appreciably lower, probably near the one
drachm per day of the average soldier. Taking other expenses of the satrapies into
account that could not be met by requisitions or corvee labour, the total cost of the

49 Plutarch(y4gw 7) probably exaggerated somewhat when he considered the Seleukid satrap wealthier
than all the Spartan kings put together. His assumed average pay of 5 minas a day would have amounted
to 30 talents a year, the revenue of a good-sized city of Asia Minor, e.g. Themistokles’ 50 talents from
Magnesia (Thuk. 1.138.5).
50

The 72 provinces attributed by Appian(Syr.62) to Seleukos I were in all likelihood hyparchies.

provincial administration in silver may have been of the order of 3-4,000 talents annually
at the empire’s peak ca.281, purely based on ‘educated speculation’.

10.3 Cost of the king and his court

Here too one is reduced to ‘educated speculation’, since a figure must be derived,
however approximate.
The Persian king, we are told (Athenaios 4.145a), spent 20 or 30 talents or more a day for
his maintenance.

There is some confirmation of this in the huge quantities of

commodities listed by Polyainos(4.3.32) for the king’ dinner.51

In both cases, it was

clearly not only the king and his courtiers who wined and dined, but also that part of the
army which was permanently attached to the court and traveled with it.

On the

assumption that half the cost was borne by the army, the expenditure of the king and his
court would have amounted to about 5,000 talents annually.
One cannot apply this directly to the world of the Seleukid king, of course, even if the
figures were accurate. Nevertheless, to consider that the Seleukid kings spent 2-3,000
talents a year on themselves and their court does not appear unreasonable. As part of the
ideology of kingship, the monarch was expected to give the impression of great wealth.52
Even at a time of some financial strain after Magnesia (Chapter 12), Antiochos IV could
be regarded as surpassing all previous kings in his public displays (Livy 41.20).

10.4 Extraordinary expenditure

Benefactions
The Seleukid kings used some of their wealth in acts of benefaction (evepyeaia) with
which they sought to create goodwill (evvota), which for them mainly meant the gaining of

Lewis(1987).
Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:129-132) for the royal ideology, Bikerman(1938:Ch.2) for the Seleukid
court.
51

52

political support. This aspect of their rule has been discussed by others53 and it is the
intention here only to assess its economic implications.
Sanctuaries were prime targets of benefactions, partly because of the religious sensitivities
of the kings and partly because they influenced large sections of the population.
Sanctuaries received outright grants of land54 or revenue from land55 or tax-exemptions56
or financial and material assistance with construction and maintenance57 or goods and
subsidies for the performance of the cult58.
There is no evidence of regular contributions by the royal administration to the running
costs of the Babylonian temples as in Ptolemaic Egypt.59 We do, however, have evidence
of royal involvement in building and maintenance on an ad hoc basis, e.g. Alexander’s
work on the Esagila temple continued by Seleukos I and finished by Antiochos I, the
dedications of the Anu-ubailit’s Nicarchos and Kephalon concerning their temple building
activity at Uruk, which was probably funded by the royal treasury.

The kings also

provided funds and sacrificial animals as offerings to the gods, or their officials did on
their behalf.60
The scale of some royal gifts is impressive. The temple of Apollo at Didyma, a panHellenic sanctuary, whose influence spread far in the Greek world, was presented by
Seleukos I with gold vessels weighing 3,248 drs and silver vessels weighing 9,380 drs, a
total value in precious metal alone of almost 7 talents plus large quantities of
frankincense, myrrh and other items.61

The Temple of Jerusalem was granted by

e.g. Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:132-136); Ma(1997:Ch.4). Bringmann/Steuben(1995:551-552) for a
list of texts involving royal benefactions. Bikerman( 1938:122-127) for a more general discussion of
extraordinary expenses.

53

54

e.g. Baitokaike (Document 16)

55

e.g. Meri9 /Noll6 (1985:21) for the temple of Apollo Toumoundos.

56

e.g. the commercial fairs held at religious festivals (Chapter 8 ).

e.g. Kuhrt/Sherwin-White (1991), Horowitz(1991) for the restoring of the temples in Babylonia.
Document 12 for the Temple of Jerusalem.
57

58

e.g. the provision of flour, wheat and salt for the daily sacrifices of the Temple of Jerusalem (Document

12).
59

McEwan(1981:199).

e.g. Grayson(1975:no.l3b); Sherwin-White( 1983b) for offerings by Seleukos II to the Esagil temple at
Babylon.

60

61

Welles(1934:no.5).

Antiochos III an (annual?) subsidy for the rites of animals, wine, oil and frankincense
worth 20,000 shekels of silver, or nearly 7 talents, plus large quantities of flour, wheat
and salt (Document 12). Demetrios I promised 150,000 drachms for the sacrifices, or 25
talents, and that he would relinquish the 10,000 drachms that he collected annually from
the temple as tax (Jos^wL 13.55).
Greek cities were also important targets of benefactions, though it is sometimes difficult
to distinguish between a motive that was political, such as the acquisition of prestige or
influence, or economic, though often there was something of both. One of the largest
gifts, worth several hundred talents,

was that by Seleukos III to Rhodes after its

devastating earthquake: ten fully-equipped quinqueremes, 200,000 medimnoi of grain,
10,000 cubits of timber and 1,000 talents-weight of hair and resin, plus ateleia for trade
with the empire (Pol.5.58.9). Obviously, to place a trading partner on his feet, and one
that performed the very useful function of combating piracy in the Eastern Mediterranean,
made good economic sense. The Rhodians, it seems, were Seleukid favourites. Antiochos
IV lavished attention on them (Livy 41.20) and Demetrios I presented them with 200,000
medimnoi of wheat and a 100,000 of barley (worth 3-400 talents) (Diod.31.36).
Other Greek cities, both inside and outside the empire came in for a wide range of
benefactions, e.g. the building of a commercial stoa at Miletos62, the repair of an aqueduct
and the supply of oil for the gymnasium at Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10), grain to be
sold for dowries for daughters of poor citizens at Iasos (Document 6), the repair of the
walls of Jerusalem (I Macc. 10.45) and so on. Sometimes a city had been damaged by war
and needed assistance, at other times it was mainly a question of keeping it on one’s side
in the politics of the time. One aspect of benefaction to cities was the granting of political
subsidies to allies.63 There was no place where a Seleukid king’s presence might not be
felt in this way. A good example is the very wide range of benefactions of Antiochos IV,
praised by Livy(41.20), probably repeating the judgement of a normally hostile
Polybios(26.1).64
The overall impression is that the Seleukid kings must have regularly spent several
hundred talents annually on benefactions.

But much of what they offered was in kind,

62 Rehm( 1997:no.270).
63 e.g. Antiochos III to the Aitolians (Livy 36.26.5) and the Byzantines and Galatians (App.Syr.6).
64 For a long list see M0 rkholm( 1966:55-63).

from the royal properties or storehouses. At times it might make more sense to dispose
of one’s surplus stocks by gift, earning an intangible return in good-will, if the possibility
of selling them was not on the cards.

City- and colony-building
Each time a new city or colony was founded, a considerable expense was incurred. In my
view, however, most of what a city or colony needed, land, building materials and grain to
feed itself initially, could be supplied in kind, which may have been surplus to the kings’
requirements anyway.

For example, the 2,000 Jewish settlers that Antiochos III

transported to Phrygia and Lydia were to be given land and grain, until they could
produce enough themselves, and tax-exemption for ten years (Jos^/tf.12.149). There is
no mention of silver here.

But this is not to say that there were no silver expenses

involved in the building of the new Seleukid foundations, only that they may have been
quite manageable and, in any case, of short duration.

Tax-exemptions
Clearly, when revenue was lost as a result of a land-grant or a tax-exemption offered to a
city or temple, a cost was effectively incurred indirectly.

It has been suggested

(Chapter 6 and above) that land-grants may have been one way of cutting down on silver
payments to officials and, whenever there was attachment to cities, this may actually have
resulted in more silver revenue for the kings through increased economic activity and
taxation.
With regard to tax-exemptions, it is hardly ever that a Seleukid king made a subject city
totally tax-free. Perhaps Jerusalem (and Judaea) approached this condition when faced
with weak kings (Demetrios I and II) vying for support. In most Asia Minor cities about
which there is information, only one or a few of a wide range of taxes were usually
exempted, and typically the phoros, to begin with, that may not have been such a heavy
burden after all, compared to some of the other taxes(Chapter 8).

Indemnities
An extraordinary expense of considerable magnitude was the 15,000 talent Roman
indemnity, which, after the initial payments of 500 and 2,500 talents, became a regular
disbursement of 1,000 talents annually for twelve years and did cause problems for the
Seleukid treasury (Chapter 12).

10.5 Conclusions on expenditure

The evidence suggests that the greater part of the expenditure of Seleukid kings was ear
marked for their armed forces, certainly not less than half in ‘peace-time’ conditions and
probably considerably more when a major campaign was under way.

Most of the

remainder supported the provincial administration and the king and his court. A nonnegligible amount was used in benefactions in the interests of foreign and domestic policy.
Virtually nothing seems to have been spent on what one might call today productivity
improvements in the underlying economy.

11. COINAGE
I le p f'
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‘With regard to currency, what to mint of large or small denomination and when’.
That is how ps-Aristotle reduced the king’s coinage problem to its essentials.

But one

might also add ‘and where and why’. Or, in other words, what was the Seleukid coinage
policy and how was it administered?
It has been suggested as an hypothesis (Chapter 3) that the kings’ primary objective was
to ensure an adequate supply of coined money from tribute and taxation with which to
meet military and administrative expenses.
The first task will be to examine what the Seleucids actually coined, the mints and their
production.

Here Newell’s two works (WSM 1977, ESM 1978, with revisions by

Morkholm) are invaluable. Admittedly they reach only to the reign of Antiochus III, and
new issues have been added and new attributions made since then, so that the picture has
somewhat changed. A revised and much more extensive catalogue of Seleukid coinage is
currently in preparation by Arthur Houghton and Katherine Lorber.1 Morkholm (1963)
has contributed a detailed analysis of the coinage of Antiochus IV, while a number of
articles deal with the production of specific mints or issues and will be referred to where
appropriate.
Next I shall consider the different categories of coinage and their uses. It will become
apparent that the silver tetradrachm was far and away the most important denomination.
The circulation within the empire of tetradrachms will be studied based on hoard and die
evidence and a picture should hopefully emerge of Seleukid coinage policy and its
application.

11.1 Mints

When Alexander died in 323, only the mints of Babylon and, perhaps, Susa existed in the
whole of Mesopotamia and the Upper Satrapies. The nearest mints were located in

1 I am deeply indebted to them for supplying me with a draft of Volume I of this catalogue, which deals
with the issues of the early kings down to Antiochos III. The major difference from Newell is the much
clearer identification of each series, with all the primary and secondary control marks it uses.

Phoenicia and Kilikia.2 It is clear why this was so. The ports in these regions served to
ferry reinforcements of mercenary troops to Alexander and discharged soldiers back to
Greece, while Babylon was where his veterans were mainly being paid off after the
return from India and where the bulk of the bullion captured in the Achaemenid treasuries
was kept.

At the same time, Babylonia was used to a monetary economy involving

weighed precious metal, since this is how taxes to the Achaemenid administration had
been partly paidJ. The mint at Babylon issued some coins on the local standard to ensure
continuity, but, essentially, it served a military need.
Seleukos I faced a different problem, as has been suggested (Chapter 3).

The

Achaemenid bullion had been essentially coined and the bulk of this coinage probably
circulated in the west, which was the main theatre of conflict of the Successors.

Apart

from Babylonia, with its economy partly based on precious metals, the East did not seem
to have progressed much towards a monetary economy. Commodity taxation had served
the Achaemenid king well, as it would do to pay troops, but this was not what western
mercenaries required. As has been argued, the need to acquire precious metal caused the
early Seleukids to restructure the economies of their different provinces in such a way that
taxes could be paid to and payments made by the administration in silver.

And an

adequate supply of coinage was ensured by the creation of a number of mints, each
serving the needs of a specific region.4
A major mint was opened by Seleukos at the new capital, Seleukeia-Tigris, to serve
Babylonia and that at Babylon seems to have been gradually phased out by the end of his
reign. Mints appeared at other provincial centres as the new measures were gradually
introduced: Ekbatana for Media, Karrhai for northern Mesopotamia and at one or more
unknown locations in Kappadokia, northern Mesopotamia or northern Syria. In some
eastern regions progress seems to have been slower. It took Antiochos (I)’s presence in
the Upper Satrapies, as co-ruler from ca.291/0, for a mint to be established at Baktra and
another at Ai-Khanoum, and possibly even a third.
In the West the situation appears to have been easier. The Greco-Macedonian inhabitants
of the new city foundations of northern Syria were already accustomed to the use of
2 Price(1992:72).
3 As evidenced by the Murasu texts (Stolper 1974; 1985).
4 For the mints of Seleukos I and Antiochos I, I have relied on the Houghton/Lorber catalogue.

coinage and mints were introduced at Antioch, Seleukeia-Pieria and Laodikeia-Mare
immediately (from 301). In Kilikia and western Asia Minor a number of mints already
operated, Tarsos, Sardeis and Pergamon, which simply switched to production for their
new master, from 294 and 281 respectively.
Under Antiochos I a number of ephemeral mints with very limited production were
opened up in eastern regions, perhaps in Drangiane, western Arachosia and Aria.5 In the
West, Magnesia-Maiandros and Smyrna probably coined for the king, Doura-Europos
and Edessa supplied some bronze and there are some more unattributed mints from the
general region.
Many more mints were opened up by Antiochos II in Asia Minor: Kyme, Phokaia and
Myrina, Aigai and perhaps Temnos, Lampsakos possibly, Alexandreia-Troas, Ilion and
Abydos, Lysimacheia and perhaps Kabyle in Thrace, Mylasa, Ephesos for some bronze
and a few other unattributed mints.

In the East an important mint was established at

Artakoana for Aria. The transformation of any remnants of a commodity-based barter
economy to a monetary one seems to have been proceeding quite rapidly in most areas,
but it cannot have been a simple task in the Upper Satrapies, if one considers the delay in
setting up major mints in Baktria, and even more so in Aria.
The picture then is of a proliferation of mints, each seemingly serving particular regions.
Normally a mint would be located at a satrapal capital, but, where Seleukid city-building
was being conducted on a significant scale, additional mints might be established, e.g. in
northern Mesopotamia at Karrhai or at Ai* Khanoum or, much later under Antioch IV,
when the eastern trade had became important, at Antioch-on-the-Erythraian Sea.6 If,
however, a satrapy did not possess a sufficiently important monetary economy, perhaps
because of poor agricultural resources and lack of urban centres, it was apparently served
from the mint of an adjacent satrapy. Thus, the mint at Ekbatana may have supplied
Parthia and Hyrkania with the necessary coinage, that at Artakoana Drangiane, that at
Baktra Margiane and Sogdiane, while the mint at Susa almost certainly covered Persis,
until the localfrataraka coinage was produced in this region, and possibly Karmania.7

5 Houghton/Moore(1984:5-9).
6 M0 rkholm(l970:44).
7 Newell’s identification of a mint at Persepolis has been shown to be incorrect by Houghton(1980).

But why so many mints? Could not the Seleukids have solved the problem of issuing
coinage in the way the Romans and Ptolemies did, mostly from one central mint? To
suggest that overland distances in the empire were too great for the economic
transportation of coins is not the answer.

In Kilikia alone, three mints operated

simultaneously at the death of Antiochos III: Tarsos, Soli and Seleukeia-Kalykadnos,8
when one could probably have served the province quite adequately.

This question will

be answered later, after a discussion of what coinage was produced at the mints and what
uses it had.

11.2 Coinage issues
Newell has listed what he considered to be different coinage issues.

Frequently the

difference between these is simply a control mark or control mark arrangement on the
reverse of the coin, while the obverse may well belong to the same die (e.g. in ESM
nos.48 and 49, 52 and 53, 57 and 62).

That is not what one would really call now an

‘issue’ and Houghton/Lorber have made a better classification.
A summary picture of the number of Newell-type issues by region and king for the early
Seleucids is given in Table 1, where coinage has been divided into four major categories:
gold, large silver (mainly tetradrachms, but also any other coin larger than a drachm),
small silver (drachms and fractions) and bronze.

It is recognized that issues, as defined

by Newell, are clearly not equal in size, nor can even an average volume of coinage be
assigned to one. So, of what use might this picture be?

It so happens that when one

calculates the percentage distribution of Newell-type silver issues by region for each king
and compares it to the distribution worked out by Golenko (1993,1995), based on coin
hoards, publications and private collections known to him, the correlation between the
two sets of data (columns 9 and 10 of the Table) is quite high, with a correlation
coefficient of 89 %. What this means is that Newell’s picture is valid in so far as relative
volumes of coinage are concerned, i.e. if one king had fewer Newell-type issues in a
particular region compared to another, he is likely to have produced roughly
proportionally less coinage there.

8 M0rkholm( 1984:93).

Were one to use Newell at the individual mint level, the discrepancies with Golenko
would be greater, though still quite good (correlation coefficient 84%). But, as one
consolidates the information at higher levels, the result becomes still more accurate.9
At the highest level, the total numbers of Newell-type series in each coinage category for
all the early Seleukid kings are likely to represent quite well the relative magnitudes of the
coinage emissions in each category. If each number is multiplied by a weight factor
reflecting the value of the coins in the category (where drachm =1), one has the relative
values of the coinages in each category. There is a further consideration, as discussed in
Chapter 1.6, that gold dies are assumed to have produced only half the number of coins
compared to silver dies. For this reason, the factors used are: gold staters 10 ( not 20),
tetradrachms 4, small silver X
A and bronze 1/20.

With these factors, gold staters

represented 18% of the total value of Seleukid coinage issued, silver tetradrachms 78%,
small silver 3% and bronze only 1%.

What is clear here is the overwhelming

concentration by the Seleukid kings on high value coins, particularly tetradrachms.

Table 1. The pattern of Seleukid coinage issues
1) Numbers of Newell-type series by king and region
2) Comparison with Golenko’s distribution of silver by region for each king

REGION

MESOPOTAMIA

KING

Gold

4-

Small

drs

silver

Bronze

Yrs % 4-drs

% silver

Newell

Golenko

Seleukos I

17

137

76

25

31

61

66.8

Antiochos I

4

38

8

42

20

35

59.2

Antiochos II

1

15

11

15

15

35.6

32

20

27

23.3

4

3

23

25.9

Seleukos II

22

Seleukos III

5

3

2

76

3

42

36

41

35.2

8

42

53

3

31

20

16.6

Antiochos I

9

24

19

15

20

24

17.0

Antiochos II

4

7

5

4

15

8

10.8

Antiochos III
UPPER SATRAPIES Seleukos I

9 This is in the nature of lists of positive numbers with sub-totals and totals. A large percentage
difference in a particular number is reflected in a smaller difference in the sub-total it affects and an
even smaller one in the total.
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Seleukos II

N.SYRIA-KILIKIA

16

20

16

5.6

3

5

2.6

15

48

36

11

16.0

40

5

29

31

17

9.2

«

21

2

36

20

19

8.6

Antiochos II

4

28

3

10

15

29

24.8

Seleukos II

8

37

10

31

20

46

54.2

_

16

2

13

3

73

71.4

2

71

12

50

36

40

46.3

6

1

3

31

2

4.9

Seleukos III

1

Antiochos III

_

18

4

Seleukos I
Antiochos I

Seleukos III
Antiochos III
ASIA MINOR

12

_

_

Seleukos I
Antiochos I

«

25

2

12

20

23

15.1

Antiochos II

1

47

1

30

15

48

28.8

8

4

9

20

11

16.8

_

3

0

0

Seleukos II
Seleukos III
Antiochos III

3

KOILE SYRIA

Antiochos III

_

TOTAL EMPIRE

Seleukos I

29

Antiochos I

15

1

36

8

2.4

_

13

36

0

0

225

135

60

31

13

106

31

105

20

Antiochos II

10

97

9

55

15

Seleukos II

8

78

29

88

20

22

2

17

3

7

180

30

154

36
125

Seleukos III
Antiochos III
GRAND TOTAL

All kings

67

708

236

479

% of value

All kings

18

78

3

<1

11.3 Coin categories

Gold
When the king set out to mint gold staters, or the rare double stater, double and a half
stater or octadrachm, he was clearly not catering for the everyday currency needs of his
subjects. With the gold : silver ratio at 1:10, a gold stater was worth 20 Attic drachmae
or 10 silver shekels on the Babylonian standard. Given that a shekel could purchase 120
litres of barley on average in Babylon (Chapter 5.6), a gold stater could feed a man for
nearly 27 months at the rate of 1 X
A litres per person per day. Clearly a coin like this did
not circulate in the local market, though it could have been used by the royal treasury as

the medium of large payments for services and supplies to the administration and of
receipt of taxes (cf. the Mnesimachus inscription, Document 5, with its tax assessments
noted in gold staters).
Gold may also have played a role in long-distance trade.

It is possible that gold staters

were used primarily for the Indian trade10 and production ceased when the East was
lost, i.e. by the end of the reign of Antiochus II. This is not unreasonable and can be
supported by an examination of where gold issues were minted in the reigns of the first
three Seleucids11: in the east at Baktra (12), Seleukeia-Tigris (10), Ekbatana (9) and Susa
(6), in the west at Karrhai (6), Antioch (2), Tarsos (4), Kappadokia or northern Syria (2)
and Smyrna (1). If gold had been intended primarily as a medium of payment of taxes or
for services and supplies to the administration, one would have expected a much more
uniform distribution of gold production across mints to serve their respective regions, but
in these figures there is a marked preponderance of the eastern mints. What is even more
interesting is that Baktra, the nearest mint to India, outdoes even Seleukeia-Tigris in gold,
whereas its tetradrachm production is very much less (only 16 issues compared to 110 in
ESM). So Indian trade was a probable destination of some of the gold.
Gold coinage production in the East appears to have declined considerably with the next
two Seleukids: a little perhaps at Seleukeia, Ekbatana and Susa for Seleukos II and none
for Seleukos III. The significant gold issues by Antiochus III at Nisibis, Seleukeia-Tigris
and Susa may be associated with advance payments and final settlements of soldiers’ pay
in connection with the Anabasis12, but also with the revival of eastern trade in this reign
(Chapter 5.5).
In the West, gold seems to have become more of a prestige issue, to convey a message
concerning the king, but it usually served a practical purpose as well, more often than not
a military payment.13 The gold stater struck by Antiochus IV, for example, can probably

10 Bikerman (1938:214).
1'Newell-type series.
12 Bikerman(1938:215): similarly for the gold struck at Antioch.
13 Of the ten gold issues of the 2nd century listed by Bikerman(1938:214-216), most have a clear military
purpose and this is not excluded for some of the others. Mcfrkholm( 1984:96) sees special occasions and
propaganda as the prime reasons for gold issues, but emergencies also. One would have to argue that
large military expenditure might be considered an emergency, if one did not have the requisite amount of
silver at hand to cover it, as there would be no point in simply hoarding the gold.

be associated with the festival at Daphne and may have been intended to demonstrate the
wealth and power of the Seleucid king14, even after his set-back at the hands of the
Romans in Egypt. At the same time, however, there was probably a sound financial
reason behind this issue, an advance in pay to the army then preparing for the expedition
to the East (Chapter 10.1).

The several gold issues at Antioch by Seleukos II are too

many for prestige purposes. Heavy military expenditure is again the most likely reason
given the turbulent nature of this reign (Laodikeian war, conflict with Antiochos Hierax,
expedition to retake Parthia etc.).

Silver tetradrachms
A silver Attic tetradrachm was worth a fifth of a gold stater and so could purchase 5 V2
months supply of barley for a man in Babylon. Thus it too was unlikely to have been
common in the local marketplace. Yet, as was noted earlier, it probably represented
about 4/5ths in terms of value of the coinage issued by the Seleukids.

It is likely,

therefore, that the tetradrachm served as the principal medium of exchange for economic
transactions between the administration and its subjects.15
One may envisage the path a tetradrachm followed after it left the mint. To begin with, it
would have been used to make payments by the royal authorities to officials, soldiers and
suppliers of goods and services to the Crown and also to provide subsidies to cities,
temples, local dynasts etc.16 A soldier’s pay, for example, might amount to 7-8
tetradrachms a month, a senior official could earn considerably more (Chapter 10). The
soldier or official would make certain purchases in the market, exchanging his
tetradrachms for small silver and bronze. Moneychangers are likely to have been available
to perform the conversion.17 At some point, the producer and intermediate seller were
14 M0 rkholm( 1963:33).
15 Schonert-Geiss( 1978:134): the tetradrachm constituted the bulk of Seleukid issues and was used for
large transactions. Howgego( 1995:34): state expenditure was far and away the most important reason
for circulating new coinage.
16 Crawford( 1970:46): ‘coinage was probably invented in order that a large number of state payments be
made in a convenient form’. M0 rkholm(1991:24) has no doubt that ‘the prime motivating factor
regulating the volume of coinage (of Hellenistic kings) was the rise and fall of public expenses’, though
there were also considerations of propaganda and prestige, commerce and profit (from the mint).
17 Merker( 1975:239-240): a fee for the exchange of copper coins (a^npeox; jeaA/dand) is attested in an
inscription from Palestine, probably of the late 2nd century.

called upon to pay taxes and these would probably be collected in tetradrachms, or even
gold staters, by the authorities. For example, the Mnesimachos inscription (Document 5)
shows a village being assessed annually for 50 gold staters, the equivalent of 250
tetradrachms. One may imagine the villagers selling their produce in the nearby Greek
cities either to a re-seller or directly in the marketplace and converting their small-change
earnings into the right number of tetradrachms to meet the annual tax commitment of their
village. Now these coins might be Seleukid or other Attic-standard ‘international’ issues,
such as ‘Alexanders’ or ‘Lysimachi’, which circulated freely in the Seleukid empire (see
below). For the administration it probably made no difference, although there may have
been a small premium on Seleukid issues or counter-marking for a fee on some foreign
issues to make them legal tender, though this was quite rare.18 Some of the tetradrachms
were now collected in a district treasury of the provincial administration, where they
could be utilized to meet local expenses, with any surplus probably being transferred
sooner or later to a provincial centre
The tetradrachm must also have been the coin used par excellence in intra-regional, inter
regional and long-distance trade because of the greater value of the bulk transactions
involved. Within the empire it was accepted everywhere, as also in the Greek world to the
west, with the exception of Ptolemaic Egypt, as is evidenced by coin hoards. The volume
of intra-regional and inter-regional trade has been discussed earlier and not considered
significant when compared to local trade (Chapter 5.5). Therefore, this aspect of trade
probably utilized a rather small proportion of the tetradrachms in circulation. The long
distance Indian and Arabian trade, on the other hand, may have been more important in
terms of value. It was at this time in the hands of Arab middlemen. That they too
accepted Seleucid tetradrachms is shown by the copying of Seleucid coinage by Gerrha
and other Arab principalities.19 But the question again is how important this long-distance

18 Morkholm( 1984:105,108-109): counter-marking is noted mainly in the period 175-170.
Seyrig(1958:196): an expedient at the time to save on reminting expenses because of the severe drain on
the treasury of the Roman indemnity, the ceasing of revenues from Asia Minor and the cost of campaigns
in the East. In my view, counter-marking was a rather restricted phenomenon, probably due to temporary
local difficulties rather than any general policy.
19 M0rkholm(1976).

trade really was compared to local production and exchange between cities and their rural
surroundings, which provided the bulk of taxation revenue.20

Small silver
When one considers small silver, drachms to hemiobols, one is probably looking at an
everyday currency. But there is far too little of it, as seen by the number of issues in
Newell: 236 compared to 708 tetradrachm issues (Table 1). Indeed, if one excludes the
coinage of Seleukos I, the comparison is 101 to 483. To some extent this is due to the
accidents of discovery as it is easier to find a large-denomination coin, especially in
hoards, but there is clearly another factor at work.

Taking the three major mints of

Seleukos I in ESM, one notes that Seleukeia-Tigris produced 45 issues of small silver,
Ekbatana 41 and Susa 17. By the reign of Antiochus I the numbers are down to 6, 6 and
0 respectively, and there is absolutely nothing under Antiochus II. Under Seleukos I only
Seleukeia-Tigris, of these mints, coined bronze, a total of 24 issues. In the reigns of
Antiochos I and II bronze appears for the first time at both Ekbatana (15 and 4 issues
respectively) and Susa (2 and 1) while continuing at Seleukeia-Tigris (20 and 9). While
coins of one ruler could be expected to circulate in subsequent reigns, albeit in reducing
quantities because of wear and loss, what we see here is clearly a picture of the
replacement of one category of coinage by another for everyday use, bronze in place of
small silver.
In the west the great mint at Antioch started coining later in the reign of Seleukos I.
Under him and his successors only 11 issues of small silver, and then only drachms, were
struck there compared to 127 issues of bronze. The picture is the same at other important
mints.

Tetradrachm production is associated with very few small-silver issues from

Antiochos I onwards but considerable quantities of bronze (419 issues in Table 1) and one
should bear in mind that some subject cities also minted their own bronze coinage, which
weighs the balance in favour of Seleukid bronze even more. It would seem then that
20 Golenko( 1993:110) has stressed the primary role of international trade and local commerce in the
development of Seleucid coinage, going so far as to suggest that the kings tried to secure a monopoly on
the sale of Mesopotamian grain (1993:88) and that dues from transit trade constituted their main income
(1995:96). In his opinion, this led the Seleucids to try to involve as large a part of the population in
commercial relations as possible. What I will accept is that the administrative payments - tax collection
cycle did involve perforce most of the population in local commerce and the use of coinage.

Antiochus I initiated a shift towards a bronze coinage for every day use, which was
followed by his successors.
However, that is not to say that small silver did not circulate. There were huge numbers
of Alexander drachms around, which, as will be seen, dominated the small-silver market
and the Seleukids were apparently content that this be so, as drachms were also a suitable
denomination for the administrative payment - tax collection cycle. What they apparently
restricted severely was fractional silver. It was as if they were experiencing at this stage
some silver shortages and preferred to direct their more limited supplies to the
tetradrachm, which served their coinage policy best.21 It will be recalled (Chapter 2) that,
starting from the reign of Antiochos I, the Seleukids began to lose control of border areas
in Asia Minor, Kappadokia and Armenia, and later Baktria and Karmania, with their silver
production. This must have been to some extent offset by net inflows of silver from a
favourable balance of trade22

Bronze
Seleucid bronze appears to have been a fiduciary currency, i.e. its value was not
dependendent on its metal content, copper and tin, but set by the issuing authority. This
is clear firstly because weights were not controlled to nearly the same extent as for silver.
An analysis of the bronze coinage of Seleukos I from Seleukeia-Tigris in ESM shows
weights ranging from 2.08-4.55 gr for one-unit pieces, 5.17-9.24 gr for two-unit pieces
and 8.94-16.72 gr for four-unit pieces. What is even more revealing are bronze coins of
Antiochos IV from the same mint marked with AX, BX and AX, probably specifying
one, two and four chalkoi respectively, whose respective weight ranges are 2.82-5.10 gr,
6.20-8.88 gr and 11.27-20.25 gr.23 The very wide range of weights, on average more
than 25% about a mean, cannot be due to wear. Thus, when the bronze coin circulated,
its value was known by its approximate size and not by its weight. To make matters
absolutely clear it might even be stamped with a letter giving its denomination, as seems

21 Mcrkholmf 1984:108).
22 Chapter 5.5; also Morkholmf 1982:302).
23 Newel 1(1978:271).

to have occurred after a halving of weight under Antiochos IV and again later under
Alexander Balas.24
For the second reason as to why Seleukid bronze was a fiduciary coinage, one must look
to the relationship between silver and bronze in terms of their intrinsic value, which
probably stood at around 1:120 to 1:96 in the 3rd century and may have gone down to
1:60 by the 2nd.

One may use the well-known equivalence from classical Athens of 1

drachm = 6 obols = 48 chalkoi, which was followed by the Macedonian kings. Then if a
one-unit bronze of Antiochus IV, which weighed roughly as much as a silver drachm, was
equivalent to one chalkos in the above relationship, its nominal value would have been
l/48th of the

of 25%.

equivalent silver, against an intrinsic of only l/60th, and so a fiduciary mark-up

But this was after Antiochos’ halving of weight, which may have become

necessary because of the rise in the value of bronze.25 And being a fiduciary coinage is
probably one reason why so very little bronze seems to have been hoarded.
What needs to be looked at now is the relationship that bronze production bore to small
silver (hemidrachms or less). Taking Seleukeia-Tigris as an example, one notes in ESM
that the silver hemidrachms and obols of Seleukos I seem to be have been discontinued in
favour of four-unit, two-unit, one-unit and half-unit bronzes under Antiochos I.

This

pattern of changeover is common to most eastern mints26, suggesting that the bronze was

24 Newell(1978:273): bronze a mere token coinage. Le Rider(1994b:32): bronze after Antiochos IV’s
measures contained a 20-25% fiduciary value.
Morkholmf 1984:97): bronze a heavily-overvalued
fiduciary coinage.
25 Newell (1978:273) supports a silver : bronze ratio in 3rd century Italy and Sicily that lay between 1:120
and 1:96. Price( 1968:103) quotes prices at Athens from the end of the 5th century of 230 drachmae per
talent of tin and 35 drachmae per talent of copper. Given that the greatest quantity of tin found in a
Greek coin is just under 15%, the silver : bronze ratio should not have been more than 1:93 and more
probably in the region 1:120 to 1:100, thus agreeing with Newell. However, any increase in the cost of
copper and tin was likely to overvalue bronze coins and remove them from circulation. This is perhaps
the reason why Antiochus IV doubled the denomination of the existing coins and then noted the new
value on them. If Le Rider(1994b:31) is correct, the nominal silver:bronze relationship would then have
stood at 1:100, with that based on the cost of metals more like 1:127, implying that prior to the
revaluation of bronze the actual value stood at just over 1:60, which would have been substantially above
the nominal value. Bikerman(1938:217) has taken bronze at near its true value and considered that it
must have borne a 1:50 relationship to silver in the 2nd century.
Most scholars accept the equation of one obol = 8 bronze units, e.g. Le Rider(1994b:20-21), SchonertGeiss(1978:134), Newell( 1978:271), Price( 1992:40), but Bellinger( 1963:34) takes one obol = 1 bronze
unit.
26 From Table 1, in Mesopotamia and the Upper Satrapies respectively, 76 and 53 small silver issues of
Seleukos I to only 8 and 19 for Antiochos I, while bronze issues increase from 25 and 3 to 42 and 15,
despite the much shorter reign of Antiochos.
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intended as a purely fiduciary replacement of the small silver. Where a mint continued to
produce small silver, as at Baktra, there may sometimes have been no bronze coinage at
all.
Now one can perhaps understand a passage in the Astronomical Diary of 274.27 After
reference has been made to the collection of ‘silver, cloth, goods and utensils(?)’ by the
satrap of Babylon to help the king (Antiochos I) pursue the war against the Ptolemies in
northern Syria, the Diary continues:
‘That year, purchases in Babylon and the (other) cities were made with copper coins of Ionia’.

The ‘copper coins’ referred to here are obviously the official Seleukid bronze currency.
The Achaemenids had not used copper in their coinage and this was to the Babylonians an
‘Ionian’, i.e. Greek, invention. If bronze had been a normal medium of exchange in the
market of Babylon at the time, there would have been absolutely no need to mention it.
However, what was happening was abnormal according to the Babylonian astronomers.
The small silver coinage had apparently been collected by the authorities to help finance
the war, probably in exchange for bronze, and the inhabitants were now compelled to use
the distasteful to them bronze coinage, distasteful because it was a purely fiduciary
currency introduced into an area which had possessed a long tradition of exchange based
on the value of precious metal (though bronze had been used in the distant past28). That
mention should be made of a bronze coinage in these terms in the Diary, suggests that the
measure of replacing small silver by bronze had just been introduced in Babylon. Note
that the Babylon mint had never minted bronze under Alexander or Seleukos I.29 This
may have been an emergency measure because of the war, but since a shift from small
silver to bronze is detectable at all eastern mints, it is likely that it was planned as part of a
restructuring of the currency (also Chapter 13.10).
Before leaving this question of bronze coinage, one may note that small silver
denominations continued to be produced, albeit on a very small scale, at the same mints
with bronze. For example, Antiochos III issued a hemidrachm and an obol at Ekbatana
alongside 48 bronze series ranging from six-unit to half-unit pieces. The question is why?

27 Sachs/Hunger(I, -273).

28 Powell(1996:227ff).
29 Price( 1992:72-75).

Clearly some small silver from previous issues of the Seleukids and Alexander continued
in circulation, but it was apparently felt necessary to ‘top up’ what would have been a
declining volume because of wear and loss. Some transactions, which may have been
conducted mandatorily in silver, such as the payment of taxes, may have required the
small pieces for exactness.
Finally, there is a difference of opinion as to whether bronze coinage only circulated
locally or not.30 Perhaps one should clarify first what one means by ‘locally’. One notes
that some eastern mints, Seleukeia-Tigris and Ekbatana, minted large quantities of bronze
while others, such as Babylon, Susa, Baktra and Artakoana, produced nothing or very
little.31

And yet, bronze coinage circulated in Babylon, as we know from the

Astronomical Diary of 274, coins of Seleukeia-Tigris of all the early sovereigns have been
found in Susa32 and there seems to be no reason why Ekbatana under Antiochos I needed
15 issues for its local economy as against Susa’s two. The picture that emerges is rather
one of two major eastern mints for bronze, that at Seleukeia-Tigris supplying
Mesopotamia and Susiane, and the other at Ekbatana supplying Media and most of the
Upper Satrapies. In this area bronze coinage was still a relative novelty, probably not
readily accepted, and the circulation requirements may not have been unduly heavy. Thus
no eastern city under Seleukid rule minted its own local bronze coinage unlike the west,
where several cities obtained this right early on. One also sees very little bronze output
from minor royal mints there, which concentrated almost exclusively on silver, leaving
bronze to the major mints of Antioch, Sardeis or Tarsos.

Minting profit
Even silver is in some respects a fiduciary currency, as the intrinsic value of the coin is
always slightly less than its nominal value to cover a minting profit, but how much this
was is unclear.33

30 Bikerman(1938:223): locally; Golenko( 1993:81), M0rkholm(1991:6): not locally.
31 Newell(1978).
32 Le Rider( 1965:446-7).
33 For the silver coinage of the early Seleucids, Golenko(1993:96-97) has suggested a minting profit of
about 3.3%, but it is difficult to accept his argument.
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An easier, although short-term, way of making a profit was to lower coin weight. Under
Antiochus IV a reduction of tetradrachm weight is noted between the first and second
Antioch series from mainly in the region of 16.90-17.19 grams to mainly in the region of
16.50-16.79 grams, a reduction of about 2%, which can only have been due to an
administrative decision.34 This came at a time when competing coinages had also
experienced weight reductions from the Attic standard of 17.2 grams most commonly
achieved, e.g. Pergamum (16.90-16.99 ca.190), Macedonia (16.80-16.89 ca.178) and
Athens (16.70 ca.166). It would have been foolish to continue to mint a heavier coinage
than your competitors, which would be grabbed up in the market and eventually find its
way out of circulation as bullion. On the other hand, too light a silver coinage would
sooner or later find no acceptance with those providing supplies and services to the state.
It was, of course, not only a question of weight. One could also reduce the silver content.
Until Antiochus IV purity of 94-95% silver was still maintained, but a debasement
commenced slowly with Alexander Balas (91%) and reached quite low levels of silver by
the 1st century (65%).35
With regard to bronze there was considerable profit to be gained by a mint, as it was very
much a token coinage, and a reason why cities avidly sought the right to mint.36

11.4 Coinage circulation

An analysis of coin hoards can provide indications of the pattern of circulation of coinage
in the Seleukid empire at different times. In theory, a hoard should be a reasonably
accurate cross-section of the money circulating in the area at the time the hoard was
buried. And this may be true when there was war or some other violent disruption which
caused a person to hurriedly hide the coins in his possession for reasons of safety.
However, in some cases, hoards appear to represent savings which had been accumulated
over a number of years through selective retention of certain types of coins, perhaps the
heavier specimens or those richer in precious metal or least worn or simply those most

34 M0 rkholm( 1963:40).
35 Bikerman( 1938:216).
36 M0 rkholm( 1982:302). Even cities producing Antiochos IV’s ‘municipal’ issues may have had to pay
for the privilege (Morkholm 1967:82).
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appealing to the hoarder. We have no way of knowing.37 In other cases the coins in a
hoard mostly belong to a particular issue and do not seem to have had time to find their
way into general circulation before they were buried, e.g. payments to mercenary soldiers,
coinage issued by a city for a particular local need etc. In situations such as these, the
evidence of the hoard can be quite misleading.

Thus, it is only when the data from

several hoards from the same region and period have been set beside one another, that
these anomalies can be ironed out and a reasonably coherent picture emerge.
Care should also be taken to distinguish between gold, large silver (mainly tetradrachms,
but also the occasional didrachms, shekels and larger issues) and small silver (mainly
drachms, but also a few fractions), as significant differences in patterns of circulation may
emerge because of the different uses of different denominations (see above). As for gold,
the rather rare issues were frequently commemorative of some special event, but that is
not to say that they did not have a utilitarian function as well.
A computer-aided analysis has been undertaken using the Inventory of Greek Coin
Hoards and Coin Hoards, Volumes I - VIII, with the following considerations:
1. Only hoards found within what had at any time been Seleukid territory are considered.
2. Only hoards are taken into account in which Seleukid issues, live/posthumous
‘Alexanders’ or live/posthumous ‘Lysimachi’ are present, as these represented the
‘official’ currencies of the Seleukid empire. Occasionally a hoard contains only coins in
the name of a city or, in one case (IGCH 1431), only Antigonid coins, but it is ignored as
it was probably put together from issues minted for special purposes.
3. For silver, only those hoards with 20 or more coins are regarded as likely to be to any
extent representative of currency circulation.
4. Most weight is given to the evidence of pot hoards, which are considered to be
complete, less to hoards which the publishers could regard as complete, or to coins found
in excavations, and even less to hoards which are clearly not complete and may have been
subjected to selective withdrawal of particular coin types.

Large silver
37 Crawford( 1970:40): a hoard normally, but not necessarily, reflects actual circulation.
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Coin Hoards List 1 in the Supporting Data section presents the calculated percentage of
large silver Seleukid coins (almost entirely tetradrachms) in all selected hoards, grouped
by wider geographical area and sorted by earliest estimated burial date. The remaining
coins in these hoards are mainly life-time and posthumous Alexander and Lysimachos
tetradrachms. A rough pattern emerges, which can be summarized in Table 2 below.
When the hoard evidence is missing or insufficient, a *?’ before the percentage range
indicates a best estimate based on earlier and later periods and adjacent geographical
areas.

Table 2. Estimated % of circulation of large Seleukid silver

Kings

Dates Mesopotamia

Syria

Upper

Kilikia

Satrapies

Asia Minor

KoileSyria

Seleukos I

312-281

10-20

5-10

710-20

0-5

0

Antiochos I & II

281-246

20-30

5-10

20-40

0-5

0

Seleukos II & III

246-223

30-40

10-20

730-40

10-15

0

Antiochos III

223-187

40-50

20-30

740-50

20-30

70-10

SeleukosIV &

187-164

50-60

10-20

750-60

5-10

710-30

Antiochos V to VII 164-129

60-70

40-50

760-70

0-5

30-70

129-64

20-30

50-70

720-30

0

70-90

Antiochos IV

Antiochos VIII on

From the Table above, the circulation pattern of large silver coins seems to have been
roughly as follows in different areas:
1. Mesopotamia. The share of Seleukid issues steadily increased from probably only 1020% in the reign of Seleukos I to perhaps 70% by the time Mesopotamia finally fell to the
Parthians in 129. This growth of ‘market share’ can most easily be explained by a policy
of gradual replacement of ‘Alexanders’ and ‘Lysimachi’, as coins dropped out of
circulation through loss or wear.

The decay rate of a mass of coinage in circulation is normally taken at around 2%
annually.38 For the total amount to remain the same because of the needs of a stable
economy, new issues would have to replace what was lost. New Seleukid coinage could
not apparently have achieved this. Had it done so, its percentage share would have risen
much faster, reaching 40% after 25 years, 64% after 50 years and 87% after 100 years.
A rate of replacement that would match the hoard evidence is about 0.6% annually, which
would give percentage shares for Seleukid issues of 14% after 25 years, 26% after 50
years, 45% after 100 years and 59% after 150 years.
There are two possibilities then. The one is that the Seleukids did not need to replace all
the coinage that dropped out of circulation because there was a net inflow of foreign
Attic-standard coinage from abroad to make up the difference due to a positive balance of
trade (Chapter 5.5). The second possibility is that the decay rate may have been less than
2%. The main component of this figure is the actual wear in coins, estimated at an
average of 5-6 mg per year for gold and 10 mg per year for tetradrachms, though loss
and hoarding are other factors that should be considered.39 Unfortunately, one does not
know at what weight a tetradrachm would be considered substandard by mint officials, if
there ever was any such rule. But one can attempt a calculation. If a weight reduction
of 0.5 grammes was considered the limit, the average life of a tetradrachm would have
been 50 years and the decay rate due to wear 2%. For a 1-gramme loss, the average life
would increase to 100 years and the decay rate become 1%.

Given the wide range

weights of Seleukid tetradrachms one can observe in hoards, a decay rate nearer 1% is
more likely.40
But even with a decay rate of 1% in the mass of circulating coinage, Seleukid issues by
themselves could not have changed the circulation pattern as one observes it in
Mesopotamia. Therefore a net inflow of foreign tetradrachms must have taken place.
What is important is that there is now evidence of a coinage policy whereby the supply of
tetradrachms in the market was simply ‘topped-up’ with Seleukid issues whenever it fell
below the level required by the economy. No attempt was made to replace systematically

38 Callatay( 1995:303-304), at least for Roman Republican coinage, or even up to 3%.
39 Davesne/Le Rider( 1989:245,256-258) estimate 5-18 mg loss annually from wear in the Meydancikkale
hoard; also Davesne/Yenisoganci( 1992:35).
40 e.g. in the Meydancikkale hoard with its 5215 coins (Davesne/Le Rider 1989).
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the ‘Alexanders’ and ‘Lysimachi’ in circulation, which were just as much legal tender,
along with other Attic-standard coinages, as Seleukid tetradrachms.41

2. Syria and Kilikia. As can be seen in Table 2, the ‘market share’ of Seleukid issues
circulating in this region was much smaller than Mesopotamia’s until the reign of
Antiochos III, when it seems to have grown sharply to 20-30%, though never reaching
Mesopotamian levels.

A significant increase in production can also be observed at this

time, essentially at the Antioch mint. In Table 1 Newell-type issues for the region account
for 40% of Antiochos Ill’s total production, while Golenko’s estimate is 46.3%.42 This is
not justified by the economic needs of the region (see below on ‘peace-time’ coinage).
The most likely explanation is that the new coinage was used to finance several military
campaigns which used this area as a base, westwards to Asia Minor and southwards to
Koile Syria, Phoenicia and Palestine.43 Part of this coinage seems to have found its way
into circulation in the northern Syria/Kilikia region, probably for purchases of military
equipment and supplies and as expenditure of returning soldiers.
The sharp growth in the ‘market share’ of Seleukid coinage circulating in northern Syria
and Kilikia in the reign of Antiochos III corresponds to a replacement rate substantially
greater than Mesopotamia’s, over 1 %.
Then comes a rather sharp drop in the twenty or so years following

the death of

Antiochos III. This may simply be due to the nature of the hoard evidence of this period
but, since the data comes from five reasonably-sized hoards (Coin Hoards List 1), a
reason should be sought. One that rapidly comes to mind is the possible withdrawal from
circulation of large quantities of Seleukid currency to pay the Roman indemnity. The
Romans, it will be recalled, required payment of the 15,000 talents set by the treaty of
Apameia (188) in precious metal coinage of a high standard of weight and purity, and
Seleukid issues undoubtedly qualified as such.44 But the scale of Seleukid production
41 Golenko(1995:139) on the objective of the Seleukids to maintain the supply of currency, not reconstruct
it.
42 Callatay(1993:24-25) also noted the sharp increase in production of the Antioch mint in this reign.
43 Houghton( 1989b: 16): the mint of Soli in Kilikia was opened at this time, with production matching
that of Tarsos.
44 Le Rider( 1992:268-275; 1993:50-52): the Romans were not interested in types, denominations or
standards, but in silver of high purity to reach the total weight required, in coins rather than bullion.

does not seem to have been affected.45 At this time, the Pamphylian ‘Alexanders’ that had
been in production since ca.220, with perhaps as their specific objective the Seleukid
market46, were joined by a spate of new Attic-standard issues from the recently-liberated
cities of western and southern Asia Minor until the Attalids established numismatic
control and a closed economy by switching to the production of the cistophori, perhaps as
early as ca.175.47 Thus, for a few decades plenty of alternative Attic-standard coinage
would have been available to fill any gap caused by the mass removal of Seleukid issues
from circulation.48
Following the death of Antiochos IV, the sharp revival in Seleukid issues can probably be
attributed to reduced production of Attic-standard coinage from Asia Minor mints,
following the general switch to cistophori, and the increased need to finance mercenary
armies in the internecine struggle of rival houses for the Seleukid throne.

3. The Upper Satrapies
There is very little hoard evidence for this region and what there is comes mainly from the
reigns of Antiochos I and II (Coin Hoards List 1). The indications are that somewhat
more Seleukid royal currency may have circulated here than in Mesopotamia until the
time of the loss of Baktria.

This is to be expected, given the fact that no mint had been

opened in this region by Alexander, the nearest being at Babylon. But under Seleukos
and Antiochos I several mints were established, as discussed earlier, giving a new
economic impetus to the region. Given also the distance posthumous ‘Alexanders’ and
‘Lysimachi’ had to travel and bearing in mind the arguments for relatively little inter
regional trade (Chapter 5.5), it is not surprising that Seleukid issues may have been more
common here than further west. After the loss of Baktria and the East, it is likely that
coinage circulation in Media did not differ greatly from that in Mesopotamia. By this

45 Howgego( 1995:37).
46 M0 rkholm( 1982:302).
47 Morkholmf 1979:50).
48 M0 rkholm(l 966:32) also notes an acute shortage of Seleukid silver at this time, remedied by counter
marking large quantities of Asia Minor coins with the Seleukid anchor.

time, the semi-independent dynasts in Persis may have been producing their own coinage
for several years.49

4. Asia Minor
Seleukid coinage never caught on in Asia Minor for two reasons: a) the strong
competition from numerous local issues of posthumous ‘Alexanders’ and ‘Lysimachi’,
from various city coinages and

from those of powerful states of the region, the

Pergamene kingdom and Rhodes, b) the relative instability of Seleukid rule in Asia Minor
in the second half of the 3rd century. Even when western and southern Asia Minor were
reconquered by Antiochos III, coinage production does not seem to have been stepped
up, as one might have expected, for the economic needs of the region.50 However, the
hoard evidence in Table 2 shows that under Antiochos III Seleukid coinage did acquire a
more respectable share of the currency circulating and this should probably be linked to
increased military expenditure in the region, though with coinage that had probably been
minted further east. This matches well with the increased production in northern Syria
and Kilikia at this time, as noted earlier.
As for northern Syria and Kilikia, the sharp growth in the ‘market share’ of Seleukid
coinage corresponds to a greater replacement rate than Mesopotamia’s, over 1%.
After Apameia and the loss of Asia Minor (188), there was, not unexpectedly, a dramatic
drop in the volume of Seleukid currency circulating in western and southern Asia Minor
to virtually zero. This was also partly due to the policies of the Attalid kingdom and
Rhodes in creating more or less closed monetary areas in their spheres of political
influence.

5. Koile Syria
After the conquest of this Ptolemaic province by Antiochos HI, one can observe a very
slow introduction of Seleukid coinage initially. No mint has been identified in this area
49 Koch(1988:84ft).
50 Only 8% of Antiochos Ill’s production in Newell-type issues, or Golenko’s 2.4% comes from Asia
Minor. Houghton/Lorber (forthcoming) are hard put to identity any production from Sardeis, which had
been an important mint earlier.

for silver issues under Antiochos III, who was apparently content to allow Ptolemaic
currency to circulate freely. Under his immediate successors, the royal mint at PtolemaisAkko was opened and those of the major Phoenician cities also began producing Seleukid
issues. The interesting thing, however, is that the bulk of the Seleukid coinage minted in
the region was produced on the Ptolemaic standard, as no doubt that is what the
population was used to in its monetary transactions.51 Once more a financial measure can
be seen that aimed at promoting production and exchange in the most efficient manner,
or at least not upsetting the existing situation, for the ultimate benefit of the Seleukid
treasury.
The very high proportion of Seleukid currency in circulation in this region in the period
after Antiochos IV can probably be linked, as in northern Syria and Kilikia, to the
continuous need of the various contenders to the Seleukid throne to issue coinage in order
to pay their soldiers. At the same time, the Seleukid economy had become increasingly
isolated from those of the other Greek states.

Small silver
With regard to small silver, mainly drachms, Coin Hoards List 2 presents the hoard
evidence. The picture for Asia Minor seems to be that hardly any royal Seleukid issues
circulated there throughout the third century and up to the loss of this area after Apamea
(188). Life-time and posthumous ‘Alexander’ and ‘Lysimachos’ drachms dominated in
the market. The pattern appears similar for Syria and Kilikia and it is only at the time of
dynastic strife, from about 160 onwards, that perhaps as much as 20-30% of the small
silver in circulation consisted of royal Seleukid issues, again probably in response to the
increasing needs to finance armies.

For Mesopotamia and the Upper Satrapies the

corresponding figure in the third century may have been of the order of 5-10%, increasing
gradually to 20-30% by the time these areas were lost to the Parthians in the mid-second
century.
It seems clear both from the hoard evidence and the small number of drachm and
fractional silver issues minted (see above) that the Seleukid kings were not as interested in
51 Also Morkholmf 1984:96), though Seyrig( 1973:121) sees this as due to the strengthening of both
political and economic ties with Ptolemaic Egypt from Alexander Balas onwards, since his predecessor,
Demetrios I, minted only Attic in the region.
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the small silver coinage market52 as in that of the tetradrachms, which better served their
needs for payment of expenses and tax collection.

Gold
Hoards with gold coins are extremely rare (Coin Hoards List 3), as are the number of
known gold issues (Newell 1977;1978 and Table 1). One should not really speak of
‘circulation’.
In Asia Minor only ‘Alexander’ staters appear in the reign of Seleukos. By the time of
Antiochos III, however, Seleukid royal issues may have represented 20-30% of the total.
Further east, they predominate right down to the end of Seleukid rule, often 100% and
not less than 50% of the content of hoards of gold coins. Even in the Greco-Baktrian
kingdom ca. 180-170, 30% of the gold circulating may have been Seleukid.

One reason

has already been suggested for this interest in gold and that is the overland trade with
India.

Summary
This review of evidence for the circulation of Seleukid coinage, when linked to that for its
production, suggests that the basic policy of the kings was not to tamper with the Atticstandard currency in circulation, principally ‘Alexanders’ and ‘Lysimachi’, but simply to
keep it up to the right level with their own issues, as wear and loss took its toll. The
mints of Mesopotamia and the Upper Satrapies essentially performed this function for
their respective regions.

This resulted in a gradual, but very slow, natural increase in

‘market share’ of Seleukid coinage. Up to a point the same situation existed in northern
Syria and Kilikia, and to some extent in Asia Minor, which explains why there were so
many mints, as each had the very limited, but specific task of monitoring the needs of its
region and providing the necessary replacement coinage.
So, one can complete the picture presented earlier of taxes arriving at local treasuries in
tetradrachms (and some small silver) and being passed on to regional treasuries after the

52 Le Rider(1994a:470) estimates that in the 3rd century perhaps 95% of the drachms in circulation were
‘Alexanders’.

deduction of any sums required for local use. One may imagine mint officials sorting
through the coins and setting aside those that were too worn to be allowed to circulate,
thereby creating a reserve to be melted down and reminted when the needs of their region
demanded it.
The campaigns of Antiochos III seem to have upset the balance somewhat. The mints in
northern Syria and Kilikia produced more coinage than was necessary for their own
regional needs, in order to finance campaigns of conquest in Koile Syria and Asia Minor.
The conquered regions, already highly monetarized, were thus initially supplied with a
replacement currency that could satisfy their needs for some time and did not require any
new coinage. In due course, Asia Minor was lost while Koile Syria followed the pattern
of northern Syria and Kilikia, with a speeding up of Seleukid production and increase in
‘market share’ primarily because of two factors, the greater isolation of the Seleukid
economy and the intensification of military expenditure in the dynastic conflicts of this
period.
The two key factors of Seleukid coinage policy, the ‘topping-up’ of the coinage in
circulation and the bursts of military expenditure now need to be discussed further.

11.5 ‘Peace-time’ and ‘war-time’ coinage
A die study sometimes allows one to estimate the volume of a particular issue of coinage,
with a greater or smaller degree of accuracy (Chapter 1.6). When a mint can also be
identified and a plausible chronology for the issue established, one has at one’s disposal a
piece of very useful data, that in a certain place at a certain time a particular quantity of
gold or silver was minted. The next question is ‘for what purpose’? And this is where
literary sources or plain common sense may provide a satisfactory answer, which can
throw more light on the coinage policy of the Seleukid kings.

The Antioch mint of Antiochos IV
M0rkholm(1963) has carried out a detailed study of the silver coinage of the mint of
Antioch under Antiochos IV, grouping the coinage into three series when major changes

of type or legend occurred and, within each series, into a number of issues determined by
denomination and type.
The total number of obverse dies used at Antioch was: 2 for gold staters, 55 for
tetradrachms, 2 for drachms, 1 for hemidrachms and 2 for diobols. As a rough indication
of relative value, in drachm terms, the ratios between gold53, large silver, small silver and
bronze were 20 : 220 : 2.5: 0.67. The huge importance of tetradrachms issues is evident
in these figures.
Morkholm’s analysis showed 23 tetradrachms from 4 obverse dies for Series I (175173/2), 89 from 17 for Series II (173/2-169/8) and 136 from 36 for Series III (169/8164), though some dies span series. Using Esty’s statistical method (Chapter 1.6), best
estimates and 95 % confidence limits for the total number of obverse dies for the three
Series are 4.3 (1.3 to 8.3), 18.6 (10.1 to 26.0) and 42.2 (28.9 to 56.9) respectively.

In

terms of average annual usage, the best estimate for the Antioch mint of Antiochus IV is
that it used approximately 2 obverse dies/year, or slightly less, for Series I, about 4.5
dies/year for series II and about 10 dies/year for Series III.
Series I represents the peaceful start of Antiochos’ reign.

One can associate Series II

with the preparations for the war against Egypt, and probably the first campaign, and
Series III with the second campaign against Egypt, the military effort to suppress the
Maccabean revolt and the preparations for and expedition to the East in the last years of
the reign of this king (Chapter 2).
I shall call Series I a ‘peace-time’ coinage. The needs of a population for an adequate
supply of coinage so that the administrative payments - tax receipts cycle could work have
already been discussed.

Seleukid issues essentially represented a ‘topping-up’ o f the

coinage supply because of normal wear and loss, a replacement coinage. The marked
increase in mint output in Series II and III would correspond to what I will term ‘war
time’ issues, which met the financial requirements of important military campaigns. Note
that a ‘war-time’ issue at one mint might reduce or even supplant ‘peace-time’ issues for a
number of years at the same or different mints, provided those receiving payment (mainly
soldiers and suppliers of military equipment and provisions) spent their earnings in the
regions served by those mints. Thus, in Antiochos IV’s Antioch, for example, it might be
53 Note half die production (Chapter 1.6).

expected that soldiers returning from the Egyptian campaigns to the city, the staging point
for these and for the expedition to the East, would contribute with their expenditure to
the supply of circulating coinage.
For the moment one may simply note that the population of northern Syria was estimated
at about this time at 1 14 - 2 million (Chapter 4.3). Therefore, its ‘peace-time’ needs seem
to have been met with a sort of rule-of -thumb of just over one tetradrachm obverse die
per million of population per year, equivalent to about 20 talents (Chapter 1.6).

The mint at Seleukeia-Kalvkadnos
This minor mint in Kilikia Tracheia has been extensively studied.54

Tetradrachm

production commenced there with the conquest of the region by Antiochos III ca.197,
but was limited to the use of only one obverse die apparently. In subsequent reigns up to
and including that of Antiochos VII (to 129), the same low-key operation seems to have
continued, with production of one or two dies and sometimes none, making eight dies in
all, or one every nine years or so.

So far, this clearly looks like a ‘peace-time’ coinage.

If one obverse die a year at Antioch served as a replacement coinage for the needs of
about one million people (see above), the region served by Seleukeia-Kalykadnos may
have contained a population of only about a hundred thousand, or perhaps twice this
number, if one considers that Kilikia Tracheia was not as heavily urbanized as northern
Syria or Mesopotamia or Kilikia Pedias and so had less need of coinage.
But then came a huge peak in production under Seleukos VI (126 known specimens from
44 obverse dies, giving a best estimate of 58 dies). Clearly an extraordinary minting effort
was going on, probably associated with the arrival of Seleukos at Seleukeia-Kalykadnos
in 98(?) and the commencement of military preparations there for his bid on the Seleukid
throne, which ended with the taking of Antioch in 94(?).53 So the mint was producing a
‘war-time’ coinage then.

At about 20 talents to an obverse tetradrachm die (Chapter

1.6), roughly 1,200 talents were coined in up to four years for Seleukos’ war-effort.
In Chapter 10.1 soldiers’ pay was discussed and the suggestion was made that in the
Hellenistic period professional soldiers required an advance payment and regular pay
54 Houghton( 1989a); also quoted by Callatay( 1993:22-23).
55 Houghton(1989a:97-98).

thereafter.

Therefore, preparations for a campaign probably involved a considerable

amount of minting of new coinage, which might continue at a lesser intensity during the
campaign until it reached another peak, the paying-off at the end, if sufficient funds had
not been coined already.
In Seleukos’ case, one does not know if his troops were paid off at Antioch with coinage
minted at Seleukeia-Kalykadnos. On the assumption that they were, at the rate of one
drachm/day/man (Chapter 10.1), 1,200 talents would have sufficed for 5,000 soldiers paid
for four years or 10,000 for two years. The numbers sound about right for the force that
Seleukos VI might have raised to take Antioch.

The Mesopotamian mints of Antiochos III and Seleukos IV
Mints operated for Antiochos III (223-187) and Seleukos IV (187-175) at SeleukeiaTigris, Susa and Nisibis, and one may add Ekbatana just outside this region. The known
specimens of tetradrachms and obverse dies used for this coinage are shown in the table
below.56 An estimate has been made using Esty’s method (Chapter 1.6) of the probable
total number of obverse dies used (k2') and the 95 % confidence limits of this prediction
(95% k2').
King

Mint

Antiochos III
(36 years)

Dies/yr

95% k2'

343.8

9.6

783-143

17

51.1

1.4

121-17

57

72.2

2.0

95-57

467.1

13.0

Coins

Dies

Sel.-Tigris

55

49

Susa

23

171

Nisibis

k2'

Seleukos IV

MESOPO
TAMIA
Sel.-Tigris

17

11

24.5

2.0

59-11

(12 years)

Susa

18

9

14.6

1.2

20-9

Nisibis

38

16

22.2

1.9

38-16

61.3

5.1

Antiochos III

MESOPO
TAMIA
Ekbatana

Seleukos IV

Ekbatana

56 Le Rider(1993:57-58).

78

36

54.4

1.5

80-36

5

3

5.9

0.5

26-3
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Seleukos IV is not known to have organized any large-scale military operations in the
East and so it might not be unreasonable to suppose that his eastern mints coined only
what was sufficient for the current needs of the eastern satrapies, i.e. a ‘peace-time’
coinage. From the table above the best estimate for Mesopotamia is that he used about
61 obverse dies or 5.1/regnal year on average.

For an estimated population of 5-6

million (Chapter 4.1), this is again consistent with a level o f about one obverse die per
million inhabitants, as at Antioch above. In fact, the two regions seem to have been quite
similar in their high degree of urbanization, with increased currency needs. One can
possibly even be more specific. Northern Mesopotamia (Nisibis) required 1.9 dies/year on
average, central Mesopotamia (Seleukeia-Tigris) 2.0 and southern Mesopotamia (Susa)
1. 2 .

One may also consider Ekbatana, serving Media, with an output of 0.5 die/year on
average. In terms of population, Seleukid Media should have possessed perhaps as much
as a quarter of Mesopotamia’s (Chapter 4.6) and one would have expected at least one
die/year at Ekbatana. The smaller number might simply be an indication of the lesser need
for coinage in a region not heavily urbanized where much of payment, taxation and
exchange was still being conducted in kind.
Under Antiochos III, the picture is virtually the same at two mints, Nisibis, requiring 2.0
dies/year on average, and Susa 1.4, and so equivalent to the ‘peace-time’ output of
Seleukos IV. But there is a dramatic change at Seleukeia-Tigris, where the best estimate
o f annual obverse die usage has gone up to 9.6. Admittedly, the 95% confidence limits of
the prediction are quite wide because of the small index ratio of coins to dies, but even at
the lower limit (143 dies at 4/yr) the result is much higher than any ‘peace-time’ output.
To a smaller extent, this is the picture at Ekbatana where there is a tripling to 1.5
dies/year on average. Clearly an explanation is required.
It is not difficult to consider that the huge increase in output at the mint of SeleukeiaTigris is a ‘war-time’ coinage issued to finance Antiochos Ill’s Anabasis to the East
between 210 and 205.

The size of the army has been discussed in Chapter 10. For the

purposes of this calculation I shall take 50,000 troops (35,000 ‘regulars’ and 15,000
mercenaries) paid in silver and 20,000 eastern levies and ‘allies’, who were not (in an
attempt to be as conservative as possible). At 1 drachm/day for infantry and twice that
for cavalry, and with a cavalry:infantry ratio of 1:10, the daily cost of this army in silver

w(Ould have been about 10 talents. Over the five years of the campaign, a cost of the
order of 15,000 talents is to be expected in silver alone.
Seleukeia would have been the logical staging point for the expedition. One may suppose
that some payments were made there to the troops. Perhaps pay was issued at a reduced
raite during the actual campaign, when the army was fed off the land or by the local rulers
wlho acknowledged Seleukid suzerainty (Chapter 2). The return of Antiochos took place
vita Karmania and Persis, and so Susiane too. We are not told where any troops were
diisbanded, but again Seleukeia-Tigris seems a logical point and again its mint would have
to* come into play for any final payments. None of the other Mesopotamian mints, it was
noted, shows any significant increase in silver output at this time, above any ‘peace-time’
cuirrency needs.
From the table above, the entire production of Seleukeia-Tigris (best estimate 344
obverse dies) will be considered to have been devoted to the expenses of the Anabasis.
At 20 talents to the die, this works out at about 7,000 talents, considerably less than the
estimated cost of the expedition in silver. It is possible that Antiochos already carried
with him a substantial war-chest of coined money when he arrived at Seleukeia-Tigris at
thie start of the campaign. It is also probable that some payments were made in gold. One
other possibility is that the actual number of dies used at Seleukeia-Tigris may have been
higher than the best estimate. The 95% confidence limit can indeed take us up to 783 dies
or just over 15,000 talents, but the possibility is very small. A stronger possibility is that
more coins than 30,000 were struck on average from an obverse tetradrachm die.
Perhaps Ekbatana also minted for the Anabasis, being on the direct route the expedition
took and along which reinforcements and supplies might be expected to have traveled. It
has been suggested that the gold and silver obtained from the sacking by Antiochos of the
temple at Aine near Ekbatana, which produced 4,000 talents of coined money
(Pol. 10.27.12), was minted mostly there.57 But the die evidence goes against this. The
best estimate of 55 obverse dies at Ekbatana for the whole of the reign of Antiochos III,
discounting any need for ‘peace-time’ coinage, would amount to only about 1,000 talents
o f silver, far short of what Aine apparently produced. Nor is there any historical evidence
that Aine yielded gold to the tune of nearly 3,000 talents, since Polybios is careful to

57 e.g. Newel1(1978:217-218).

detail the mainly silver ornamentation of the temple and the fact that other looters,
Alexander, Antigonos and Seleukos had already passed through earlier (when it might be
plausibly expected that they would have availed themselves of any gold in preference to
silver). Nor is there numismatic evidence that Antiochos minted such huge quantities of
gold staters that would have required about 60 obverse dies.58
There is perhaps a simpler explanation for the tripling of output of the Ekbatana mint
under Antiochos III compared to Seleukos IV. The reestablishment of Seleukid political
control in the East after the Anabasis must have created the need for more coinage to fuel
the administrative payments - taxation monetary cycle.

Mints that had once served this

area, Artakoana in Aria and others in southern Iran and Afghanistan (see 11.1) no longer
functioned. The mint at Baktra, which had also probably contributed earlier, was outside
Seleukid jurisdiction, in the hands of Euthydemos. Only Ekbatana was in a position to
supply the necessary coinage to what was quite a large region comprising not only Media,
but probably also Aria, Drangiane, Karmania and perhaps Arachosia. If one considers
these ‘re-affirmed’ provinces as similar in terms of degree of urbanization and economy to
Media, roughly two million more people would need to be served with coinage at the rate
of one obverse die per year, which does not fit badly with the independent assessment of
population in Chapter 4.6. After Antiochos Ill’s defeat at Magnesia, control of these
areas seems to have been lost once again, which could explain the reduction of minting
ouput at Ekbatana under Seleukos IV.

11.6 The ‘special’ issues
The Seleukid ‘Alexanders’
‘Alexander’ tetradrachms were minted by Seleukid kings alongside their own royal issues.
This continued well into the 2nd century and probably represented a substantial proportion
of mint output.59 This is not surprising in the light of the coinage policy that seems
detectable, i.e. that the basic intention of the Seleukids was to maintain the currency
58 At the rate of 50 talents to a die (Chapter 1.6).
59 The very large Meydancikkale hoard from Rough Kilikia, with burial date ca.240-235, is considered
representative of what circulated in Asia Minor and Kilikia at this time. It has yielded 251 Seleukid
tetradrachms, of which 147 ‘Alexanders’, and 10 Seleukid drachms, of which 8 ‘Alexanders’
(Davesne/Le Rider 1989:230,240).

supply at the right level and not to establish a Seleukid currency per se. What the coinage
in circulation was appeared immaterial as long as it was based on the Attic standard (with
the exception of Koile Syria later).
But why ‘Alexanders’?

It may be that the Seleukid kings felt a need to reaffirm

themselves to their subjects at the start of a reign, or when dynastic conflict or external
problems posed a threat, or in newly-conquered territories, and so issued ‘Alexanders’ at
the time, which received greater acceptance.

‘Alexanders’ also probably helped to

develop a primary habit of coinage in areas where such had not circulated before.60 But a
more detailed study is required so that the reasons for specific Seleukid ‘Alexander’
issues may be determined.61

The ‘lion’ staters
These were coined by Alexander at Babylon alongside his official Greek-style coinage
and this practice was continued by Seleukos I (who also introduced the ‘elephant’ stater)
at Ekbatana and Susa also. However, the weight of the ‘lion’ stater is highly erratic and
this suggests that it probably circulated as bullion, making it suitable for transactions in
Babylonian markets when it was too soon to implement a Greek tri-metallic coinage.
The circulation o f ‘lion’ staters was restricted to Babylonia and parts of western Iran and,
in one (erroneous) view, was terminated by 27562 when Antiochos I removed the last
remnants of the civilian population o f Babylon to Seleukeia-Tigris. Probably the lion
staters ceased to be minted at about this time not because of the supposed evacuation of
Babylon but in line with the increasing acceptance of Greek-style currency, though one
could still think in terms of shekels. There is evidence from numerous Seleukid legal texts
from Babylon and Uruk of prices expressed in shekels of silver and fractions of a shekel,
frequently with the designation ‘in staters of Antiochos (or another king) in good
condition’. 63 A parallel exists in Greece today where the drachma is still sometimes called

60 Golenko( 1993:87).
61 The opportunity to do this may well arise after the publication of the new Houghton/Lorber catalogue.
62 Newell( 1978:104). See discussion in Chapter 6.1 on the founding of Seleukeia-Tigris
63 For example in McEwan(1981), Doty(1977).

a franc in everyday speech, a throwback to pre-independence times when foreign coins
were sometimes used as a medium of exchange.
The only reason why such a currency was issued alongside the normal Greek-style
coinage would have been to facilitate transactions in an area with a long tradition of silver
bullion-based exchange, but somewhat sceptical of coinage in the Greek sense, until
public acceptance of the new system could be cultivated.64 As part of Seleukid coinage
policy, it satisfied in the best way at the time the needs of the administrative payment - tax
collection cycle in traditional Babylonia. The newly opened-up area to the east around
Seleukeia-Tigris could be served better from the start by Attic-standard coinage.

The Phoenician-standard coinage
This has already been discussed briefly. It is the currency the Seleukids minted on a
standard of 14.2 gr for a tetradrachm after the conquest of Koile Syria ca.200 from the
Ptolemies, though not immediately.

The region had, until then, entertained close

commercial links with Alexandria, with mints at Berytus, Sidon, Tyre, Ake-Ptolemais and
Joppa.65
It facilitated the Seleukid administration to make certain payments and receive taxes in the
area from the already existing stock of Ptolemaic coinage initially. This did not disrupt
the economy. That is probably why Antiochos III minted no silver in the region after his
conquest and one has to wait for the reign of Seleukos IV for the first Attic issue at AkePtolemais. Under Antiochos V tetradrachms on the Ptolemaic standard were coined
alongside Attic.

This was not repeated by Demetrios I, but from Alexander Balas

onwards several Phoenician mints were opened and Ptolemaic-standard coins began to
predominate, with the occasional Attic.66
It has been suggested67 that Attic-standard silver was eventually used in the new province
only in the frontier areas and for certain payments the administration needed to make in
this coinage to troops and administrative personnel only temporarily there. Indeed there
^Bellinger!1963:65): the coinage was acceptable to the local communities.
65 Seyrig( 1973:121), Rostovtzeff( 1941:868).
66 Le Rider(1995) for a review of the monetary policy of the Seleukids in Koile Syria.
67 Le Rider( 1995:401-404).

may have been a compulsory change of Attic by traders arriving from the rest o f the
empire. Though this may have been inconvenient, what was important was that the
economy of the province be served in the best way. An alternative suggestion is that, as
Ptolemaic influence increased, because of the support given to different pretenders for the
Seleukid throne, the region became economically attached to Egypt and the Ptolemaic
standard came to predominate.68 Perhaps the truth is that Ptolemaic-standard Seleukid
coins were minted because the supply of true Ptolemaic coins in the area was dwindling
because of natural wear and loss.
In line with their general policy, the Seleukid kings showed no concern to establish their
own coinage in Koile Syria. Whatever could be shown to facilitate the tax-collection payments cycle was acceptable: Ptolemaic-standard for the bulk of their needs, Atticstandard for the remainder.

11.7 Conclusions on coinage

The policy of the early Seleukid kings was to monetise the economy of the empire to the
greatest extent and as rapidly as possible, so as to ensure for themselves and their
successors an adequate supply of silver for their expenses, principally military.
Numerous mints were established to serve different regions. Their basic objective was to
maintain the monetary supply at the desired level so as to fuel the payments - tax
collection cycle (a ‘peace-time’ coinage). What coins were used for this was immaterial,
but tetradrachms were far and away the most convenient. The Seleukids never made any
effort to replace the ‘Alexanders’ and ‘Lysimachi’ completely, and indeed the numerous
city and other silver tetradrachms and drachms that circulated within their domain, as long
as they belonged to the Attic standard. In Koile Syria, they even relaxed this rule and
minted on the Ptolemaic standard themselves, while permitting Ptolemaic coins to
circulate at the same time, since this seemed to serve their needs more efficiently.

In

Babylonia, transactions were carried out for some years in coinage of a local standard
until familiarity with Attic-standard coinage had been established.
The Seleukid ‘peace-time’ issues essentially replaced the coins that dropped out of
circulation through wear and loss. The rate of production was roughly the output of one
68 Bikerman(1938:214). Le Rider(1993:54): Ptolemaic coins were admitted to Koile Syria after 200.

obverse die/year, or about 20 talents, for the needs o f one million people in more
urbanized provinces and perhaps half this in more rural ones
At the same time, a reserve was kept of silver and gold in coin and bullion (from mine
output or the melting-down of coins withdrawn from circulation as too worn). This was
used when required for some major items of expenditure, almost always an important
military campaign, and issued as a ‘war-time’ coinage.
The pattern of circulation of Seleukid tetradrachms, as evidenced by coin hoards, shows
the effect of a steady natural replacement of the original and posthumous ‘Alexanders’
and ‘Lysimachi’ in circulation within the empire, as wear and loss took its toll. This
progressed faster in Mesopotamia and the Upper Satrapies and also after the Seleukid
realm became more isolated from the Aegean world following the loss of Asia Minor.
Finally, small silver issues were not preferred and bronze seems to have taken their place
in the market, mostly from the time of Antiochos I. This had two benefits for the royal
exchequer. It partly saved on silver for the more important tetradrachm issues and it also
yielded a greater minting profit, because of the fiduciary nature of bronze.

Gold was

minted rarely, because of its scarcity, and usually only when there was a serious shortage
of silver or some particular message of the royal ideology could be expressed alongside a
utilitarian function, such as the payment of troops.

12. A MODEL FOR THE SELEUKID ECONOMY
In previous chapters population, production and exchange, royal revenue and expenses
and coinage were considered separately. Logically there should be some relationships
between all these parameters in the context of the Seleukid economy.
A very approximate model will be developed. Using source material and a measure of
common sense, the magnitude of each factor of the economy will be estimated
independently of the others. Plausible relationships between the factors will also be found
independently in the same way. Then, if all the relationships actually hold between all the
estimates, the model might be considered a reasonable one. Since the several parameters
involved will have been derived independently, the possibility that they could fit together
in this way by chance is wholly unlikely.

12.1 Population

It will be useful to retain some population estimates from Chapter 4. The Seleukid empire
at its peaks ca.281 and ca.190 had about 20 million inhabitants, compared to perhaps 40
million in Alexander’s at his death.

Mesopotamia’s population was estimated at 5-6

million, northern Syria’s at 1 lA - 2 million by the 2nd century and Judaea’s at about lA
million. The population of Egypt at this time may have been 5-6 million. The average
population of a Greek city of Asia Minor and its territory was taken at 15,000, but the
range could have been quite wide. The largest new foundation, Seleukeia-Tigris, may
have been designed for about 100,000 inhabitants.

12.2 Revenue

The second parameter of the model, production and exchange, will be ignored for the
moment and revenue considered instead.

Revenue examples
To begin with, regarding total revenue, Justin(13.1.9) gives the annual income of
Alexander at his death as 30,000 Attic talents, but this includes a small contribution from
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the European provinces as well.

Antigonos Monophthalmos is said to have received

11.000 talents as that part of the revenue which ended up in his hands at the time (316)
when he had established a certain measure of authority over all the Asian provinces
(Diod. 19.56.5). Ptolemy II reportedly obtained 14,800 talents from Egypt alone plus
1.500.000 artabai of grain (Jerome Daniel 11.5), while the income of Ptolemy Auletes in
the mid-1st century amounted to 12,500 talents (Strabo 18.1.13)1.
However, the total of 30,000 talents for Alexander’s revenue given by Justin is quite
different from that which can be derived from Herodotos(3.89) for Darius, 8,100
Babylonian talents or a little over 9,000 Attic2. Consequently Justin has been rejected as
too high, though some growth in economic activity, and so taxation, by the end of the
Achaemenid period has been allowed.3 A simpler explanation is that Herodotos and
Justin are simply not talking about the same thing. The one is referring to that part of the
revenue of the satrapies that was passed on to the king after the expenses of the satraps
had been taken care of, i.e. the surplus discussed in Chapter 9, the other to the total
revenue of the king and his administration from all sources, including royal land and
natural resources. The 11,000 talents of Antigonos would then be more akin to the tribute
of Darius, i.e. they represent net rather than gross revenue.

Revenue rates
When these amounts of revenue are compared with the population figures derived earlier,
a relationship seems to emerge. The Ptolemies come out, as one would expect, given
their very strict control of the Egyptian economy, as the most intensive generators of
revenue. 14,800 talents, or somewhat more, on a population of 5-6 million works out at
about 2 1/2-3 talents/thousand. If the population of Alexander’s empire was around 40
million, his revenue of 30,000 talents would represent a taxation rate of %
talent/thousand.

1 Preaux( 1939:424-425) for the total revenue of the Ptolemies.
2 The 360 talent tribute assessment of the Indian nome is considered to represent the value in silver of the
gold dust actually paid; also Briant( 1996:402).
3 Cavaignac( 1923:109-113).
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Looking now at different parts of the Seleukid empire, revenue from Judaea was noted as
300 talents under Seleukos IV (Sulpicius Severus Chron.2.11.5). Earlier it had been
higher, before Antiochos III reduced the tribute by l/3rd and made other concessions
Later it was to go up to 440 talents under Antiochos IV (Chapter 8.7). On a population
of % million, a revenue rate oscillating around 1

talents/thousand seems to have

applied, perhaps reflecting Ptolemaic influence.
Regarding Seleukid Mesopotamia, which was probably not too different from that of the
Achaemenids, there is the interesting statement in Herodotos(1.192) that the satrap of
Achaemenid Babylonia collected daily as the tax of the province a Babylonian artaba of
silver, equivalent, according to Herodotos, to an Attic medimnos and four choinikes, or in
modem terms to about 56 liters. A solid mass of pure silver of this volume would
actually weigh about 590 kilos or nearly 23 Attic talents (at 10.5 gr/cu.cm).

This

corresponds to just over 8,000 talents annually. Obviously, neither is a sack-fiill of pieces
of silver a solid mass, nor is Herodotos likely to have been exact. Still, one is led to a
total annual revenue from Mesopotamia of the order of 5-6,000 talents. Most scholars
have rejected Herodotos here because this figure is in total disagreement with what he
gives for the tribute of Mesopotamia of only 1,000 Babylonian talents. But it does fit a
population of 5-6 million taxed at the rate of about one talent/thousand inhabitants.
There is, of course, the need to explain the huge difference between the 5-6,000 or so
talents total revenue of the satrapy and the only 1,000 talents apparently received by the
king. Again, Herodotos is helpful because he informs us that one of the duties of the
Babylonian satrapy was to ‘feed’ the king and his court for four months in the year, the
remainder being provided for by the other satrapies of Asia (1.192). One reads in
Athenaios(4.145a) that the daily expenses of the Persian king’s table (read ‘court’)
amounted to -20 or 30 talents, or sometimes more. If this rate were maintained for four
months in the year, as Herodotos tells us, one can calculate that the total expense would
amount to 2,500 to 3,500 talents or more, making this probably the largest single item of
expenditure for the satrap of Babylonia and the idea of 5-6,000 talents total revenue and
only 1,000 talents net tribute more plausible4.

4 Sancisi-Weerdenburg( 1989:133-135) and Lewis(1987) for a discussion of the King’s Table.

Considering individual cities now, Aspendos was assessed for 50 talents by Alexander
(ArrAnab. 1.26.2). The combined tribute of Kaunos and Stratonikeia to the Rhodians
was set at 120 talents (Po 1.30.31.7). These figures probably comprise tribute and all taxes.
These were sizeable cities, probably above the norm for Asia Minor. With populations of,
say, 30,000 - 40,000 each, their rates of revenue would have lain around 1 lA - 2
talents/thousand. For comparison, Magnesia-Maiandros, which must have been larger,
generated 50 talents for Themistokles in the Persian period, or nearer 1 talent/thousand
(Thuc. 1.138.5). In Chapter 8 it was suggested that the indemnity of 150 talents finally
imposed on Seleukeia-Tigris (Pol.5.54.9) may have been equal to the annual revenue from
the city. At an estimated population of 100,000, this would have amounted to 1 lA
talents/thousand.

If the population of the city were higher at this time (ca.220), say at

around 150,000, the revenue rate would have been only 1 talent/thousand.
For a rural community one has the evidence of the 3dr/adult head-tax for the village of the
Kardakes (Chapter 8.6). This works out at only 1/4 talent/thousand of population, but
may not have been the only tax. Mnesimachos’ villages ended up paying 50 gold staters
in tribute, or 1,000 drs.

With a population of, say, 500, this would have amounted to 2

dr/head or 1/3 talent/thousand. But this was after the grant to Mnesimachos. Prior to this,
if the village had paid the king a 50% rent, the revenue generated would have been six
times greater and reached 2 talents/thousand of population.

There is no guarantee, of

course, that the rent was as high as this.
Three points need to be made. The first is that revenue rates from subject cities seem to
have been quite high when tribute and taxation were fully applied. This supports the idea
in Chapter 8 that the king purposely made lighter the taxation of city land since he
expected to gain from tolls and taxes on trade and industry. The second point is that
many subject cities, temples and peoples did not pay the full rate because of the
exemptions granted them. The third point is that revenue rates in Asia Minor appear to
have been high compared to those in Mesopotamia. There is a simple explanation for this,
the lower commodity prices prevailing in Mesopotamia (Chapter 5.6), which means that
smaller amounts of silver would result from the sale of the same quantities of commodities
that represented the taxation burden.

Further east, one should make allowance for the

fact that there was less urbanisation, with the possible exception of Baktria, and a smaller
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degree of penetration of a monetary economy, as evidenced by mint activity (Chapter
11.2). Consequently, silver revenue rates were likely to be substantially lower.
What emerges from this very rough analysis is a spectrum of regional revenue rates
ranging from about 1 Vi talents/thousand in urbanised Mediterranean regions to 1
talent/thousand in Mesopotamia and perhaps to as little as !4 talent/thousand in most of
the Upper Satrapies.

Total revenue
Taking these facts into consideration and using the population graph of Chapter 4, the
graph below may be indicative of how the total revenue of the Seleukid kings varied over
time.
Revenue
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A peak of around 20,000 talents/year achieved at the end of the reign of Seleukos I and
again just before Magnesia is possible. Antiochos III may have had earnings of the order
o f 15,000 talents/yr at the time of the Anabasis. As a comment, the loss of Asia Minor
may have been equivalent in terms of population to the loss of the Upper Satrapies, but
considerably more important in terms of revenue.

12.3 Production

Agricultural production
It is now time to deal with agricultural production, which has been postulated as the most
important economic activity because of ps-Aristotle (Chapter 7), and to try to relate it to
population and taxation.
Mesopotamia will be considered as an example, because it has the advantage of being an
essentially ‘closed’ system from the point of view of agriculture, i.e. it is difficult to
envisage the transport of bulk agricultural commodities across its borders. To the east lay
the Zagros range, to the north the Anti-Tauros and mountains of Armenia, to the west
and south the Syrian and Arabian deserts and the Persian Gulf.

It was only in the

northwestern comer that a corridor of cultivated land existed from the Euphrates to the
Mediterranean. Even assuming that grain could easily have been transported up or down
the Euphrates, the 7-day overland trip to the Mediterranean would have been expensive
(Chapter 5.5). It is clear that Mesopotamia in this period is not likely to have been either
an exporter or an importer of bulk agricultural

commodities, except in special

circumstances, such as supplying provisions for a military campaign.
What one can say about agricultural production, then, is that it must have been at least
adequate to feed the Mesopotamian population, or about 15% more since an allowance
should be made for some loss during transportation to city granaries and while held there
in storage5. Naturally one would expect a fixed running surplus to be kept in store to
guard against a poor harvest, perhaps even a year’s supply, but average annual production
must have about matched the needs of consumption over the long term.

Consumption
Barley was the staple commodity in Mesopotamia (Chapter 5.1). To survive, a working
man needs about 1 Vi liters of barley per day. This is the typical ration one finds in many
administrative texts of all periods from Babylonia.6 Barley has a smaller calorie content
5 From accounts of Old Babylonian Larsa showing grain carried to the city from the surrounding district,
Breckwoldt( 1995/6:78) worked out a 5% maximum loss of grain during transportation; Adamson(1985:7)
estimated 10% loss of grain in storage for the ancient Near East as a probably conservative figure.
6 Joannes( 1997:321).

than wheat and suffers a loss of 20% or more in preparation because the husk has to be
removed first7. The net result is that 1 Vi litres of barley are roughly the equivalent in
nutritional value of one choenix of wheat, or about 1.1 litres, the typical soldier’s ration
of the Greek world.

But these figures apply to an adult man in the prime of life doing

fairly strenuous work. If one considers the calorie requirements of other members of the
typical family8, and other classes of society not engaged in strenuous labour, one is left
with an average figure of barley consumption that may have been nearer 1 lA
liters/person/day.
Man in Mesopotamia did not, of course, live on barley alone, but it probably satisfied 7080% of his daily dietary requirement, as in the ancient Mediterranean world, and
consequently the actual barley consumption was less than that given above. However,
one can consider the figure of 1 lA liters/person/day as a barley-equivalent representing all
foodstuffs, and this works out at about 450 liters/person/year.
What is the significance of this figure? When multiplied by population, it gives us an idea
of what the total agricultural output of Mesopotamia may have been. If a value could be
assigned to this, one would have an estimate of the economic base from which rent and
tax were extracted by the administration.

Price
The Babylonian Astronomical Diaries (Chapter 5.6) give accurate commodity prices in the
market of Babylon throughout the Seleukid period. The base price of barley works out at
20 sut to the shekel or 1 drachm for 60 litres, subject to fluctuations because of good or
bad harvests and the time of the year in relation to the harvest, but occasionally influenced
by disturbances in or near Babylon.
The question is, of course, whether prices in the city of Babylon were representative of
those in Mesopotamia generally. Certainly in southern Mesopotamia, Babylonia, where
the bulk of the population was located (Chapter 4.1), river transport along the Euphrates
and Tigris and the dense network of canals could move goods cheaply from areas of
7 Ellison( 1983:149): one liter of barley gives 2,700 Calories but 20% wastage effectively reduces this to
about 2,200.
8 Foxhall/Forbes( 1982:49).

temporary surplus to those of temporary shortage, so one would probably expect an
evening-out of price.

The value of agricultural production
With a price of 60 liters of barley for a drachm, the average inhabitant of Mesopotamia’s
consumption of foodstuffs of 450 liters of barley-equivalent per year would have been
worth about 7 Vi drachms, rounded up to 8-9 drachmas to allow for the fact that the non
staples in the diet (20-30% of the total) were probably more expensive than barley. This,
increased by the transportation and storage losses of roughly 15% suggested earlier,
would have made the value of the average agricultural production per inhabitant of
Mesopotamia about 10 drachmas, since self-sufficiency was the likely condition. With a
population of 6 million, the total value of agricultural production in Mesopotamia works
out at around 10,000 talents annually.

Agricultural production versus taxation
As noted earlier, at one talent/thousand of population the total annual revenue of the king
and his administration from Mesopotamia was likely to have been around 6,000 talents.
This, it will be recalled (Chapter 8), included taxation of various kinds but also rents from
royal land and proceeds from the natural resources the king controlled, principally
irrigation water.
It is not clear how much land was owned by the king.

If the land was directly

administered on his behalf, he obviously received the full revenue. If the land was leased
to tenants, the king could expect not less than 50% of the crop as rent for the land, as the
text from the Ebbabar temple showed (Chapter 8.1). But even if the land was held by a
temple or an individual, taxation and water rights probably represented not less than a
third of the harvest.9 The overall impression is that the king’s income from agriculture in
Mesopotamia must have been high, probably around 40-50% of the value of total
agricultural production.

This was put earlier at about 10,000 talents annually and so 4-

5,000 talents in royal revenue.
9 Chapter 8.2 for the high cost of water in Mesopotamia.

The figure derived above constitutes the lion’s share of the 6,000 or so talents that was
estimated earlier to be the total royal revenue from Mesopotamia and provides support
for ps-Aristotle’s statement that revenue from land was far and away the most important
(Chapter 7).

Other activities
It was suggested in Chapter 5.5 that in relative terms longer-distance trade was not as
significant in the Near East as in the Mediterranean world.

Ps-Aristotle seems to have

known this well enough when he based his treatise on the Seleukid empire, as I have
argued (chapter 7.3), and listed satrapal revenues in order of importance. The analysis of
revenue from agriculture in Mesopotamia (see 12.2) also shows that perhaps only
1/3

1/4

or

of royal revenue may have been derived from animal husbandry, trade and industry and

head taxes.
A similar picture can be obtained from inland Judaea, located well off important trade
routes. The High-Priest Jason had offered 360 talents for the tribute of Judaea and only
80 for the other taxes (Chapter 8.7). It is tempting to see this as a distinction between the
revenue that could be earned from land (and perhaps people) and that from taxes and tolls
on trade and industry.
Along the Mediterranean coast the picture was undoubtedly different and trade played a
much more prominent role in both economic life and Seleukid taxation receipts, perhaps
more so than land in some cases, if the many tribute concessions and low rates of taxation
of agricultural produce of the Greek cities of Asia Minor (Chapter 8.1) are anything to
judge by.

12.4 Expenditure and surplus

In Chapter 10 an attempt was made to estimate the major expenses of the Seleukid kings.
It might be useful to consider three points in time: just before Antiochos Ill’s Anabasis
(210), just before Magnesia (190) and at the end of the reign of Antiochos IV(164).
Revenue for Antiochos ca.210 was estimated at around 15,000 talents annually (12.2). In
Chapter 10 the cost of his ‘peace-time’ army worked out at about 8,000 talents, that of
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his administration, before the full conquest of western and southern Asia Minor and Koile
Syria, at 2-3,000 talents and his own expenses perhaps as much again. So a small annual
surplus is likely to have existed. However, once the Anabasis was under way, ‘war-time’
expenditure would quickly have done away with this and eaten into the royal treasury’s
reserves. The ‘conquest’ of the East did not significantly affect the king’s revenue in
silver terms and it was only when Koile Syria and, more importantly, Asia Minor were
acquired that revenue may have increased to as much as 20,000 talents annually. But the
cost of the ‘war-time’ army and navy were now much higher and administrative expenses
had also increased because of the new acquisitions. I suspect that Antiochos must have
been about breaking even at this point, as he seems to have been able to sustain high
levels of military expenditure year after year until Magnesia (190).
At this point occurred the very important loss of Asia Minor and total revenue probably
plummeted to around 13,000 talents or so. Reduced revenue may have been matched by
a temporary decrease in size (and cost) of the ‘peace-time’ army under Seleukos IV, but
this was up again to nearly former levels under Antiochos IV (Chapter 10.1). Nor is there
any sign of a reduction in expenditure of the king and his court (Pol.26.1 and Chapter
10.4), while any reduction in the cost of administering those Asia Minor provinces held at
the time of the Anabasis and now lost, was balanced by the corresponding expenses of
Koile Syria. So let us say that Antiochos IV’s costs were roughly what Antiochos Ill’s
had been before the Anabasis.

Under these conditions there was unlikely to have been

much annual surplus and, if any, it was required to pay the Roman indemnity of 1,000
talents annually. Incidentally, the Romans must have had a very good idea of what the
Seleukid kings could afford and no more. The signs of cash-flow problems are there until
the end of the reign of Antiochos IV, e.g. the resort to temple-raiding and the scheme to
sell the population of Judaea in 165/4 to raise the last (delayed) 2,000 talents owed the
Romans (Chapter 8.9).
The plunder Antiochos IV took from Egypt and the Temple of Jerusalem in 169/8 were
probably intended to help finance his eastern Anabasis, since insufficient funds must have
been available in his treasuries at the time. Had this campaign succeeded, the finances of
the empire would have been placed on a better footing. But this did not happen because
of the king’s death. It soon became clear that a powerful army could be maintained no
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longer, hence the episode in which Demetrios I disbanded his regulars without full pay,
keeping only the mercenaries and thereby provoking discontent (Jos.z(«/.13.130).
A downward spiral now set in for the Seleukid kings. Insufficient revenue to maintain an
adequate army, because it was squandered in internecine warfare, led to loss of territory,
to even less revenue and more loss of territory until the final collapse.10

12.5 Coinage

The last factor in the model of the Seleukid economy is coinage.
In Chapter 11.5 the idea of a ‘peace-time’ coinage was introduced.

In the examples

given there the ‘peace-time’ tetradrachm output of Mesopotamian mints under Seleukos
IV amounted to about 5 obverse dies/year and of Antioch under Antiochos IV to about 2
obverse dies/yr.

If Seleukid ‘peace-time’ issues were simply meant to replace losses in

the total coinage in circulation, as has been suggested, then one can at least say that the
amount circulating in the economies of these two regions should have been approximately
in the ratio 5:2.

Is it then a coincidence that the populations estimated independently

for Mesopotamia and northern Syria were 5-6 million and 1 V2 - 2 million respectively
(12.1)? This provides a rough rule of thumb, that the output of one obverse die/yr was
necessary as replacement coinage to serve the transaction needs of one million people.
There is a proviso here, that the regions involved were similarly structured economically.
For Mesopotamia and northern Syria this may have been true, as both were highly
urbanized at this time, but this may not have been the case further east, as evidenced by
the relatively low ‘peace-time’ output of the Ekbatana mint under Seleukos IV of perhaps
V2 an obverse die/yr (Chapter 11.5), when the population of Media was estimated at
around 1 million.

Asia Minor, on the other hand, with its longer and more wide-spread

use of coinage, may have experienced a slightly higher requirement.

But one obverse

die/yr/million inhabitants seems a good empire-wide average.
At its peak, then, the Seleukid empire’s 20 million inhabitants would have required the
output of roughly 20 obverse tetradrachm dies. Since each die was likely to strike 30,000

10 Austin(1986:461): an increase of territory led to an increase in revenue, a decrease sent Hellenistic
dynasties into a spiral decline. This is true for the Seleukid empire at a certain point, the loss of
Mesopotamia.
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coins, or 20 talents-worth (Chapter 1.6), the total amount put annually into circulation at
the time may have been of the order o f400 talents.
The newly-minted Seleukid coinage was, as has been shown in Chapter 11.4, intended
mainly as a replacement coinage, to balance the losses due to wear and keep the total
amount in circulation at the right level for the administrative payments - tax-collection
cycle, at least until the reign of Antiochos III. In this it was facilitated by the net imports
of foreign coins.
It was estimated (Chapter 11.4) that in the reign of Antiochos III the Seleukid coinage
issued annually represented about 0.6% of the total amount in circulation in Mesopotamia
and the Upper Satrapies and over 1% in northern Syria, Kilikia and Asia Minor. An
average rate of around 1% appears reasonable.
If the 400 talents minted annually represented 1% of the amount in circulation, the total
value of tetradrachms circulating in the Seleukid empire must have been around 40,000
talents.

Since tetradrachms accounted for about 4/5ths of the value of all Seleukid

coinage (Chapter 11.2), the total amount circulating was probably of the order of 50,000
talents at the time of Antiochos III.

This does not appear to be an unreasonable figure

for the Seleukid share of all Greek coinage then, if one considers what the starting point
had been at the time of Alexander, the 180,000 talents or more of the Persian booty
(Strabo 15.3.9), which was soon coined, plus whatever coinages already circulated in the
Aegean world at the time, giving a total of, say, 200,000 talents. True, wear would have
taken its toll on this mass, but new mining production may have been able to make up the
losses.
Earlier it was shown that the administration’s average revenue rate was around 1
talent/thousand of population.

So, at the time of Antiochos III, the administrative

payments/taxation cycle would have required about 20,000 talents annually, a very
significant part of what probably circulated, which supports the idea that coinage was
issued primarily for administrative purposes and only incidentally to facilitate trade, and
mainly local trade at that.

12.6 Conclusion

The rather crude model that has been presented of the Seleukid economy makes use of
numbers that have been derived from a set of separate analyses in this and preceding
chapters. All its interrelated parts seem to fit together reasonably well, which would only
be the case if the magnitudes of the different parameters and the nature of their
relationships were roughly correct. What this means, I suggest, is that the various ideas
and hypotheses and analyses that I have based my vision of the Seleukid economy on are
not unduly off the mark.
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13. FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
In previous chapters a case was made for a royal Seleukid economy whose different
elements - the foundation and support of cities, the policy concerning royal land and its
produce, the scope and level of taxation and the manner in which coinage was used - were
planned in such a way as to ensure for the kings an increase in their revenue, mainly that
in silver. What was required was an efficient system to collect the revenue.
In this chapter the rather scanty evidence is examined in an attempt to produce an outline
and assessment of the Seleukid system of financial administration.
To begin with, it will be necessary to review what one knows of the Achaemenid system
and any changes introduced by Alexander. Administrative practice throughout history has
been relatively insensitive to political change.

New masters are reluctant to replace

something that works well as long as they continue to benefit, as their predecessors did
before them. In principle, therefore, one would expect some continuity in going from the
Achaemenids to the Seleukids, as the underlying problems remained the same and the
method had proven itself over two centuries. While this is likely to be true, it has been
more an assumption than a proven fact.
Fortunately one can make use of a so far underutilised source, the Persepolis Fortification
Tablets (Chapter 1.4), which provide many details of Achaemenid administration. It is
interesting how much clearer some Hellenistic epigraphic

data become when tested

against the Achaemenid material, suggesting that the assumption of a degree of
administrative continuity between the Achaemenid and Seleukid empires is correct.

13.1 Achaemenid practice

The Persepolis Fortification Tablets (TFT)
This important collection of cuneiform texts was discussed in Chapter 9.1 in connection
with the handling of the surplus. There it was suggested that the Fortification texts are
evidence of the workings of a satrapal economy in the Persian homeland - later to
become the Hellenistic satrapy of Persis - and so perhaps typical of how actual satrapies
were administered. Parallel to the satrapal economy could be distinguished traces of a

royal economy, siphoning off commodity surpluses for the king’s

own use, but

occasionally returning them when there was need.
The key to the workings of this satrapal economy were the more than one hundred
storehouses at which commodity taxation was collected and from which rations were
issued for the maintenance of Achaemenid officials, workers and animals. The storehouses
came under the orders of the chief administrator of Persepolis, Pamaka, and his deputy,
Zissawis, in the period of the PFT (509 - 494) and an analysis of the texts indicates that
there were three main departments involved.1
The first department collected the commodity tax and managed the storehouses, which
were geographically grouped into districts under district officers. The districts themselves
belonged to regions under regional officers. Districts and regions tended to follow the
major roads spreading out from Persepolis.2 Within the storehouse organization there
seem to have been two sub-branches, the first looking after the commodity stocks, the
second seeing to their collection as tax. In the first, storekeepers, sometimes referred to
as ‘grain-handiers’ or ‘wine-carriers’, handled day-to-day storehouse operations under the
district officer. In the second, commodity tax was brought in by tax-collectors, whom the
texts refer to as ‘deliverers’, while a ‘delivery man’ (ullira) is noted, who may have been
the tax-inspector or tax-estimator for the district. In the accounts of most storehouses two
officials were noted as representing the storehouse, the district officer (or sometimes the
storekeeper) and the ‘delivery man’, suggesting that the latter was not the subordinate of
the former, but of the regional officer above him. The third official who is normally
present in the account is the ‘apportioner’, on whose behalf the particular stock was being
maintained.
The second department of the financial administration consisted of these ‘apportioners’,
who managed the work-groups and animals and determined the ration entitlement of each
junior official, worker and animal. Here too a three-level hierarchy seems to have been in
place using military titles: decurion apportioners reporting to centurions, with a handful of
‘chiefs of workers’ at the top. Between the two departments of the administration there
appears to have been a regular interchange of personnel, a kind of side-stepping
1 Aperghis( 1998; 1999) for taxation in the PFT and the organisation at Persepolis; Briant(1996:Chs.911), Tuplin( 1987b) for the administration of the Persian empire in general.
2 Aperghis(1996) for the road network.

advancement up the ladder of promotion, from decurion to centurion and then,
presumably, chiliarch, given that this was the system of command we know of in the
Persian army.
The procedure used at the storehouse for the receipt or issuing of commodities was a
rather clever one.

Senior apportioners maintained commodity accounts at many

storehouses in anticipation of the rationing needs of the workers they controlled in the
district, or who were likely to be moved in, in order to collect the grain or sesame harvest,
for example. Thus a storehouse’s stock might be divided up into several such accounts.
For most transactions two seals were applied to the tablets recording them, one
representing the storehouse, which physically controlled the commodity, the other the
apportioner, who determined who was entitled to receive what.

In this way each

department acted as a check upon the other. Only in the case of very senior apportioners
or other high officials would one seal, their own, be sufficient for a commodity to be
issued without the need of a storehouse’s ‘counter-signature’.
Finally, a third department of the financial administration collected the commodity
surpluses and the products of exchange from the storehouses, along with the transaction
tablets recording these, and brought them to Persepolis where the storehouse accounts
were prepared. In the texts one can recognize senior accountants, who wielded personal
seals and ‘signed’ the storehouse accounts, and more junior officials who were sent to the
storehouses for collections.
One thing immediately becomes clear from a study of the texts, which will be very
relevant for Hellenistic practice, that the chief administrator of Persepolis not only
supervised the workings of the satrapal storehouses but also had the authority to
requisition commodity stocks from the royal storehouses when he needed them. In other
words, he acted as the king’s representative not only in the satrapal economy but in the
royal economy too.
The satrap in the Achaemenid organization was responsible for financial administration for
his satrapy, and so the chief administrator in the Fortification texts, Pamaka, should be the
equivalent of a provincial satrap. This becomes clear also from the travel authorizations
he was allowed to make, something that in travel ration texts can be seen to have been
reserved for the king and provincial satraps and, apparently, their deputies only. A deputy,

Zissawis, is attested in the PFT for the ‘satrap’. He had very wide powers in managing
the storehouses and apportioners and in issuing travel authorizations, matching those of
the ‘satrap’, and it is possible that he was the official actually responsible for financial
administration on a daily basis.
A schematic picture of the financial organization at Persepolis, and perhaps in the
satrapies too, is given below:
‘Satrap’

chancery

Financial administratoi

chancery

Storehouse branch

Apportioner branch

Accounting branch

Regional officer

Chief of workers

Senior accountant

District officer

Tax inspector

Centurion apportioner

Storekeeper

Tax collector

Decurion apportioner

Accountant

13.2 The change with Alexander

Alexander introduced a major change in the workings of the empire.

Because he

apparently sought to give Persian nobles a share in government, he appointed several in
command of satrapies. At the same time, however, he may have been concerned that his
satraps might wield too much power and so the financial administration of at least some
satrapies was placed under Greco-Macedonians, who reported directly to the king.
The situation is not clear-cut, as the sources identify some satrapies with their own chief
financial administrator and others grouped together in what appear to be larger financial
jurisdictions.

In many satrapies no financial officers can be identified, in particular in

those in the East.3

3 The matter is discussed at length by Griffith(1964), who described the curtailing of the financial powers
of the satrap as ‘an experiment in government’ that did not survive Alexander’s death. For the eastern
satrapies he argued that no royal financial administrators were appointed because it appeared more politic
to Alexander, as part of his policy of rapprochement with the Persians, to leave the Iranian peoples in this

Firmly attested as chief financial administrators of satrapies are Nikias in Lydia in 334
(A rrA nab.lA lJ; 1.17.1) and Asklepiodoros in Babylonia in 331 (ArrAnab.3A6A). In
the same year Kleomenes was made responsible for the revenues of all four nomoi into
which the satrapy of Egypt had been divided (ArrAnab.3.5.2). At some point Ophelias
the Olynthian is noted as appointing a financial officer for an Egyptian nomos (psArist.O/A:.2.2.35). Presumably this could be done by the chief financial officer of the
satrapy.

A Krateuas is noted in Lydia, when Menandros was satrap there between 330

and 323, authorizing a land grant (Syll.I3 302) and it has been plausibly suggested that he
was the chief financial officer of the satrapy, perhaps following Nikias.4
Other situations involving financial administrators do not unequivocally point to single
satrapies. In 331 Koiranos was authorised to collect the revenues of Phoenicia and
Philoxenos those of Asia Minor west of the Tauros (ArrAnab3.6A, 3.16.9), but these
may have been short-term assignments, perhaps to gather the contributions of the cities in
these areas.5 Harpalos is noted as being in charge o f the central treasury in Ekbatana at
first and in Babylon later (ArrAnab.3.6.6; 3.19.7; Diod. 17.108.4), but this is unlikely to
have involved financial administration of a satrapy.6 This particular function seems to
have been exercised by Antimenes in Babylonia, but he appears to have possessed
authority in certain financial matters that extended beyond the borders of this satrapy (psArist.<9/£.2.2.34,38).7 But then Babylon occupied a special position as a capital of
Alexander’s empire. Finally the appointment of Menes as hyparchos of Syria, Phoenicia
and Kilikia is noted (ArrAnab3.16.9-10) and it has been suggested that this was a
financial appointment.8

area, and their taxation, to Iranian satraps as before. So there is really no evidence one way or the other
for the Eastern satrapies. However, in my opinion, if Alexander’s purpose was to curtail the power of the
satraps, there is no reason why he should have excluded some, particularly those as far out of his reach as
Baktria or India. See also Badian(1965).
4 Griffith( 1964:30); Berve(1988: II,no.447)
5 Badian( 1965:168).
6 Badian( 1965:172) sees Harpalos’ role as that of a collector of tribute surpluses from the satrapies.
7 Andreades(1929) for a fuller discussion of Antimenes and Kleomenes.
8 Griffith (1964:24). Andreades( 1929:6) suggests four large financial groupings of satrapies, adding
Egypt/Arabia, Asia Minor and Mesopotamia/Susiane/Persis/Media.

Alexander also left in place the Achaemenid system whereby the king appointed and
controlled the commanders of the garrisons in the satrapies.9 This had always been good
policy as it served to balance the military power o f the satraps, but the new measure
restricted their financial power as well.
Thus, at Alexander’s death a tripartite system may have been in place in most, if not all,
satrapies: a civil governor with some military capability, a financial administrator and one
or more garrison commanders.

That this is likely to have been so can be seen from the

case of Eumenes (13.3).

13.3 The period of the Successors

Alexander’s tripartite system did not survive him very long. In the scramble for power
amongst his generals it was natural for these to seize the financial power in their satrapies
in order to make it serve their political aims, when there was no central power strong
enough to check them. A number of examples point in this direction.
Plutarch reports (Eum.3.6) that, when Eumenes took over his satrapy of Kappadokia
soon after the settlement at Babylon following Alexander’s death:
.. rag pev TcoXeig roTg eavrov (J)iXoig T ra p e d a iK e , Kai $povpap%ovg eyKaTeoTrjcre k c u d iK c u r r a g
amekme kcli $ioiKV)T<zg oug efiouXero, rov YlepB'iKKOu p/rjBe ev rovroig TToXimpa'Yfwvouvrog ..
‘ .. he placed the cities under the authority of his friends and installed garrison
commanders and set in place those judges and dioketai that he desired, as Perdikkas did
not involve himself at all in these matters’.
There are three groups of officials involved, if one excludes the judges: the friends
administering the cities, who represent the civil administration, the garrison commanders
and the dioiketai for the financial administration (13.5).
Kappadokia was newly conquered then and it was presumably to be administered exactly
like other satrapies in Alexander’s empire. The \\iev’ in the text seems to distinguish the
city appointments from the rest, which are then linked to the mention of Perdikkas and the
fact that he did not involve himself in this selection, suggesting that he would have been

9 Briant (1996:352-355), Tuplin(1987b) for Achaemenid administrative practice in general.

expected to do so10. If one accepts that the appointment of garrison commanders and
financial administrators in satrapies, and their direct control, had been Alexander’s
prerogative, Perdikkas would simply have been following in his footsteps as his de facto
successor. In other words the satrap was not expected to appoint or control the garrison
commanders or financial officials of his satrapy, but Kappadokia became an exception as
Perdikkas had other worries at that moment and could apparently count upon the loyalty
of Eumenes, as subsequent events showed.
With Alexander’s death and that of Perdikkas, there was no longer any central authority
strong enough to impose this system and the Successors soon concentrated all the powers
of their respective satrapies in their own persons.11 Seleukos himself, as satrap of
Babylonia, was required by Antigonos Monophthalmos to present his accounts
(Diod. 19.55.3). If Antigonos, acting as the representative of the kings, controlled the
financial administration of the satrapy, he would presumably not have needed to make
such a request.
Nevertheless, the system of separate financial administration in the provinces directly
under the central authority had been tested and was awaiting the right conditions to
reappear in the Seleukid empire.12

13.4 Seleukid financial administrators

A number of officials appear in the context o f financial administration in Seleukid
sources: e.g. hoinrfrrig, oiKovofiog, o ini rwv npoaoBwv, o oiKovofjUov ra rod

eKXo'yicmqg,

Xoyevrrjg, etc., and it will be necessary to examine the function of each separately in the
context of the relevant texts.

Some of these terms were also used in the Ptolemaic

administration, but it would be dangerous to assume that they represented identical
functions; so Ptolemaic interpretations will be ignored unless they were applied to
Ptolemaic possessions outside Egypt.

10 Also Griffith( 1964:28-29).
11 Corsaro( 1980:1173-1184).
12 The centrifugal tendencies after the death of Alexander became centripetal as the new monarchies
consolidated (Corsaro 1980:1184).

The information necessary is gleaned from a number of Seleukid-period inscriptions and
literary texts discussed below.

13.5 The dioiketes, the oikonomos and the epi ton prosodon

The Skvthopolis dossier (Document 4)
Dating to the 190’s, the Ptolemaios inscription or Skythopolis dossier comes from
Palestine just after it had been taken by the Seleucids from the Ptolemies. Antiochos III
wrote to a number of officials ordering them to carry out certain personal requests made
to him by his governor of the newly-conquered satrapy of ‘Syria and Phoenicia’,
Ptolemaios.
Ptolemaios’ concerns, as I read them in the inscription, were to regulate matters of judicial
jurisdiction and to obtain anepistathmeia, i.e. freedom from billeting of troops, for certain
villages which had belonged to him before and others given him by Antiochos more
recently.
In the first memorandum (text D, lines 12-14) Ptolemaios requested that his own officials
be allowed to handle disputes arising between the laoi in his own villages ( oaa (i[e]v av vji
ev ralg Kcnpaig [pou rojig XaoTg [npog a]irroug

bie^alyeaOai] em rcov nap' epod), while

those involving the inhabitants of other village should be dealt with by the oikonomos and
official in charge of the area (baa b' av qi rtpog rov[g rtov] aXXcov Kcofiwlv o] re oiKovolpwg
Kai o rod ron]ou 7Tp[o]eorv)K(bg em[aKo\na)aiv).
In the case of homicide or matters of greater importance, the satrap (Ptolemaios himself)
should be involved. Furthermore, the garrison commanders and officials in charge of
districts should lend assistance to whoever needed it (rovg be <bpovp(Lp%ovg [koi rovg ehri
rcbv roncov reraypevovg p/r) irepihbeTv] Kara p/rjOeva rpbitov rovg 7Tapa[KaXodvragm).

‘Topos’ in the above context is likely to be an administrative district, in which case ‘o tou
topou proestekjos> is

‘the person in charge of the topos\

i.e. the civil district

commander.13 This official may well have been a toparch - and we do have references to
13 The precise meaning of romg here is the subject of disagreement. Bertrand(1982:171) considers that it
refers to Ptolemaios’ estate and has no official administrative sense. Thus o rod tottov npoeavrjKODg would
be Ptolemaios’ own official, his ‘regisseur sur place’. But if so, why change the wording and not use nap'
i(io v as before? The implication would also be that the oiKovopuoq was capable of settling all matters,
whether of a civil or financial nature, which is not the picture we have of a Seleukid oiKovopog (see

toparchies in Seleukid Judaea14, as well as regional commands, meridarchies,15 into which
the satrapy of ‘Syria and Phoenicia’ was subdivided.

There is no mention in Seleukid

Palestine of the hyparchy, the only administrative subdivision of a Seleukid satrapy
attested elsewhere, but there is in Ptolemaic Palestine.16 The Ptolemaic hyparchies may
have been too large as administrative units when compared with the small hyparchies of,
say, Asia Minor (see below). Furthermore the new satrapy was made up of quite disparate
regions. It may have made sense therefore to introduce the intermediate subdivision of the
meridarchy and apply a different term to the smaller units to avoid confusion.
Note that the garrison commanders (phrourarchs) are distinguished in Ptolemaios’ request
from the administrators of the districts (‘0 / epi ton topon tetagmenoV). One can see that
the former were not under his orders as satrap, as why else would the king need to become
involved? As for the latter, this could be a catch-all term for every other official in a
district, civil and financial.

Some, such as the civil district commander, would have

reported to Ptolemaios anyway. Others might have been under the king’s direct control,
the oikonomoi, for instance (see below).
As will be noted in other inscriptions later, a pair of officials was frequently associated in
implementing decisions of the Seleucid administration, the one with greater responsibility
for civil/military matters, the other more involved with financial ones.17

Where the

dividing line was would not always be clear, so sometimes both officials needed to act
together. In his first memorandum Ptolemaios was apparently claiming exemption from
administrative interference in his own villages as long as it was an internal matter.
below). True, totrog in some instances simply denotes a particular geographical location, a village for
instance, or the best place for displaying an official inscription (ev roTg €m<fxLveoTaToig tottoh;). In this
inscription, however, rovg erri tmv tvtuov rerdypevovg would make no sense unless these were officials
responsible for specific districts. Furthermore, they were distinct from garrison commanders (foovpapxpi),
whose jurisdiction may or may not have coincided with districts.
14 In I.Macc. 11.34-35 Demetrius II conceded to the Jewish High Priest, Jonathan the revenue of three
vofw'i of Samaria which were to be added to that of Judaea. Josephus refers to the same agreement and
‘ t< 3 v Tpioiv roTzapxiaiv Xafiapeiag’1in one line (Ant. 13.125) while specifying their names as vofioi in another
(Ant. 13.126), obviously reflecting the Ptolemaic terminology of pre-Seleucid Palestine. It is clear that
taxation was assessed at the level of a TOTrapxfa. See Bikerman(1938:198).
15 Mepibapxfii in Jos^4n/.( 12.201) and I Maccabees( 10.65). Also Bikerman(1988:123) for subdivision of
the satrapy of Koile Syria into merides and these into toparchiai (nomoi); likewise MorkholnR 1966:108109), e.g. Samaria (with Judaea), Idumaia (with Jamnia).
16 Bagnall(1976:14,18-19): a hyparchy was the primary administrative unit in Ptolemaic Koile Syria,
each with an otKovofux;.
17 Also Corsaro( 1985:93) for the coincidence of fiscal and military districts.

The first memorandum of Ptolemaios was sent by the king to two dioiketai, Kleon and
Heliodoros, with orders that Ptolemaios’ request be implemented (text B).

The

individuals concerned each received an identical letter suggesting that each was in charge
of financial matters in a region/province within the satrapy in which some of Ptolemaios’
villages happened to have been located, so probably in a meridarchy.18 They were to issue
instructions to the relevant oikonomoi, while Ptolemaios would presumably inform his
own subordinates, the ‘epi ton topon proestekotes\ i.e. the toparchs.
Clearly there was not just one topos involved but more, as Ptolemaios had villages in two
administrative regions (meridarchies), since two dioiketai were called upon to intervene.
So reference to the ‘o tou topou proestekos’ is probably to each relevant toparch. In the
same context reference to the oikonomos may be to each oikonomos, suggesting that there
was one in each administrative district within a region headed by a dioiketes.

One notes

that in Ptolemaic Palestine each hyparchy had its oikonomos (C.OrdPtol. 22.1.5).19
The second part of the Skythopolis dossier deals with the problem of freedom from
billeting for his villages requested by Ptolemaios and granted by the king, who so ordered
four officials.

There would be a 10-fold financial penalty for damages caused in

Ptolemaios’ villages if the king’s orders were violated. Copies of each of the four letters
went to four other officials, one o f whom has the same name as Heliodoros, one of the
two dioiketai mentioned previously.
There have been a number of suggestions as to the precise functions performed by these
eight officials20. My own view is that, since the problem concerned damages caused by
troops who were not under Ptolemaios’ control, else he could have taken action himself,
the first four officials must have been military commanders of troops and garrisons in four
regions (meridarchies) of the satrapy. The second four officials were the corresponding
financial officers of these regions, the dioiketai.

The first group bore primary

responsibility to ensure that the king’s orders were carried out by their men, the second
would take care of any damages to Ptolemaios if it became necessary.

The idea that the

18 contra Gauthier( 1989:44) for administrators of royal domains. Corsaro(l 980:1195) suggests that the
dioiketai here may have been from the central administration, but allows for the possibility of two in a
satrapy or its subdivisions.
19 Bagnall(l976:18-19).
20 e.g. Corsaro(1980:1195): lower ranking officials; Sartre(1989:124): perhaps some were dioiketai.

second group

consisted of oikonomoi is unlikely, as why would the king have

communicated with them directly and not with their superiors, the dioiketai, as he had
done earlier? The question may, of course, be asked, why were four dioiketai involved
with Ptolemaios’ problems when his villages were apparently located in the regions of only
two? Presumably this is because troops moved around and there is no reason why those
heading for one garrison commander might not pass through one of Ptolemaios’ villages
and cause trouble. The king was apparently taking no chances.

It is relevant that one

dioiketes of the judicial memoranda, Heliodoros, is common to the billeting memoranda,
the other Kleon is not. This is not a problem as the dates are different and officials may
change positions.

Finally, Strabo(l6.2.1) refers to the four ‘satrapies’ into which Koile

Syria was divided. This may well be a reference to earlier meridarchies.21
Here again there appears to be a dual organization, this time at the regional level, a
military commander associated with a financial officer, the dioiketes. One would have
expected a civil administrator to be paired with the dioiketes, but this was a newly
conquered province and it is possible that a meridarch combined both civil and military
functions and reported to the king At the district level their respective subordinates would
have been the toparch and the oikonomos.
What is interesting in the Skythopolis dossier is that the king communicated directly with
the dioiketai of regions after he had been asked to do so by the governor of the satrapy. It
leads to the conclusion that the satrap had no direct authority over the financial officials,
dioiketai and oikonomoi, operating within his satrapy.
It may be argued, however, that this financial administrative organization was applicable
only to this newly-conquered Ptolemaic territory and not general throughout the Seleukid
empire. An examination of other sources will show if this was indeed the case.

The case of Eumenes (again)
The appointment by Eumenes of dioiketai in Kappadokia has already been discussed. It is
possible that the use of the plural here by Plutarch is a mistake and that he is simply
referring to the financial officials of the satrapy in general, irrespective of rank. However,

21 Le Rider( 1995:392) notes the division of Koile Syria into two satrapies after 162.

an archidioiketes is mentioned in Kappadokia of the 2nd or 1st century. This does not
specifically apply to a province, but to the Kappadokian kingdom as a whole.22 So it is
possible that there may have been regional dioiketai in Kappadokia.

The Boulagoras inscription (SEG 1.366)
This text refers to the efforts of Boulagoras to secure from Antiochos II the return of
confiscated lands on the mainland opposite Samos:
Kai

Tiepi

rovTdiv eKoptcrev emcrroXag M a p '

ev Ayaioig im

’A v T fo % o u

npbg re

ttjv

noXiv vj/jubv Kai rcpog rov

avro[v] reraypevov <j>povpap%ov Kai npog rov btoiKnqrrjv, bi' &v oi

acj)ai[p]e8evTeg eyKpareig eyevovro rcov ibicov ..’ (lines

t

ore

15-18)

‘ . . and on these matters he carried letters from Antiochos to our city and also to the
garrison commander reporting to him in Anaia and to the dioiketes, according to which
those who had had their property confiscated came into possession of i t .
In command of the region of Anaia was the phrourarch, as military commander of a
newly-reconquered territory and, apparently, the dioiketes, as financial administrator. The
king had been followed by Boulagoras from Ephesos to Sardeis (lines 10-11). So when
he wrote, the dioiketes was obviously not at the capital of the Lydian satrapy, but
Boulagoras caught up with him in the region of Anaia, Ionia.

Though not certain from

the wording of the text, the dioiketes may have had regional jurisdiction only in Ionia, or
else he just happened to be visiting the region.

The Laodike letter (Document 6)
Here is the relevant portion of the letter, sent by Laodike, the wife of Antiochos II, to the
city of Iasos (lines 15-18):
.. t e y p a ^ e i K a X rp o v O io o v i r a n b io iw q v f ji ecj)' e n q b e K a K a r e v i a i r r o v iw p c b v % iX io v g p e b i p v o v g
’A TTtKO vg e ig T q v ttqXiv n a p a K o p K p v r a n a p a b t b o v a i r o?g n a p a r o v b r j p a v '

\ . I have written to Strouthion the dioiketes to deliver to the representatives of the
demos each year, for ten years, a thousand Attic medimnoi of wheat, carrying it along
with him to the city .
22 Robert( 1963:474).

Strouthion was instructed to deliver the wheat physically to the city, presumably from
nearby royal storehouses, suggesting that he was not likely to have been stationed very far
away. The verb irapaKOfjbi^a) is translated in LSJ ‘to carry along with one, escort, convoy’.
Either a satrapal or a regional jurisdiction within a satrapy is possible.23

The Apollonia-Salbake inscription (Document 71
The hipparch in command of the soldiers based in the area of Apollonia proved to be of
great help to the city when ambassadors were sent to Ktesikles the (function unknown)
and Menandros the dioiketes on matters concerning the interests of the demos (..
TcpecrfieuTW V

--] Kai

de 7Tepuj)6evr(ov i te p i rd>v o v p u fr e p o v r c o v ran frfjiuoi

npoq

re KrrjO'iKXrjv r o v

[-- ca.14

M e v a v f i p o v r o v d io iK r jr r jv . . )

How one assesses the level of jurisdiction of Menandros the dioiketes is really determined
by the missing function of Ktesikles, which is confusing.24

That Ktesikles was a

military/civil administrator then appearing alongside a financial administrator is likely and
‘orparyrYov Yjapiaq would fit the lacuna. Ktesikles also appears, however, in connection
with the earlier grant of timber by Antiochos III to Sardeis already referred to (Document
9), concerning which the king wrote to his governor-general, Zeuxis, and to him. There
Ktesikles’ function is likely to have been financial, since royal property was involved and
Zeuxis represented the civil/military authority. I suggest that both inscriptions hold to the
norm of paired civil and financial authority and that Ktesikles simply changed jobs in the
course of his career, from dioiketes of Lydia ca.213 to strategos of Karia later.
However, what both inscriptions imply is the position of dioiketes at the satrapal level and
not the regional one within a satrapy. The pattern of multiple dioiketai in the satrapy of
Koile Syria cannot be seen to have held in Asia Minor, just as the regional meridarchy did
not appear there either.

23 Corsaro( 1980:1192) for a a possible d i o ik e te s here for Ionia, a subdivision of a satrapy;
Gauthier( 1989:44): a d io ik e te s was not an official of the central administration.
24 Robert(1954:292) could not fix Ktesikles’ position, but suggested an em tmv npoaodcav, which would fit
the lacuna. All he could say was that he resided in the same place as Menandros. Gauthier(1989:42ff)
considered Ktesikles of high rank, but refused to speculate further, though noting Robert’s solution as
possible.

Other references to dioiketai

Direct communication of the king with a dioiketes can be seen also in Antiochos Ill’s
letters to Nvsa25 and Herakleia-Latmos (Document 10), where the king was confirming
financial assistance to the city promised by his governor-general, Zeuxis. But note that,
though Zeuxis was so highly-placed, it was still the king who sent instructions to the
dioiketes on these matters.
The pairing of financial and civil/military officials that has been observed in the
inscriptions discussed above may also be found in the Amyzon decree honouring
Menestratos, whose good deeds consisted of writing several times to Zeuxis, Antiochos
Ill’s governor-general of western Asia Minor, and to Nikomedes and Chionis, the official
in charge of Alinda (rov eri ’A\tv<$u)v rerayfievov).26
The inscription deals with the return of confiscated property and the synoikism of the
Artemision, both matters necessarily involving both a civil and a financial administrator.
Chionis may have been the epistates of the city; Nikomedes is likely to have been a
dioiketes and was himself honoured later.27
In their petition to Antiochos IV concerning their sufferings as a result of the Maccabean
revolt, the Samaritans asked the king to issue instructions to two officials, Apollonios and
Nikanor (JosAnt 12.261). The first was the meridarch of the region of Samaria, the
second is associated with the financial calculation that captured Jews could bring in
2,000 talents required by the royal treasury (II Macc.8.9) and may have been the dioiketes
of the region.

The ‘epi ton prosodort
It has been suggested that the official entitled ihti rcov npoo'68(t)v, was the chief financial
officer of the Seleukid empire.28 The evidence usually called upon is Appian(5yr.45)
25 Welles( 1934:no.43); Ma (1997:no.43).
26 Robert(1983:no.l5); Ma(1997:no.l0).
Ptolemaic Karia also.

Bagnall(1976:93,101-102) for possible joint jurisdiction in

27 Robert( 1983 :no. 16); Ma(1997:no.l 1).
28 Bikerman(1938:128-129); M0 rkholm( 1966:103). Ma(1997:109) for the post as a very high one, at the
same level as the governor-general, Zeuxis. Corsaro( 1980:1196-1197) for this official as heading a
separate branch of financial administration in a province, distinct from that of the dioiketes.

referring to Antiochos IV (.. Xvpiag Kai t q j v irepi aurrjv eOvatv r\p%e, aarpaTnqv pev e%(ov ev
BafiuXcovi T'ipap%ov, e-ni Be rau; npoaoBoig 'HpowcAe/^v
However, the ‘pkv and ‘Be clearly relate the two officials in the text to a particular
satrapy, Babylonia, where Timarchos was in charge of civil and Herakleides of financial
administration, again a pairing of the two functions.

But one would have expected

Herakleides’ title to be that of dioiketes. True, but here it is a function that is being
described, that of being responsible for revenues, which is not necessarily a title, just as
‘epi ton pragmatorf indicates someone acting for the king, who may be a Zeuxis,
governor-general of Asia Minor, or simply a Heliodoros on a mission to Jerusalem as the
king’s representative to investigate alleged misuse of Temple funds (II Macc.3.7), or even
a Nikanor as the king’s agent (SosAnt. 12.261: ra fiacrikiKa Trparraiv).
There is one other mention of an ‘epi ton prosodon’ that might settle the issue: in OGIS
238, Menandros was honoured by the phylakitai of the hyparchy of Eriza.

But

Menandros was the satrapal dioiketes in the Apollonia-Salbake inscription of the same
period (above) and was in all probability the same person.29
There is a problem, however, in that an ‘epi ton prosodon’ at Antioch-Pyramos
(Mopsuestia) suggests a low-level official30 and similarly one making a dedication at Susa
to a strategos31 An oikonomos is perhaps better indicated in these cases.
So ‘epi ton prosodon’ may not have been a title, but simply the description of the most
important function of a financial administrator, that of the collection of revenue.

The oikonomos in the Laodike sale (Document 3)
This important inscription, involving an oikonomos, Nikomachos, in connection with a
sale of royal land for which a survey was required, will be discussed in more detail later
(13.9).
Bengston( 1944:127-129) for the title replacing that of oikonomos at the head of each satrapy at the time
of Antiochos III.
29 For the e n i t m v nptxraicjv, e.g. Kreissig( 1978:60): responsible for taxes from cities; Rapin(1996:461):
an official reporting to a dioiketes', Corsaro( 1980:1191): the title oikonomoi took in the reign of
Antiochos III.
30 Carsana( 1996:49).
31 Cumont( 1931:288-289).

Sardeis land transfer (Document 11)
Something similar appears to have been going on at Sardeis, where the queen was giving
instructions concerning some villages and fields(?) that some individual would receive in
the ‘peri Sardeis oikonomia\ Note that the terminology here matches that of the *peri
Erizan hyparchid>in OGIS 238, i.e. the district round a city, but possibly outside the city
chora and so administered directly by royal officials. In my view it is probable that a
hyparchy and an oikonomia describe one and the same district, depending upon the
function of the official concerned, civil or financial. This would fit well with the pattern
of dual responsibility at regional and district levels that has been observed several times
already.32

The stele of the Apollon Pleurenos temple.
This inscription33 probably dates to 188, immediately after the takeover of Seleukid cities
in Asia Minor by the Attalids. It concerns a request by Kadoas, the priest of Apollo, to
his superior, the high-priest Euthydemos.

The request had been made previously to

Nikanor, the Seleukid high-priest of all Asia Minor, but to no avail, presumably because
of the change in the political situation. Kadoas had asked for something quite
straightforward, that the high-priest, his superior, write to Asklepiades, the oikonomos, so
that he might grant permission for a stele to be erected with the names of initiates.
Euthydemos did so, but directed his letter, addressed to Asklepiades, to a certain
Diotimos, who then passed it on to another official, Attinas, who was presumably
Asklepiades’ superior. This would place the oikonomos, Asklepiades, on a rather low
rung of the hierarchical ladder responsible for a relatively insignificant local matter.

Economic texts from 2nd century Ai-Khanoum
Though from the Greco-Baktrian successor-state of the Seleukids, inscriptions found on
jar fragments in the treasury of Ai-Khanoum may indicate procedures followed in the
Seleukid empire as well.
32 Gauthier( 1989:132-134): the district of the oikonomos was relatively restricted, probably the royal
domains around Sardeis.

A typical text34 reads: ‘From Zenon. Were counted by Oxyboakes and Oxybazos 500
drachms. Oxyboakes sealed (this container).’ (jrapa TA\voivog vjpiQpyvTai Bia ’O&ftoaKou
Kai

’0 tgjfiaCpv Bp%4>' ecr^payicrrai ’OfyjfioaKyg).

Similar texts mention other senders: Timodemos(4b), Philiskos(4c, 6), Straton(8d) and
Nikeratos(12c). Oxyboakes appears again in his role. The interpretation given is that he
and his colleagues carried taxes from the oikonomoi of districts to the central treasury at
Ai-Khanoum. The use of jars was a normal way of transporting money in the ancient
world.35
For comparison, one may note the that ‘accountants’ of the Persepolis Fortification texts
transported the commodity surpluses of storehouses and the animals and saumaras
(silver?) collected from exchange to Persepolis (Chapter 9.1).

A class of texts, the so-

called ‘labels’, record the contents of containers, presumably being carried and stored.
Many are found on tablets with a conical shape, which suggests that they may have served
as ‘pot-stoppers’.

The Mnesimachos inscription (Document 51
This important text, used several times already, gives us some idea of

financial

administration in the early Hellenistic period.
Mnesimachos listed his villages and kleroi and the tax chiliarchies in which they had been
assessed (.. <bopo<g rcov Kcopajv e/V ttjv IIvBeou [

%\ikiap%iav, . . . eig' rrjv [........ ]apiov

%iXiap%iav, . . . eig’rrjv 'Layapiov ¥jopeiBo<; %ikiap%iav ..).
It is not surprising that the tax regions here are called chiliarchies if one recalls that the
officials in charge of tax regions in the Persepolis Fortification texts were likely to have
had the rank of chiliarch (see 13.1). Now the name of an official might change from
Achaemenid to Hellenistic terminology, a satrap to a strategos, for example, but that of
the geographical jurisdiction he exercised might not. The term isatrapeia’>was retained
and perhaps now the ‘chiliarchia' was too, at least in the very early period to which the

33 Malay/Nalbantoglou(1996).
34 Rapin( 1983:326, no.4a).
35 Rapin(1983:351-354).

Mnesimachos land-grant refers (end 4th century). The name of the official in charge may
have been changed, perhaps by Alexander himself, so as to avoid confusion with the
military *chiliarchos' of the Macedonian army, since this was no longer a ‘military’
appointment, given the removal of financial administrative powers from the satraps.36
There are two possibilities. The first is that the Achaemenid chiliarch became a Greek
dioiketes.

This would fit well with the Fortification texts where the chiliarch was

responsible for a region and had under him district officers (now oikonomoi), each
responsible for a number of villages and storehouses. In favour of this is the fact that the
Mnesimachos text locates a village first in a district and then in a chiliarchy. Against it is
that this would result in several dioiketai within a satrapy, which one has tended to
exclude, except in the special circumstances of Koile Syria.
The second possibility is that the Achaemenid chiliarch became a Greek oikonomos and
that the chiliarchiai later became oikonomiai.

This is more likely, as oikonomiai are

attested and probably corresponded to hyparchies, the name of the administrative division
simply depending upon one’s point of view, civil or financial (see above). However, one
then lacks the Seleukid administrative organisation reporting to the oikonomos. If the
Fortification texts are a guide, local officials may have supervised groups of villages. The
next level up from the regional financial administrator was the satrapal one, Zissawis, the
deputy of the ‘satrap’. I suggest that his was the post later given to a dioiketes when
financial administration was placed directly under the king.

Conclusion
It is likely that Seleukid satrapies under strategoi were subdivided into administrative
districts referred to as hyparchies in Asia Minor and pahatu in Babylonia (see 13.7),
which were probably quite small and often centred on a city.

A parallel financial

organisation existed, answerable to the king and not the satrap. The epigraphic evidence
called upon earlier suggests that this organization was in place at least from the time of
Antiochos II, if not earlier.37 The dioiketes was the financial counterpart of the strategos
36 contra Corsaro(l 980:1204) for chiliarchies from the military organisation of Alexander.
37 Those who recognize the existence of a separate financial branch tend to place the change in the reign
of Antiochos III, e.g. Bengtson(1944:127-128), Bagnall( 1976:248). But Corsaro(1980:1190): with the
first Seleukids. An interesting possibility is raised by the tri-lingual inscription from Xanthos of the very

in each satrapy and the oikonomoi of the hyparchs.38 The terms

\map%ia

and

oiKovopia

refer to the same geographical district, but from different points of view.
The responsibilities o f the dioiketes seem to have included matters of land and labour, the
royal storehouses, revenue and expense and it is possible that he may also have had
jurisdiction over any royal mints in his area. Certain decisions apparently had to be taken
jointly with the satrap.

The term ‘epi ton prosodon’ was sometimes used for the

dioiketes, perhaps because revenue collection was his main responsibility.
The oikonomos reported to a dioiketes and worked hand-in-hand with the hyparch, with
whom he sometimes took decisions jointly. He also collaborated with the religious
authorities in his district.

His main function seems to have been to manage royal land,

look after local taxation receipts and settle small-scale expenses of the administration.39
In one satrapy only is there likely to have been a slightly different organisation, Koile
Syria, where an intermediate subdivision of a satrapy had been introduced for whose
financial matters dioiketai became responsible.

There was thus no dioiketes at the

satrapal level. This did not, however, change the authority of the dioiketai in any way or
their direct control by the king.

13.6 The eklogistes and the logeutes
The Achaios decree (Document 8)
This text, found in western Asia Minor and dating to 267, refers to honours granted by
the villagers of Neoteichos and Kiddioukome to two functionaries of the elder Achaios to
end of the Persian period. The dating formula in the inscription refers to Pixodaros as the satrap and to
two archontes of Lykia plus an epimeletes of Xanthos (Metzger 1979:32). The possibility that one
archon was a civil/military hyparch and the other a financial administrator should not be excluded.
38 Also Ma( 1997:110) and Musti(1984:186), who also suggested a central dioiketes, as did
Bengtson( 1944:113). Grainger(1990b:134-138) considers that Seleukos I eliminated satrapies in some
areas and made hyparchies the top administrative units, e.g. in Syria and Mesopotamia.
39 There are widely diverging views on the role of the oikonomos. Rapin(1996:461): an oikonomos
sometimes corresponded to an ‘epi ton prosodon’ and sometimes to a gazophylax, who managed a royal
treasury. Musti( 1984:186): the ‘epi ton prosodon’ replaced the oikonomos in later Seleukid history.
Bagnall( 1976:247): oikonomoi were managers of royal estates, not part of the administration.
Rostovtzef( 1941:465): the royal land and laoi were entrusted to the financial officials; Ma(1997:110):
specifically to the oikonomoi. Corsaro( 1980:1191) for the oikonomos as the financial director of a
satrapy, except in Koile Syria, where a low rank. He was placed directly under the satrap/strategos, with
special responsibility for royal land, in the initial Seleukid period. Haussoullier(1901:29): the oikonomos
saw to rents and taxes from the satrapy, with the ‘epi ton prosodon’ as his superior.

whom these villages apparently belonged. These functionaries were Banabelos, ‘ho ta tou
Achaiou oikonomon', and Lachares, ‘ho eklogistes ton Achaiou'). Both received exactly
the same yearly sacrifice of one ram each, as compared to a bull for Achaios.

The

officials are twice mentioned, the second time with the order reversed This suggests that
they must have been of equal rank, i.e. independent of one another hierarchically.
We may take ‘ho oikonomon ta tou -’ to be the same as an oikonomos, but for an
individual and not the king.40 Thus Banabelos would essentially have been managing the
property of Achaios. There is a parallel in the Laodike land sale (Document 3), where the
land being sold to the ex-queen

was transferred on her behalf to Arrhidaios, ‘ho

oikonomon ta tes Laodikes'.
In LSJ ‘eklogistes’ is rendered as ‘accountant’, ‘reckoner’.41 That Lachares was a
financial official seems clear from this, but how did his function differ from that of
Banabelos?

The term suggests that calculation was involved and an assessor of

taxes/rents for the villagers of Achaios would not be an unreasonable supposition. Since
Achaios was a member of the royal family, one may suppose that his estate was rather
large, a royal land grant whose management was modeled closely on that of a financial
district. The Fortification texts provide us with a clue from the Achaemenid period. The
accounts of every storehouse were ‘signed’ by the district commander (or storekeeper)
and the tax-inspector (ullira), who was apparently responsible not only for assessment of
commodity tax but also its collection. The eklogistes of Achaios may have fulfilled this
role.

The Apollonia-Salbake decree (Document 7)
This text, used earlier, makes mention of an eklogistes in the royal administration, a
certain Demetrios, who had intercepted the Apollonian ambassadors on their visit to
Ktesikles and Menandros the dioiketes and brought up the business of two sacred villages,
after a complaint had been lodged by Demetrios, the official in charge of sanctuaries.

40 Also Ma( 1997:122).
41 Haussoullier(1926:125-127): the eykoyurmi of the Didymeion temple checked the construction
accounts. Musti( 1984:186): ekkoyt<rr*K = accountant.

One does not know what the problem was, but can speculate that it was a question of
whether the sacred villages belonged to Apollonia, and so paid taxes to the city, or
whether the royal administration was entitled to tax them itself.

So the function of

Demetrios the eklogistes may well have been that of a tax assessor/inspector, matching
that of Lachares in the Achaios decree. Since Demetrios was not approached in the first
place by the Apollonian embassy, he is unlikely to have been at the level of Ktesikles, the
satrap(?) or Menandros, the dioiketes, whom the embassy came to see. So Demetrios
may have been a subordinate of the dioiketes, at the same hierarchical level as an
oikonomos, which matches what I have deduced from the Achaios decree.
The conclusion then is that there were at least two branches of the financial administration
under a satrapal dioketes, the first comprising the oikonomoi of districts, responsible for
the land and the handling of revenue and expenses, the second including one or more
eklogistai, responsible for tax assessment and probably collection.42

The Baktrian parchment
This interesting text43 refers to one of the small Greco-Bactrian kingdoms, probably in
western Baktria, and is dated to ca.170.

A city, Asangoma, is noted. The part that

interests us reads:
\ . e%ei MrjvoBorog' Xo'yewifc ovpitapovrcov
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[..............] e[.] airo 2 [ . . . . ] ou t o u AaTaou e£ iepetoov Tpa[?]
[. . . . ]ot)i v [. .] (rraTTjpoov k Ta KaOvjKovra.
Though this is not strictly speaking a Seleukid document, it is likely that the GrecoBaktrian kingdom continued administrative practices with which it had been familiar as a
Seleukid satrapy until 246 at the latest.

42 Robert( 1954:292-293); also Corsaro( 1980:1193-1194) for eklogistai as assistants of the dioiketes
responsible for calculation, sharing out and control of taxes. Ma(1997:109): as tax-collector or financial
controller
43 The version of Rapin(1996) has been used; cf. Rea/Senior/Hollis(1994), Bemard/Rapin(1994).

Menodotos the logeutes may have been a tax collector - one of many, since he is not
referred to with ‘the’ - receiving some payment from a tax payer, S— os, son of Dataes
(e%ei ... auto) in the presence of two other officials. The first of these, , -eos, was the
representative of a department of the administration headed by Demonax, to which
Menodotos apparently also
{ovvamearaXpAvov).

belonged because they had been sent

together

This could logically have been the tax assessment/collection

department and one might just read eKXoyecog (from eKXoyeuetv) as an alternative to
eKXoyi(rrov from (enXoyi^eiv) for the position of Demonax.

The second official, Simos,

was employed by the collector of revenues Diodoros, either a dioiketes, or, more
probably, the oikonomos of the district centred on Asangoma (an oikonomiai).
The picture of two departments involved in the collection of tax seems to resemble that of
the Achaemenid storehouses and also that observed at Apollonia-Salbake (see 13.5).44
One question that arises is whether revenue was collected by officials of the Seleukid
administration or tax-collectors. The logeutes in the Baktrian parchment may have been a
tax-man on his rounds, as in Achaemenid Persis earlier (13.1). There is no mention in the
sources for the use of Seleukid tax-contractors, other than the High-Priests of Judaea, but
one cannot discount the possibility, certainly for the revenue of cities.

13.7 Other financial officials

Mint officials
On Seleukid coinage a symbol is frequently used to identify a mint, but control marks are
usually present also to identify mint officials. Sometimes a primary control is quite longlasting and associated with a range of secondary controls, each used for a number of
issues. The control marks can usually be identified as consisting of letters from the names
of mint officials, but no study has as yet been undertaken of these.45

44 Bernard/Rapin( 1994:269-271) agree to Menodotos as tax-collector, but suggest that those present were
witnesses to a sale of sacrificial victims on behalf of the state treasury. The '‘epi ton prosodon’ is taken
as an official reporting to a dioiketes, sometimes an oikonomos and sometimes a gazophylax, who
managed a royal treasury.
45 The Houghton/Lorber catalogue (forthcoming) provides details of all control-marks used at Seleukid
mints and will facilitate such an analysis.

The epistates
The epistates, mentioned in the sources as the Seleukid representative for subject cities46
or temples, may have played a financial role as well, e.g. in supervising the collection of
tax or the erection of stelae.47 Amyzon honoured Menestratos, the epistates of the
Artemision, for helping with the return of confiscated goods and the synoikismos of the
Artemision, both good deeds certainly involving a financial element.48 Furthermore, the
epistates corresponded directly on these matters with Nikomedes, who was considered to
be a dioiketes, and Chionis ‘ton ep’ Alindon tetagmenon\ who may have been his
counterpart at Alinda. An oikonomos might have been expected to handle such matters,
who does not appear in the inscription, and so perhaps the epistates fulfilled his role as far
as a city was concerned.

The £azophvlax
This is clearly the title of the commander of a treasury, but the guarding of precious metal
and commodity stocks was not necessarily a function of a financial official. Sometimes it
seems to have been that of a garrison commander. Since both these and financial officers
reported to the king and not the satrap, royal control could be exercised effectively. It is
possible that the the eklogistes and the oikonomos saw to the collection and disbursal of
funds and the gazophylakes were only responsible for their safekeeping.49

The agoranomos
The market supervisor, or agoranomos, is a classic feature of any Greek city. But could
he also have been the king’s representative for the collection of taxes in the marketplace?
Simon, ‘the protector of the sanctuary’ in Jerusalem had wished to exercise the
agoranomos function in place of Onias, the High-Priest, probably as a tax-contractor for
market dues (II Macc.3.4).
46 Robert(1983:I88), Robert( 1949:22) for epistatai at Laodikeia-Nehavend, Seleukeia-Pieria and
Laodikeia-Mare. Allen( 1983:105-106) for Attalid epistatai.
47 Apollodoros at Laodikeia-Nehavend (Robert 1949:7,22).
48 Robert(l 983 :no. 15); Ma(1997, no.10).
49 Rapin( 1996:461): the oikonomoi sometimes corresponded to gazophylakes.

If this is accepted, a different reading of Antigonos’ letter to Teos (Document 1) becomes
possible.

In

§11 Antigonos gave instructions, couched as suggestions, that all

movements of grain in and out of the city be declared in the agora. Also those living
outside the city should register the quantities of crops they wished to move out of their
farms so that they might pay the appropriate dues to the agoranomos.

This official is

not really seen supervising the workings of the market here but actually collecting tolls
and sales taxes. Since these were important sources of taxation for Seleukid kings from
many cities, one wonders whether the agoranomos also functioned here as a royal taxcollector.
An inscription from Tyriaion of Phrygia Paroreios of the time of Eumenes II50 does show
the king donating to the city the revenue accruing from the office of the agoranomos so
that oil might be purchased for the gymnasium (..
n a p o v t t )v a m o vrjg a y o p a v o p \i\a < ; %poo-oBov

..).

nai

MBofiev vpi[v eYig t o aXeippa K a r a ,

to

This city had probably become subject to

the Attalids after Magnesia.
In one of his reputed antics, Antiochos IV stood for election as agoranomos in the city of
Antioch (Pol.26.1.5). The citizens were not amused. Taking on the role of tax-collector,
if such it was, may not have been considered in the best of taste.

The bibliophvlax
The fiifikiofyvkaJ; is referred to in the Laodike dossier (Document 3), where this official,
Timoxenos, was mentioned as having been sent instructions to record the sale to Laodike,
along with the land survey, in the royal registry (fiouriXiKai ypcujiai) at Sardeis. It will be
suggested later that this official was the subordinate of a satrapal dioiketes.
One clay medallion from Uruk is stamped with a PifiXtotfrvXaKiKog seal, perhaps signifying
some sort of purchase or grant of royal land.51 A royal registry at Uruk is a possibility
but it is more likely that this office was located at a major capital, Seleukeia-Tigris, just as
a transaction in Hellespontine Phrygia (above) had to be recorded at Sardeis.

50 Jonnes/Ricl( 1997:3-5,24).
51 Rostovtzefft 1932:71).

Local land registries may also have existed, with their appropriate officials.52

The chreophvlax
In Chapters 8.2 and 8.3 the chreophylax appeared with his seal on some bullae of Uruk,
(%peo<j)v\a,KiKd<; ”Op%cov or %peo(j)uXaKiK6<; ev ”Op%etg) and Seleukeia-Tigris (xpeaxfruXaKcov).
The xpeofyvXaKiov, or registry office, of the Greek world was used to register and store
both public and private documents.53

It is possible that at Uruk or Seleukeia certain

transactions had to be registered at the chreophylakion so that tax could be collected, but
it is difficult to prove any link. Indeed the evidence would suggest that the chreophylax
was not linked to the tax operation. No bulla from Uruk, with a stamp for the salt tax
(alikes) or port dues (limenos) ,also has a chreophylakikos and only some with an
eponiou or andrapodikou stamp and not others. The chreophylakon at Seleukeia is not
associated with any tax stamp other than the katagrafes, which may have been not a tax,
but simply an official registration, possibly of slaves.
Rather than viewing the chreophylax as an official of the administration, one may
probably consider him a municipal officer, whose primary role was the safe-keeping of
documents, both of an official and a private nature. In a smaller centre, such as Uruk, it
is possible that he performed a dual function and cooperated in some way with the fiscal
authorities.54

Local officials
The titles and exact functions of Seleukid administrative officials in Babylonia are
somewhat confusing. The paqdu may have been the king’s representative in the temples
of Babylon and Uruk, but the king also communicated directly with the chief
administrators of the temples, the satammu at Babylon or the rab-sa-res-ali at Uruk. The
pahat of Babylon and the saknu of Uruk were likely to have been royal appointees and

52 Westermann( 1921:16).
53 McDowell(l935:131-137); Rostovtzeff(1932:57ff).
54 Also McDowell(1935:136); contra Rostovtzefft 1932:63) for an official o f the administration.
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may have corresponded to epistates for these cities or hyparchs for their respective
districts (pahatu).55
A dioiketes possibly appears in a cuneiform inscription from Uruk relating to the sale of
ration rights with the note that

afterwards these rations were fully entered in the

communication of the dioiketes (di-i-qe-te-e-su) of the house of the king ..\56

The

suggestion of taxation is quite strong and this is possible evidence for the position of
dioiketes in Babylonia.
‘Royal assessors’ (emidu sa sarri) are also noted57, who may have corresponded to
eklogistai.
Simon, ‘the protector of the sanctuary’ {prostates tou ierou), was the king’s
representative for the Temple of Jerusalem, probably responsible for tax-collection.58 His
informing the king of the alleged mismanagement of temple funds led to the ‘raid’ of
Heliodoros (II Macc.3.4). ‘Prostates' here may actually be a synonym for ‘epistates\ 59

Financial administration of temples
Standing somewhat apart from royal land and city land, that provided most of the tribute
and taxation and were possibly administered in the manner described above, the temples
were also sources of revenue and areas of expenditure for the kings.
Under Antiochos III, Nikanor was appointed high-priest for Asia Minor, responsible for
all the sanctuaries and their revenue (.. wiopeBa <$e?v ehai abrbv
Txpoo-odovg t o v t c d v

koa

em

tc jv

leputv

koa

rag

..).60 However, the high-priest may actually have had limited authority.

Euthydemos, who must have succeeded Nikanor under the Attalids, was obliged to write
to the oikonomos Asklepiades via the latter’s superiors so that the priest of the temple of

55Doty( 1977:44); Sherwin-White(1983a:268-269); Spek( 1985:545; 1987:63-64); McEwan( 1988:416-418)
and Kuhrt( 1996:52) on the administrative officials of Babylonian sanctuaries and cities.
56 McEwan(1981:149-150).
57 Stolper( 1994:333).
58 Schafer( 1995:34).
59 cf. the reference to a prostates at Amyzon in the period of the Successors (Robert 1983:97).
60 Ma(1997:no.4); cf. Malay(1987); SEG 37.1010; Gauthier(R£ 89,276).

Apollon Pleurenos could obtain permission for a quite simple matter, the setting up of a
stele with the names of initiates.61
At Apollonia-Salbake in the reign of Antiochos III (Document 7) Demetrios the official in
charge of the sanctuaries (o reraypkvog km t G>v lepcov) had complained to the eklogistes
Demetrios about some matter in connection with sacred villages, very possibly whether
they were to pay tax to the city or to the royal treasury.62 Located probably at Sardeis
alongside the other officials visited by the Apollonians, Demetrios may have had a
satrapy-wide jurisdiction over revenue from sanctuaries and was interested in adding the
sacred villages to his list.
Demetrios was not given the title of high-priest (ap%iepevg) of Asia Minor and it is
possible that this position was created later in the reign of Antiochos III.63 The dossier of
inscriptions regulating Nikanor’s appointment to the post (see above) gives no indication
that Nikanor was to replace someone else. The king went to a lot of trouble to spell out
to Zeuxis what was involved as when the post had been held by a certain Dion at the time
of his grandfather, Antiochos II. So the high-priesthood of Asia Minor had probably
fallen into abeyance when the Seleukids had lost much of the region in the intervening
period.
At the same time chief-priesthoods were apparently created in Koile Syria, where
Ptolemaios, the strategos of the satrapy, is noted as the archiereus (Document 4), and
also at Daphne, the suburb of Antioch.64

Financial administration of the armed forces.
A separate financial administration for the armed forces is also likely. A military accounts
office is noted at Apameia (Strabo 16.2.10:

to

Xo'ytcrrrjpiov

to

crrpaTiwriKov).

Clearly pay

and supplies for the standing army and navy would have been the responsibility of some

61 Malay/Nalbantoglou(1996).
62 Also Ma( 1997:110).
63 Debord( 1982:270) for a global policy for sanctuaries by Antiochos III, with possibly a fiscal
organisation.
64 Welles( 1934:no.44); Austin(1981:no.l75).

department of the administration, probably reporting directly to the king in view o f the
importance of military expenditure (Chapter 10), but more than this one cannot say.
A chief secretary of the army (a^iypcLp^iarevg rwv dvva4 LeQ)v) appears in a late 2nd century
inscription from Palestine65 and also in Polybios(5.54.12), concerning the appointment by
Antiochos III of such an official, Tychon, as strategos of the satrapy of the Erythraian
Sea. It is possible that this position entailed financial responsibilities.

13.8 Comparison with Achaemenid practice

The structures of the Achaemenid and Seleukid systems of financial administration were
derived from separate bodies of evidence, the former from the Persepolis Fortification
Tablets, the latter from Greek texts. They show considerable similarity if one ignores the
accounting function, for which one has no Seleukid information, and the Achaemenid
apportioner function, for which there was no Seleukid counterpart, as is to be expected,
since a mainly monetary economy was now in place.

Financial administration was

exercised in both empires at regional level (regional officer v. dioiketes), with district
subdivisions where two functions were distinguished: revenue generation by tax inspector
and tax collectors (‘delivery manV‘deliverers’ v. eklogistes/logeutai) and revenue safe
keeping and expenditure (district officer v. oikonomos).66 In the Achaemenid system the
administrative area of Persis, at least, was subdivided into regions (13.1), which was also
the case in Seleukid Koile Syria. Elsewhere, each Seleukid satrapy may have constituted
one financial region. What the Achaemenid situation was, one does not know.
On one point only was there a significant difference.

The Achaemenid satrap was

probably responsible for financial administration in his satrapy, whereas the Seleukid king
had taken away this function from his own satraps.

65 Landau(1961).
66 A village was defined by district and region, e.g. in northern Syria the Baitokaike inscription
(Welles(1934:no.70): KMp/rjv ttjv B<LtTOKai[icr)]vr]v .. ev Tovpyuiva Ttg itepi 'Airafuav <rarpama^i in Parthian
Kurdistan (Minns 1915:28-29): ev xmapxeiq. Bcureipotg npo<; (rra6pu() Baida$aproi<; ev K(ap/f) Kamavei; in the
Mnesiraachos inscription (Document 5): KWft'r) TlepaaaauxrTpa ev Mopcrvov "TSari .. ei<; tt/v [
]aptou

XiXiapxiav.

13.9 A need to reinterpret some texts

It has been argued that the financial administration in satrapies was conducted by the
dioiketai and their subordinates, oikonomoi and eklogistai, who received their orders
directly from the king. In some matters, joint decisions had to be reached with the civil
and military authorities, satraps and hyparchs or phrourarchs.
In this light, some well-known inscriptions may have to be rethought in terms of the roles
of the officials appearing in them.

The Laodike land sale (Document 3)
Metrophanes was informed by the king of the conditions of the sale and instructed to a)
transfer the land to Laodike’s bailiff, b) see to the recording in the registry office at
Sardeis and c) prepare five stelae publishing the act (no. 18).

Instructions from an

unnamed official to a subordinate were to prepare two stelae and pay the necessary
expense (no. 19). The hyparch of the district where the land was located received orders
from the oikonomos, Nikomachos, to conduct a survey (no.20).
Metrophanes is usually considered as the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia and the
unnamed official of RC19, issuing orders to Nikomachos.67 Thus a chain of command is
established: satrap to oikonomos to hyparch.
However, there are arguments against this.68
1) In the second letter (RC 19) the orders issued by its author to the recipient were that
two stelae be erected at Ephesos and Didyma detailing the sale and the survey, while the
information was provided that the bibliophylax at Sardeis had also been instructed to
register the sale and the survey. Any actions by the recipient were restricted to Ionia,
while the author seems to have had jurisdiction over all Lydia, but the actual land was
situated in Hellespontine Phrygia.

67 e.g. Ma(1997:l 13), Musti(1965:156-157). Haussoullier( 1901:22) was categorical that the king only
communicated with the highest functionary in the satrapy, the strategos.
68 Lockhart(1961:188-192) accepts the chain of command, but considers that the second letter (no. 19)
was addressed to an official in another city for the erection o f the two stelae there.
Also
Musti(l 957:267-277).

2) Only two stelai are noted in these orders, those of Ionia.

There was to be one more

erected in the satrapy of Lydia, that at Sardeis, one at Ilion and one abroad in
Samothrake.
3) The hyparch, who is normally considered a civil/military administrator, a subordinate
of the satrap, is here seen taking orders from a financial official and not receiving them
directly from his superior.
An interpretation of the texts that would fit all the details they contain is as follows:
1) Metrophanes was the dioiketes for Hellespontine Phrygia and the king communicated
with him directly about a financial matter, this time concerning royal land, as he
habitually did with his dioiketai.
2) Metrophanes instructed his oikonomos of the district, Nikomachos, for a survey to be
carried out (not extant).
3) Nikomachos requested a survey from his colleague, the civil administrator of the
district, the hyparch -krates (hyparchy = oikonomia), who had the specialised
personnel for the task.

The hyparch obliged with his report (no. 19) which was

forwarded by Nikomachos to Metrophanes.
4) Metrophanes next saw to the recording of the sale and survey. He forwarded the
king’s instructions and the hyparch’s survey to his colleague, the dioiketes of Lydia
(not extant).
5) He, in turn, instructed his oikonomos in Ionia to erect two stelae, informing him at the
same time that he had ordered the bibliophylax at Sardeis, who may have been under
his orders, to register the transaction in the royal registry (no. 19).
6) The bibliophylax received his orders and recorded the sale (not extant).
7) At the same time the dioiketes of Lydia issued orders to the oikonomos responsible for
Sardeis (see above for its oikonomia) to erect a stele there too.
8) Meanwhile, Metrophanes had already issued orders to his oikonomos responsible for
the Troad to erect a stele at Ilion (not extant).
9) One final act of Metrophanes would have been to communicate with the king’s
representative in Samothrake to see to the erection of the fifth stele or, perhaps, one

of his oikonomoi may have been required to manufacture and ship it there (not
extant).
What has finally survived is only what affected the Didymeion sanctuary where the
inscription was found, the king’s instructions, the survey and the communication of the
financial officials responsible for that particular area.

Other inscriptions
In the Aristodikides land-grant (Document 2) the king wrote to Meleagros, who is
normally considered to have been the strategos (satrap) of Hellespontine Phrygia. His
task was to arrange for transfers of royal land to Aristodikides.
Three inscriptions record instructions sent out by Antiochos HI regarding the appointment
of a high-priestess in each satrapy for the cult of his wife, Laodike. In all cases the king
wrote the same letter to a senior official with instructions that his decision be recorded on
stelae to be set up in the most visible locations ( kclI

t
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GbvaypaA^evra eiq (rrrjkaq avareBrpto ev roiq eni^aveararoiq rcmoiq).
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The primary recipients

sent a copy of the king’s letter to subordinates with orders to do just that, Anaximbrotos
to Dionytas for his district in Karia or Phrygia, Menedemos to Apollodoros and the city of
Laodikeia-Nehavend, and again to Thoas for his district somewhere in Media.
Presumably other subordinates received the same orders.

The primary recipients have

been considered satraps, their subordinates hyparchs or, in the case of Apollodoros, the
royal epistates of the city.69
A similar procedure was used in the instructions sent by the king via Zeuxis, his governorgeneral in the West, to Philotas and then on to Bithys regarding the appointment of
Nikanor as high-priest in Asia Minor and its announcement on a stele.70 Again, other
subordinates of Philotas probably received the same orders. Philotas has been considered
a satrap, Bithys a hyparch.
In the Failaka inscription Ikadion wrote to his subordinate, Anaxarchos, about matters
which the king wished dealt with concerning sanctuaries on the island of Ikaros, land

69 Clairmont(1948); Robert(l949:5-29; 1967:289-292).
70 Malay( 1987:7-9).

grants, tax exemptions etc, and also with instructions that the king’s orders be displayed
on a stele. Anaxarchos passed on Ikadion’s letter to the inhabitants of Ikaros and his own
order that it be displayed on a stele as soon as possible.71
I suggest that in all the cases listed above, the primary recipient may have been the
dioiketes of the relevant satrapy and not the strategos, who then passed on the king’s
orders to an oikonomos in each district or an epistates in the case of a city. The matters
were clearly of a financial nature - transfer of royal land, erection of stelae - which fell
within the jurisdiction of financial officials. Furthermore the king communicated directly
with his dioiketai on these matters. The apparent anomaly in the Laodike land sale, where
the hyparch received orders from the oikonomos can be explained by the fact that both
together were responsible for the district (hyparchy = oikonomia).

The oikonomos

transmitted the king’s instructions to his colleague only because he had the personnel
capable of carrying out the survey. Whether satrap or dioiketes, the above inscriptions
need rethinking.

13.10 Antiochos 1 as financial administrator

Though much in Seleukid financial administration was a continuation of Achaemenid
practice, several changes were initiated by Seleukos I in pursuance of his goal of
transforming the economy into a money-based one. Had it not been, however, for his son
and successor, Antiochos (I), the empire might have foundered early on. Antiochos
should be given equal credit for placing it on a sound footing.72
Some of his measures one has already caught glimpses of. The establishment of the first
new cities was his father’s work, but Antiochos continued it with intensity in the East
from the time, he became viceroy there ca.291/0 (Chapter 6.1).

In this connection, the

policy of granting land with the right of attachment to a city may also have been his idea,
and for the reasons outlined in Chapter 6.1. The earliest inscription that mentions this is
the Aristodikides land-grant from his reign (Document 2).

71 Roueche/Sherwin-White(1985:30) for governor and his subordinate, though they accept the possibility
o f dioiketes and oikonomos, independent of the governor of the satrapy; Altheim/Stiehl(1965); cf.
Sherwin-White/Kuhrt( 1993:174-178).
72 Oelsner( 1977:79) for Antiochos as the real organiser.

The creation of mints in the Upper Satrapies, apart from Ekbatana, is Antiochos’ work
(Chapter 11.1) and probably linked to his efforts to urbanise. The change from small
silver to a fiduciary bronze coinage can also be attributed to him and its introduction at
Babylon can be dated to the time of the Astronomical Diary of 274 (Chapter 11.3).
Changes in the form and contents of administrative and legal cuneiform texts are noted at
about this time in Babylonia, which have been attributed to fiscal and administrative
measures by Antiochos I.73 New formulary seems to be used in contracts for urban land
after 279. Slave sale contracts appear only to 274 and those for arable land to 273. This
is not to say that there were no such sales, but simply that

Aramaic or Greek on

parchment or papyrus may have been used in preference to Akkadian and cuneiform
tablets.

The suggestion, however, that registration and taxation of slaves were

introduced at this time by Antiochos will not hold, as this was certainly an Achaemenid
practice also.74
The proliferation of taxes in the Seleukid empire (Chapter 8) is not to be found in any
document dating to the reign of Seleukos I. This does not prove that Antiochos was the
initiator of a more complex and comprehensive tax system than his father’s, but, added to
the other evidence, might suggest it. Certainly the galatikon tax imposed on Greek cities,
ostensibly to pursue the war against the Galatians, was Antiochos’ invention. Also, the
earliest bulla from Seleukeia-Tigris with a salt-tax stamp dates to 287/6 (Chapter 8.2),
when Antiochos was co-ruler, responsible for the East.
Finally, the direct involvement of the king with financial administration in the provinces,
his link to dioiketai, is certainly attested in the reign of Antiochos II (13.5 - the
Boulagoras inscription) and, in my view, in the reign of Antiochos I with the
interpretation that may be given to the Aristodikides inscription (see 13.9).
It was argued in Chapter 7 that, mainly because of the reference to stratagems of men
‘long since dead’ and the appearance once more of a ‘whole’ empire with Seleukos’
conquest of Asia Minor, the Oikonomika describes the situation there after 280, which
administrators-to-be would be interested in learning about. Linking this to what has been

73 First recorded by Doty(1977:Ch.4). Also Oelsner( 1981:41) and Sherwin-White(1987:27).

74 Stolper(1989).

discussed above, it is difficult not to see a re-organisation of finances and financial
administration of the empire by Antiochos I ca.275.

13.11 Conclusions on financial administration

Evidence from different regions and periods suggests that the Seleukid system of financial
administration must have been quite uniform, particularly after changes possibly
introduced by Antiochos I ca. 275.75
A parallel organisation to the satrapal, independent of the satrap and local military
commanders, dealt directly with the king. The dioketai were the financial representatives
in the satrapies, and in subdivisions of at least Koile Syria, and were responsible for
revenue and expenditure in their respective areas of jurisdiction. They may also have
supervised royal mints and registry offices (bibliophylakia).

In matters o f joint

jurisdiction they cooperated with satraps and garrison commanders.
Under the dioiketai, the eklogistai were mainly responsible for setting the level of taxation
and perhaps seeing to its collection by logeutai. The oikonomoi managed the royal land
and revenue, once it had been received, and controlled expenditure in their financial
districts, cooperating with hyparchs, whose districts probably coincided with their own.
A separate group of officials {epi ton ieron prosodon) supervised temples and their
revenue and there may have been a department of the administration dedicated to military
expenses of the regular army.
In certain areas, the Seleukid supervisor {epistates!paqdu etc.) of a city or temple possibly
filled the role of both hyparch and oikonomos for the city, cooperating with the dioiketes
of the satrapy on financial matters. In military districts {phylakai), or those with fortified
treasuries, garrison commanders might sometimes take on the task of collecting tribute
and taxation and guarding it (gazophylakes).

75 Rostovtzeff(1941:517) for a uniformity o f administration and taxation generally.
contra AviYonah( 1978:219) that it was objectively impossible to set up a control apparatus over such a wide area as
the Seleukid empire.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In previous Chapters conclusions have been presented on the policies of the Seleukid
kings, and their results, with regard to land, revenue, the handling of

surpluses,

expenditure and coinage and on their system of financial administration. None of this will
be repeated here.
What will be considered instead is whether the problem posed in Chapter 3 was indeed
solved. Seleukos I had need of silver, with which to face the predominantly monetary
expenses of a Hellenistic king. His task was to transform an essentially commodity-based
economy of his empire into a monetary one, from which to extract as much revenue as he
could. Did he and his successors succeed?
The answer, in my view, is an unqualified ‘yes’.
City-building on an unprecedented scale and the strengthening of existing urban centres
created the markets where rural communities could sell their produce for silver and so pay
their taxes in coin, which they were increasingly required to do. The administration then
had the means to settle its expenses in silver rather than commodities, which had been the
norm under the Achaemenids.
An adequate supply of coinage was created by locating mints in most regions to serve
local needs, but Seleukid issues were only intended to maintain the supply at the
appropriate level required by the administrative payments - tax collection cycle. Foreign
issues were allowed to circulate freely, and indeed constituted the majority of all coins in
circulation for most of the time, as long as they helped promote local economic activity
and so benefit the royal treasury.
Revenue was systematically maximised, to the limit that could be afforded by subject
communities and in a variety of ways, using whichever suited a particular situation best.
When a lessening of the burden was granted, there was normally a short-term political
gain envisaged by the kings or a long-term economic benefit.
The personal interest of the kings in the financial matters of their realm is reflected in the
close control they kept of their provincial financial administrators, who were independent
of the satrapal governors.

The success of these measures is evident in the results. This was a ‘strong’ state, that
endured for nearly two centuries as an empire (to 129), suffering territorial losses in this
time, but able to recover from them.

When it eventually succumbed, this was not so

much due to internal problems, but because it was unfortunate enough to encounter at the
same time two rising powers, Rome and Parthia, which, in the end, proved too strong for

SUPPORTING DATA
COIN HOARDS LISTS
1. Hoards containing large silver coins and percentage distributions
2. Hoards containing small silver coins and percentage distributions
3. Hoards containing gold coins and percentage distributions

DOCUMENTS AND TRANSLATIONS
1. Antigonos’ letter to Teos regarding the synoikism with Lebedos
2. The Aristodikides dossier
3. The Laodike dossier
4. The Ptolemaios dossier
5. The Mnesimachos inscription
6. The Laodike letter to Iasos
7. The Apollonia-Salbake decree
8. The Achaios decree
9. The letter from Antiochos III to the Sardians
10. The letters of Antiochos and Zeuxis to Herakleia-Latmos
11. A land conveyance in the oikonomia of Sardeis
12. Antiochos Ill’s letter concerning Jerusalem
13. Demetrios I’s letter to Jonathan
14. Demetrios II’s letter to Jonathan
15. The Baitokaike grant

The version of each text used is that of the first reference given in each case, unless otherwise
stated. Only relevant parts of the texts have been provided, with my own translation.
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Document 1. Antigonos’ letter to Teos regarding the synoikism with Lebedos
Welles(T934:no.3)
Summary §1-9.

Antigonos Monophthalmos settled the details of the synoikism between

Teos and Lebedos.
Summary $10. lines 72-80. The Lebedians wished to be allowed set up a fund to import grain
in order to create a reserve, which the Teians seconded and even asked for more money.
Antigonos was not pleased at the idea..

( 8 o)

.. r)p^eTg Be -nporepov fiev

ov[k

efiovXofj^eOa fj/rjBefiiai m>-]

Xet BtBoaQai t o (riTrwvjcria, [iTjBe trirov yivecrOai rrapaOelmv, ov QeXovreg to ^ ]
[irjoXeig eig ra v ra avaX 'ktkciv xprjiiara, ov%va ovk avajKa'ia

[o v r o ,

efBovXofieQa £ e ]

[o ]^ e vvv noieTv rouro, TiX'rpiov ovtrrjg Trjg (fropoXo'yovfielvrig %oipdg coore eav %peia]
['yVivrprai (titov, ev%epG)g oiofLeOa ehai pLeTaTrefnreaQai

ck

[rairrrjg onor-]

( 8 5 ) [o\v av rig fiovXrjrar ..

‘..In the past we did not desire to give any city the right of importing grain or of creating a
reserve store of grain, because we did not wish the cities to spend money on these things
which were often not necessary. And neither did we desire to do this now, as the taxed land
is close by, so that, if there were need for grain, we believe that as much as necessary could
be easily obtained from i t...’

Summary $10. lines 85-94. The king explained that he did not normally allow cities to import
grain because he did not wish them to fall into debt, but in this case he would make an
exception. He then introduced a new subject..

§11.

TCOV Be (TlTCOv]

( 9 5 ) kcli ei(rcvY(iyyv)v nai e^ayoyyijv TTavrcov airoBeix&rjvab ev vrji <rroai rijg ayo-]
pag, oircog eav Tim fir) XumTeXrji KaTa/yovmv eig ttjv alyopav amo Tairrqg noieTa-]
Qai t 7)v e^ayfoyrjv, etgovma rji deTmv t o tcXt) eni tGtv [ev vrji a/yopai airoBet-]
xfievrwv efgayeiv oaai B' av

k c o /m li rj

enavXta axriv

Trjg TioXeayg]

[v(jb]a)v, vofLi&fiev BeTv npo<ra4>opi<r8rjvai eKa/rran eyylpaxpai fiev bnocrovg av Kap-]
( 1 0 0 ) [7roi)]g etga/yeiv fiovXrjrai a/no Trjg a/ypoiKiag, eTzayyeiXav[Ta Be r wi a/yopavofuai Kai t o ]

MeXr) Biopdwaofievov e^ayeiv.

§11. ‘The movements in and out (of the city) of all grain should be declared in the portico of
the agora so that, if it were not profitable for someone to bring (his produce) to the agora in
order to send it out from there, he should have the right to send it out, having paid the dues
on what was declared in the agora.

And with regard to those villages and farms that are

outside your city, we think that it would be a good idea to require each person to register the
amount of produce he wished to send out of his farm, so that he might send it out, having
informed the market commissioner and paid the dues.’

Summary §12. Finally, three men each from Teos and Lebedos would be nominated to see to
any details concerning the synoikism that might have been omitted.

Document 2. The Aristodikides dossier

Wellesf 1934:nos. 10-13)
No. 10. First land grant to Aristodikides
BaatXevg ’Avrio%og

MeAea-

'Ypo)i %aipetv' bebuiKapev ’ApiorohKidei tw i 1A<r(rta)i
yrjt; epyaaipou nXeOpa ho%iXta npoceveyKaaOat
npog TTjv ’IAtecov noXiv rj XKTjif/iaiV av ovv avvra^ov
( 5 ) napade'ifqat ’ApiarohKidei and rrjg dpopoucrrjg Trjt
r epyiBiat vj rijt ^Krjij/tai, ou av doKifiaQrjtg, t o Bio%iXia
nXeOpa rrjg yrjg, Kai npoaopia'at eig rrjv

’IAtecov rj rrjv

XKyipicov. "Eppcoao.

‘King Antiochos to Meleagros, greetings.

We have given Aristodikides of Assos two

thousand plethra of cultivable land to be attached to the city of Ilion or that of Skepsis. So
issue orders that from the land bordering on that of Gergis or Skepsis, whichever you think
best, 2,000 plethra of land be conveyed to Aristodikides and attached to that of Ilion or
Skepsis. Be in good health.’

No. 11. Second land grant
BaaiXevq ’A vrio%og MeXeaypcot %aipetv' everv%ev rjpTv ’ApioTodtKifrrjg 0
”Aoviog, aJqiuiv dovvat a v r m rjpag ev Tiji e<j>' EAAtjgttcovtou crarpaneiat rrp Herpav, rjp nporepov
( 5 ) el%ev MeXeaypog, Kai Trjg %(l)pag rrjg IIeTp/[$]o£
epyouripov 7t[A]eQpa %iXia nevraKoma, Kai aXXa
yrjg nXeBpa ho%iXta epya/ripov and Trjg opopovoyg Trjt nporepov do6eiorrjt avrcot pepidr
K ai rjpeTg rrjv re Herpav BedcoKapev avrcoi, ei
( 1 0 ) fjurj dedorat dXXcot nporepov, Kai rrjy %copav tt)v
npog rrjt Herpat Kai aAAa yrjg nXeBpa hcr%iXia
epyaaipov, h a ro <}>tXov ovra rjperepov napea%rjoQat rjpTv rag KaO'avrov %peiag p e r a ncbcmqg
evvoiag M a i npoOvpiag' av ovv ento-Kexpapevog,
( 1 5 ) ei prj ^6 ^[o]to/ aXXcot nporepov avrrj r) Ylerpa, n a pabeiiqov avrr)v
rohKihr)!,

Kai

Kai

rrjv npog aurrjt %<hpav ’Apta-

and rrjg fiaa-tXiKrjg %d)pag rrjg op[o-]

povarrjg rrjt nporepov dedopevrji %cdpat

A p ftr r o ^ l/-]

Ktdrji arvvra^ov Karaperpvjaai Kai napadeT^ai
( 2 0 ) adroit nXeOpa Btcr%iXia, Kai edcrat avrov npoaeveyKacrOai npog rjp d p ftodXnrjrat noXiv roiv ev rrjt %copa[i]
re Kai crvppa%iar
nov ev o)i eortv

07

01

de fiaaiXtKoi Xaoi

oi

ck

rov r 6 -

n e r p a ed p fiodXoovrai oineTv ev v ^[t]

lleTpaf do-(j>aXeiag eveKe, ovvrerdxapev ’Aptcrro( 2 5 ) {ro}dtKidv)t eav adrovg o’iKe?v eppoicro.

‘King Antiochos to Meleagros, greetings. Aristodikides of Assos came to us and requested
that we give him in the Hellespontine satrapy Petra, which Meleagros formerly held, and
1,500 plethra of Petra’s cultivable land and another 2,000 plethra of cultivable land from that
bordering on the first lot given to him.

And we gave him Petra, as long as it had not been

given to someone else previously, and the land of Petra and 2,000 more plethra of cultivable
land, because he has provided services for us as our friend with goodwill and eagerness. So,
after having investigated whether Petra had not been given to someone else previously,
transfer it and its surrounding land to Aristodikides, and, from the royal land that is adjacent
to that given earlier to Aristodikides, order the measurement and transfer to him of 2,000
plethra, and allow him to attach it to whichever city he wishes of those in (our) country and
alliance. (Regarding) the royal laoi of the district in which Petra lies, if they wish to reside in
Petra for reasons of security, we have ordered Aristodikides to allow them to live (there).
Be in good health.’

No. 12. Revision of the second land grant
BatriXevg7Avrioxog MeXeaypon %a/pefv evervxev V)pTv ’AptcrrodiKtdriq, <j)dpevog H erpav rd x wPl0V Kai rrjy
Xwpav rrjv ovyKvpouaav, nepi 'fjg nporepov eypaipapev
dtdovreg avrdu, odd' e n Kai vCv napeiXr)<pBvjvat did

to

’A&j-

( 5 ) vaion rddi eni rod vavardQpov eniKexoiprjaOat,Kai rfctoitrev avri pev rrjg Herpirtdog %copa$ napadet%frrjva[t]
adroit r d /ora nXeQpa, ovyxoiprj&rjvat de Kai aXXa nXe6pa dicrxiXia, npocreveyKcurOai npog r\v d p fiodX'rpai
rd)p noXeoiv rddv ev rrjt vjperepat ovppax'tai, KaOd( 1 0 ) nep Kai nporepov eypaipapev opdtvreg ovv avrov
evvovv ovra Kai npoOvpov eig r d rjperepa npayp[a-\
r a (dovXopeOa noXvoipeTv ravOpdmov, Kai nepi
rovroiv ovyKexcopyKapev' (jyrjaiv de elvat rrjg
Herpindog x ^p a g r a ovyxoipyBevra adroit

( 1 5 ) nXeOpa, %iXia, nevraKoma' ovvratgov ovv Karaperprjaat ’AptorodiKtdrji Kai napadelfgat yrjg
epyaaipov r d re di(r%iXia Kai nevraKocria nXe
Opa Kai dvri rddv nepi rrjv H erpav aXXa epyao-ipov %

[/]A /a

nevraKocria and rrjg jdamXiKrjg %co-

( 2 0 ) pag rrjg crvvopt^ovanjg vfji ev ap%rjt doOeiarji
avrdu nap’ rjpddv eaxrai de Kai npoaeveyKaaOah ]
rrjy %d)pav ’ApiarrodtKldrjv npog rjv av j3ovXrjra[i]
noXtv rddv ev rrji rjperepai avppa%iai, KaOdnep Kai ev rrji nporepov entoroXrji eypdxpapeiv']
(2 5 )

eppaxro.

‘King Antiochos to Meleagros, greeings. Aristodikides has come to us saying that the place
Petra and the land belonging to it, about which we had previously written giving them to him,
has not as yet been received, because it had been assigned to Athenaios the commander of the
naval base, and he requested that be conveyed to him, instead of the land of Petra, the same
number of plethra, and that be given to him another 2,000 plethra to be attached to
whichever city he wishes of those in our alliance, as we wrote earlier.

Seeing therefore that

he is well-disposed and eager with regard to our affairs, we wish to favour the man greatly
and have conceded this. He says that the land of Petra conceded to him was 1,500 plethra.
So order that be measured and conveyed to Aristodikides both the 2,500 plethra of cultivable
land and, in place of that around Petra, another 1,500 plethra o f cultivable land from the royal
land bordering on that given to him by us initially. And also allow Aristodikides to attach the
land to whichever city he wishes of those in our alliance, just as we wrote in the previous
letter. Be in good health.’

No. 13. Covering letter of Meleagros
MeXeaypog ’IXtecov rrji fiovXrji Kai rail drjpco %aipeiv% anedcoKev rjpTv ’ApiarodiKidrjg o 'Acratog enicrroXdg napd rov fiaaiXecog ’Avrt6%ov, S v rfovrlypa<j>a vpTv vnoyeypdcpapev' evervxev d’ rjpiv Kai av-

(5 )

(papevog, noXXcdv avrdu Kai erepcov diaXe-

yopevaiv Kai are^avov didovroov, dxmep Kai rjpeTg napaKoXovOovpev dtd rd Kai npeofievaat fo
nd r d v noXediv nva/q npog rjpag, fiovXeaOai rrjv
xdipav rrjv dedopevrjv avrddi vno rov (daaiXeaig ’A v -

( 1 0 ) Tto%ov Kat did

to

lepov Kdi dia. Tvjv -npog yfAdg evvoi-

dv TTpo(reveyKdaOdi irpog rrjv vfierepdv rcoXiv d
yJev ouv dfyo? yevkaBdi durtoi rcapa rijg noXetog, dvrog ufjjv driXaxrer KdXcog d' dv TTOTjO’dtre if^^KTdfievoi re ndVTd t o fyiXdvQpamd dvrw t Kdi Kd6' o n av
( 1 5 ) ov'Yxa)p7)(rr]i rrjv dvdypcujyrjv Troydajjbevoi Kdi

o t t )-

Xaitrdvreg Kdi Bevreg eig t o iepov, Yvd [i€V7)i vpjv
fiefld'tcog eig n d vrd r oy %povov t o <ruy%(DpT)Qevrd■
eppaxrBe.

‘Meleagros to the Council and Assembly of the Ilians. Aristodikides of Assos has given me
letters from the king, of which I have prepared copies for you. He also visited me himself
saying that, although many others had spoken to him and presented him with crowns something which I also observe as some of the cities have sent embassies to me too - he
wishes to attach the land that is given to him by King Antiochos to your city, both because of
the sanctuary and of his good-will towards you. So those things which he requires that the
city should do for him, he will inform you of himself. You would do well to vote the full
range of privileges for him and whatever he may agree to and record these on a stele and set
it up in the sanctuary, so that everything agreed to may be secured for you for all time.
in good health.’

Be

Document 3. The Laodike dossier

Welles(T934:no. 18-20)
No. 18. Land sale to Laodike
B d a tX e v q

’Av rio % o g

Kd(L€V A dod'tK T jl

IleTrtpa-]

M r j r p o ^ a v e i % d ip e tv .

n dW O U KU)fL7)V K d i T7)(L (5 d p tV K d i T 7)V TtpOdOV-

(T dv % u>pdv v r ji k6)(L7)i, o p o q v r ji r e Z e X e m d t % a )p d t K d i r v ji K u ^ i k 7)in jt K d i tv } i o d w i r r ji d p % d id i, 7) tf(L (L ev e ir a v o ) Y l d v v o v Ka)fL 7)g,

(5 )

[v b )p o T p id W (L € V 7)

de im o

T r o r e tik d O d i t o % o>piov

<r[u-]

tq ) ] v y e o i p y o u v r o i v ttX t)ct'iov e v e K e v r o d

a-

- t t ) ( l (L ev I l d v l v o v k o )( lt) v im d ]p % o v < r d v o v f i f i d t -

v e t v o r e p o v y e y e v r j a B a i - K d i e ( T tv e g ( e ) i g t t ) v % [u ) ]p d v T d x n r jv e p J [m -]
TTTOVdtv t o t t o i K d i T o v g \m d p % o v T d q a v r o U g

A ]aou[^ mx-]

v o tK io u q o v v T o iq im d p x o u o 'tv irdU rtv K d i o v v T d?g [ t o u

(1 0 )

e-1

v o lto v K d i TTevTVjKocnvv e r o u g T ip o o o d o tq , d p [ y u - ]

p'lOV T d X d V T (l)V T pidK O V T d - 6(101(1% d e K d i 61 TlVCq € -

[k] Trjq K(i)(L7)q Tdimqq ovreg Xdoi (LereX7)XuBcbo-iv eig dXAoug TOTTOuq - e<f>' &i ouBev amoreXel eig to fkurtXiKov Kdi Kvpid e[tr-]
T d l TCpOO-<j)epO(L€V7) Itpog TCoXlV 7)V dV fiovX rjTdr K dTd TdUTd $[e]

( 1 5 ) Kdi

01 TTdp' dvrrjg TrptcLfievot 7) X afiovreg dirroi t c e^ou-

(Tiv Kvpioog Kdi rrpoq -noXtv Ttpo<roi(rovTdi 7)v 041 j3ouX(o[v]Tdt,
€d(JL7T€p (JUT)
y (L € V 7)

Ad odlK T ) TUy% dV€l TTpOTCpOV TTp0a€V7)V€-

TipOq TToXlVyOUTQ) de KeKTTjdOVTdl 0U dV 7) %bipd 7)1 TCpO-

(r(i)pi(T(Lev7) im o

Ad odiK T jq'

( 2 0 ) (Lev d v e v e jK e w

e ig to

tt )v d e t i (L7)v o v v r e r d % d -

KdTd

2TPATEIAN ya £ o (f)u X (Z K [i-]

ov ev TpKriv dvcuj)opd?g,TTOtou(Levou^gy ty )(l (Lev (Ltdv ev t cot A ud v d i o i i (L7)vi
TQ)l

Tcot

ev

tm i

e re /,

tt ) v

’A p p td d ic o t t o )t o iK o v o (L o u v n

TTcUriv, K d i

t t )v

t

A d o d i-

oTg i m d p x o u o ’t v d irroT q

d)V7)v d v o y p o A p d t e ig T d g

j3c u riX iK d g ypcu f> dg

T d g e v X d p d e m v K d i e ig o r r ) X d g X tO iv d g n e v r e ’

(3 0 )

to ,

K7)g T7)V T € K0)(L7)V K d i T7)V f id p tV K d i T7)V TTpOO’OUO'dV % 0)pdV

K d i T o v q X d o v g n a v o iK io v q o v v

to)v

e[v]

de erep d v

H dvdlKCO l, T7)V d e TplT7)V 6V T (tit k%0(LeV(l)l Tpt(L7)V(l)l'

o v ir r d ^ o v T td p d d e l^ d i

(2 5 )

e fy jK o o r c b i

T7)(L (L ev (L td v BeTvdt e v

tt)v

de erepdv ev t w

pdv ev ’E<^e<70n ev t w

i

i

iX ic o t e v

ieputt

tc u i

tw i

tepkbi T rjq ’A B r jv a q ,

ev 2d(Lo6paiK7}i,

Upon Trjq ’AprefLtdog,

TdpTTjv ev Atdu(Loiq ev Ton iepdjt

to u

tov-

tt)v

ttjv

de ere-

de T€-

’AiroXXaivoq,

tt)v

de 7r€(L7TT7)v ev Xdpdcdtv ev t o j i Upcdi T7)q ’AprefLtdog' euBeoog de Kdi iteptopi(Tdi Kdi OTrjXdxrdt
(3 5 )

[d v d y p d ]ip d t

t ov

[€ tp 7)(L € va q ' e p p o )(ro .

TTeptopto’fLov

ttjv

%copdv Kdi [irpocr-]

eig Tdg orr)Xdq m [^ 7rpo-l

vB ] Aiou e \

‘King Antiochos to Metrophanes, greetings. We have sold to Laodike the village of Pannos
and the mansion and the land belonging to the village, bounded by the land of Zeleia and by
that of Kyzikos and by the ancient road that lies above the village of Pannos, which has been
ploughed by the neighbouring farmers, so that they may take the place for themselves - it
happens that the present village of Pannos was established later - and (have sold) any
settlements that may be included in this land and the laoi that live in them, with all their
households and all their belongings and with the income of the fifty-ninth year, for thirty
talents of silver - and similarly, if some from this village, who are laoi, have been moved to
other places - on the terms that she will owe nothing to the royal treasury and will have the
right to offer (to attach the land) to whichever city she chooses. In the same way, those
buying or receiving from her will also have the right to attach (the land) to the city of their
choice, unless Laodike has not made an earlier attachment to a city, in which case they will
own the land as part of the city attached to by Laodike. We have ordered that the price be
paid at the Strateia treasury in three instalments, the first being made in the month of
Audnaios of the sixtieth year, the other in (the month of) Xandikos and the third in the
following quarter. Issue orders that the village and the mansion and the surrounding land be
conveyed to Arrhidaios, the bailiff of Laodike, along with the laoi with all their households
and all their belongings, and record the sale in the royal registry at Sardeis and on five stone
stelai. Of these one is to be set up at Ilion in the temple of Athena, another in the temple (of
the Gods) in Samothrake, another at Ephesos in the temple of Artemis, the fourth at Didyma
in the temple of Apollo and the fifth at Sardeis in the temple of Artemis.

Survey the

boundaries of the land and mark them with boundary stones immediately and record the
survey on the [above-mentioned] stelai.

[Be in good health.

Dios................................................................ ’

No. 19. Covering letter of Metrophanes
[

] A? [

t o a v r iy p a ^ o v tou]

[npooTayfLG LToq to u ypa<j)e]vTog u<f>' a i n o [ u
[

[

] TO?g

de aXXotg [

6e?v]ai Tag orvjXag ev

]
1

t[

a?g dedyXooiLe-]

(5 ) [vaig rcoXecriv' ov] o[u]y €TzaKoXou6r)o-aq tv }i napa
[aiXea)]g emoroXrji dmeydoo’tv Tioi'rjO'ai Kai ovvral^ov]

t [ ou

/3a,-]

Year 59], the 5th of

[alvaypoApat

tt)v

re npacrtv Kai

rjXag XtO'tvag duo, Kai
ev E(f)e(ra)i ev t w

i

to u to o v

to v

neptopKTfLov eig [o r - ]

QeTvat t t )(l (Lev iaVtav]

iepm rrjg ’AprefLtdog,

ttjv

de erepav

( 1 0 ) ev AtdufLotg ev root iepcbi t o u ’AnoXXcovog,
(L a

to

e<ro(Levov eig raura douvat

Yva de oTrjXtoOrjt
oQo),

K ai

ttjv

c k tou

to

de ava[X(o-]

fiaatXiKolu']

Ta%icmr)v ent(LeXeg trot yev[e-]

cog av ovvreXeoBfjt ypaxpov K a i

KOfLev de

K a i T tfL O ^ev c o t

( 1 5 ) (rat

TT jv d)V7)v

t

7 )(l? v'

eneora[X-]

wt j3u(3Xto(j)uXaKi KaTa%(n[pi-\

Kai t o v nepiopiafLav eig rag fiaatXiKog ypa-

(j>ag rag ev Xapbeatv, KaQanep

0

fiaatXeug yeypatj)[ev. vd']

Aatcrtou.
‘[

the copy of the order writt]en by him [

] and to the others [

] to

set up the stelai in the [designated cities.] So, in accordance with [the king’s] letter, issue the
contract and order that both the sale and survey be recorded on two stonestelai, and that of
these one be set up at Ephesos in the temple of Artemis, the other at Didyma in the templeof
Apollo, the payment required for this being made from the royal treasury. Make it your duty
to see that the setting up of the stelai is done as quickly as possible and, when it is completed,
inform me in writing. I have sent instructions also to Timoxenos the bibliophylax to record
the sale and the survey in the royal registry at Sardeis, as the king wrote. [Year 59] Daisios..’

No.20. Report of the hvparch
t o [u

[ t o a v r ty p a ( j) o v '

—

neptopnrfL O u ]

] U a w o [ u K(d(L7) K a i 7) fia p tg ]

[K a i 7) npocroucra % (opa K a i 01 im a p % o v re ]g
[9 tj] d e ’A p p i d a tc o i ren t oiKO VofLouvrt

X a o [ t,

n a p e d e ix - ]

t o A ao d 'tK T jg [i/7r]o [------- ]

(5 ) [ K ] p a r o u g t o u i m a p x o u 7] r e K(0(L7) K a i 7) jS a p tg K a i 7} n p o o o u a \ a ^co-1
[p a ] K a r a t o ir a p a

N ik o (jJ lx o u t o u o Ik o v o (lo u n p o o r a /y f L a [cot]

[ u \ n € y e y p a n r o K a i t o r c a p a M 7 )rp o < j)a vo u g K a i t o n a p a t o u f i [ a - ]
[ d t] X e ( o g y p a tf r e v n p o g a u r o v , K a O ' a e d e t n e p t o p i d B r j v a r

and

[(L ]e v

rjXiou

(1 0 )

[ n ] p o g T7)v KuQk7)V7)v o d o g fia a tX tK T ) 7) a p x a t a 7) a y o u a a 67 r [/']

avaroX cbv a n d

U a w o u K(OfL7)g e n a v a )

rrjg

rrjg ZeXetridog % d > p a £ vrjg (L ev

K(OfL7\g K a i

vrjg f ia p e c o g ,

7) cru[v -]

[b ]eix fieT a ra im o r e M e v e K p a r o u B a K x io u U u6 o k (0(l 'ito u
[ K ] a i A clou ’ A k p e r o v K a i M T jdeiou M . tjt 1p o d d o p o u Y la w o K O )(L [t-]

T (d v, K a ra p rfp o fL e v T ) b e im o rcd v yetTVKOVTCOv t w t r d n c o r a n d
(1 5 )

b e T auT T jg n a p a . t o v to u

A to g

fico/L ov t o v o v r a e n a v c o r r jg

fiapeaig Kai d>g o rcuf)og ev befyqi rijg odou' ano be t o u
[ t ] gu/>o u a u T T ) 7)
[v ] 7 )0 7 )g
[ tj

odog 7) fiaaiXtKT) 7) ayoutra dia rijg Eimav-

ea>g n o r a f L o v

%(o\pa

K ara

to u

A

io t jt t o u '

e o r T jX w O r )

be Kai

r a opia rd napadetxjdevTa.

‘[The copy of] the survey.

[

the village of] Pannos [and the mansion and the

surrounding land and the existing] laoi. [Was conveyed] to Arrhidaios, the bailiff of Laodike,
by [..Jkrates the hyparch, the village and the mansion and the surrounding land, according to
the written order of Nikomachos the oikonomos, to which were attached that of Metrophanes
and that which the king wrote to him, according to which it was necessary to make a survey.
Starting from the east, from the land of Zeleia, which is towards Kyzikos, along the ancient
royal road leading to the village of Pannos above the village and the mansion - that shown by
Menekrates, the son of Bacchios, from the village of Pythos, and Daos, the son of Azaretos,
and Medeios, the son of Metrodoros, from the village of Pannos - which is ploughed by those
neighbouring the land (of the village of Pannos). From this (road), and from the altar of Zeus
that lies above the mansion, to the tomb to the right of the road.

From this tomb along the

royal road leading through the Eupannese to the Aisepos river. Markers were also set up
along the boundaries that were pointed out.’

Document 4. The Ptolemaios dossier

Fischer(T97Sn with Bertrandfl 982:11.11-171: cf. Landau(T966): BE( 1970.627): BEf 1971.73V
Text A
( i)

[B a ja /A e u ^

’Av[ri\o%og Hrio^Xep/iioii %aipeivm [ - -

[7)pL?]dg avvra^iov ava]'ypaipav[rag\ ev orrjXaig Xi6[ivaig

—

[ ra ls emoir]oXd[g ava]8e?vai ev [ra7\g \map%ov<rai<; [(rot Kcopung' yeypaipafLe] de
irepi

to [vt (ov

KA

ecovi Kai

'H ] A /[ o $ o ) p c o /

roTg d[io]iK7]ra?g )'v[a enaKoXovS&criv. ]

Qp', 'Tnepfiepeiraiov, —.]

‘King Antiochos to Ptolemaios, greetings.

...order that the letters be inscribed on stone

stelai and set up in the villages belonging to you. We have written to Kleon and Heliodoros,
the dioiketai, to follow up these matters. Year 117(7), month of Hyperberetaios,..’

Text B
(5 )

[B a ]c r /A e i)[^ ’A v r

io fy o g

[ K A e ] a j v [ f ] % a /p [e /]y *

t o K a r a y i e y p a f i f i e v a n a p ' vjp u d v? ] rcb i

orpaTryycoi

[-iniTN [------ ] K a i amMMHAIES [-]EN[-]TH[
]co avrm
[-]d o 8 ev d i a [— INTO [—]AOMH[-------------------------l e v y i % d )[p a i.]
rv jv [a]i; [rr)]v [*HAto d o ip a n .]

K ara

to

‘King Antiochos to Kleon, greetings. What we have written concerning the general

And the same (letter) to Heliodoros.’

Text C
[BalavAeufc ’A vrio%og KAecovi] %aipeiv
[0

tov

ar^parvyyiog Kai ap%iepevg vnoYreraKrai

[/p \

vnofivvjlpMTog ov edcoK]e[v 7 }]fi?v Hr[oXefLa?og]

to

avri'fipafyov' 'yev]ea8a) [ov]v axmep aJgioi.

d

- I

‘King Antiochos to Kleon, greetings.

A copy of the memorandum given to us by

Ptolemaios the general and high-priest is attached. Do as he requests. Year 114(7), ... ’

Text D (Bertrand)
( n )

[ B a a J /A e ?

’A v [n 6%(i)i vn\o[Lvr)iLa n a p a IlToXe(i[aiov] orparryyov Kai ap%i€p[e(og nepi rcdv]

[yivoiiMvtov [e/YKXv)](JLaTa)V' afyaj 'ypaxjyrjvai \onwg\ o a a fi[e]v av

vji

ev raTg Kcd/aaig \jjlou]

[ to

Jig XaoTg [npbg a]vrovg e[Qfjt bieigaXyeaOai] eni

tc o v

n a p ' ep/)v oaa

d'

av

rft

npbg

to i)[^

[tcov JoAAcov KCOfjub[v o ] r e o iK ovo[fL og K a i o t o v T o n ] o v n p i o ^ o T T jK w g e n i[a K o ]n d ) < n v ' e a v b e
[ n e p i ] <})6[vov] rp rj K a i p ,e t£ o v a b o K rj[t e h a t a v a jn e p / i r r p r a i e n i t o v e v 'L [ v p ] ia t K [ a i ] <J}[o ] iv ik t ) i
[a lT p a r r y y o v

r o v g b e (f>povpap% ovg [ K a i r o v g e ] n i tcov t o n c o v T e r a y p e v o v g pA j n e p i[ib e ? v

K a r a p /r fie v a rp o n o v ro v g n a p a [K a X o v v r a g ']

t t ) v [ a ] v r r j v V H jX io b c b p a ji.

‘Memorandum to King Antiochos from Ptolemaios the general and high-priest concerning
disputes that arise. I request that written instructions be issued to the effect that my own
people handle those (disputes) that arise between the laoi of my own villages, while those
that involve the inhabitants of other villages be examined by the oikonomos and the
official in charge of the area. If it is a matter of homicide or is considered of greater
importance, it should be sent on to the general of Syria and Phoinike. The garrison
commanders and the officials in charge of the districts should not ignore in any way those
who appeal to them (for assistance).

And the same (memorandum) to Heliodoros.’

Text E
(1 8 )

[B a ]a tX e v g

[ I T r lo A e |x a ? o s

’A v t io%og

K [A e a > ]v f

% a i p e \ v % [ t o v v n ]o p b v r )p /iT o g o v e d c o [K e v ijp A v ]

o o T p a T r y y o g K a i a p % te p e v g v n o r [ e r a K T a \ i t o a v r i y p a x f i o v ’

[ y e v ] e a 6 c o o v v K a O a n e p aJgioi.

d i p , A v d v a io v , d \

‘King Antiochos to Kleon, greetings. Attached is the copy of the memorandum which
Ptolemaios, the general and high-priest, gave us. Do as he requests.

Year 114 (?), 4th of

the month of Audaios.’

Text F
(2 1 )

[B c w r liA e f

p ,e y a X a > [i] ’A v r io % c o i v n o p L v q p a [ n a p a Y lT o X ] e p ,[ a io v ] o T p a T r y y o v

[ K a i] a p x ie p e a y g '
[K A

e ]co va K a i

a fy cb , e a v <roi ( f r a iw y r a i, [fi]a o -iX e v , [ y p a ^ A j v a i

.'H A

—] n p b g r e

io d c o [p o ]v [ t o v ] g d io iK T )ra g e ig r a g v n { d p x b v a a g p x n k c o - [ p ,] a g

[ e y ] y n ' y a e i K a i e ig [ t ] o n a [ T ] p iK o v K a i e ig [ a ] f o v n p o W e r a f g a g K a T a y p a t y a i ]

[p/rj]6evi eigovaiav efvai eniora8[p,]eveiv Kara p,[ybe]p,iav [n]apevpeaiv
tjjbjrjd' erepovg e n a (ya }yeiv p/rjd' emfioXvjv noiTjaaoiOfai eni T[a] Krrp/LTa
p,[r)]be Xaovg eigayeiv

rrjv avr[7)]v

'H A

todcopcoi.

‘Memorandum to Great King Antiochos from Ptolemaios the general and high-priest. I
request, if it appears so to you, o king, that you send written instructions to Kleon and
Heliodoros, the dioiketai, so that no one should have the authority, under any pretext, to
billet in the villages that I own by right of inheritance and in those that you ordered be

transferred to me, nor bring others there, nor requisition any possessions, nor carry off
the laoi. And the same (memorandum) to Heliodoros.’

Text G
(2 8 ) B [a](riXevg ’Avrio%og M apovai %aipeiv' ev[e](f)[a]vi(rev qpuv
[Il}roXepi/Li[og 0 ] orparr^bg Kai dp%iepev[g] nXeio[vag] rw v biobe[v]op^eva)v
KaraXveiv re puera fiiag ev raig K(l)fia[ig] avrov [Kai] aXXa abiKrjpLara
oxjk oXiya ovvreXeTadai pur) npoo,€%ovrag r[oTg nap'] qp&cbjv emcrralXeTcri]
nepi rovrcov [e]nip^eXeia ovv 7TOio[7\ ( g \ onoig pvr) puoviov] K[co]Xvo[v]ra[i

—,

aXXa Kai tyr) [pbia)]vrai beKanXaig alg av noiwvrai f$Xafia[ig%—
7) airrr)

[A

v(ra]viai, Aeovri, Aiov'ikooi.

‘King Antiochos to Marsyas, greetings.

Ptolemaios the general and high-priest has

informed us that many of those passing through take quarters by force in his villages and
commit not a few other crimes, paying no attention to the orders we have sent about these
matters. So make it your duty not only to prevent them, but also to fine them ten times
the cost of the damage they do.

The same (memorandum) to Lysanias, Leon and

Dionikos.’

TextH
(3 5 )

[B]acriXevg ’Avrio%og

'H A /o £ [a )]p c o /

%aipeiv rrjg emonioXijg <fjg]

['Y^'ypoA^apbev npbg M.apa\v]av vnoreraKrai
enaKoXov[9er]

to

avriypa$o[v' ov b' ovv]

ftp', E[a]vb[tKov, -.]

‘King Antiochos to Heliodoros, greetings.

Attached is a copy of the letter we have

written to Marsyas. So follow this up.’

Text I
(3 8 ) f T]tcto/)T)7 V Kpog M ap]ovav' rj airrrj Oeoborojt r[4jlg \np]bg Avaavtalv,]
’ AnoXXo(f)avei

rrjg n[pog Aeovra, IY\Xovro'yev[ei] rrjg npog

A io v ik o v .

‘Attached is the (memorandum) to Marsyas. The same (memorandum) to Lysanias for
Theodotos, to Leon for Apollophanes, to Dionikos for Ploutogenes.’

Document 5. The Mnesimachos inscription

Buckler/Robinsonf 1912);_____ Buckler/Robinsonf 1932)._____ cf

Atkinson(T972k

Billows!! 995:137-145).

Column I
[—

ca.36 --] e n e p c o T rjo a v T o g

X a tp e o [ v im ]e [p t o v t ]co[ v B ia ip ]eo e[co g ]

[yey€V T)pL €vr)]g K a i v o r e p o v e ir e K p iv e pcoi t o v oJko v ’ A v r i y o v o g ’

eireiB r) v v v o i v e a m o T a i to

X p v o io v v r jg
[T T a p a K a T a 6 v)]K r)g

to

v r jg 'A p r e p u B o g a i r a n o v o i v

tta p

epMV, e y c o Be

e%0) iro O ev a n o B o jo c o

ovk

a vro T g , e o n o v v
[to

Kad' ev

t o ] v o ik o v

Kcopuai aiBe (a i ) KaXovvrat TofiaXpcovpa

Koop/ri

ev

'L a p B ia v c o i ireB icoi

ev

”lAou oper npooKvpovoiv Be
(5 ) [irp o g

t t )v

Kco]pwr)v

a v T 7 )v K a i a X X a t Kcop/Li

t

77 K a X e T r a i T a v B o v K a i K o p $ B i X m i a , $ 6 p o g

tcov

Kcopccov e ig v r j v H v 6 e o v
x \ iX i a p % i a v

tov

e v i a v r o v y p v a o 'i T T evryK O vra'

e o n Be K a i K X rjpog e v K i v a p o a n X fr)o io v

T o f ia X p c o v p a ,
[<j)6pog t o ]v e v i a v r o v % p v o o ? rpeT g' e o n Be K a i a X X v ) Kaopor) Y l e p i a o a o c o o r p a e v

M oporov vB an ,

(f>opog e ig r r j v

]apiov %iXiap%iav

[

tov

eviavrov xpvo'o? TrevrrjKovra errrra' e o n Be Kai (ev) Moporov

v B a n K X ypog
ev

N a [ y ] p i o a , $ 6 p o g e ig n ) v ' L a y a p i o v K o p e tB o g % iX ia p % ia v x p v o ’o? rpeT g o fio X o i x p v o i o v

t eooapeg'

e o n Be

( 10) K a i a X X v ) Kcopw) e v A r r o v B B o ig tj K a X e T r a i ’ lAou KCopLV), (j)6pog

to v

e v i a v r o v x p w o T rpeT g

o fio X o i x p v < r io v rp e T g ’
eK n a o c o v o v v

tcov

K copuov K a i

c k tcov k X tjpcov

K ai

tcov

o iK o n e B co v ir p o o K v p o v r c o v K a i

tcov

X acov

n a v o iK ic o v
o v v roT g i m a p x o v o i v K a i
X rjT Q v p y iK o v K a i

tcov

a y y e ic o v

tcov

o iv r jp c o v K a i

tov

(fropov

tov

a p y v p iK O v K a i

tov

tcov

a X X c o v tcov y iv o p A v c o v c k tcov kco(juov K a i % copig to vtco v e n ir X e o v , v r jg B ia ip e o e c o g yevop^evnrjg,
e ^ a ip rjp c a e X a f ie v

II v d e o g

K ai " A B paorog ev

T(o )^ a X tw v p o ig

a v X y v , K a i e^co v r jg a v X r jg e i o i v

o W ia i tcov

( 15)

X acov

K ai

tcov

o iK e r c o v

Kai

r c a p a B e io o i

B vo

o ir o p o v

a p r a fic o v

B eK a rrevre,

Kai

ev

K a i o iK e r a i

oi

Ylepiaoaooorpotg
o tK orceB a o ir o p o v a p r a f i c o v r p ic o v K a i ir a p a B e to o i o ir o p o v

a p r a (fi)c o v

r p ic o v

K a r o iK o v v r e g
ev

to vtco i

tcoi

ro irc o t,

ev

T (o )fia X p L O v p o ig

’'E rfie o o g

’A B p a o r o v ,

K aB oag

'A B p a o ro v,

H p a K X e iB y g B e X e r p o v ,
T

viog

M

Maveov.

aveov

K

afcov, ev Ylepiaaaocoorpoig oi KaroiKouvreg KaBoag ApfiavavBov, ”ABpaorog

4..... Chaireas having inquired into these matters, a division was made and afterwards
Antigonos confirmed the estate for me. Since the temple officials are now demanding
from me the money of the loan of Artemis, and I do not have the means to pay them,
named here are the villages comprising each part of my property:
Tobalmoura village in the plain of Sardeis in the district of Ilos. Belonging to this
village are other villages named Tandos and Kombdilipi, the tax of the villages of
fifty gold staters annually (being paid) in the chiliarchy of Pytheos ...
There is also an allotment at Kinaroa near Tobalmoura (paying) a tax of three gold
staters annually.
There is also another village, Periasasostra, in Morstos Waters (district), (paying)
tax of fifty-seven gold staters annually in the chiliarchy o f

arios.

There is also in Morstos Waters (district) an allotment at Nagrioa (paying) tax of
three gold staters and four gold obols annually in the chiliarchy of Sangarios the
son of Koreis.
There is also another village in the district of Attoudda called the village of Ilos,
(paying) tax of three gold staters and three gold obols annually.
So from all the villages and allotments and the housing plots associated with these and the
laoi with all their households and possessions and the wine jars and the money tax and the
labour tax and the other things which are produced from the villages, and apart from these
even more, when the division was made, Pytheos and Adrastos received a portion set
apart:
In Tobalmoura, a country house and, outside the house, the dwellings of the laoi
and the slaves and two cultivable plots (of an area) requiring fifteen artabai of
seed.
In Periasasostra, housing plots of (an area) requiring three artabai of seed and
cultivable plots (of an area) requiring three artabai of seed.
And the slaves living on this land, in Tobalmoura: Ephesos of Adrastos, Kadoas of
Adrastos, Herakleides of Beletros, Tyios of Maneas, the son of Kaikos, and those
living in Periasasostra: Kadoas of Armanandos and Adrastos of Maneas.’

Column II

[—ca. 16 —pvj9]e[v eigeorco py)]re epoi piyre [ro?g epoTg eKyovoig pipc\e [-- ca.10 --]
pifce aXQOcoi prfievi pr)Ken anoXvaaaOar Kai eav rig epnoiiyrai imep rivog tcov Kcopcbv

77

tcov kXvjpcov
if)

imep

tc o v

aXXcov

tc o v

code yeypcLppevcov eycb

K ai oi

epoi enyovoi fiefiaicbo'opev

K ai to v

avrinoiovpevov
eigaXXaJg(o)pev, eav

de

pi) fiefiaicbaopev

if)

napa

tt)v

ovyypacfrijv napafiatvcopev

TVjvde

yeypappevyv
(5 )

e7r[/]

T a g K cbpag K a i r o v g

K X ijp o v g K a i r a

% c o p ia K a i r o v g o i K e r a g a n a v r a g

e ig r a

' A i p r e p id o g e% €Tcocrav,
K a i o i v e c o n o to i im e p t o v t c o v eK diK a to vcrO co o -a v K a i K pivecrO cocrav n p b g

r ovg a v r m o io v p e v o v g

cog a v f i o v X c o v r a i, K a i e y c b ^Avr\<Tipja%og K a i o i e p o i e K y o v o t a n o r e i c r o p e v e ig r ( a ) ’A p r e p i d o g
X p v c r o v g dicr% iX iovg eigaK oo’io v g n e v r r j K o v r a , K a i im e p t c o v y e v T j p a r c o v K a i t c o v K a p n c b v
e a v p i ) K a p n e v c r c o v r a i e v e K eivc o i

tw i

e r e i e ig T a ' A p r e p i d o g o n o c ro v o v v % pvcriov a lg ia rji K a i

TadTa

( 1 0 ) anodcbaopev, Kai
ti

tco v

oiKodop7)(pa)rcov Kai ^vrevpArcov

tcov

-rrjg 'Aprepidog

if

aXXo

t

10

av noirjcrcocriv

ocrov xpvcriov dJgia i)i

ttjv

aJgiav anodcbaopev, pexpi de ocrov pi) anodcbpev eorco i)piv ev

napaKaraOijKTji
recog av anav anodcbpev eav de Tag Kcbpag if rovg KXijpovg ij

tc o v

eav

to

0

fiamXevg acfreXrjrai riji

’A

prepidi dia M.vycrip/L%ov,

aXXcov t i

tc o v

xpvcriov ovv

to

imoKeipevcov
apxaTov

ttjv

napaKaTadr)KV)v
r o v g x iX to v g T p ia K o c rio v g e iK o m n e v r e x p v c r o v g a v r o i n a p a x p i j p c b a n o d c b o 'o p e v e ig T a ' A p r e p i d o g

(1 5 )

e y c b M w j c r i p a x o g K a i o i e p o i e K j o v o i , K a i t c o v o iK o d o p r j p a r c o v K a i ^ v r e v p A r c o v T rig

’Ap r e p i d o g
ocrov a v aXgia 77 / t t j v aJgiav a n o d c b c r o p e v n a p a x p i j p a , K a i im e p t c o v 'y e v r jp a r c o v K a i t c o v K a p n c b v
e a v p i ) K a p n e v c r c o v r a i e v e K eivc o i t c o i e r e i e ig r a

' A p r e p i d o g o n o c ro v a v x p v c r io v a tg ia 77 / K a i

ra vra

anodcbcropev, pexpt de ocrov pi) anodcbpev eorco av epoi ev napa(Ka)ra6i)K7)i Kai ev roiq epoTg
eKyovoig
ecog av anav anodcbpev eig r a ’Aprepidog'

K a i 77

npalgig recog av eig ijpcbv pipico yevryrai

elgeTvat.

‘

it shall not be permitted either to me or to my descendants or to ... or to anyone

else to be released any longer from (this agreement).
And if someone makes a claim concerning one of the villages or the allotments or
concerning the other things that have been written here, I and my descendants will act as
guarantors and turn away the contenders, and if we do not act as guarantors or (if we)

violate the written agreement concerning the villages and the allotments and the plots of
land and the slaves, let all belong to Artemis, and let the temple officials take the
contenders to court and be judged in whatever manner they wish. And I, Mnesimachos,
and my descendants will pay Artemis 2,650 gold staters. And for the (grain) produce and
(fruit) crop, if they have not been harvested that year for Artemis, as much money as they
are valued at, and we shall pay this. And for the buildings and plantings of Artemis and
for any additions they make, we shall pay whatever sum they are valued at. And as long
as we have not paid something, let this be considered a loan until we have paid
everything.
And if the king takes away from Artemis, because of Mnesimachos, the villages or the
allotments or any of the other things, I, Mnesimachos, and my descendants will
immediately pay back to Artemis the original loan, the 1,325 gold staters.

And,

concerning the buildings and plantings of Artemis, whatever the value is that amount we
will pay immediately. And, concerning the (grain) produce and (fruit) crop, if they have
not been harvested that year for Artemis, we will pay whatever sum they are valued at.
And, as long as we have not paid something, let this be considered a loan to me and to my
descendants until we have paid everything to Artemis.

And let action (of recovery of

debts) be permitted (against us) as long as we do not do so.’

Document 6. The Laodike letter to Iasos

Pugliese Carratelli(T969)
.. n p o a i p o v p e v r ) dr) K a i e y e d
9a

glkoX o v -

7rpacr<0->e/v r r j i i } o n o v d i j i i } a v r o v K a i e ic r e v e i a i K a i d i a

t o v t o K a r a O e a O a i n v a e v e p y e a i a p p e v e ig r o v g

a a Q e v o v v r a g tcov n o X ir c b v , e v x p r j a r i a v d e k o i -

(1 5 )

v r)v t c o t a v p n a v r i d r jp c o i, y e y p a x f r e iK a 'L r p o v B i-

covi t o ) 1 d io iK T jriji ecj)' e r r ) d e K a K a r

e v i a v r o v m jp c b v % iX i-

o v g p e d i p v o v g ' A m K o v g e ig t y )v n o X iv n a p a K o p i C p v r a n a p a d i d o v a i ro ? g n a p a t o v d r j p o v '

e v o v v n o r j-

(re re o v v r a tg a v r e g r o ig p e v r a p i a i g n a p a X a p f i a -

(2 0 )

v o v r a g r a K r o v n X r f io v g e y d io iK e T v , roT g d e n p o c r r a -

r a t g K a i o lg a v a X X o ig K p iv r jr e n p o v o e iv o n c o g t o y i v o p e v o v dicuj>opov €K to vtco v K a r a r S c b v T a i e ig n p o iK a g
ra T g tcov d u r S e v o v v r c o v n o X ir c b v d v y a r p c u r i v , d id o v r e g p i ) n X e o v ' A v r to % e c o v d p a % p c b v r p i a K o a i c o v e K a a -

( 2 5 ) T7)1 TCOV OVVOlKlCppeVOOV ..

and because I am also inclined to act in accordance with his ( the king’s) interest and
consideration, and because of this to perform some benefaction for citizens in need and a
good deed for the city as a whole, I have written to Strouthion the dioiketes to bring to
the city and deliver to the representatives of the city each year for ten years a thousand
Attic medimnoi of wheat.

So you will do well to order the financial officials, upon

receiving it, to sell a regular amount and to (order) the prostatai, and whomever else you
decide, to arrange that the resulting income be set aside as dowries for the daughters of
poor citizens, giving not more than three hundred drachmas of Antioch to each of those
due to be married.’ ..

Document 7. The Apollonia-Salbake decree

Roberta 954)
(4 )

.. n p e o f i e v - ]

[
n e p c ftO ev rc o v ire p i

[ tcov

tcov

[ovpxfaepovTcov]

[r e d 1 d t f p e o i n p o g r e K r r )(r iK X r jv t o v

[------] K a i M e v a v d p o v

(8)

tov

[-- ca.9 —]

d io iK q r r jiv eK revcb q ]

[ e a v r o ] v e n id o v q , o r e o i n p e c r f i e v r a i a r d r jX O o v , K a i ]

[ o v v e ] i o n o p e v 6 p e v o g a in ro ig e o n e v d e v e i[ g
[ r a n o p i]< r9 rjv a i n e [ p i ] dbv r j t g io v p e v

[r p io v ]
(1 2 )

tov

to

n a v -]

e r i d e K a i & \r )p /r )-\

e y X o y io r o v e ia K a X e a a p e v o v r o v g

[ n p e a ^ e v r a g im e p dov e p n e c ^ a v iK e i a irrd b i A r j p r ) -

[T p io q ] 0 t e r a y p e v o q e n i t c o v iep c b v, K a i d ta p ,[< f)i]o fir)[T r)-]

[(ravT o]q n p o g a ir r o v q im e p t c o v iepcbv K co p eb v [2 ]a A e [/-]
[c o v

Te]

(1 6 )

[

tcov

o p e iv d b v K a i l A X e i c o v

[t o v

n e d e iv c b [ v ]

]p e v o g n a p e K a X e i A r jp r jr p io v p /rfie v tc o v

[n p o v n a ]p % 6 v r o o v

[

tcov

t

cbi d rjp c o i

KiveTv e n i T rjq a v r o [ v ] n p a -

V ag, a X X a e a v d ia p e v e tv K a S a n ep
vvv]

[e ]cog

..

‘.. When ambassadors were sent to Ktesikles the — and Menandros the dioiketes on
matters concerning the interests of the city, he gave freely of his time when the
ambassadors left and, accompanying them, sought eagerly to bring about everything that
we were requesting.
And also, when Demetrios the eklogistes summoned the ambassadors on the matter which
had been brought before him by Demetrios, the official in charge of sanctuaries, and
entered into a dispute with them (the ambassadors) regarding the sacred villages of the
Saleioi of the mountains and the Saleioi of the plains, interceding(?) he asked Demetrios
not to include within his jurisdiction(?) anything that had previously belonged to the city,
but to allow it to remain as before.’

3
Document 8. The Achaios decree

Worrlen975T
BaariXevovrcov ’Avnoxov
eXevKov nepirrov

Kai

[2-]

K a i re o -cra p a K O -

crrod erovg pvjvoq Ylepiriov e(4 )

n

’E X e v o v e m p e X v jr o d { t o v } r 6 [ n o \u eK K X vjai-

ag yevopevyq edofge N eoreixehaiq
K ai

K.i(dydioKQ)p'iTaiq‘ eneidr) B ava’A % a io d o iK o v o p c b v K a i A a -

fiv jX o q 0 r a r o d

% Ylanou eyXoyi(rrr)q tcov

(8 )

’A x a i o u e v e p y e r a i

airrcov y e y e v r j v r -

a i K a r a n a v r a K a i K o ivrji K a i id ia i eK acrto v a v r e iX y p p e v o t e ia iv

( 1 2 ) p noXepov

to v

K ar a t [ o - ]

TaXaTiKov Kai noX-

Xcbv airrcov yevopevcov a i^ p ] a X cotcov

imo

vitravreq

TaXarcbv epcfra-

’A%a/<5[»] e[Xvr]pco[(ra]vTOt

enaivecrai T€ airrovq Kai a(vayypa\pai

(1 6 )
t t jv

tcov

evepyaaiav airrcov eig cmf)-

Xrjv XiOivrjV Kai (rrrjo-ai ev

tcoi

Atog i(e}pcQi ep Baj3a Kcoprji Kai
( 2 0 ) ev t obi t o v 'AndXcovoq ev Kiddiov

to v

(Kcoprii}, dedocrOat de airroTq Kai eyyovoiq
eig n a v ra

to v

xpbvov npoedpiav

ev Taiq drjporeXeo-iv eopraTq,
(2 4 )

Q veiv d e K a i ’ A x a ic b i Kvpicoi t o v t o -

n o v K a i acoT rjpi K a t
e p p e v re d 1 r o d

A axapyt
(2 8 )

K ai

K p io vg

Atog

e v ia v r o v
lepdbi fio d v ,

BayaffyXcoi evepyerailg]

dvo ev

tcoi

t [ ov 'A\noXAcovoq

Kiddiov Kcbprji, iepeTa rpia
oncog e/$[co]<77 Kai oi aXXoi o t i Neorfe/-]
iepcbi

tcoi

ey

X eh a i Kai Ki[d]diOKCop?rai vcj)' cofid
( 3 2 ) av t 1 naOcoai ayafl[o]v enicrravra i Tipdg avrididovat.

‘When Antiochos and Seleukos were kings, in the forty-fifth year, in the month of
Peritios, when Helenos was epimeletes of the district, an assembly having taken place, the
following was decided by the Neoteichitai and Kiddiokomitai:

Since Banabelos, the oikonomos of Achaios, and Lachares, son of Papos, the eJdogistes of
Achaios, have become their benefactors in all things, and and (since) both the
communities and each person individually received help from them during the Galatian
War, when many were taken prisoners by the Galatians, (whom) they ransomed acting
on behalf of Achaios,
1) that they be praised and their benefaction recorded on a stone stele and that (this) be
set up in the sanctuary of Zeus in the village of Baba and in that of Apollo in the village of
Kiddion,
2)

that the privilege of a front seat at public festivals be given to them and their

descendants,
3) that an annual sacrifice be offered for Achaios, as lord of the place and saviour, of an
ox in the temple of Zeus and for Lachares and Banabelos, as benefactors, two rams in the
sanctuary of Apollo at Kiddion village, a total of three sacrificial animals,
so that others should learn that the Neoteichitai and the Kiddiokomitai know how to
return honours to those who do them some good.’

Document 9. The letter from Antiochos III to the Sardians 1

MaH997: n o .R cf. Gauthier(T989:13. Inv. 63.118)
-ATAA—KEIANT-I - ca.22-24 - O
h o p Q c o a e o Q e e v e r e a t v rpicr'iv, e [ v ] 6 e
e ig

o v v o iK K T fio v

to v

(4 ) e K

tcov

ev

[oj]^ fie K a i tguX yv

t rjg n o X e c o g K o ip a i K a i e f g a y a y e o Q a i

T a p a v C p ig

vXcov K a 8 '

a v o v y K p i v y ZeQfgig'

vac.

T rapaX vofj^ ev tie K a i r r jg TTpo(rem fiX v)6ei(rv)g e tK o o r ij g
em

tt jv

TToXtriKTjv K a i

to

y v f i v a a i o v & i irp o T e p o v e%pv}<r6e

o v v r e r a x a i L e v a T c o K a T a o T rjc r a i v f u v K a i y e y p a ^ a f i e v

(8 ) n e p i n a v r c o v irp o g Z e v f y v K a i K T rja riK X rjv im e p a ir r c o v tie
to vtcov

a n a y y e X o v i [ o ] ] a i v v p u v K a i o i ir e p i M r jr p o B c o p o v . v a c .

”E p p c o a O e.

6q

E a v B iK o v e .

‘... should be dealt with within three years; and immediately to cut the (necessary) wood
for the reconstruction of the city and to take it from the forests of Taranza, as Zeuxis may
decide. We also exempt you from the one-twentieth (tax) that had been added to the city
tax and have ordered that the gymnasium you used previously be returned to you. On all
these matters we have written to Zeuxis and Ktesikles. Metrodoros and his colleagues
will inform you about these things. Be in good health. (Year) 99, the 5th of Xandikos.’

Document 10. The letters of Antiochos and Zeuxis to Herakleia-Latmos
Worried 9881 cf. Ma(T997:no.29); Sahin(T9871.
A. Letter o f Antiochos
N I
(8 )

.. QeXovreg de Kai Kara r a Xoma rro-

[Xv]ajpe?v vyJdv r a re imo Zevfydog ovyxcopyOevra vfXiv Kupoupbev
[Kai] npbg rcbi imoKeipbevcoi nXrfiei eig eXaio%pioriov roTg veoig a/no[rburaopbev K a h ' eviavrov Kai aXXoug pierprjrag rpiaKovra. T o r e

( 1 2 ) [ecropbevov a]vr)X(jL>/m eig rrjv emo-Keurjv rov vdpayoyyiov olofjbe[8a de?v dido]a8ai eK fiacriXtKov e(j>' err] rpia, Kai nepi rovrojv yeypa^afiev

[-- ca. 8/9 — r]wt dioiKrjrfji. ..
4... And because we also wished to look after your welfare in the future, we have both
confirmed the concessions made to you by Zeuxis and have assigned for the annointing o f
the youth another 30 metretai o f oil a year in addition to that already allocated. And as
for the funds that will be required for the repair o f the aqueduct, we think it right that
these should be paid from the royal trearury for three years, and on these matters we have
written to .. the dioiketes.

B. Letter o f Zeuxis
Ambassadors o f the Herakleians had appeared requesting concessions by the king, which
Zeuxis repeated in his preamble:
N il
.. Kai napaKaXetrovrag ra re imo rwv fiacriXetLiV ovyKeyccoprjiieva
[<rvvdiarr}pr]6rjv]ai omog imapxf) Kai /juera ravra %re aveirioraO/Jbeia Kai ra
( 1 6 ) [~ ca. 16/17 -- K]ai ra reXr) Kai eyyaia Kai ra eiaayayyia Kai etgayayyiia]

‘.. and asking that both the concessions already granted by the kings be maintained as they
are (today) and also that, after this, freedom from billeting and ... and sales taxes and
tolls and import and export custom duties ..’

J18

N III
[iTp]d(rig, didarrai de Kai

ck

fiaoitXiKov eig %pv}](riv vrjg noXecog fjbaXtora [fMev]

fjbev 7tAeov ei de fiy ye TaXavra
afievTjt
( 4)

to

[--

ca. 5 — ci)]^ rrporepov Kai t o eXaio%pionov $[/-]

anoTeTayfievov TO?g v[eoig, o] eireKTjpvaaeTO Tvjt (bviji

vog, afgiaxravreg de Kai areXeiav ovy%Q)pr}<rai t w v

rcov Kai

to v

ewofiiov

tc o v T e

k ttjvc o v

Kai t c o v

c t/x tjv c o v 6 (f)'

Tai Kai ^evyv) t o?g noXhaig, iLvyo&rjaofievovg de Kai

d ir c o g

[A]e/ dcopeav Kai aTeXeia{v) t o v Te eiaayofievov eig t t j v
( 8)

re

XifLe-

Tvjg yrjg

K aprccov ir a v -

err] oa av (fraivrjorrog doOiji Trjt

ttoX i v

vov Kai Yva oi eJga/yovreg c k Trjg t o v jSaaiXetog eig t t j v

idlag xpeiag Kai eig irpaxriv drreXeig co cr/v

ck

to v

Kai

ttoX i v

tov

eni

tto -

TrwXovfj^e-

Te

Tag

..

sale, and shall be given from the royal treasury for the use of the city as before,
preferably more, but at least - talents; and that the supply of oil that was designated for
the annointing of the youth, which was purchased from the (proceeds of the) public
auction of port dues, remain (as before); and requesting that tax-exemption be granted to
the citizens on all agricultural produce and on pasturage rights for animals and bee-hives
for as many years and yokes as judged appropriate; and that they (the ambassadors) be
mindful (to request) that free grain be supplied to the city and tax-exemption on that
imported into the city and that sold there, and that those who brought (grain) from royal
land to the city both for their own use and for sale be tax-exempt’
This was followed by Zeuxis’ answer, with a reference to imports: ei]<rayayyv}[, and ..
N IV
(6)
[Tcog

—emxcopovfiev de vfuv K a i
oicrnepl K a i TcpoTepov eiaiQene a y e i v

ttjv

Travvyyvpiv areXrj crvvreXeTv o[u-]

..

and we permit you to conduct the religious festival tax-free in the same manner that
you used to earlier

Document 11. A land conveyance in the oikonomia of Sardeis

Ma (1997: no.4T). cf. Gautier(T989: no.7. Inv.64.6)
-- [07] fiao-'iXiaraa yeypa[(j)€v\ —
— ENEI rwv ttepi HMA 2 EI ~ ev vrji nepi Xapdeig oiKov[o]fiia[i] —
(4) ~ Ylopaovdda KWfi/rjv Kai SANN.<I>E --- TA IS Kara rovg Tzpoxmapxovriag txeptopiarjiovg?] —
— SIN ev raig KU)pu[ai]g Kai roUg] ay[poTg?] —
—TAI avrog re Kai oi eyyovoi aurou —
(8 )

T - IIAH.ONTO -

‘.. (Laodike) the queen has written t o

-enes of our .. in the oikonomia of the district

of Sardeis ... the village of Porsoudda and .... according to the pre-existing (surveys?)
... in the villages and fields(?).. he and his descendants ..’

Document 12. Antiochos I ll’s letter concerning Jerusalem

Jos.yjftf.12.138-144

B a a iX e v g ’ A v rio % o g Y lr o X e fia iq ) % a ip e iv m rc b v

lo u d a ic o v K a i n a p a u r'iK a , [Lev, rjv iK a Trjg % copag

e ir e jfy fie v a irrco v, e m d e i^ a jie v c o v t o rrpog r jjia g <$>iX o tijlo v , K a i n a p a y e v o f ie v o v g

e ig ttjv ttoX iv

X apm p b o g e K d e ^ a jie v c o v K a i f i e r a v rjg y e p o v a i a g aTTavTTjadvTCOV, axf>6ovov d e ttjv % o p r jy ia v r oig
O T p a T ia rr a ig K a i TO?g e X e fy a a i T ra p ea x rjP & v w v, o v v e ^ e X o v r c o v d e K a i r ovg e v v f j aK pg, <f>povpovg
tcov

A iy im r ic o v ,

rjfy c x ra jL e v K a i a ir r o i to vtco v a ir r o v g d fie iip a o Q a i K a i ttjv ttoX iv a irrc o v

a v a X a fie T v KaT€(j>6apfLevTjv im o tcov n e p i r o v g TroXejioug avpmefrovTCOV K a i o v v o iK ttr a i tcov
dieoTTapfjjevcov e ig a ir rrjv ttoX iv o w e X O o v rc o v "

ttp c b ro v

d e airroTg e K p iv a jie v d ia ttjv e v o e f ie ta v

T rapaa% eiv ttjv e ig T a g 61m a g o v v r a f y v kttjvcov r e B v a ip u o v K a i oTvov K a i e X a io v K a i X tfia v o v ,
a p y v p io v ji u p ta d a g duo K a i (rejL iyd a X eco g a p r a f i a g le p a g K a T a t o v em % copiov vojlov , ttvpdov
ja e d tjiv o v g % iX iovg t c t ,p a K o a io v g etgrjK ovra, K a i a X d o v fie d 'ijiv o u g r p ia K o a io v g efidofL rjK O vra r r e v r e '

reX eT a O a i d ' airroTg T a v r a (d o v X o jia i Kabbog b r e o r a X K a , K a i t o tte p i t o ie p o v aTrapTK rQ rjvai
e p y o v T a g T e a r o a g K a i eT t i e r e p o v o tK o d o p /rja a t d e o r

tj

d e tcov IguXcov vX rj K a ra K o ju ^ e o Q c o et;

a irrrjg T e r f jg ’ I oudaicug K a i c k tcov a X X c o v eOvcbv K a i c k t o v A i f i a v o v firjd e v o g Trpao-frojievov
reX oug'

o jw ic o g d e K a i r oTg a X X o ig e v oTg a v h r n f ta v e o T e p a v y i y v e o Q a i ttjv to u ie p o v eTTKTKevrjv

d e jj’ T T oX iT eveoticoaav d e ir d v r e g o i c k t o v eOvoug k o t o . r o v g T raT piovg v b jw v g , aTroXvecrOco d ' rj
y e p o v a i a K a i o i iep e ig K a i o i y p a ji fi a r e T g t o v ie p o v K a i o i ie p o ip a X r a t dbv im e p Trjg K efya X rjg
tc A o u o -c K a i t o u < rre< f> avm K ou <fn p o u K a i t o u T iepi t o j v a X a i v

iv a b e Q arrrov tj rroXig K a ro iK io O yj

didcofii TO?g T e v v v K aTO iK ovtriv K a i K a T e X e v a o jL e v o ig ecog t o v ' T T re p fie p e ra io v jirjv o g a r e X e m v
e lv a i fJL-expi rp ic o v e rd o v '

a /n o X v o fie v d e K a i e ig t o X oittov a v r o v g t o v r p i r o v fie p o v g tcov cfropcov

coerce a irrco v erravopQcoQ rjvai ttjv j8A aJfirjv'

K a i b o o t c k Trjg TroXecog d p r r a y e v r e g d o vX evo vcriv,

a ir r o v g r e r o ir r o v g K a i r o v g i m ' a irrc o v y e w r f i e v r a g eX evB e p o v g cujyiejiev, K a i r a g o v a ia g airroTg
aTTodidoorSai K e X e v o jie v .

‘King Antiochus to Ptolemaios, greetings. Inasmuch as the Jews, from the very moment
when we entered their country, showed their eagerness to serve us and, when we came to
their city, gave us a splendid reception and met us with their senate and furnished an
abundance of provisions to our soldiers and elephants, and also helped us to expel the
Egyptian garrison in the citadel, we have seen fit on our part to reward them for these
acts and to restore their city which has been destroyed by the hazards of war, and to
repeople it by bringing back to it those who have been dispersed abroad. In the first place
we have decided, on account of their piety, to furnish them for their sacrifices an
allowance of sacrificial animals, wine, oil and frankincense to the value of twenty
thousand pieces of silver, and sacred artabae of fine flour in accordance with their native

law and one thousand four hundred and sixty medimnoi of wheat and three hundred and
seventyfive medimnoi of salt. And it is my will that these things be made over to them as
I have ordered, and that the work on the temple be completed, including the porticoes and
any other part that it may be necessary to build. The timber, moreover, shall be brought
from Judaea itself and from other nations and Lebanon without the imposition of a tollcharge. The like shall be done with the other materials needed for making the restoration
of the temple more splendid. And all the people of the nation shall have a form of
government in accordance with the laws of their ancestors, and the senate, the priests, the
scribes of the temple and the temple-singers shall be relieved from the head taxes which
they pay and the crown-tax and the salt-tax. And, in order that the city may the more
quickly be repeopled, I grant both to the present inhabitants and to those who may return
before the month of Hyperberetaios exemption from taxes for three years.

We also

relieve them for all time from the third part of the tribute, so that their losses may be made
good. And as for those who were carried off from the city and are slaves, we herewith set
them free, both them and the children bom to them, and order that their property be
restored to them.

Document 13. Demetrios I’s letter to Jonathan
Jo s^ f^ . 13.49-53
. . . T o vg y a p n X e io T o v g v/j m v avrjcrco tcov <j)6pcov K a i tcov o v vra lg e c o v a g e r e X e n e TO?g ttp o e/Jbov

fiaariX evcriv K a i e fio i, vOv T e v f u v axf>iv)[jLi T o v g <j)6povg o v g a e i n a p e i% e T e '

7rp o g

T o v r o ig K a i ttjv

T ifJbTjv vfju v % apiCpiLai tcov a X c o v K a i tcov orecfra vco v, o v g TTpocrecfrepere rjpuv, K a i a v r i tcov
Tp h c o v t o v K aprrov K a i t o v vjfLto-ovg t o v tguXivov K aprrov t o y ivo p b e vo v k fio i fie p o g vfJbTv axjyi^fjbi
arro vrjg rrrp /ep o v rjpbepag' K a i im e p KecfraXvjg e K a o r r ig o e b e i fiboi b ib o a d a i tcov e v T fj ’lo vb a iq b
K aTO iK ovvrcov K a i tcov T picov TO Tiapxicov tcov T fj 'lo v b a iq b rr]p ocTKeifievcov X a fjb a p e ia g K a i
r a X iX a ia g K ai U e p a i a g t o v t o v ttapa% copoo v f u v arro t o v v vv e ig t o v a n a v r a x p o v o v

K a i tcov

’lep o a o X u fU T c b v ttoX iv \e p a v K a i a o v X o v e h a t (b o v X o fia i K a i e X e v d e p a v ecog tcov opcov a v r r jg a/no
T rj beK a T rjg K a i tcov T e X c o v t y )v b e a K p a v en iT pem co tco a p x te p e ? vp u b v ’ l a yvaOy), o vg b ' a v
a v r b g boK tfiA cpfj n i a r o v g K a i <f)iXovg, r o v r o v g e v a v r f j cfrpovpovg K a T a o r r jc r a i, Tva <j>vXajrcrcocriv
r)fL?v a v r r j v ' K a i ’ I o v b a ic o v b e T o vg aixfJbaX coriO 'O evrag K a i b o v X e v o v r a g e v T fj y/jbeTepg, acftirjfii
eX evQ ep o vg ’ KeXevco b e pvrjbe a y y a p e v e o t i a t T a ’ I o v b a ic o v v n o Q y i a ' T a b e c a fi fb a T a K a i e o p r r jv
a n a c r a v K a i rpeTg n p o Trjg e o p rr jg rjfjbepag e o r c o a a v a re X e T g ' t o v a v r o v T p b n o v K a i r o vg e v T fj
e f i j j K aT o iK o O vra g ’lo v b a io v g eX evQ ep o vg K a i a v e m q p e a c r r o v g ax})tfr)fjbi. ..

For I will free you from most of the tribute and taxes that you paid to the kings before
me and myself. And now I free you from the tribute you always paid.

In addition* I

exempt you from the salt tax and the crown tax, that you offered me, and I exempt you
from this day on of the value of the third part of the grain crop and the half of the fruit
crop which was my due. And I grant to you from now and for all time that which was
given to me as head taxes by those living in Judaea and the three toparchies of Samaria
adjoining it and Galilee and Peraia. And let Jerusalem be sacred and inviolate and exempt
up to her boundaries from tolls and taxes. I cede control of the citadel to Jonathan, your
High Priest, that he may place those whom he judges faithful and friends in it as guards,
so that they may guard it for us. And every Jew, who has been taken prisoner or enslaved
in my kingdom, I set free. And I order that the animals of Jews not be requisitioned. And
let the sabbaths and every feast-day and three days before a feast-day be tax-free. And in
the same manner I will let the Jews living in my kingdom be free and undisturbed... ’

Document 14. Demetrios IPs letter to Jonathan

I Maccabees 11.34-35
. . . earaK afiev airroTg r a r e bpia Trjg ’lovbaiag Kai rovg rpeTg vopwvg ’AfcpaifML Kai A vbba

Kai PafjbaOaiiL npoaereOnrjaav rfj ’I ovbaiq, and rrjg 'Lafiapm bog Kai n d v ra r a ovyKvpovvra
avroTg nacri roTg QvcriaCpvoriv eig ’lepoaoXviia a vri rcbv (SaaiXtKcbv, bbv eXcmfiavev o fiamXevg
nap' airrcov ro nporepov K a r eviavrov dno rcbv yevrjfjbdrcov rrjg y r jg Kai rcbv aKpobpvwv’ Kai
r a aXXa r a dvrjKovra rjpuTv ano rov vvv rcbv beKarbbv Kai rcbv reXcbv rcbv dvrjKovrcov rjfiTv Kai
ra g rov aX.bg X'lfivag Kai rovg dvrjKovrag rjfiTv orecf)dvovg, n d v r a enapKeaofLev airroTg. ..

‘.. And we have confirmed to them (the Jews) the boundaries of Judaea.

And the three

districts of Apheraima, Lydda and Ramathaim have been added to Judaea from Samaria,
with everything belonging to them, in favour of those who sacrifice at Jerusalem instead
of paying royal taxes, which the king received from them earlier each year from the crops
and fruit trees. And the other things that belong to us of the tolls and taxes and the salt
tax and the crowns due to us, all these from today we relieve them o f ... ’

Document 15. The Baitokaike grant

WellesO934:110.701. cf. Jalabert/Mouterdef 19701
Lines 1-3. Order of a king Antiochos to Euphemos to execute the following instructions.
Y lp o o e v e x jS e v r o g fjuoi n e p i T rjg e v e p y i e V a g

6e o 0 A i o g B a ir o K a 'iK r jg

(5 ) eK piO rj a v v % o o p r $ r jv a \ a i r r q ) e ig a n a v r a r o v % p o v o v o 6 e v K a i 7) buvafLig t o v

8e o v

K a r e p % e r a i ko )[lt ) v ttjv B a iT O K a i[K fr}]vr)v, r jv n p o r e p o v e o % e v A r j f i r j r p i o g

A r ip /r f r p io v t o v

M v a o a i o v e v r o v p y c o v a T rjg n e p i ’A n d f i i a v o a r p a n e i a g , o v v roTg

a v v K v p o v o i K a i K a 6 r )K o v o t n a / r i K a r a r o v g n p o v n d p x o v r a g n e p io p io r fio v g
K a i o v v roT g r o v e v e o rc T r ro g e r o v g y e v [ v } r j f i a o i v , o n c o g

v) d u o ravrrjg n p o o o b o g

(1 0 ) a v a X lo K T j r a i e ig r a g K a r a f i r j v a i g ] o v v r e X o v f i e v a g Q v o ia g K a i rSXXa r a n p o g a i l f y o i v t o v ie p o v o v v r e i v o v r a v i to t o v K a Q e o r a p b e v o v im o r o v d e o v iep e co g , bog ei'~
Q i o r a i , a y c o v r i b e K a r a p /r jv a n a v y y v p e i g

areXeTg T f j

n e v r e K a ib e K a T fi K a i

r p i a K a b i , K a i e f v a t t o f i e v ie p o v d o v X o v t y i v b e KaofiTjv d v e 7T i o ( T ) a ( 6)[LOV, [LVjbef&iag
d n o p p r jo e a y g TTpooeve%j8e io r ) g '

..

‘Having been informed of the power of the god Zeus of Baitokaike, I have decided to
grant to him for all time that from which the power of the god is derived, namely the
village of Baitokaike, which Demetrios, the son of Demetrios, the son of Mnasaios,
formerly possessed in Tourgona (district) in the satrapy of Apameia, along with
everything that goes with it and belongs to it within the existing boundaries, and also the
harvests of the current year, so that the revenue from these be expended on the monthly
sacrifices and the other things which contribute to the prosperity of the sanctuary by the
priest of the sanctuary, as is habitual. And let festivals that are exempt from taxation be
held each month on the 15th and the 30th days. And let the sanctuary be inviolable and the
village free from billeting, since no objection has been made to this. ...’
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